
Introduction to experimental particle physics 

Contributions to the field of experimental particle physics have 
been accumulating in the literature over the past 40 years and 
now compose a vast but scattered array of reports and mono
graphs. This book ties together the most important experimental 
topics into a brief but balanced overview. 

The author first gives a review of particle physics and discusses 
electromagnetic and nuclear interactions. He then goes on to 
discuss three nearly universal aspects of particle physics experi
ments: beams, targets, and fast electronics. The second part of the 
book treats in detail the properties of various types of particle 
detectors, such as scintillation counters, Cerenkov counters, pro
portional chambers, drift chambers, sampling calorimeters, and 
specialized detectors. Wherever possible the author attempts to 
enumerate the advantages and disadvantages of each detector, 
and to specify the factors that limit a detector's performance. 
Finally, the author discusses aspects of specific particle physics 
experiments, such as properties of triggers, types of measure
ments, spectrometers, and the integration of detectors into a 
coherent system. 

Throughout the book, the author has attempted to begin each 
chapter with a discussion of the basic principles involved and 
follow it by selective examples. Although it is not meant to be a 
complete survey of experimental particle physics, nevertheless, 
this book contains much practical information to provide readers 
with sufficient background in the subject. It will be a useful refer
ence for particle physicists, nuclear physicists, and graduate stu
dents studying these topics. 
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Preface 

I have felt for some time that there should be a book that briefly ties 
together the most important topics in experimental particle physics. The 
biggest difficulty I have encountered in trying to do this is not that infor
mation concerning this subject is lacking, but rather that so much of it 
exists. Reports on experimental techniques and devices can be found 
scattered through specialized monographs, conference proceedings, data 
compilations, review papers, and journal articles. I have had to make 
enumerable, arbitrary selections in order to produce what I hope is a 
balanced overview of the subject in a book of reasonable length. I hope 
that the final product will be useful to graduate students and to others 
interested in an introduction to the subject and as a reference for practi
tioners in the field. 

The first three chapters give an overview of the subject and discuss the 
electromagnetic and nuclear interactions of particles. A knowledge of 
particle interactions is necessary for an understanding of how detectors 
work, besides being interesting in their own right. The next three chapters 
are concerned with three nearly universal aspects of particle physics ex
periments: beams, targets, and fast electronics. Chapters 7 through 12 
contain more detailed discussions of various types of detectors. Whenever 
possible I have attempted to enumerate the advantages and disadvantages 
of each detector and to specify the factors that limit its performance. The 
last three chapters are concerned with integrating detectors into a coher
ent system. A number of examples of specific experiments are given in the 
last chapter. 

Most of the chapters begin with a discussion of basic principles and are 
followed with selective examples. I have made no attempt to completely 
survey all the contributions that have been made to each topic. After 

IX 
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nearly 40 years the literature is so vast that even if someone contemplated 
such a project, it would probably require a dozen volumes the size of this 
one. Although I have included a great deal of practical information, no 
one should expect to be able to go out and build a detector after reading 
this book. The successful application of experimental physics almost 
always requires a period of apprenticeship with an experienced tutor. I do 
hope, however, that the reader will gain sufficient background to at least 
start "asking the right questions." 

As regards the references, in most cases I have adopted the philosophy 
of quoting recent articles that I believe contained sufficient details to be 
useful to an uninitiated reader, rather than making literature searches 
back to the original papers. Since this book is neither a review paper nor a 
history, I have preferred this method because the referenced material 
usually illustrates current applications and techniques and because the 
reader can always use the references in the cited paper as a starting point 
for a search if so inclined. 

I would like to thank Drs. Suh Urk Chung, Kenneth Foley, Thaddeus 
Kycia, Thomas Ludlam, David Rahm, Pavel Rehak, Lyle Smith, Mark 
Sakitt, RM. Stemheimer, Michael Tannenbaum, and Erich Willen for 
their helpful suggestions. I would like to thank the many authors who 
graciously permitted me to reprint figures from their papers in this book. I 
would also like to thank Ms. Audrey Blake and Jeanne Danko for the nice 
job they did typing the manuscript. I would like to give special thanks to 
the people at Cambridge University Press for their cooperation and their 
faith in this project. Finally, I would like to express my gratitude to my 
wife Ruth, daughter Jessica, and son Matthew for showing a lot of pa
tience and giving me their support when I needed it. 

R C. Femow 



1 
Introduction 

Particle physics is the study ofthe properties of subatomic particles and of 
the interactions that occur among them. This book is concerned with the 
experimental aspects of the subject, including the characteristics of var
ious detectors and considerations in the design of experiments. This intro
ductory chapter begins with a description of the particles and interactions 
studied in particle physics. Next we briefly review some important mate
rial from relativistic kinematics and scattering theory that will be used 
later in the book. Then we give a brief preview of the various aspects of 
particle physics experiments, before discussing each topic in greater detail 
in subsequent chapters. Finally, we give a short discussion of some of the 
tasks involved in analyzing the data from an experiment. 

1.1 Particle physics 
Particle physics is the branch of science concerned with the ulti

mate constituents of matter and the fundamental interactions that occur 
among them. The subject is also known as high energy physics or elemen
tary particle physics. Experiments over the last 40 years have revealed 
whole families of short-lived particles that can be created from the energy 
released in the high energy collisions of ordinary particles, such as elec
trons or protons. The classification of these particles and the detailed 
understanding of the manner in which their interactions leads to the 
observable world has been one of the major scientific achievements of the 
twentieth century. 

The notion that matter is built up from a set of elementary constituents 
dates back at least 2000 years to the time of the Greek philosophers. The 
ideas received a more quantitative basis in the early nineteenth century 
with the molecular hypothesis and the development of chemistry. By the 
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end of the century most scientists accepted the idea that matter was 
constructed from aggregates of atoms. The discovery of radioactivity and 
the analysis of low energy scattering experiments in the early decades of 
this century revealed that atoms themselves had a structure. The experi
ments showed that the positive charge and most of the atomic mass was 
concentrated in a dense nucleus surrounded by a cloud of electrons. 

The discipline of nuclear physics developed in the 1930s, particularly 
after the discovery of the neutron and the invention of particle accelera
tors. With sufficient energy the nucleus could be broken apart into its 
constituent protons and neutrons. At the same time physicists developed 
new particle detectors, such as Geiger tubes and cloud chambers, to study 
the properties of cosmic ray particles. The modern discipline of particle 
physics evolved in the late 1940s from a fusion of high energy nuclear 
physics and cosmic ray physics. 

The chief concerns of this book are a description of the manner in 
which particles interact in matter, the properties of the detectors used to 
measure these interactions, and the fundamental considerations involved 
in designing a particle physics experiment. Two other very important 
aspects of the subject are data analysis and the interpretation of data using 
elementary particle theory. A brief survey of data analysis is given in the 
last section of this chapter. Fortunately, for particle theory an excellent 
introductory treatment is already available [1]. 

1.2 Particles and interactions 
At the present, as best we can tell, four types of interactions are 

sufficient to explain all phenomena in physics. The interactions and their 
approximate relative strengths at distances - 10- 18 cm are [2] 

1. strong nuclear, 1; 
2. electromagnetic, 10-2; 

3. weak nuclear, 10-5; and 
4. gravitational, 10-39• 

The gravitational force controls the interactions between massive bodies 
separated by large distances. However, the gravitational force between 
particles, where a typical mass is 10-27 kg, is so feeble that it does not 
appear to have a significant effect on elementary particle interactions. 
Thus, for particles the electromagnetic force dominates for distances 
down to 10- 13 cm, where the nuclear forces begin to become important. 
The strong nuclear force is responsible for the binding of particles into 
nuclei, while the weak nuclear force is responsible for processes such as 
nuclear beta decay. 
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The electromagnetic interactions of particles can be calculated using 
the theory of quantum electrodynamics (QED). This is probably the most 
successful theory in all of physics and is capable of making extremely 
precise predictions. Recently a model has been developed that success
fully treats the weak and electromagnetic interactions as the low energy 
manifestations of the breakdown of a unified electroweak interaction. A 
prediction of this model, which has recently been verified, is the existence 
of massive particles known as the W± and Z gauge bosons. Other grand 
unified models have been developed that assert that the electroweak and 
strong nuclear interactions have resulted from the breakdown of a single 
interaction. One consequence of these models is that the proton should 
have a small but finite probability of decaying. 

Hundreds of new particles have been discovered in the study of high 
energy interactions. Many ways have been devised to group them into 
families with similar characteristics. One way to classify particles is by the 
type of interactions in which they participate. The leptons are particles 
that are not affected by the strong interaction. The electron, muon, and 
neutrino are examples of leptons. At present leptons appear to be truly 
elementary particles. They have no measured internal structure and are 
sometimes referred to as pointlike particles. 

Particles that are affected by the strong interaction are known as ha
drons. There are two main classes of hadrons. The baryons are hadrons 
with a half-integral value for the spin quantum number. The mesons, on 
the other hand, are hadrons with integral values of the spin quantum 
number. The pions are examples of mesons. 

The lowest lying (least massive) baryons are the proton and the neu
tron. These two common constituents of nuclei are often referred to 
collectively as nucleons. The hyperons are unstable baryons that decay via 
the weak interaction and have a nonzero value for the internal quantum 
number known as strangeness. The lowest lying hyperon is the A particle. 
The decay chain of all unstable baryons ends with a final state containing 
a proton. 

One of the early theories of the strong interaction, known as SU(3), 
predicted a relation among the baryon masses. Using this relation and the 
masses of the then-known baryons, it was possible to predict the existence 
of a hyperon with three units of strangeness, called the n-. Figure 1.1 
shows the historic bubble chamber photograph that proved the existence 
of the n- hyperon. Its discovery marked an important milestone in our 
understanding of elementary particles. 

The largest group ofhadrons are referred to as resonances. These parti-
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cles can decay via the strong interaction and thus have lifetimes on the 
order of 10-23 sec. Even traveling at the speed oflight, this lifetime is much 
too short for the particles to travel a measurable distance in the lab. Thus, 
the properties of the resonances must be inferred from the properties of 
their longer-lived decay products. 

Unlike the leptons, the hadrons are believed to have an internal struc
ture. In the currently favored model of strong interactions (quantum 
chromodynamics, or QCD) hadrons are built up from pointlike spin! 
objects known as quarks. The quarks are unlike other particles in several 
respects. The magnitude oftheir charge is one-third or two-thirds of the 
electron's charge, and free quarks have never been observed in scattering 
experiments. In the QCD model a quark attempting to leave the interior 
ofa hadron would cause new quark-antiquark pairs to be created. The 
quarks and antiquarks would then recombine in such a way as to form 
new hadrons. Very energetic quarks would form a narrow spray of ha
drons known as a jet. 

Another remarkable feature of nature is the existence of antimatter. For 
every particle there is an antiparticle with the same mass and spin, but 
with opposite values for the charge and some of the internal quantum 

Figure 1.1 The first bubble chamber photograph of the decay of an n
hyperon. The picture was taken by a group headed by N. Samios at the 
80-in. chamber at Brookhaven National Laboratory in 1964. (Courtesy 
of Brookhaven National Laboratory.) 
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numbers. A familiar example is the positron, which is the antiparticle of 
the electron. 

Besides the leptons and the hadrons there is a third group of particles 
known as the gauge bosons. These integral spin particles are responsible 
for transmitting the basic interactions. The most well known example is 
the photon, which mediates the electromagnetic interaction. The weak 
interaction is thought to be mediated by the W± and Z vector bos~ns. 
According to QeD, the carriers of the strong interaction are massless 
particles known as gluons, while the gravitational interaction is thought to 
be mediated by spin 2 objects known as gravitons. 

1.3 Relativistic kinematics 
The mechanics of particle interactions must obey the laws of 

special relativity [3]. The velocity v of a particle is frequently specified in 
terms of the dimensionless quantity 

P=v/c (1.1) 

where c is the speed oflight in vacuum. The momentum and energy of the 
particle are given by 

p = mcyp (1.2) 

and 

(1.3) 

where m is the mass of the particle measured in the reference frame in 
which it is at rest, and the auxiliary function y is defined as 

y = (1 - P2)-1/2 (1.4) 

The high energy behavior of various phenomena is frequently plotted 
as a function of y. In these cases it may be convenient to rewrite the 
velocity and momentum in the form 

p = [(y2 - l)/y2 ]1/2 (1.5) 

and 

p = mc(y2 - 1)1/2 (1.6) 

It is customary to measure energies in multiples of the electron volt (eV), 
typically MeV or GeV, at high energies. Then from Eq. 1.2 the unit of 
momentum is MeV/c, and from Eq. 1.3 the unit for mass is MeV/c 2• The 
constant c is frequently set to 1 to simplify relativistic calculations. 

The energy and momentum of a particle in a second coordinate system 
moving with constant velocity - Po with respect to the original (primed) 
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system is governed by the Lorentz transformation equations [3] 

( Y E') p = p' + R Y -- R • p' + _ 
1'0 Y + 1 1'0 C 

E (E' ) ~= Y c+ Po' p' 

( 1.7) 

For the special case when the transformation takes place along the z axis, 
the transformation equations simplify to 

(1.8) 

The quantities (E/ c, p) can be interpreted as the components of a vector in 
a 4-dimensional space and are referred to as the energy - momentum 
4-vector. The first quantity in the parentheses is denoted the Oth compo
nent. 

Another important 4-vector is (ct, x), where x is the position and t is 
time. The components of all 4-vectors obey transformation laws analo
gous to Eq. 1.8. An important consequence ofthe Lorentz transformation 
applied to this 4-vector is time dilation. Suppose that an interval of time r 
elapses in a coordinate system where some particle is at rest. Time inter
vals in this frame are referred to as proper times. The corresponding time 
interval in a coordinate system moving with velocity - P with respect to 
the particle (or equivalently in the frame where the particle has velocity 
+P) is 

t= yr (1.9) 

Thus, time intervals measured in a frame where the particle is moving are 
increased by the factor y over the proper time intervals. 

We shall identify 4-vectors by using a tilde, for example, ii. The scalar 
product of two 4-vectors ii and f) is defined in the metric we are using as 

ii·f)=aobo-a·b (1.10) 

It follows immediately that the square of a 4-vector is 

ii . ii = afi -lal 2 

As an example, consider the decay of an unstable particle into two parti
cles with 4-momenta PI and P2' The effective mass M of the system is 
defined to be 
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M2 = (PI + P2)2 
= pr + p~ + 2PI . P2 
= mr + m~ + 2(EIE2 - PIP2COS 0) (1.11) 

where 0 is the angle between the 3-vectors PI and P2' The effective mass is 
a powerful tool for studying the properties of short-lived particles. 

1.4 Summary of particle properties 
Each of the particles mentioned previously has a unique set of 

properties that distinguish the particle and describe how it is affected by 
the fundamental interactions. These properties include 

1. charge, 
2. mass, 
3. spin, 
4. magnetic moment, 
5. lifetime, and 
6. branching ratios. 

In addition, a full description of a particle must include the values for a set 
of internal quantum numbers, such as baryon number and strangeness 
[4]. The values of the internal quantum numbers determine which parti
cles may be produced together in various reactions and how unstable 
particles can decay. 

If we choose as a time interval the mean lifetime of a particle in its rest 
frame, then the particle lifetime in the LAB frame is generally longer due 
to the time dilation effect. The mean distance traveled in the LAB from 
production to decay is 

AD = (plmc)cr (1.12) 

Note that this grows linearly with the particle's momentum. 
Suppose that No unstable particles with mean decay length AD have been 

created at x = O. The number of particle decays occurring in some small 
interval dx around the distance x is proportional to the number of part i
cles at x and to the fractional size of the interval. Thus, 

dN(x) = - N(x) dxl AD 

from which it follows that 

N(x) = Noexp( - xl AD) ( 1.13) 

Thus, the decay lengths of unstable particles have an exponential distri
bution with a slope that depends on AD and hence on the cr value of the 
particle. This can be useful sometimes in determining the identity of a 
decay sample. 

We summarize in Table 1.1 the properties of the particles most com-



Table 1.1. Properties of quasistable particles 

Major Branching 
Mass Spin Magnetic C1 decay ratio 
(MeV/c2) (11) moment (cm) modes (%) 

Gauge bosons 
)' phot~n 0 0 stable 

Leptons 
ve e neutrino -0 t 0 stable 
vI' J1. neutrino -0 t 0 stable 
e- electron 0.5110 t 1.001J1.B stable 

-J1. muon 105.7 t 1.001 (ei'l/2ml'c) 6.59 X 104 evv 100 

Mesons 
nO pion 135.0 0 0 2.5 X 10-6 2)' 98.8 
n± pion 139.6 0 0 780.4 J1.V 100 
K± kaon 493.7 0 0 370.9 J1.v 63.5 

n±no 21.2 
n±n+n- 5.6 

KO s K short 497.7 0 0 2.675 n+n- 68.6 
2no 31.4 

K~ Klong 497.7 0 0 1554 nev 38.7 
nJ1.v 27.1 
3no 21.5 
n+n-no 12.4 



Baryons 
p proton 938.3 t 2. 793Jl.N stable 
n neutron 939.6 t -1.913Jl.N 2.7 X 1013 pe-v 100 
A lambda 1115.5 t -0.613Jl.N 7.89 pn- 64.2 

nno 35.8 
I+ sigma 1189.4 t 2. 379Jl.N 2.40 pno 51.6 

nn+ 48.4 
IO sigma 1192.5 t 1.7 X 10-9 AI' 100 
I- sigma 1197.3 t -1.10Jl.N 4.44 nn- 100 
EO cascade 1314.9 t -1.25Jl.N 8.69 Ano 100 
E- cascade 1321.3 t -0.69Jl.N 4.92 An- 100 
Q- omega 1672.5 t 2.46 AK- 68.6 

E01l- 23.4 
a-no 8.0 

Source: Particle Data Group, Rev. Mod. Phys. 56: Sl, 1984; L. Pondrom, in G. Bunce (ed.), High Energy Spin Physics-1982. AlP Conf. 
Proc. No. 95, 1983, p. 45. 
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monly encountered in particle physics. Listed are most particles that are 
not known to decay or that decay via the weak interaction and have a cr 
value greater than 1 cm. We will refer to this group as the quasistable 
particles. We have also included the neutral members of the pion and 
sigma families, which decay by electromagnetic processes and thus have a 
much shorter lifetime than the other listed particles. Table 1.1 does not 
include the antiparticles, which have identical values for the listed proper
ties, except for the charge and magnetic moment, which are opposite. 

The mass of the photon is believed to be identically zero. Although the 
neutrino masses are very small, there is no compelling theoretical reason 
why they should be exactly zero. The spins of all particles are found to be 
multiples offi/2, where fi is Planck's constant divided by 2n. All neutrinos 
discovered to date have been "left handed." This means that the neu
trino's spin is directed in the opposite direction from its momentum. 
Antineutrinos are right handed. The photon is the only particle in Table 
1.1 to have a spin of 1, while the Q- is the only particle with spin t. 

Particles with nonzero spin and nonzero mass have a magnetic mo
ment associated with them. The natural unit for measuring magnetic 
moments is [5] 

J.l = efl/2Mc (1.14) 

where M is the particle's mass. When M equals the electron mass, J.l is 
known as the Bohr magneton. When M is the proton mass, J.l is called the 
nuclear magneton. Table 1.1 shows that the electron magnetic moment is 
- mp/me times larger than the baryon moments. 

Apart from the free neutron, the longest lived of the unstable particles is 
the muon, with a cr = 6.59 X 104 cm or r = 2.2 J.lS. Also listed are the 
major decay modes of the decaying particles and the corresponding frac
tions (branching ratios) for each mode. 

1.5 Scattering 
Most of our knowledge about the interactions between particles 

has come from the analysis of scattering experiments. Consider the scat
tering of a beam particle (b) off a target particle (t) in the laboratory (LAB) 
frame, as shown in Fig. 1.2a. In high energy scattering a particle or group 
of particles is frequently found to be produced with a momentum compa
rable to Pt, and with a direction close to the beam direction. Such a particle 
is referred to as the forward or scattered particle (1). In contrast, a second 
particle or group of particles is frequently found with lower momentum 
and at a larger angle with respect to the beam direction. This particle is 
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referred to as the backward or recoil particle (2). Such reactions are be
lieved to proceed through the exchange of other (virtual) particles as 
shown in Fig. I.2b. Two-body scattering takes its simplest form when 
viewed in the center of momentum (eM) frame, as shown in Fig. I.2c. 

A useful Lorentz invariant quantity related to the total energy involved 
in an interaction is 

s = (A + pt)2 

= m~ + m;+ 2(E~t - Ph' Pt) ( 1.15) 

If we evaluate these quantities in the eM coordinate system (Pb = - Pt), 
weflnd 

eM: ( 1.16) 

Quantities evaluated in the eM frame will be marked with an asterisk 

Figure 1.2 (a) The 2 - 2 body scattering process in the LAB frame. The 
target particle is at rest. (b) The one-particle exchange diagram. (c) The 
2 - 2 body scattering process in the eM system. The initial state parti
cles have opposite momenta, as do the final state particles. 
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superscript. Thus, s gives the square of the total energy available in the 
eM system. Expressed in terms of LAB quantities (Pt = 0), 

LAB: s = m~ + m~+ 2m.Eb (1.17) 

At high energies, where we can neglect the mass terms, the total eM 
energy should grow like (Eb)I/2. 

A second Lorentz invariant quantity, which is related to the scattering 
angle, is the 4-momentum transfer from the beam to the forwardly scat
tered particle (or system) 

t = (Pi, - PI )2 
= m~ + m~ - 2(EbEI - Pi> • PI) (1.18) 

The differential cross section da/do. depends on the frame in which the 
polar angle () is measured. The cross section da/dt on the other hand is 
Lorentz invariant since both a and t are invariant. We can relate da/dt to 
the eM angle by differentiating Eq. 1.18: 

da da 
-=--,-..,.-,...---,-
dt 2 ptpt d( cos ().) 

If there are no polarization effects, the differential cross section is inde
pendent of the azimuthal angle cp, and 

da n da 
-=-- (1.19) 
dt p:pt dO.· 

The relations between the kinematic variables ofthe particles are par
ticularly simple in the eM system. If the incident energy and the masses of 
the particles are given and the dynamics of the scattering process is inde
pendent of azimuth, we have [6] 

~ = n- 0:1 
• _ • _ Al/2(S, m~, mf) 

Pb - Pt - 2(S)I/2 (1.20) 

• _ • _ AI/2(S, m~, m~) 
PI - P2 - 2(S)I/2 

where the auxiliary function A is defined as 

A(a, b, c) = a 2 + b2 + c2 - 2ab - 2ac - 2bc (1.21 ) 

The relations between the kinematic variables in the LAB frame are 
discussed in Appendix E. 

It is possible to obtain a simple relation between the polar scattering 
angle (). in the eM frame and the polar angle () in the LAB frame. We have 

tan () = PT/Pz 
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where PT (pz) is the transverse (longitudinal) component of the particle's 
momentum. Suppose that the CM frame moves along z in the LAB. The 
velocity of the CM frame is 

(l.22) 

Now, PT is invariant in the transformation from the CM to the LAB 
frame. However, the quantity Pz must obey the transformation law in Eq. 
l.8. Thus, we have 

P* 
tan () = Yo(P:+ PoE*/C) 

Dividing through by the magnitude of the particle's momentum p*, we 
obtain 

sin ()* 

tan () = Yo(cos ()* + Po/P*) (l.23) 

Finally we derive an important result for the maximum energy that can 
be transferred from an incident particle to a target particle. Consider an 
incident particle with mass M and momentum P that has a headon colli
sion with a target particle that has mass m and is initially at rest. In the CM 
frame the recoiling target particle has momentum and energy 

P:= mcpoyo 
E:= mc2yo 

where Po is the velocity of the CM frame relative to the LAB frame. For 
cases with M > m 

pc 
Po = (p2C2 + M2c4)1/2 = P 

where P is the incident particle's velocity in the LAB. The energy of the 
recoil particle in the LAB can be determined from Eq. 1.8 by making a 
Lorentz transformation back to the LAB. 

Er = yc (~: + PP:) 

Before the scattering occurred, this particle had only its rest energy mc2• 

Thus, after substituting for p:and E:, we find that the maximum energy 
transfer is 

(l.24) 

Note that since the energy transfer is proportional to r, the recoiling 
particle can receive a substantial amount of energy from an energetic 
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particle. The exact expression is [4] 

( m m2)-1 
,1.Emax = 2mc2p2y2 1 + 2y M + M2 ( 1.25) 

1.6 Particle physics experiments 
It is an unfortunate fact of life that nature only begrudgingly 

reveals the secrets of her elementary particles. Huge experiments involv
ing hundreds of people, years of effort, and the expenditure of millions of 
dollars may be necessary to measure the properties of new particles or the 
characteristics of particle interactions. Sometimes the elapsed time from 
an experiment's conception through its organization, construction, run
ning at the accelerator, and data analysis to the publication of the results is 
so long that the original goals of the experiment are less important than 
other topics subsequently developed. In this and the following section we 
will attempt to give a cursory overview of a particle physics experiment. 
The subsequent chapters in the book will then treat each of the major 
topics in more detail. 

Most detectors make use of the electromagnetic interactions of particles 
in matter (Chapter 2). For charged particles heavier than the electron, 
these interactions tend to be nondestructive because, apart from a small 
energy loss and a small momentum transfer, the particle is otherwise 
undisturbed. For these particles ionization of atomic electrons in the 
detector medium is the dominant source of energy loss. For high energy 
electrons the energy loss is mainly due to the production of photons 
through the bremsstrahlung process, while for high energy photons the 
main source of energy loss is through pair production. Thus, the interac
tions of high energy electrons and photons are destructive, since the initial 
particle is destroyed and replaced by a shower of lower energy particles. 

The momentum transfer to charged particles is due to the Coulomb 
interaction of the particle with the nuclei in the medium. This momen
tum transfer causes small angular changes in the particle's trajectory. The 
nuclear interaction is important for neutral particles other than the pho
ton and for high energy or large angle processes (Chapter 3). 

Most experiments use a beam of particles produced and accelerated to 
high energy at a particle accelerator (Chapter 4). The main exceptions are 
experiments searching for evidence of nucleon decay, which look for a 
signal from a large volume of matter, free quark searches, and cosmic ray 
experiments. The beam from an accelerator is either directed into a fixed 
target or collided with a second counterrotating beam of particles. The 
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target for fixed target experiments is usually a small piece of metal or 
liquid hydrogen (Chapter 5). Spin-polarized targets and gas jets may also 
be used for special applications. 

In a particle physics experiment detectors of various kinds are placed 
downstream of the fixed target or surrounding the collision point of 
colliding beams. Particles created in the collisions have electromagnetic 
or nuclear interactions in the detectors they pass through. The interaction 
usually creates an analog signal of some kind, which must be measured or 
converted into standardized pulses using fast pulse electronics (Chap
ter 6). 

Detectors and other electronic apparatus are required for various pur
poses in every experiment. The tasks required for most experiments in
clude 

1. tracking, 
2. momentum analysis, 
3. neutral particle detection, 
4. particle identification, 
5. triggering, and 
6. data acquisition. 

Each detector has particular features for which it excels [7, 8]. The re
quirements for any given task are generally detrimental to others, so that 
experimental design requires careful optimization. 

The spatial locations of the detector interactions may be combined by 
computer software to determine the trajectories of the particles. This is 
referred to as tracking. The most important characteristic of a tracking 
chamber is the spatial resolution, which measures the accuracy to which 
the position of the particle trajectory may be localized. Other important 
characteristics are the response time and the deadtime of the detector. The 
response time represents the time required to produce a signal after the 
passage of a particle. It includes the intrinsic time for the interaction 
between the particle and the detector medium and the time required to 
collect the photons or charges that were produced by the interaction. A 
second particle entering the detector during the response time will have its 
response mixed with the first. In some cases this presents a limitation on 
the maximum input event rate [7]. The recovery or deadtime is the length 
of time that must elapse following the passage of a particle before the 
detector can return to the condition it was in before the arrival of the 
particle. This time limits the rate at which the experiment can trigger the 
device. The event rate and average particle multiplicity influence the 
spatial and temporal resolution required in tracking detectors. 
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The excited atoms in certain materials can deexcite by emitting light. 
This is the basis of the scintillation counter (Chapter 7). The light must be 
efficiently collected and directed onto a photomultiplier tube. This tube 
first converts the light into an electrical signal and then amplifies the 
signal to a useful level. Scintillation counters are used for triggering and 
for particle identification using the time of flight technique. 

Charged particles traveling in a dielectric medium with a velocity 
greater than the speed of light in the medium emit a form of radiation 
known as Cerenkov light (Chapter 8). This light can also be collected and 
converted using a photomultiplier tube. Cerenkov counters are used for 
particle identification. 

Particles passing through a chamber containing a gas (or liquid argon) 
can decompose atoms into electrons and positive ions. If an electric field is 
present in the chamber, the two charged species drift apart. Near the 
positive electrode the electrons can acquire sufficient energy to create new 
ion pairs and a large electrical pulse can develop. This is the basis of the 
proportional chamber (Chapter 9). Large numbers of wires can be used in 
parallel to form a multiwire proportional chamber, which is useful for 
triggering and particle tracking. 

In a drift chamber (Chapter 10), instead of detecting the collected 
charge from a chamber wire, one measures the time from some reference 
that the electrons take to drift to the wire. Drift chambers are most com
monly used for tracking with good resolution. If the pulse height of the 
signal is also recorded, it is possible to use dE/dx for particle identifica
tion. 

As mentioned, photons and electrons can create an electromagnetic 
shower. The characteristics of the shower can be measured with a sam
pling calorimeter (Chapter 11). A calorimeter usually consists of alternat
ing layers of absorber and detectors. Showers initiated by high energy 
hadrons may likewise be measured with a hadron calorimeter. 

There are a number of other detectors that are normally only used for 
special applications (Chapter 12). These include emulsions (excellent 
spatial resolution), bubble chambers and streamer chambers (large solid 
angle acceptance), transition radiation detectors (high energy particle 
identification), and silicon detectors (vertex information). Table 1.2 lists 
the most common uses for a number of detectors. 

Every experiment needs a signal (trigger) to indicate when the spatial 
and temporal correlation of detector signals has determined that a poten
tially interesting event may have occurred (Chapter 13). The trigger may 
look for the characteristics of a certain type of particle or for a large 
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deposition of energy in a calorimeter. The system of detectors must effi
ciently signal the occurrence of the interesting events, even when they are 
accompanied by a large background of more common reactions. Micro
processors may be employed to make more complicated decisions based 
on a property of the particle or correlations between particles. 

All the detectors in an experiment must be carefully integrated into a 
detector system (Chapter 14). If a set of tracking chambers is used in 
conjunction with a magnet, the resulting spectrometer may be used to 
measure the momentum of charged particles. System design involves a 
series of compromises on the size and location of the various detectors, the 
type and strength of magnetic field, the acceptance, segmentation, and 
rate handling capability. In large experiments careful attention must be 
given to calibration of the detector signals and to online monitoring of 
their performance. 

Enormous amounts of analog and digital data are generated by the 
detectors in a large experiment. For example, Fig. 1.3 shows a display of 
drift chamber information from a high energy pp interaction. This data 
must be channeled via data acquisition systems into an online computer 
and then some storage medium such as magnetic tape for later data 
analysis. The data recording rate must be carefully matched with the 
trigger rate. 

Sometimes it is necessary to know the identity (i.e., the mass) of at least 
some of the particles resulting from an interaction. Two separate kine
matic measurements are necessary for particle identification. Usually one 
is provided by the momentum measurement. The second measurement 

Table 1.2. Detector uses 

Detector 

Scintillation counter 
Cerenkov counter 
Proportional chamber 
Drift chamber 
Sampling calorimeters 
Bubble chamber 
Emulsion 
Spark chamber 
Streamer chamber 
Transition radiation detector 
Semiconductor detector 
Flashtube hodoscope 
Spark counter 

Common uses 

tracking, fast timing, triggering 
particle identification, triggering 
tracking, triggering 
tracking, particle identification 
neutral particle detection, triggering 
vertex detector, tracking 
high resolution vertex detection 
tracking 
vertex detector, tracking 
high energy particle identification 
vertex detector 
tracking 
high resolution timing 

Chapter 

7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12.1 
12.2 
12.3 
12.4 
12.5 
12.6 
12.6 
12.6 
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then requires a specialized detector whose response is proportional to the 
velocity or energy of the particle. 

Finally, after one has selected an appropriate beam of particles and a 
target, an arrangement of magnetic field and detectors, a trigger, and a 
data acquisition system, one can do an experiment. Certain types of 
experiments are fundamentally important, such as those that measure the 
properties of particles or the total or elastic scattering cross sections 
(Chapter 15). 

1.7 Data analysis 
Computers play an essential role in particle physics experiments. 

We have already mentioned the use of online computers, which monitor 
the experiment and control the acquisition of data from the detectors. A 
second major use of computers is to process the data tapes through a series 
of programs that eventually yield the physics results the experiment was 
designed to obtain. This function is performed offline in the sense that the 
processing occurs independently of the experiment, although the same 
computers and much of the same software may be involved in both tasks. 
Much of this software is experiment, detector, or computer dependent. 
Therefore, we will only give a brief survey of the analysis tasks likely to be 
found in most experiments. 

Table 1.3 outlines some common tasks for offline analysis. Of course, 
some experiments will not require all of these tasks, while others will need 
additional levels of processing. In general, as the processing level in
creases, software from different experiments tends to become more alike. 

Figure 1.3 Particle trajectories in a pp collision with W = 540 GeV. The 
trajectories were determined from drift chamber hits. The electron 
track, indicated by the arrow, was identified using an electromagnetic 
calorimeter. This event was one of the first examples of a Wvector boson 
decay. (After G. Amison et aI., Phys. Lett. 122B: 103, 1983.) 
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1. 7.1 Preprocessing 
The information from an experiment can appear in many differ

ent forms. It may, for example, include chamber wire numbers, drift 
times, photomultiplier tube signals, or scaler counts. All of this informa
tion must be written in some format on the permanent storage medium, 
which we take to be magnetic tape. The experimental signals may be 
channeled to the tape through a standard interface, such as CAMAC, or it 
may proceed through homemade electronics. 

The information on the raw data tapes is usually organized into groups 
depending on the source of the information. Thus, for instance, beam 
chamber information may be in one group and drift chamber times in 
another. The data is usually packed as densely as possible in order to 
minimize the amount of tape required to record each event. 

The first job for the preprocessor is to convert these stored records into a 
more manageable form. As a result, the preprocessor is the most experi
ment and computer dependent set of software. Data formatting routines 
unpack the experimental information and fill appropriate arrays that 
serve as input for the subsequent processing. 

One of the most important software jobs is tracking. Thus, a second 
task of the preprocessing program is to calculate the spatial coordinates of 
all hits in the tracking chambers. The program applies predetermined 
calibration constants in order to convert the output of the devices into 
spatial coordinates. For example, the space-time relation for a drift 
chamber can be measured by scanning the position of the beam across a 
drift chamber cell and measuring the drift times. It is also necessary to 
determine the absolute positions of the chambers in some coordinate 
system. In order to do this, special alignment runs are performed with 
tracks whose trajectories have been determined independently. The 
alignment constants are adjusted until the deviations of the positions 
given by the chambers from the actual positions (residuals) are mini-

Table 1.3. Offline analysis chain 

Level Task 

1 
2 

3 
4 
5 
6 

Preprocessing 
Pattern 

recognition 

Geometrical fitting 
Vertexing 
Kinematic fitting 
Physics analysis 

Purpose 

decodes raw data tapes, finds spatial coordinates 

finds tracks, rough momentum with approximate 
field 

best track parameters using true field 
associates tracks, particle decays 
assigns masses, finds missing neutrals 
finds effective masses, Dalitz plots, etc. 
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mized. In some chambers it may also be necessary to perform 'l: X B 
corrections on the apparent coordinates because of the motion of the 
electrical discharge in the fields. 

It may also be possible to filter out certain classes of events at the 
preprocessing stage if it is known with certainty that they will fail a subse
quent level of processing. For example, unless there are a minimum 
number of hits, pattern recognition will be unable to determine if a track 
was present. Eliminating such events as soon as possible minimizes the 
total processing time. 

1.7.2 Pattern recognition 
In order to do tracking, the programs must first recognize from 

the arrays of chamber hit positions when it is likely that the pattern of hits 
was caused by the passage of charged tracks and to determine the best 
values for the parameters describing the tracks. The first task is referred to 
as pattern recognition, while the second is known as geometrical fitting or 
more simply as geometry. 

The pattern recognition program must take the arrays of spatial posi
tions and determine when a set of hits represents a track. For 3-dimen
sional track reconstruction, information must be available for more than 
one plane. Typically a third set of planes may be used to resolve ambigui
ties. Pattern recognition is one of the most difficult software tasks. These 
programs must be carefully optimized for the specific experiment, the 
quality of the beam, and the performance of the tracking chambers. A 
large number of problems can arise, and specific algorithms must be 
available for every eventuality. 

Several general methods of pattern recognition have been used for 
finding tracks [9]. A brute force examination of all possible combinations 
of hits is too time consuming for anything but the most simple experi
ments. Track following is a method commonly used with sets of closely 
spaced chambers. Here one starts with sets of three or four hits as far from 
the target or interaction region as possible so that the confusion of nearby 
tracks is minimized. The program then predicts the next few hits by 
extrapolating the assumed trajectory. If a chamber hit is present within a 
window determined by the errors on the extrapolation, the process is 
continued. On the other hand, if after taking into account the chamber 
efficiencies no more hits are found, the track may be abandoned. A 
vectorlike variation of this technique can be used when the chambers 
consist of closely spaced planes that measure more than one dimension of 
the trajectory. Then each chamber module gives a vector on the track, and 
one can search neighboring modules for corresponding vectors. 
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Another technique forms a track "road" by picking initial points near 
the beginning and end regions of chambers. If the track is curved, a third 
point near the center is also required. The program then uses a simple 
model of the trajectory and the measured position errors to define the 
road through the chambers and checks to see if additional hits lie on the 
road. 

In some cases it is possible to use a global method of pattern recogni
tion. If all the points on a given track have approximately the same value 
for some function of the coordinates, the tracks can be recognized by 
making a histogram of the function. The points belonging to a given track 
will cluster together. For example, the quantity y/x is the same for all 
points on a track in a field free region. 

Some of the problems encountered in pattern recognition are illus
trated in Fig. 1.4, which shows the pattern of hits in a set of chambers. 
Figure l.4a shows the pattern measured perpendicular to the direction of 

Figure 1.4 Pattern of chamber hits in two views. 
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the magnetic field (y), while Fig. l.4b shows measurements in the plane 
containing the field. Assuming the field is approximately uniform, trajec
tories in the view perpendicular to the field form circular arcs. Now there 
must be some minimum requirements for what constitutes a track. 
Chambers may have spurious noise hits (A), while the chambers closest to 
the target may have many closely spaced hits (D, I, P). The position of 
each hit is only known to the accuracy of the chamber resolution. This 
makes it difficult to determine whether possible short track combinations 
such as BCD are really tracks. Examination of the hit patterns in the 
y-measuring planes may give additional confidence. In this view tracks lie 
along approximately straight lines. However, unless one is using specially 
constructed, 3-dimensional tracking chambers, the measurements in x 
and y occur at different values of z, and there is not an exact one-to-one 
correspondence between measurements in the two views. Since points b 
and c in Fig. l.4b point back to the target, it is likely that BCD is a track, 
and that it appears so short because it is produced at a large angle with 
respect to the measuring planes. 

The opposite problem from chamber noise is chamber inefficiency. 
Some tracks may have a missing hit (Q). Sometimes a track has a large 
angle multiple scattering or interaction in the chamber (E). This causes 
the apparent trajectory to appear as two broken segments. Another prob
lem that can occur near the edge of a large magnet is non uniformity in the 
field. This can cause a trajectory (LMN) to deviate smoothly from a circle 
in the xz view and from a line in the yz view. 

1. 7.3 Geometrical fitting 
After the pattern recognition programs have determined which 

sets of chamber hits belong to tracks, it is necessary to obtain accurate 
measurements of the track parameters. Particle trajectories in a magnetic 
field B must satisfy the equation of motion 

d2x =!L dx X B 
ds 2 pc ds 

(1.26) 

where q is the particle's charge, p is its momentum, and s is the distance 
along the trajectory. Neglecting energy loss, the solution of Eq. 1.26 is a 
straight line for a field free region and a helix for a uniform magnetic field. 
For these cases five parameters must be specified to define the trajectory: 
the coordinates Xo and Yo at some reference plane z = zo, the magnitude of 
the momentum, and two angles to specify the direction. 

Figure 1.5 shows the parameters for a helical trajectory in a uniform 
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magnetic field B = Bey" The axis of the helix is parallel to the direction of 
the field. The dip angle A measures the orientation of the momentum 
above or below the xz plane. The angle C!>O is the azimuthal angle in the xz 
plane of the projection of the starting point with respect to the x axis. The 
projection of the trajectory onto the xz plane is a circle with radius of 
curvature given by 

P cos A 
p=-- (1.27) 

qB 

The projected curvature 

k= l/p ( 1.28) 

is usually used as a track parameter instead of p because the error in k is 
constant for constant position measurement errors [9, 10]. Any point on 
the helix can be expressed as a function of the arc length traversed from 
the reference point as 

x(s) = (l/k)[cos(c!>o + ks cos A) - cos c!>o] + Xo 
y(s) = s sin A + Yo (1.29) 
z(s) = (l/k)[sin(c!>o + ks cos A.) - sin c!>o] + Zo 

If the energy loss is appreciable, as it is for bubble chambers, the curvature 
is a function of s. 

Figure 1.5 Definition of helical track parameters. 
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The curvature also varies if the magnetic field is nonuniform, in which 
case the trajectory may have to be broken up into segments. The trajec
tory through each segment is then either represented by a low order 
polynomial (spline fit) or determined by numerically integrating the 
equations of motion [9]. This is usually done by rewriting the x and y 
components of Eq. 1.26 in the form 

q ds 
x"=--[x'y'B -(1 +x'2)B +y'B] pc dz x Y z 

q ds 
y"=--[(1 +y'2)B -x'y'B -x'B] pc dz x Y z 

where the primes refer to derivatives with respect to z and 

ds/dz = (1 + X'2 + y'2)1/2 

( 1.30) 

If the positions (xn, Yn) and directions (x~, y~) of the trajectory are 
known at Zn, we can estimate their values at a nearby position Zn+ I using 
Eq. 1.30 to give the second derivatives [11]. If we define hn = Zn+1 - Zn 
and expand in a Taylor's series around Zn, we find 

x n+1 = Xn + x~hn + 1/2x~h~ 
X~+I = x~ + hnx~ (1.31 ) 

with similar equations for y n+ I and y~+ I . Then by reevaluating the second 
derivatives at Zn+l, one can continue stepping through the inhomoge
neous magnetic field. 

Once some model of the track trajectory has been adopted, the track 
parameters are determined by making a least squares fit to the measured 
spatial coordinates. Suppose we have a set of N chambers at fixed values of 
z. Then a X2 function can be defined by 

X2 = f [Xi - f(w; Zj)J2 (1.32) 
i-I (J, 

where Xi is the measured coordinate for the plane at Zi, (Ji is the error on the 
measurement, andf(w; Zi) is the projection of the trajectory determined 
by the parameters w onto the measurement plane. For a helical trajectory 
w is the set {xo, Yo, 1>0' Ie, k}. The parameter values are adjusted until the X2 
function is minimized and 

aX2 
- = 0 (1.33) 
aWj 

for each parameter wj • The least squares fitting procedure also produces a 
complete covariance matrix for the parameter errors. 
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1.7.4 Vertexing 
The vertexing programs attempt to ascertain if isolated tracks 

originated from a common point. Bubble chamber analysis programs 
generally combine this task with kinematic fitting. All the tracks in a true 
event should originate from a production vertex or result from the decay 
of another particle that did. 

In experiments using chambers for tracking, the geometrical tracks 
usually have to be extrapolated from the first chambers back toward the 
interaction region. This may require taking a series of small steps or 
making an initial pass with large tolerances if the magnetic field is inho
mogeneous. The program then computes the distance of closest approach 
of the tracks, and tests if it is smaller than some minimum distance. Once 
two or more tracks are found that appear to be associated, the position of 
the actual vertex can be estimated by minimizing a X2 function defined in 
terms of the distances of the tracks to the assumed vertex point and the 
errors on the extrapolated tracks due to the errors on the track parameters. 
Alternatively, one could do an overall fit ofthe associated tracks to their 
chamber hits with the constraint that all the tracks must originate from a 
point. 

In multi vertex events the downstream decay vertices are found first. 
For vees the sum of the measured track momenta gives the momentum of 
the decaying particle. It can then be checked if the decaying particle is 
associated with the beam and other tracks at a production vertex. The 
tolerance that must be allowed for associating tracks is sensitive to the 
quality of the track measurements. Within the errors tracks may appear to 
come from more than one vertex. Thus, the physics questions under study 
may influence how the tracks are assigned to vertices. 

1.7.5 Kinematic fitting 
The complete kinematic description of an event requires that we 

specify the mass of each particle in addition to its momentum. For some 
tracks additional information may be available from particle identifica
tion detectors, such as Cerenkov counters or dE/dx chambers. The 
masses of the other tracks in an event are generally ambiguous. In this case 
one can assign various mass hypotheses to each of the tracks and perform 
a kinematic fit to the overall event. Given the mass assignments, the 
4-vectors of the initial and final state systems are determined, and a true 
event must satisfy the laws of conservation of energy and momentum. 

The fit proceeds by minimizing a X2 function defined in terms of the 
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difference between the track parameters and their geometry values as well 
as the errors on the track parameters [12]. Alternatively, one could con
sider the residuals of the tracks from the measured chamber hits. The 
energy - momentum constraints are added to the function using the 
method of Lagrangian multipliers. Since these constraints are nonlinear 
in the track parameters, the function must be minimized iteratively. 

If all the tracks in an event have been well measured, there are four 
constraints (4C) on the overall fit. If there is a missing track, three con
straints are lost in order to determine its momentum, and only one con
straint (1 C) remains on the fit. Multivertex events can be combined either 
by first fitting the downstream vertices and then working back toward the 
production vertex or by first fitting each vertex independently and then 
refitting them all simultaneously. 

1.7.6 Physics analysis 
It is obvious that this stage of the data analysis is totally experi

ment dependent. However, much of the software that is used at this stage 
is applicable to many different problems. Software should be available for 
making histograms and scatter plots of the data. When the 4-vectors of the 
particles are either fitted or assumed, effective masses, t distributions, 
Dalitz plots, and missing masses are commonly calculated. A number of 
cuts are usually applied to the data to obtain a clean sample of the particu
lar types of events of interest. 

Another important task at this stage is to understand the normalization 
for the data collected in the experiment. This is usually done by generating 
events using Monte Carlo (statistical) techniques and then propagating 
the created tracks through a simulation of the experimental apparatus. 
This allows one to find how the acceptance for various quantities in the 
experiment depend on known properties of the created tracks. 
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Exercises 

1. Suppose we express P for a particle in terms of the sine of some 
parametric angle e, that is, P = sin e. How are y and plm given in 
terms of ()? 

2. What is the mean lifetime of a 1 OO-Ge V muon in the LAB frame? 

3. For a 3-body final state with particles of masses m l , m2, and m3, 
show that the lower limit for the effective mass of two of the 
particles is ml + m2 , and the upper limit is W - m3 , where W is 
the total energy in the CM frame. 

4. Suppose in a hyperon production experiment we want a mean 
decay region of 1 m following the target. Find the required mo
mentum for the produced hyperon for A, I-, 8-, n-, and IO. 

5. What is the CM momentum of the n- in the reaction n-p ---+ KO A 
at a CM energy of 3 GeV? What is the CM momentum of the A? 
Can the KO be emitted in the backward hemisphere in the LAB? 

6. What is the maximum energy transfer to an electron from a 
lOO-GeV pion? 

7. Suppose that the velocity of a certain particle in the CM frame P* 
is less than the velocity Po of the eM in the LAB frame. Show that 
there is a maximum angle emax at which the particle may be 
emitted in the LAB given by 

P* 
tan emax = Yo (P5 _ p*2 )1/2 
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8. Make a rough flow chart for a pattern recognition program that 
takes into account the problems illustrated in Fig. 1.4. 

9. Derive Eq. 1.26 starting from the Lorentz force equation. Derive 
Eq.1.30. 

10. Show that Eq. 1.29 is a solution to Eq. 1.26 for the case when 
B = Bey. 



2 
Electromagnetic interactions 

Before a particle can be detected, it must first undergo some sort of 
interaction in the material of a detector. Processes that result from the 
electromagnetic interaction are the most important for particle detection. 
In this chapter we will consider four major topics. The first is the loss of 
energy by charged particles heavier than the electron due to the excitation 
or ionization of atomic electrons. We will calculate the most probable 
value of the ionization energy loss and the distribution of the fluctuations 
in that quantity. Second, we will consider the interactions of electrons. 
These include ionization losses and the loss of energy due to photon 
emission (bremsstrahlung). The third topic is the interaction of photons 
with matter. The most important of these are the photoelectric effect, the 
Compton effect, and pair production. Lastly, we will examine Coulomb 
scattering of charged particles with the atomic nucleus, which is responsi
ble for multiple scattering. 

There are additional processes that, although they are electromagnetic 
in nature, are more appropriately discussed in other sections of the book. 
These include scintillation light (Chapter 7), Cerenkov light (Chapter 8), 
ionization in gases (Chapter 9), electromagnetic showers (Chapter 11), 
and transition radiation (Chapter 12). Strong and weak nuclear interac
tions of particles in matter are discussed in Chapter 3. 

A rigorous treatment of electromagnetic effects requires calculations 
using QED. This theory describes the interactions in terms of the ex
change and emission of photons. Since these calculations require special 
techniques and tend to be rather lengthy, we shall be content to present 
simple arguments for the processes under consideration and only quote 
QED results [1]. 
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2.1 Energy loss in matter 
Let us begin by considering the loss of kinetic energy of an inci

dent charged particle due to its Coulomb interaction with charged parti
cles in matter. We first give a semiclassical argument that demonstrates 
the physical causes of the energy loss. Let the incident particle have mass 
M, charge ZI e, and velocity VI' We assume it is interacting with a particle 
in the material with mass m and charge Z2 e and that the material particle is 
essentially at rest. We restrict ourselves to cases where only small momen
tum transfers are involved, so that the trajectory of the incident particle is 
not appreciably altered and the material particle only has a small recoil. 
The trajectory of the incident particle defines the axis of a cylinder as 
shown in Fig. 2.1. We consider the interaction with a particle in the 
cylindrical shell a distance b from the axis. The distance b is referred to as 
the impact parameter for the interaction. 

The moving charge creates an electric and magnetic field at the location 
of the material particle. Since the material particle is assumed to have only 
a small velocity, the magnetic interaction is not important. By symmetry 
the net force acting on the material particle is perpendicular to the cylin
der. The transverse electric field is 

~1- = ZI eb/r 3 (2.1) 

in the rest frame of the incident particle. The electric field observed in the 
LAB changes with time. Suppose that the incident particle reaches its 
point of closest approach at t = O. At time t the transverse electric field in 
the LAB frame is given by [2] 

yzleb 
~ 1- = (b2 + y2vft2 )3/2 (2.2) 

Figure 2.1 A cylindrical sheet of matter surrounding a particle trajec
tory. 
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The momentum acquired by the bound particle is 

Il.p = f F dt 

(00 (z2 e)yzlebdt 
= J-oo (b2 + y2vtt2)3/2 

Il. _ 2z1 Z2 e2 
p- v1b 
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(2.3) 

The incident particle will have collisions with both the nuclei and the 
electrons of the atoms. Since the bound particle is assumed to have only a 
small velocity, the energy transfer can be written 

(ll.p)2 2Z2 Z2 e4 
Il.E = -- = I 2 (2.4) 

2m b2vtm 

We see that the energy transfer is inversely proportional to the square of 
the incident particle velocity and to the square ofthe impact parameter. 
Thus, most of the energy transfer is due to close collisions. We have 
m = me and Z2 = 1 for electrons and m = Amp and Z2 = Z for nuclei. 
With Z electrons in an atom and A = 2Z, 

Il.E (electrons) = ~ (~)-I = 4000 
Il.E (nucleus) me 2Zmp 

so we see that the atomic electrons are responsible for most of the energy 
loss. We will let m = me for the rest of this chapter. 

Now let us calculate the total energy lost by the incident particle per 
unit length in the material. We have just seen that most of the energy loss 
is due to interactions with the atomic electrons. There are ne X 2nb db dx 
electrons in the cylindrical shell of Fig. 2.1, where 

n -Z n -Z NAP 
e- 2 a- 2A (2.5) 

is the number of electrons per unit volume (cf. Appendix D). Summing 
over the total energy transfer in each b interval, the total energy loss per 
unit length is 

dE/dx = 2nne (2Zt~4) (bmax db 
mVI Jb.m. b 

4nne Zt e4 1 bmax 
---=--;:'-- n--

mvt bmin 
(2.6) 

The limiting values of the impact parameter are determined by the 
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range of validity of the various assumptions that were made in deriving 
Eq. 2.6. We have assumed that the interaction takes place between the 
electric field of the incident particle and a free electron. However, the 
electron is actually bound to an atom. The interaction may be considered 
to be with a free electron only if the collision time is short compared to the 
characteristic orbital period of electrons in the atom. Examination ofEq. 
2.2 shows that the transverse electric field in the LAB is very small except 
near t = O. The full width at half maximum of the ~(t) distribution is b/vy 
times a constant of order 1, so we take [2] 

b 
tcoll "'" VII' (2.7)' 

An upper limit for the impact parameter then is 

b "'" yVI 
max (j) 

(2.8) 

where (j) is a characteristic orbital frequency. A lower limit of validity for b 
is obtained from the requirement that I1E cannot exceed the maximum 
allowed energy transfer for a head-on collision. Thus, equating Eq. 2.4 
evaluated at bmin with Eq. 1.24, we find that 

b . "'" Z I e2 

mID ymv! 

Ifwe substitute Eqs. 2.8 and 2.9 into Eq. 2.6, we obtain 

dE 4nn Z2e4 mv3y2 
_= e I In--I-
dx mv! ZI e2(j) 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

A more rigorous classical calculation, originally due to Bohr, treats the 
atom as a harmonically bound charge for distant collisions. However, the 
results of this calculation differ numerically from Eq. 2.10 by a negligible 
amount [2]. 

Now let us determine the classical electromagnetic cross section for an 
incident particle to lose an amount of energy W. Consider a ring of width 
db at an impact parameter b from an atom. Every incident particle passing 
through the annular region undergoes a certain deflection. By definition, 
the differential cross section is the area of the ring and 

da(b) db = 2nb db 
db 

We use Eq. 2.4 to relate b to the energy transferred to an atomic electron, 
which we assume is equal to the energy Wlost by the incident particle. We 
find that 
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du db = 2nZ?Z~e4 dW 
db mv? W2 

= du(W) dW 
dW 

Thus, the classical cross section for obtaining an energy loss W is 
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du 2nZ2Z 2e4 
_= 1 2 (2.11) 
dW mv?W2 

When electromagnetic scattering represents the dominant source of 
energy loss, a pure beam of monoenergetic, charged, stable particles heav
ier than the electron travels approximately the same range R in matter. 
For example, a beam of 1 GeV/cprotonshas a range of about 200 g/cm2 

in lead (17.6 em). Because of their light mass, the paths of electrons in 
matter have much larger deviations. A plot of the number of heavy 
charged particles in a beam is shown in Fig. 2.2 as a function ofthe depth 
into the material. Also shown is the local value of dE/dx. The small 
decrease in intensity that occurs at all depths is caused by nuclear or large 
angle scattering processes. An interaction that removes particles of a given 
type from a beam leads to an exponential decrease in the intensity of those 
particles. Most of the ionization loss occurs near the end of the path, 
where the velocity is smallest. This increase in the energy loss is referred to 
as the Bragg peak. The depth at which half the initial particles remain is 
called the mean range. This is related to the energy loss by 

R(E) = f: -d~/dx dE (2.12) 

The range represents the distance traversed along the trajectory of the 

Figure 2.2 Number of heavy charged particles in a beam and dE/dx as a 
function of depth in the absorber (R is the mean range). 
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particle itself and differs from the thickness of the absorber because of 
multiple scattering. 

We can derive an important scaling law for the range. The energy loss 
formula can be written 

~! = Z1I(v) = Zfg(!) 
where! and g are functions. Then, according to Eq. 2.12, the range is given 
by an equation of the form 

J 1 dE 
R = Zfg(E/M) M M 

R(!)= ~h(!) 
(2.13) 

where h is a universal function of E/ M. To illustrate the usefulness ofEq. 
2.13, suppose that the range of some particle, a proton, for example, has 
been measured as a function of v or of E/ M. Then the range of another 
particle, an alpha particle, for example, with energy EO/. can be related to 
the proton range by 

~R (EO/.) = Z~ R (EO/.) 
Mp p MO/. MO/. 0/. MO/. 

R (EO/.)=MO/.~R (EO/.) 
0/. MO/. Mp Z~ p MO/. 

The range-energy relation can often be expressed empirically in the 
form 

(2.14) 

For example, the range in meters for low energy protons in air can be 
approximated with n = 1.8 and Eo = 9.3 MeV [3]. 

The energy losses and ranges of a number of incident particles in a 
variety of absorber materials are shown in Fig. 2.3. The range and dE/dx 
are expressed in terms of the amount of mass traversed (g/cm2) instead of 
the linear distance. All the dE/dx curves show the 1/v2 drop for small 
momentum and a region of minimum ionization for higher momentum. 
Similar curves are given for particles in liquid hydrogen in Fig. 2.4. 

2.2 Quantum treatment of the energy loss 
The semiclassical treatment of the energy loss given in the pre

ceding section treats the quantum nature of the particles in an ad hoc 
fashion. A proper treatment must take into account (1) the fact that 
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Figure 2.3 Mean range and energy loss of charged particles in solids. 
Calculations use the Bethe-Bloch equation with density effect correc
tions. Refer to the cited reference for a discussion of assumptions and 
qualifications. (Particle Data Group, Rev. Mod. Phys. 56: S1, 1984.) 

PARTICLE DETECTORS, ABSORBERS, AND RANGES 
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Figure 2.4 Mean range and energy loss of charged particle in liquid 
hydrogen. Calculations use the Bethe-Bloch equation with density ef
fect corrections. Refer to the cited reference for a discussion of assump
tions and qualifications. (Particle Data Group, Rev. Mod. Phys. 56: S 1, 
1984.) 
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energy transfers to the atomic electrons only occur in discrete amounts 
and (2) the wave nature of the particles. For very close collisions the 
classical specification of a particle as an object with a well-defined posi
tion and momentum conflicts with the uncertainty principle. In the early 
1930s Bethe and Bloch treated the problem of energy loss in the frame
work of quantum mechanics. We will summarize some important aspects 
of their treatment in this section [4, 5]. 

Bethe's theory classifies atomic collisions according to the amount of 
momentum or energy transfer to the bound electron. This is an observ
able quantity in contrast to the impact parameter used in the semiclassical 
derivation. However, one can associate the small momentum transfer 
processes with a large impact parameter (distant collisions) and the large 
momentum transfers with small impact parameters (close collisions). 

In distant collisions the incident particle interacts with the atom as a 
whole. There will be a certain probability that the energy lost by the 
incident particle will cause excitation of an electron to a higher energy 
level or will cause ionization. Bethe calculated the probabilities for these 
transitions using first-order perturbation theory. The incident particle is 
treated as a plane wave. The spin and magnetic moment of the atomic 
electrons are properly treated if Dirac wave functions are used. The per
turbation is the Coulomb potential plus a coupling to the photon field. 
The total contribution to the energy loss comes from summing all excita
tion energies, each weighted by the cross section for that excitation. Thus, 

ddEI =naLJEnd(Jn (2.15) 
X w<'7 n 

where 1'/ is a limiting energy transfer (- 50 KeY) for which the assump
tions used in deriving Eq. 2.15 are valid [1]. The expression obtained after 
evaluating Eq. 2.15 depends on the atomic properties through the mean 
ionization potential [. 

For close collisions the interaction can be considered to be with free 
electrons, and atomic properties are not involved. The energy loss due to 
close collisions can be written 

~!lw>'7 = ne i wmax 
W :~(E, W) dW (2.16) 

Note that (d(J/dW)(E, W) is the cross section for an incident particle with 
energy E to lose an amount of energy W in the collision with a free 
electron. The cross section depends on the type of incident particle. For 
spin 0 particles heavier than the electron, the differential cross section is 
given by [1] 
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da _ e4 1 ( 2 W) 
dW(E, W) - 2n mc2 P2W2 1 - P Wmax 

(2.17) 

while for heavy spin t incident particles 

:~ (E, W) = 2n ;;2 p2 ~2 [ 1 - p2 ::ax + ~ (E +:c2 YJ (2.18) 

When W ~ WmaJ" both of these cross sections reduce to that for Cou
lomb scattering, Eq. 2.11. Thus, for small energy transfers the cross sec
tions only depend on the energy of the recoiling electron and the velocity 
of the incident particle. Spin only plays an important role when W - E. 

The total energy loss is the sum of the contributions from close and 
distant collisions. The result for the energy loss ofa heavy, spin 0 incident 
particle is [5] 

(2.19) 

It is important to note that the final expression for the energy loss does not 
depend on the intermediate energy transfer t7 used to separate the classes 
of collisions. 

It is useful to break up the constant in front of Eq. 2.19 into separate 
factors relating to the incident particle, the material medium, and the 
intrinsic properties of the electron. First recall that the electron's charge is 
related to the so-called classical radius of the electron by 

(2.20) 

Using Eqs. 2.5 and 2.20, the fixed constants and electron properties can be 
combined into the constant 

De = 4nr~ mc2 

= 5.0989 X 10-25 MeV-cm2 (2.21) 

Equation 2.19 can then be written in the convenient form 

dE _ (ZI)2 [ 2mc2p2y2 - 2J 
dx - De fit ne In I p (2.22) 

Now let us consider the important features ofEq. 2.22. The energy loss 
depends quadratically on the charge and velocity of the incident particle, 
but not on its mass. Thus, for a beam of particles with a given charge, the 
energy loss is a function of the velocity only. The energy loss depends on 
the material linearly through the electron density factor ne and logarith
mically through the mean ionization potential I. 

As the velocity of the particle increases from near zero, dE/dx falls due 
to the 1 /V2 factor. All incident particles have a region of minimum ioniza
tion with dE/dx - 2 MeV /g cm2 for py = 3. As p continues to increase, 
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the In y2 factor in Eq. 2.22 begins to dominate and dE/dx starts to in-
crease. This is referred to as the region of relativistic rise. In the semiclassi-
cal picture the relativistic deformation of the Coulomb field of the inci-
dent particle increases the upper limit for impact parameters involved in 
the collision (see Eq. 2.8). 

The mean ionization potential per electron depends on the atomic 
number ofthe atom. Bloch used the Thomas - Fermi model of the atom to 
show that I should vary linearly with Z. An approximate expression is 

I/Z=lOeV (2.23) 

which is generally valid for Z ;c: 20. Numerical values for the mean ioniza-
tion potential of some materials are given in Table 2.1. 

Table 2.1. Electromagnetic properties of elements a 

n. ne I 
Material Z (X 1023/em3) (X 1023/em3) (eV) 

H2 1 0.423 0.423 21.8 
He 2 0.188 0.376 41.8 
Li 3 0.463 1.39 40.0 
Be 4 1.23 4.94 63.7 
B 5 1.32 6.60 76 
C 6 1.146 6.82 78 
N2 7 0.347 2.43 85.1 
O2 8 0.429 3.43 98.3 
Ne 10 0.358 3.58 137b 

Al 13 0.603 7.84 166 
Si 14 0.500 6.99 173 
Ar 18 0.211 3.80 188b 

Fe 26 0.849 22.1 286 
Cu 29 0.845 24.6 322 
Zn 30 0.658 19.6 330 
Kr 36 0.155 5.59 352b 

Ag 47 0.586 27.6 470 
Sn 50 0.371 18.5 488 
W 74 0.632 46.8 727 
Pt 78 0.662 51.5 790 
Au 79 0.577 45.6 790 
Pb 82 0.330 27.0 823 
U 92 0.479 44.1 890 

a Values are for solid and liquid states unless noted. 
b Gaseous state. 

LR 
(em) 

891 
755 
155 
35.3 
22.2 
18.8 
47.0 
30.0 
24.0 

8.89 
9.36 

14.0 
1.76 
1.43 
1.75 
5.26 
0.85 
1.21 
0.35 
0.31 
0.34 
0.56 
0.32 

XR Density 
(g/em2) (g/em3) 

63.05 0.0708 
94.32 0.125 
82.76 0.534 
65.19 1.85 
52.69 2.37 
42.70 2.27 
37.99 0.808 
34.24 1.14 
28.94 1.20 
24.01 2.70 
21.82 2.33 
19.55 1.40 
13.84 7.87 
12.86 8.92 
12.43 7.14 
11.37 2.16 
8.97 10.5 
8.82 7.31 
6.76 19.3 
6.54 21.45 
6.46 18.88 
6.37 11.34 
6.00 18.95 

Source: Particle Data Group, Rev. Mod. Phys. 56: S 1, 1984, S53; S. Ahlen, Rev. 
Mod. Phys. 52: 121,1980, Table 6; Y. Tsai, Rev. Mod. Phys. 46: 815,1974, Table 
3.6; Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 64thed., Boca Raton: CRCPress, 1983, 
p. B65; R.M. Stemheimer, M.J. Berger, and S.M. Seltzer, Atomic Data and 
Nuclear Data Tables 30: 261, 1984, Table 1. 
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The relativistic rise does not continue indefinitely. The theory we have 
described so far treats the interaction of the incident particle with an 
isolated atom. However, for dense materials where the interatomic spac
ing is small, the upper limit on allowed impact parameters may encom
pass many atoms. In this case interactions among the atomic electrons 
can cause a screening of the projectile's electric field. Fermi developed a 
theory of dielectric screening that explains the reduction of energy loss for 
distant collisions [4]. This phenomenon is known as the density effect 
since it is affected by the density ofthe medium. It causes the energy loss in 
the region of relativistic rise to only increase like In y instead ofln y2 and 
causes the loss to become constant at very large y. The constant ionization 
loss at large y is referred to as the Fermi plateau. 

Taking the density effect into account, the energy loss formula can be 
written 

10 

8 

6 
6 

4 

2 

1 

dE = D (ZI)2 [1 2mc2p2y2 _ p2 - J(Y)] 
dx e PI n. n I 2 (2.24) 

Figure 2.5 Density effect correction parameter b for several materials. 
(The parameter was calculated using the formulas and coefficients given 
in R.M. Stemheimer, MJ. Berger, and S.M. Seltzer, Atomic Data and 
Nuclear Data Tables 30: 261, 1984.) 
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where o(y) is a correction due to the density effect. A successful model for 
calculating 0 in terms of atomic properties has been developed by Stern
heimer. Formulas giving the correction in terms of the ionization poten
tial and the plasma frequency of the material can be found in Stern
heimer's papers [ 6]. Values of Mor several materials are shown in Fig. 2.5. 
The density effect correction changes the calculated ionization loss by 
- 15% for particles with py = 100 in metals. Note that nonconductors 
have a sharp threshold in py. 

Measurements of dEl dx in propane are shown in Fig. 2.6 as a function 
of py and the gas pressure [7]. The measurements were made by collecting 
the charge liberated by ionization in a proportional chamber. Note that 
the plateau value of dEldx at large py decreases with increasing pressure 
due to the density effect. Measurements [8] of the ionization losses of high 
energy protons and pions in high pressure hydrogen gas have also shown 
that the energy loss in the Fermi plateau remains constant for y values as 
high as 1800. 

One should keep in mind that the derivation of the energy loss expres
sion given in Eq. 2.19 makes use of a number of simplifying assumptions. 

2,0 

1,5 

Figure 2.6 Measured mean energy losses in propane as a function of 
pressure and py. The energy losses are normalized to those for 3-Ge V / c 
protons. (After A. Walenta, J. Fischer, H. Okuno, and C. Wang, Nuc. 
Instr. Meth. 161: 45, 1979.) 
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At the low p extreme atomic shell corrections are necessary when the 
velocity of the incident particle becomes comparable to the velocity of the 
bound electrons. On the other hand, at large}, radiation, kinematic, and 
incident particle structure corrections may be necessary [5]. One should 
also remember that excitation and ionization are not the only causes of 
energy loss. At large }' other contributing processes include Cerenkov 
radiation, transition radiation, bremsstrahlung, and pair production. 

2.3 Fluctuations in energy loss 
The amount of energy lost by a charged particle that has traversed 

a fixed thickness of absorber will vary due to the statistical nature of its 
interactions with individual atoms in the material. The value of dE/dx 
calculated in the preceding section is an averaged value. We have seen in 
Eq. 2.11 that collisions with small energy transfers are more likely than 
those with large transfers. Thus, the most probable energy loss will be 
shifted to the lower half of the range of possible energy transfers. The large 
energy transfer events are associated with the production of high energy 
recoil electrons (and from nuclear interactions). The result is that the 
energy loss distribution will be asymmetric with a tail on the high energy 
side. 

For historical reasons the high energy recoil electrons are called delta 
rays. The number of delta rays produced with energy greater than E, in a 
thickness x is 

where 

IE .... dE 
N(E~E,)= C; E2 

E, 

c; = 21lneZ te4 x 
mv2 

and Emax is the maximum possible energy transfer. Thus, 

N(E ~ E,) = C; (~ __ 1_) 
E, Emax 

(2.25) 

(2.26) 

(2.27) 

So long as E, ~ Emax , we see that the number of energetic delta rays falls 
off inversely with the energy and that the parameter C; is the energy above 
which there will be, on the average, one delta ray produced. As such, it 
represents a "typical" value of the energy loss in the material. 

The probability that an incident particle with energy E will lose energy 
between Wand W + dW while traversing an infinitesimal thickness dx of 
absorber is (see Appendix D) 
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da(W) 
¢(W) dW dx = na dW dW dx (2.28) 

where da / dW is the differential cross section for the incident particle to 
lose energy W in a single collision with an absorber atom. The total 
probability of a collision in the thickness dx, regardless of the energy 
transfer, is q dx where 

q = na i'" da/dW dW (2.29) 

The quantity q is called the primary ionization rate. 
Although the probability for an energy loss W in an infinitesimal ab

sorber layer is given trivially by Eq. 2.28, the calculation of the corre
sponding probability for a finite thickness can be very complicated. Con
sider a beam of N particles all having energy E. Let X( W, x) dW be the 
probability that a particle loses an energy between Wand W + dWafter 
crossing a thickness x of absorber. The form of X may be determined by 
considering how it changes if the particles traverse an additional infinitesi
mal thickness dx in the absorber. The number of particles with energy 
losses between Wand W + dW increases because some particles with 
energy loss less than Wat x will undergo a collision in dx that increases its 
loss to between Wand W + dW. On the other hand, the number of 
particles with energy losses between Wand W + dW decreases because 
some particles in the correct interval will undergo a collision in dx and 
increase the total energy loss above W + dW. We assume that successive 
collisions are statistically independent, that the absorber medium is ho
mogeneous, and that the total energy loss is small compared to the parti
cles' incident energy. Then we can express the change in the number of 
particles as 

NX(W, x + dx) dW - NX(W, x) dW= N i'" X(W - e, x)¢(e) dW dx de 

- NX( W, x) dW q dx (2.30) 

Thus X satisfies the equation 

ax(::;; x) = i'" ¢(e)x(W - e, x) de - qX(W, x) (2.31 ) 

A number of investigators have determined solutions to Eq. 2.31. The 
differences in the treatments arise chiefly from different assumptions 
made about the single collision energy transfer probability ¢( W). Landau 
used the classical free electron cross section given in Eq. 2.11. He assumed 
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that a typical energy loss was (1) large compared to the binding energy of 
the electrons in the material, yet (2) small compared to the maximum 
possible energy loss. With these assumptions the function X can be factor
ized into the form [9, 10] 

where 

1 
X(W, x) = "¢fr.(A) 

A = ~ [ W - e (In ;, + 1 - CE) ] 

In e' = In (1 - P2)J2 + p2 
2mv2 

CE = 0.577 (Euler's constant) 

(2.32) 

and e is given by Eq. 2.26. The quantity e' is the low energy cutoff of 
possible energy losses. It was chosen by Landau so that the mean energy 
loss agreed with the Bethe-Bloch theory. 

The universal function fr.(A) can be expressed in terms of the integral 

1 !coo fr.(A) = - exp[ - u(ln u + A)]sin 7rU du 
7r 0 

The most probable value of the energy loss is given by [5] 

Wmp = e(ln;, + 0.198 - J) 

(2.33) 

(2.34) 

where J is the density effect correction used in Eq. 2.24. The full width at 
half maximum of the distribution is 

FWHM=4.02e (2.35) 

It is convenient to use the quantity e/ Emax to classify various theories of 
energy losses. Landau's second assumption mentioned above requires 
e/ Emax :5 0.01. In this case the number of delta rays with energies near 
Emax is very small, and single large energy loss events give an asymmetric 
high energy tail to the energy loss distribution. Landau's first assumption 
breaks down in very thin absorbers such as gases, where the typical loss 
may be comparable to the electron binding energy in the gas atoms. 
Experimental energy loss distributions for gases are broader than pre
dicted by the Landau theory. Accurate treatment of the energy loss re
quires that the theory take into account the presence of discrete atomic 
energy levels [9]. 

The distributions approach a Gaussian for e/ Emax -== 1. In this case the 
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number of delta rays observed with energy near Emax is large. The most 
probable energy loss is also large, and the high energy loss events tend to 
average out. The width of the Gaussian is given simply by [5] 

Gtv= 4nZi Z2nae4x (2.36) 

Vavilov has developed a theory for the intermediate case 0.01 ::5 

f./ Emax ::5 1 using the physical upper limit for the maximum energy 
transfer [11]. 

The pulse height spectra of high energy protons and electrons in a 
gaseous proportional chamber are shown in Fig. 2.7. It is clear that the 
most probable value of the energy loss is skewed to the low energy side of 
the asymmetric energy loss distribution. 

Because of fluctuations in energy loss, a beam of particles of fixed 
energy will have a distribution of ranges in a thick absorber. This phenom
enon is known as straggling. The two fluctuations are related by 

- (dE)2 -«(E - E)2) = dx «(R - R)2) (2.37) 

Figure 2.7 Measured pulse height distributions for 3-Ge V / c protons 
and 2-GeV/c electrons in a 90% Ar + 10% CH4 gas mixture. (After A. 
Walenta, J. Fischer, H. Okuno, and C. Wang, Nuc. Instr. Meth. 
161: 45,1979.) 
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Calculations of straggling have shown that the range distributions for 
protons in various metals are nearly Gaussian [5]. For a pure, monoener
getic beam of particles the fractional straggling (JR/ R increases with in
creasing Z of the absorber. The fractional straggling in a given absorber 
decreases with increasing kinetic energy and approaches a value (JR/ R ~ 
!(m/M)1/2 at high energy, where Mis the mass of the incident particle. 

2.4 Energy loss of electrons and positrons 
Electrons and positrons lose energy by ionization just as the 

heavier charged particles do. However, because of their small mass, they 
also have significant losses due to the production of radiation. For lead the 
fractional energy loss due to bremsstrahlung exceeds that due to ioniza
tion for electron energies above 10 MeV. Other significant sources of 
energy loss for low energy electrons are elastic scattering and positron 
annihilation. For high energy electrons the bremsstrahlung and pair pro
duction processes lead to the production of electromagnetic showers. 

Electrons and positrons have similar electromagnetic interactions in 
matter. Most of the statements we will make about electrons apply to 
positrons as well. When this is not the case, we will explicitly say so. 

2.4.1 Ionization energy loss 
The portion of the ionization loss resulting from distant collisions 

is the same for all incident particles. On the other hand, the portion 
resulting from close collisions depends on the form of the free electron 
cross section of the incident particle (Eq. 2.16). The differential cross 
section for the relativistic scattering of an electron from a free electron was 
first calculated by Moller. The cross section for finding a scattered elec
tron with kinetic energy between Wand W + dW is [12] 

d(J 2ne4 [ 1 1 mc2(2E + mc2) 
dW = mv2 W2 - W(E - W) (E + mc2)2 

11] + (E - W)2 + (E + mc2)2 (2.38) 

where E is the kinetic energy of the incident electron. The energy loss for 
relativistic electrons using this cross section is 

~! = 2:;;:4 (2 In 2~C2 + 3 In y - 1.95) (2.39) 

The energy loss for positrons differs slightly since the Bhabha differential 
cross section must be used in place of the Moller cross section. The 
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corresponding expression for the energy loss of singly charged, heavy 
particles traveling at relativistic velocities can be found by evaluating Eq. 
2.19 for p- 1 

(2.40) 

Comparison of Eqs. 2.39 and 2.40 shows that to first order all singly 
charged particles with P - 1 lose energy by collisions at approximately the 
same rate. The second terms indicate that the rate of relativistic rise for 
electrons will be slightly smaller than for heavier particles. 

Because of their small mass, electrons follow a very irregular path 
through matter. For this reason, the range for electrons has a wider distri
bution than the range for heavier particles. The mean range for I-MeV 
electrons varies from about 0.22 g/cm2 in hydrogen to 0.78 g/cm2 in lead 
[13]. 

2.4.2 Bremsstrahlung 
The dominant energy loss mechanism for high energy electrons is 

the production of electromagnetic radiation. This is usually referred to as 
synchrotron radiation for circular acceleration and bremsstrahlung for 
motion through matter. Conservation of energy requires that Ei = Ef + k, 
where Ei (Ef ) is the initial (final) energy of the electron and kis the energy 
of the produced photon. The time rate of energy loss depends quadratic
ally on the acceleration experienced by the particle through the well
known relation 

dE/dt = (2e 2/3c 3)a 2 

where a is the acceleration. 

(2.41) 

A semiclassical calculation of the bremsstrahlung cross section for a 
relativistic particle gives [2] 

~ = 5 !!.- Z4 Z2 mc rei ~ A 2 ()2 2 M 2 2 
dk 'hc 1 2 MVI k n k (2.42) 

We note that the cross section depends inversely on the square of the 
incident particle mass M. It is for this reason that up to the present date 
radiation energy loss has only been important for electrons and very high 
energy muons. The cross section depends on the medium through the 
factor Z~, implying that heavy elements are most efficient at causing 
energy loss by radiation. Recall that ionization energy loss was propor
tional to Z2' Finally note that the cross section falls off with increasing 
photon energy roughly as 1/ k. 
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Interactions of the incident particle with the Coulomb field of the 
nucleus go like Z~. There is also a contribution from the atomic electrons 
that goes like Z2' Thus, for all but the lightest elements the bremsstrah
lung cross section is dominated by interactions with the nucleus. How
ever, the atomic electrons cause another important effect by screening the 
nuclear charge. Classically, when the impact parameter is larger than the 
atomic radius, we expect the cross section to fall sharply since the effective 
charge seen by the incident particle is greatly reduced. This case is referred 
to as complete screening. The effect is also true quantum mechanically 
since one may define an "effective distance" of the electron from the 
nucleus Mq, where q is the momentum transfer from the electron to the 
nucleus. 

The results of QED calculations for the bremsstrahlung process can be 
found in a review by Tsai [14]. At least one virtual photon must be 
exchanged to the target system in order to conserve 4-momentum. The 
lowest-order QED diagrams shown in Fig. 2.8 do not depend on the sign 
of the charge of the lepton. Thus, we expect the same cross section from 
incident electrons and positrons. The interaction of the virtual photon 
with the target system depends on properties of the target, such as its mass, 
internal structure, spin, and screening of the nuclear charge by atomic 
electrons. 

Bethe and Heitler made a quantum mechanical calculation of the 
bremsstrahlung cross section for an electron in the field of an infinitely 
heavy, pointlike, spinless nucleus [15]. The calculation makes use of the 
Born approximation, which is valid if 

2nZ2 e2 1 nv ~ (2.43) 

where v can be the velocity of the electron before or after the photon 
emission. This relation is generally satisfied for energetic particles, except 
possibly for the heavy elements. 

Figure 2.8 Lowest-order Feynman diagrams for bremsstrahlung. 
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The effects of screening are determined by the parameter [12] 

r= 100mc2 ~ 
Zy3 E;Ef 

100mc2 k/E; 

Z~/3 E;(1 - k/E;) 
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(2.44 ) 

This parameter results from dividing the Thomas-Fermi radius of the 
atom (15] 

ao r =--=--~ 
a Z~/3 amcZ~/3 

(2.45) 

by the maximum allowed value ofh/q [12]. The quantity ao is the ground 
state radius of the hydrogen atom in the Bohr theory and 

a = e2/nc = 1/137 (2.46) 

is the fine structure constant. The Bohr radius ao is related to the classical 
radius of the electron by re = a 2ao. The case of complete screening corre
sponds to r = O. Figure 2.9a shows the region of allowed photon energies 
as a function of the incident electron energy. The contour with r = 0.1 for 
lead is shown together with the region of complete screening. 

Measurements of the angular distribution of bremsstrahlung photons 
agree with the predictions of the Bethe-Heitler calculations [16]. If the 
angles are measured with respect to the incident electron direction, the 
differential cross section is given approximately by 

da 8Z~a3 Pf(P7 + Pf) r2 
--:--~:--:-=- - -- (2.4 7) 
(dpr/Pf) dnfdny 1[2 kpt{)f{)~({)f+ {)y)2 (l + r 2)2 

where i (f) refers to the incoming (outgoing) electron and r = Q.l / QII is the 
ratio of the 3-momentum transfer to the nucleus perpendicular and paral
lel to the incident electron direction. 

At high energy the mean angle of photon emission is 

- mc 2 
() =-

y E (2.48) 

independent of the photon energy. Thus, most of the radiation lies inside 
a narrow cone around the electron's momentum vector. The cone be
comes more and more narrow as the energy is increased. Bremsstrahlung 
photons are in general polarized with the polarization vector normal to 
the plane formed by the photon and incident electron [3]. The photon 
polarization is influenced by the polarization of the incident electrons. 

The cross section integrated over angles in the case of complete screen-
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Figure 2.9 (a) The kinematic region of complete screening for brems
strahlung and the contour for lead with r = 0.1. (b) The complete 
screening bremsstrahlung cross sections for aluminum and lead versus 
the variable f = k/(Ei - me2). 
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ing (r ~ 1) is [12] 

da _ 4ao [( 2 2) 183 w] 
dk - T 1 + w - 3w In Zy3 + 9" (2.49) 

where w = Er/Ej and E j > me2, and 

ao = aZ~r~ (2.50) 

The contribution of the atomic electrons can be included by substituting 
Z~ ---+ Z2(Z2 + I). Note that Eq. 2.49 only depends on the fractional 
energy wand not on Ej itself. It also depends on the material principally 
through the factor Z~ in ao. 

Expressions for the cross section for the case r > 0 have been defined 
using auxiliary functions and can be found in the literature [1, 12]. For 
r = 0.1 the complete screening approximation in lead differs from the 
more accurate partial screening calculations by - 3%. It can be seen that to 
this level of approximation and so long as Ej > me2, one may assume 
complete screening, except for the production of very energetic photons 
that carry off almost all of the electron's energy. 

The factor k in the denominator of Eq. 2.49 implies that the cross 
section for low energy photon production increases without limit. Of 
course, this infrared divergence does not actually occur. These equations 
are not valid in the limit k ---+ o. 

For the purpose of illustrating the energy dependence of the brems
strahlung cross sections, it is convenient to use as the independent var
iable 

f= k 
E j - me2 

which is the fraction of the incident kinetic energy of the electron given to 
the photon. Multiplying the cross section by k gives the photon intensity 
distribution. The complete screening cross sections for aluminum and 
lead are shown in Fig. 2.9b. For very energetic photon production (large!) 
screening corrections are negligible. The most important feature of Fig. 
2.9b is that the energy distribution does not fall off much faster than 11k. 
Hence there is a significant probability of obtaining a photon of any 
energy up to the maximum allowed. The deposited energy spectrum dal df 
is fairly uniform. The function plotted in Fig. 2.9b only changes a small 
amount for different elements. Hence the major material dependent fac
tor is the Z2, which comes from ao. 

The energy loss due to radiation of an electron traversing some material 
is as follows: 
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dEl fk.nax d(J 
dx rad = Jo kna dk dk 

where kmax = E j - mc2 is the maximum allowed photon energy. It is 
convenient to separate out the incident energy and write the energy loss as 

~!Irad = naEj(Jrad (2.51) 

where 

1 fie",.. d(J 
(Jrad = Ej Jo k dk dk 

For the case of complete screening and E j > mc/,/aZ l / 3 

(Jrad = 4(Jo [In(183Z2"1/3) + -rs-] (2.52) 

Note that (Jrad in this case is independent of the electron's energy. Thus, 
according to Eq. 2.51 the energy loss due to radiation is proportional to Ej • 

The collision energy loss, on the other hand, increased like In Ej • In 
addition, the radiative energy loss is proportional to Z~, whereas the 
collision loss was proportional to Z2' Ifwe rewrite Eq. 2.51 in the form 
dEl E = dx na(Jrad, we see that na(Jrad must be the inverse of some constant 
length L R , where 

(2.53) 

and we have neglected the small term n- in Eq. 2.52. Ifwe also neglect the 
collisional energy loss, we find that radiation losses cause the mean energy 
of the electron to decrease exponentially so long as the restrictions on Eq. 
2.52 are satisfied. 

Values of LR for various materials are listed in Table 2.1. Radiation 
lengths for molecules can be determined from the atomic values by 
weighting the terms by the appropriate atomic weight [14]. It is often 
convenient to express lengths as a multiple of the radiation length in the 
material. 

The ratio of the radiation energy loss to the collision energy loss is given 
approximately by [12] 

dEl IdEI Z2 Ej 
dx rad dx coli = 1600mc2 

We see that at high incident electron energies, the energy loss is almost 
totally due to the production of radiation. The energy at which the loss 
due to radiation just equals the loss due to ionization is sometimes called 
the critical energy 
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(2.54) 

Another process by which fast moving charged particles can lose energy 
is through direct pair production [15]. The electromagnetic field of the 
charged particle may be considered as a flux of virtual photons. In the 
Coulomb field of the nucleus or an electron the virtual photons can decay 
into an electron and positron, just as real photons do in the process of pair 
production. 

We have seen that the dominant source of energy loss for high energy 
electrons is through bremsstrahlung. Figure 2.9b showed the energy dis
tribution of the photons as a function of the fraction of the initial kinetic 
energy given to the photon. We saw that there was a substantial probabil
ity that the emitted photon will carry off a large fraction of the electron's 
energy. Thus, we expect that the distribution of electron energy losses will 
be quite wide compared to that of a heavy charged particle. The Landau 
theory discussed in Section 2.3 is only applicable to low energy electrons, 
whose energy losses are dominated by collision processes. At high energies 
the probability due to bremsstrahlung that the energy of an electron will 
decrease by the factor e-c while traversing a thickness x of material is [15] 

e-CCbX-l 

w(x, 0 = r(bx) (2.55) 

where 

b - 2lna O"o 

and r is the gamma function. This relation is only valid for small thick
nesses oflow Z material. Otherwise, the electron has a large probability of 
initiating an electromagnetic shower (see Section 11.1). 

2.4.3 Positron annihilation 
The ultimate fate of most positrons in matter is annihilation with 

an electron into photons. The most likely process is 

e++ e---+y+ y 

Annihilation into a single photon is possible if the electron is bound to a 
nucleus, but the cross section for this process is at most 20% of that for two 
photons [15]. The two-photon annihilation cross section for a positron 
with LAB energy E+ is given by 

= 2_1_[y2+ 4Y + 11 ( +~1)- y+3 ] (2.56) 
O"ann nr e + 1 n y y ,.,----;-Y y2 - 1 vy2 - 1 
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where 

y= E+/mc2 

This cross section peaks near y = 1. Thus, it is most likely that a high 
energy positron will lose energy by collision and radiation until the veloc
ity becomes small, at which point it will annihilate into photons. 

The electron and the positron can also form a temporary bound state 
called positronium. This system is analogous to the hydrogen atom, al
though the energy level spacing is reduced by a factor of 2 due to the 
reduced mass of the electron-positron system. Annihilation occurs when 
there is an overlap between the electron and positron wavefunctions and 
is most likely in the S state. The two particles can form both singlet (spins 
anti parallel) and triplet (spins parallel) states. The most common decay is 
the singlet state decay at rest into two collinear 0.51 I-MeV photons, 
which occurs with a mean lifetime of - 10-10 sec. The triplet state decays 
into three photons with a mean lifetime of - 10-7 sec. 

2.5 Interactions of photons 
We have seen that the collisional interactions of heavy charged 

particles tend to be small perturbations that, apart from removing a small 
amount of energy and causing a small change in the particle's trajectory, 
leave the particle basically undisturbed. Thus, the number of particles in a 
beam remains roughly constant until the velocity has been reduced to a 
small value. Photon interactions are different since in general there is a 
large probability that an interacting photon will be removed from the 
beam. 

Consider a collimated, monoenergetic beam of N photons. The num
ber removed from the beam while crossing a thickness dx of material is 

dN = - flN dx (2.57) 

The constant of proportionality fl is known as the linear attenuation 
coefficient and is related to the probability that a photon will be scattered 
or absorbed in the material [17]. As a consequence, the intensity of the 
original photons will decrease exponentially with depth in matter. 

There are three major electromagnetic processes by which photons 
interact with matter: 

1. photoelectric effect, 
2. Compton effect, and 
3. pair production. 

Figure 2.10 shows the contributions of these three processes to the total 
photon interaction cross section for lead. For photon energies below 500 
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ke V the interactions are almost totally due to the photoelectric effect, 
while for photon energies above 50 MeV they are primarily due to pair 
production off the nucleus. The Compton effect plays an important role 
in the intermediate energy range. Two other effects indicated in Fig. 2.10 
are coherent (Rayleigh) scattering and photonuclear absorption. Rayleigh 
scattering is a process in which photons scatter from the atomic electrons 
without exciting or ionizing the atom. Photo nuclear absorption is actu
ally a nuclear interaction where the photon is absorbed by the nucleus. It 
is most important in the region of the "giant resonance" (10-25 MeV) 
and is frequently accompanied by the emission of a neutron. 

2.5.1 Photoelectric effect 
The photoelectric effect can be considered to be an interaction 

between the photon and the atom as a whole. Incident photons whose 
energy k exceeds the binding energy Eb of an electron in the atom may be 
absorbed, and an atomic electron ejected with kinetic energy T = k - Eb • 

The photoelectron is emitted near 90 0 from the incident photon direction 
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Figure 2.10 Contributions to the photon interaction cross section in 
lead. r, photoelectric effect; O'COH, Rayleigh scattering; O'INCOH, Compton 
scattering; O'pH.N' photonuclear absorption; Kn , pair production off the 
nucleus; K., pair production off atomic electrons. (J. Hubbell, H. 
Gimm, and I. Overbo, J. Phys. Chern. Ref. Data 9: 1023, 1980.) 
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for very low energy, unpolarized photons [15]. The emission angle be
comes more and more forward as the photon energy increases. However, 
the directionality can be quickly randomized due to multiple scattering. 

There are sharp discontinuities in the photoelectric spectrum corre
sponding to the binding energies of the atomic shells, the most prominent 
of which is due to the innermost, or K, shell. The cross section increases by 
a large factor when the photon energy exceeds the binding energy of 
electrons in the shell. The ejected photoelectron may be accompanied by 
fluorescence or additional (Auger) electrons. The photoelectric cross sec
tion at high energies falls roughly as ZVk and only plays a negligible role 
in high energy interactions. 

2.5.2 Compton effect 
The Compton effect involves the scattering of an incident photon 

with an atomic electron. Consider a photon with energy ko scattering from 
an electron considered to be at rest and producing a scattered photon with 
energy k together with the recoiling electron, as shown in Fig. 2.11. The 
laws of conservation of energy and momentum require that 

ko + mc2 = k + T + mc2 

ko=k+pc 
These equations can be solved in terms of the scattering angle 0 to obtain 
the frequency of the scattered photon [15], 

w = 1 + E( 1w~ cos 0) (2.58) 

the kinetic energy of the recoil electron, 

T= mc2 E2(1 - cos 0) 
1 + E(1 - cos 0) 

Figure 2.11 The Compton scattering process. 
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p,T 

(2.59) 
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and the electron recoil angle 

[ 1 - cos 0 ] 1/2 
cos ¢ = (1 + e) 2 + e(e + 2)(1 - cos 0) (2.60) 

where 

e = 'hwo/mc2 

We can express the difference in the wavelength of the incident and 
scattered photons as 

A - Ao = h/mc(1 - cos 0) (2.61) 

The scattered photon has a longer wavelength than the incident one. The 
quantity h/mc is referred to as the Compton wavelength of the electron. 

The quantum mechanical derivation of the cross section for Compton 
scattering was performed by Klein and Nishima. The differential cross 
section averaged over the polarization of the incident photon is [12] 

da =.!. r2 ( hw )2 (hWo + hw _ sin2 0) (2.62) 
dO. 2 e hwo hw hwo 

Ifwe use Eq. 2.58 to eliminate w from this equation, we obtain the angular 
distribution 

da _ 1 2 (1 + cos2 0) {I + e2( 1 - cos 0)2 } 
dO. - '2 re [1 + e(1 - cos OW (1 + cos2 0)[1 + e(1 - cos 0)] 

(2.63) 

This distribution is shown as a function of energy and scattering angle in 
Fig. 2.12. The angular distribution of scattered radiation from classical 
electrodynamics is [2] 

1= /0(1 + cos2 0) 

independent of frequency. The quantum results should approach the 
classical one as h - 0 and thus as e - O. At high energies the scattered 
photons are produced mainly in the forward direction. The scattered 
photons may also be polarized. 

The energy distribution may be obtained by substituting for 0 in Eq. 
2.62. The result is [12] 

~ = 1tr~ [1 + ( hW)2 _ 2( e + 1) + 1 + 2e hw + ~ hWo] 
d(hw) ehw hwo e2 e2 hwo e2 hw 

(2.64) 

where the scattered photon energy must satisfy the inequality 

1 hw 
--=:;;;-=:;;;1 
1 + 2e hwo 
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For small € there is only a small spread of scattered photon energies, close 
to the incident photon energy. For higher energies the number of low 
energy scattered photons increases and the distribution becomes very 
broad. 

The total cross section for photon scattering from classical electrody
namics is the Thomson cross section [3] 

aTh = i7rr~ = 0.67 X 10-24 cm2 

The quantum mechanical result is obtained by integrating Eq. 2.63 over 
all angles giving [12] 

3 { [ 2( € + 1) ] 1 4 I} 
a Comp = aTh 8€ 1 - €2 In(2€ + 1) + '2 + E - 2(2€ + 1)2 

(2.65) 

At high energy the cross section is given approximately by 

aComp = a Th :€ (In 2€ + i) 
Thus, at high energy the Compton scattering per atom will falloff roughly 
like Z2 / hwo . 
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Figure 2.12 The angular distribution for Compton scattering. The pa
rameter E = hwo/me2. 
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2.5.3 Pair production 
The third interaction of photons in matter and the most impor

tant at high energies is pair production. The intense electric field near the 
nucleus can cause the photon to decay into an electron and a positron. 
The threshold energy for this process is 2mc2 . The nucleus must be there 
to satisfy conservation of momentum, but it acquires very little recoil 
energy. Pair production may also take place near an atomic electron. The 
threshold in this case is 4mc2, and the recoil electron acquires significant 
kinetic energy. In a track sensitive detector this would appear as a triplet of 
tracks. 

The bremsstrahlung and pair creation processes are intimately related 
in QED. Examination of the Feynman diagrams in Figs. 2.8 and 2.13 
shows that the effects differ only in the directions of the incident and 
outgoing particles. Both processes proceed to lowest order through the 
exchange of a single virtual photon. As a consequence, both effects are 
most important when the momentum transfer is small. 

Bethe and Heitler made a quantum mechanical calculation of the cross 
section for pair creation in the Born approximation. The matrix elements 
can be determined from those used in the bremsstrahlung calculation 
with some simple substitutions. This comes about in the Dirac theory 
since one can regard the inverse of pair production as a bremsstrahlung 
process in which a positive energy electron emits a photon and falls into a 
negative energy state [12]. 

Screening of the nucleus by the atomic electrons is again an important 
effect. Let the incident photon have energy k and the created electron 
(positron) have energy E_ (E+) so that k = E+ + E_. The screening is 
measured using the parameter 

r' = lOOmc 2 _k_ 
Zi,3 E+E_ 

lOOmc 2 1 
Zy3 kw+(1 - w+) 

(2.66) 

Figure 2.13 Lowest-order Feynman diagrams for pair production. 
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where we have used the energy ratios W± = E±/k. Note that the screening 
parameter is symmetric in W+ and w_ = 1 - W+ and decreases in general 
with increasing k. For a given value of k the screening parameter is 
smallest for symmetric pairs, the limit where r' - 0 corresponding to 
complete screening. Figure 2.14a shows the contour with r' = 0.1 for lead 
and the region of complete screening on a graph of E+ versus k. 

The differential cross section for the production of a positron with 
energy between E+ and E+ + dE+ and an electron of energy E_ = k - E+ 
from a photon with energy k in the limit of complete screening is [12] 

da _ 4ao [( 2 2 2 ) ( 183) 1 ] 
dE+ -7: w++w-+"3 w+w- In Zy3 -"9 w+w- (2.67) 

where ao was given by Eq. 2.50. Note that Eq. 2.67 is symmetric between 
electron and positron energies. Actually at very low energies where the 
Born approximation is no longer valid, nuclear repulsion tends to make 
the positrons more energetic than the electrons. The cross section for the 
case r' > 0 can be expressed in terms of the same auxiliary functions used 
for bremsstrahlung [12]. The corrections to the complete screening ap
proximation for lead when r' = 0.1 is - 3%. 

The pair production cross section is conveniently expressed as a func
tion of the variable 

_ E+- mc2 

g- k- 2mc 2 

which is the fraction of the total available kinetic energy taken by the 
positron. Figure 2.14b shows the complete screening cross sections for 
lead and aluminum normalized to ao and plotted as a function of the 
variable g. The cross sections are fairly uniform, indicating that positrons 
are likely to be produced with any allowed energy. Thus, in general, the 
electron and the positron in the pair do not have the same energy. Since 
the plotted functions vary little for different elements, the major material 
dependence is again the Z~ factor that comes from ao. When g = 0 or 
g = 1, the complete screening approximation is no longer valid. The 
correct theory causes the cross section to fall off rapidly for these cases. 

At high energy the electron and positron tend to be produced at small 
angles with respect to the incident photon direction. The mean produc
tion angle of an electron or positron with energy E is approximately [ 12] 

mc2 

e=T (2.68) 

The total pair production cross section is obtained by integrating Eq. 



Figure 2.14 (a) The kinematic region of complete screening for pair 
production and the contour for lead with r' = 0.1. (b) Complete screen
ing pair production cross sections for aluminum and lead versus the 
variable g = (E+ - mc2)/(k - 2mc 2). 
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2.67 over all possible positron energies. The total cross section increases 
rapidly as the photon energy increases, approaching the asymptotic value 

apair = 4ao[t In(l83Z2"1/3) - -f.r] (2.69) 

for k ~ 137mc2Z- 1/ 3• Note that the cross section is approximately pro
portional to Z2 and is independent of the incident photon energy. Ifwe 
compare Eq. 2.69 with Eq. 2.52, we see that the cross section for pair 
production is roughly seven-ninths that for bremsstrahlung. 

Total cross sections for pair production off of the nucleus and atomic 
electrons in lead were shown in Fig. 2.10. Pair production off the nucleus 
contributes over 95% of the photon total cross section at 60 MeV. The 
majority of the remaining 5% is due to Compton scattering. The assump
tions used in the Born approximation break down for high Z elements. 
The actual cross section for lead is about 10% smaller than the calculated 
one [12]. 

Figure 2.15 Measurements of the pal! production cross section as a 
function of the average photon energy k and the atomic number Z of the 
absorber. Solid lines are QED calculations. (J. Eickmeyer et al., Phys. 
Rev. D 21: 3001, 1980.) 
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A summary of the results of QED calculations of pair production is 
contained in the review ofTsai [14]. Figure 2.15 presents a comparison of 
these calculations for the total cross section with experimental measure
ments of high energy pair production by Eickmeyer et al. [18]. The calcu
lations are in excellent agreement with the measurements for all elements 
and photon energies over the range 2.4-8.7 GeV. 

In a homogeneous medium the intensity of a beam of collimated, 
monoenergetic photons decreases exponentially 

I(x) = Ioexp(-p,x) 

where /l is the linear attenuation coefficient. The coefficient /l is fre
quently divided by the density to obtain the mass attenuation coefficient 
/lIp, which has the dimensions cm2/g. The mass attenuation coefficient is 
related to the total photon interaction cross section O'tot by 

/l NA P = A O'tot 

NA 
= A (O'pE + ZO'Comp + O'pair) 

(2.70) 

where A is the atomic weight of the material. Figure 2.16 shows the mass 

Co 
"
:::1 

0./ 

Figure 2.16 Photon mass attenuation coefficients for H, C, Fe, and Pb 
as a function of photon energy. (Data from J. Hubbell, H. Girnrn, and I. 
Overbo, J. Phys. Chern. Ref. Data 9: 1023, 1980; J. Hubbell, National 
Bureau of Standards report NSRDS-NBS 29, 1969.) 
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attenuation coefficients for a number of materials as a function of the 
incident photon energy. 

2.6 Elastic scattering 
We have seen that the dominant source of energy loss for heavy 

charged particles is the inelastic excitation and ionization of atomic elec
trons. The energy loss resulted from the Coulomb interaction between the 
incident particles and the atomic electrons. So far we have considered the 
particle's trajectory to be a straight line through the absorber. However, 
the force on the incident particle due to the charged particles in the 
absorber can also introduce small deflections in the trajectory. 

Consider a charged particle traversing a thickness of material. We saw 
in Section 2.1 that the Coulomb field of the incident particle gives the 
charged particles in the medium a momentum perpendicular to the origi
nal direction of 

2Z1Z 2 e 2 

Pl. = bv 

The incident particle receives an oppositely directed momentum of the 
same magnitude. It will therefore be deflected through a small angle 

0= Pl. = 2Z1Z 2 e2 

P bvp 
(2.71 ) 

The differential cross section for scattering with an impact parameter 
between band b + db is 2nb db. Using Eq. 2.71, we can relate this to the 
cross section for scattering between 0 and 0 + dO, 

da= 2n(2Z1Z2e2)2 dO 
pv 03 

In the small angle approximation the solid angle dO. = 2nO dO. It follows 
that the small angle form of the elastic differential cross section can be 
written in the form 

da _ 2 2 2 (mc)2 1 
dO. - 4Z 1Z 2 r e pp 04 (2.72) 

The 0-4 dependence of the cross section shows that a particle is much 
more likely to undergo a small angle scatter than a large one. 

The exact form of the scattering differential cross section for a Coulomb 
potential in both classical and quantum mechanics is the Rutherford 
scattering formula 

da _ 1 2 2 2 (mc)2 
do.R -"4 Z 1 Z 2 r e pp -si-n4"-(-0-j2-) (2.73) 
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This cross section is valid for a spin 0 incident particle. The cross section 
for the interaction of a spin t incident particle in the Coulomb field of a 
nucleus is the Mott cross section, given by [1] 

d~M = d~R (1 -p2sin2~) (2.74) 

We see that the additional term, which arises from the use of spinor 
wavefunctions, is only important for large p and large O. For small angle 
scattering the Mott cross section reduces to the Rutherford case. 

The elastic differential cross section for the scattering of two relativistic 
electrons is known as the Moller cross section and is given in the CM 
frame by [19] 

dO' _ a 2 [10 + 4x + 2X2 + 10 - 4x + 2X2 + 16 ] (2.75) 
dO. 4s (1 - X)2 (1 + X)2 (1 - x)(1 + x) 

where x = cos 0* and s is the total CM energy squared. The correspond
ing cross section for positrons and electrons was derived by Bhabha. A 
QED calculation of the relativistic cross section gives 

dO' = a2 [10 + 4x + 2X2 _ 2(1 + X)2 + (1 + X2)] (2.76) 
dO. 4s (1 - X)2 1 - x 

The excellent agreement of the calculation with measurements [20] of the 
cross section between 14 and 34 Ge V is shown in Fig. 2.17. 

The Rutherford scattering cross section is not valid at very small or very 
large angles. For very small angles, which correspond to very large impact 
parameters, the Coulomb potential of the nucleus is screened by the 
presence of the atomic electrons. The effective potential drops sharply for 
separation distances that exceed the Thomas-Fermi radius of the atom 
given in Eq. 2.45. This has the effect of modifying the small angle Ruther
ford cross section to [2] 

dO' _ 2 2 2(mc)2 
dO. - 4Z,Z2 r e pp -(0-::2-+-0-::-~i-n)-::-2 (2.77) 

The cross section for scattering at angles less than some angle 0min will be 
very small. The form ofEq. 2.77 shows that instead of diverging at 0 = 0 
the cross section levels off to a constant value. 

We can estimate 0min classically using Eq. 2.71 with b evaluated at the 
atomic radius ra 

0'. = 2Z Z4/3 mc 2 (~) (2.78) 
mm '2pvao 

A quantum mechanical limit on 0 arises since the incident trajectory must 
be localized to within L\x - ra to obtain a reasonable probability of scat-
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tering. Then, by the uncertainty principle, the incident momentum is 
uncertain by an amount /).p - fl/ra and the scattering angle by /).(j - fl/pra. 
Scattering for angles smaller than /).(j is smeared, causing the cross section 
to flatten out. Using Eq. 2.45 for the atomic radius, we find 

(j = ZI/3 mc 
min a 2 p 

In general, the more restrictive of the two limits should be used. 

(2.79) 

The Rutherford scattering law also breaks down when the particle's 
wavelength A becomes comparable with the size rn of the nucleus. In 

Figure 2.17 Angular distributions for Bhabha scattering. Solid lines are 
results of QED calculations. (R. Brandelik et aI., Phys. Lett. 117B: 365, 
1982.) 
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analogy with the first minimum of a diffraction pattern from an object of 
size rn , the scattering is predominantly confined to angles smaller than 

o =3:..=~ 
max rn prn 

Using the simple relation [1, 2] 

rn = !-re A1/3 

we find that 

2A- 1/3 mc o =--
max a p 

(2.80) 

(2.81 ) 

Other corrections that are sometimes important include the mass of the 
target and particle identity. 

The total elastic scattering cross section can be estimated by integrating 
Eq. 2.72 from 0min to 0max, 

a = f :~ sin 0 dO d¢ 

= nr2 4 _1_2_ (z Z2/3)2 
e ap (2.82) 

Note that the total elastic cross section falls off like p-2. 

2.7 Multiple scattering 
We have seen in the previous section that there is a significant 

probability that a charged particle will undergo a Coulomb scattering 
collision while traversing a block of matter. Suppose that downstream of 
the block we observe how many particles are traveling at an angle 0 with 
respect to the incident beam direction. Figure 2.18 shows the trajectories 
of two particles. The first particle only makes a single scatter at the angle O. 
On the other hand, since the cross section for Rutherford scattering grows 
rapidly for decreasing scattering angles, it is also possible for a particle to 
leave the block at the angle 0 after making a large number of small angle 
collisions. This latter case is referred to as multiple scattering. In a single 
event one cannot tell whether a particle observed at some angle has had a 
single scatter or has undergone multiple scattering. What one can do 
instead is to determine distribution functions for various processes, so 
that the probability of a given process resulting in a particle at the angle 0 
can be calculated. 

We have seen in Eq. 2.72 that the Coulomb scattering cross section is 
proportional to the squares of the incident particle and target charges. To 
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first order the probability for scattering due to the nucleus goes like 2~, 
while the contribution of the 22 atomic electrons goes like 2 2, Thus, 
except for the lightest elements, multiple scattering is dominated by Cou
lomb scattering off the nuclei. 

Since each individual small angle scatter is a random process, we expect 
the mean scattering angle of a beam of particles with respect to the inci
dent direction to be zero. On the other hand, the rms scattering angle will 
in general be nonzero. The expectation value of 82 due to multiple scatter
ing of a particle while crossing a length L of the material is 

8; = Lna f 82 :~ dO 

where we assume the particle's velocity is not appreciably reduced while 
crossing the material. Using the small angle Rutherford cross section (Eq. 
2.72), we obtain the variance of the cumulative angle distribution 

82 - 8 2 2 2 (mc)2l 2 2 83 
5 - nLnare 2122 pp n a2AI/32!f3 (. ) 

where we have used Eqs. 2.79 and 2.81 for 8min and 8max • Ifwe take A = 
22, the logarithm factor can be written in the form 2ln(1732zl / 3). This 
logarithmic dependence is similar to that encountered in the definition of 
the radiation length LR in Eq. 2.53. Thus, rewriting Eq. 2.83 in terms of 
LR , we get 

82 = 4n 22 m2c2 ~ 
5 a 1 p2p2 LR 

Note that the expression of the multiple scattering angle in terms of a 
radiation length is just a convenience based on the fact that both quanti-

Figure 2.18 Scattering in a thick material. 
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ties have a similar dependence on the properties of the material. Multiple 
scattering is not a radiation process. Now combining some of the factors 
into the energy 

Es = ,j4n/amc2 = 21.2 MeV (2.84) 

we obtain the Rossi-Greisen equation for the rms scattering angle 

es = Es ZI ,jL/LR (2.85) 
pv 

This equation is only accurate if the particle traverses many radiation 
lengths of the material. Otherwise it tends to overestimate the amount of 
scattering. 

Highland [21] has given a more accurate form ofEq. 2.85. He used the 
Moliere theory described below to investigate the dependence of Es on Z 
and L. This leads to an empirical formula for ee' the space angle for which 
the distribution drops to 1/ e of its peak value, of 

ee= 17.5p~ev ZI.Jt[1 +0.12510glOC~~)] (2.86) 

It is sometimes convenient to consider the projection of the scattering 
angle on a plane. Define the z axis of a right-handed coordinate system to 
be along the direction of motion of the incident particle as shown in Fig. 
2.19. If e is the space angle of the scattered particle and ex and ey are the 
projections of the space angle onto the xz and yz planes, respectively, then 

cos e = (1 + tan2ex + tan2ey )-1 /2 

Expanding for small e, we find e2 = ei + e~, so that on the average the 
angle projected onto a fixed plane is 

(e~r> = t<e2> (2.87) 

Up to this point we have only been concerned with the rms or 1/ e values 
of the scattering angle. Another important question is the distribution of 
scattering angles. Let I/Imie, x)fJ de be the probability that a particle will 
emerge at an angle between fJ and e + dfJ with respect to the incident 
direction after traversing a finite thickness x of material. The distribution 
function is governed by a transport equation analogous to Eq. 2.30 

a:;s (e, x) = J I/Ims(e - " x)na :~ ('K d, -I/Ims(e, x) f na :~ (0' d, 
(2.88) 

where we assume that the distribution is independent of the azimuthal 
scattering angle ¢. 

Moliere has obtained a solution of this equation that, if we take da/dn 
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to be the small angle Rutherford cross section, becomes [22, 23] 

I f'" (OY) [y2( y2)] 'IIms( 0, x) = O~ Jo y dy Jo Oc exp 4" - b + In 4" (2.89) 

where Jo is a Bessel function and Oc is a characteristic angle given by 

02 = 4nnae4ZrZiZ2 + I)x (2.90) 
c (pV)2 

The angle Oc contains the dependence of'llms on the macroscopic proper
ties of the scattering medium. Note that O~ grows linearly with x. The 
quantity b is defined as 

b= In(Oc/Oa)2+ 1-2CE (2.91) 

where CE is Euler's constant. The dependence of the scattering on the 
screening angle Oa is given by 

0; = 05 [ 1.13 + 3.76 (Zl~:e2r] (2.92) 

where 00 is approximately the minimum scattering angle given by Eq. 
2.79, 

Figure 2.19 The projected scattering angles. 
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The Moliere theory should be valid when Oe > 00 , The scattering angle 
distribution approaches the Rutherford single scattering distribution for 
large angles. 

The mean number of collisions between an incident particle and the 
target atoms in the thickness x can be found by dividing the target length 
by the interaction mean free path 

Ncoll = X/A.I = xna(1 (2.94) 

Ifwe use Eq. 2.82 for the total Coulomb scattering cross section, we find 
that 

N - 4 2 (ZIZ~/3)2 (2.95) 
coll- xna1tre aft 

When Ncoll C: 1000, the distribution is approximately Gaussian for small 
scattering angles. 

Scattering angle distributions of 15.7 Me V electrons from gold foils are 
in excellent agreement with the predictions of the Moliere theory [24]. 
The small angle region is approximately Gaussian, and the tails fit nicely 
to the large angle, single scattering distributions. At high energies Shen et 
al. [25] have measured the small angle scattering distributions for 1t±, K ±, 
and p± incident on H, Be, C, AI, Cu, Sn, and Pb targets. In each case the 
incident particle traversed about 0.1 radiation length of material. Figure 
2.20 shows typical 02 distributions for hydrogen and lead. The experimen
tal results for Oe' the angle at which the distribution drops to l/e of the 
peak value, agreed with the predictions ofthe Moliere theory. There was 
no statistically significant dependence on the type of projectile. The result 
for Oe from Eq. 2.86 was found to give results - 3% larger than experiment 
for Z;i!: 6. For Z < 6 the error increased, reaching - 10% for hydrogen. 

The angular spread arising from multiple scattering also introduces a 
lateral spread in a beam of particles. The mean SQuare lateral displace
ment, irrespective of angle, is given approximately by [I] 

(y2) = tO~V (2.96) 

where L is the distance traversed into the scattering medium. 

2.8 Other electromagnetic effects 
A large number of additional electromagnetic effects have been 

investigated. In this section we will discuss two interesting phenomena 
that may have useful applications in certain circumstances: channeling 
and acoustic radiation. 
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UIitil this point we have implicitly assumed that particles were passing 
through an amorphous material. In such a case each interaction is a 
random event, so that the results of multiple interactions are not corre
lated. The situation can be different, however, for crystals of materials 
such as silicon or germanium [26]. If the incident angle 'l'ine of the particle 
with respect to a low index, crystal axis is on the order of or smaller than 
the critical angle 

_ Jr-:4-=Z=-1 Z=2-e"2 
'l'crit - V Plvld (2.97) 

channeling effects may occur. The quantity d is the interatomic spacing 
along the channel, while PI (VI) is the momentum (velocity) of the incident 
particle. For 'l'ine :$ 'l'crit the atoms of the crystal appear as an axial string. 
The correlated collisions with the string cause the particles to be gently 
attracted or repelled, depending on their charge. The atomic planes can 
have a similar steering effect. 

Channeled positive particles tend to avoid the axial string. As a result, 
processes that are most important at small impact parameters tend to be 
suppressed. For example, channeled protons or 7l+ show smaller than 
random energy loss, reduced nuclear absorption, and reduced wide angle 

Figure 2.20 The distribution of ()2 for 50-GeV/c negative hadrons in 
hydrogen and 70-GeV/c negative hadrons in lead. The lower curves 
show the distributions taken with the target removed. The solid curves 
are fits using the Moliere theory. (After G. Shen et al., Phys. Rev. D 20: 
1584, 1979.) 
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scattering and have a large transmission near lfIinc = 0 0
• Channeled n-, on 

the other hand, are attracted to the string and show increased nuclear 
absorption, increased wide angle scattering, and a reduced transmission 
for lfIinc - 0 0 

• 

Channeling can also influence multiple scattering [27]. Figure 2.21 
shows mUltiple scattering distributions for 15-Ge V / c protons and n-. The 
random scattering data agree well with the predictions of the Moliere 
theory. When lfIinc < IfIcrit (~) the multiple scattering for protons is re
duced, while that for n- is increased. Interestingly, for lfIinc - 31f1crit the 
multiple scattering for both charges is larger than for random scattering. 

The oscillatory motion of channeled electrons and positrons leads to 
the emission of channeling radiation [26, 28]. This type of radiation has 
the same origin as ordinary bremsstrahlung, discussed in Section 2.4, and 
as coherent bremsstrahlung, which results when the incoming particle has 
periodic contacts with atoms in the target material. Ordinary bremsstrah
lung differs from the other types of radiation because it has a continuous 
photon emission spectrum. In coherent bremsstrahlung the transverse 

Figure 2.21 Scattering angle distributions of 15-GeV/c p and n- trans
mitted through a 4.2-mm-thick germanium crystal. /{II is the critical 
angle. (S. Andersen et aI., Nuc. Phys. B 167: 1, 1980.) 
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motion of the incident particle is free, while in channeling radiation the 
transverse motion is bound by the potential of the atomic string. 

In the channeling regime the intensity of the emitted radiation is en
hanced over the ordinary bremsstrahlung by a factor proportional to 
yl/2 Z22/3. Channeled radiation is emitted in the forward direction within a 
cone with characteristic half-angle ()c ~ y-I. The emitted photon fre
quency wand emission angle () in the LAB are related by 

2y2w 
w~ 0 

- 1 + y2()2 (2.98) 

where yWo is the classical oscillation frequency for the electron or positron 
in its rest frame. Since the channeling radiation is linearly polarized, 
channeled beams of electrons or positrons may provide a useful source for 
a polarized photon beam. The emitted photon spectrum from incident 
electrons tends to be broader and show less structure than that from 
incident positron beams. 

When a beam of particles is passed through a liquid, the deposited 
energy can cause the affected volume to undergo an adiabatic expansion. 
This in turn produces a detectable bipolar acoustic pressure wave [29]. 
The thermoacoustic model predicts that the time dependent pressure 
wave p(t) satisfies the equation 

fa> K E 
tP(t) dt = ---

_a> 4nCp R 
(2.99) 

where K is the volume coefficient of expansion and Cp is the heat capacity 
of the medium, E is the total deposited energy, and R is the distance to the 
observation point. The dependence of the acoustic signal on the quanti
ties on the right-hand side of Eq. 2.99 was confirmed by experiments. 
The signal amplitude was linearly dependent on the deposited energy to 
within a factor of2 for deposited energies between 2 X 1015 and 4 X 1020 

eV. The signal amplitude in CCl4 was 24 times as large as the signal in 
H20, in rough agreement with the ratios of the values of K/Cp • 

Some of the applications envisioned for acoustic radiation include a 
beam monitor, heavy ion detector, hadron calorimeter, or a cosmic ray 
detector. The primary advantage of the technique is that the hydro
phones, which detect the acoustic pulses, are much less expensive than 
photomultiplier tubes or other common detectors. In addition, one can 
sample large volumes since the attenuation length of sound in liquids is 
long. The major disadvantage is the very i.. -o:e threshold required to 
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produce a signal. It is estimated that the ultimate detector threshold would 
be around 1013 eV [29]. 
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Exercises 

1. Consider a lO-GeV/c proton incident on an aluminum target. 
Estimate the range of valid impact parameters for calculating 
dE/dx. Assume that flO) is approximately equal to the ionization 
potential for the atom. 

2. What is the expected mean energy loss of 50-GeV/c protons in 
beryllium? How much is this result affected by the density effect 
correction? 

3. Consider a lO-GeV/c K- beam in liquid hydrogen. What is the 
maximum kinetic energy of delta rays produced by the beam? 
How many delta rays with kinetic energy greater than 100 MeV 
are produced in 2 cm? 

4. Calculate the Landau distribution function numerically and plot 
fr..(A) versus A. 

5. Find the most probable energy loss of 100 GeV/c n- in copper. 
What is the probability of observing an energy loss of half of this 
amount and twice this amount? 

6. Find the ionization energy loss of a 20-GeV positron in lead. 

7. Find the cross section for a 30-Ge V electron to undergo brems
strahlung in a lead target and emerge with an energy of25 Ge V. Is 
the complete screening hypothesis justified? 

8. Consider the Compton scattering of a 1-MeV photon. What is the 
energy of a photon scattered at 30°? What is the kinetic energy 
and angle of the recoil electron? 

9. Find the total pair production cross section for a 50-Ge V photon 
in gold. What is the differential cross section for producing a 
20-Ge V electron? Is the complete screening hypothesis justified? 

10. Plot the difference between the Moller and Bhabha differential 
cross sections as a function of cos e*. 

11. Make a table showing the minimum and maximum angles of 
validity for Rutherford scattering and the total Coulomb cross 
section for I-Ge V protons in carbon, iron, and lead. 

12. Find the Rossi-Greisen mean scattering angle es for 6-GeV K-
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after traversing 2 cm of copper. How large is the Highland cor
rection to es? 

13. Calculate numerically the Moliere scattering distribution for lO
Ge V electrons after passing through 1 radiation length of lead. 
Plot If/ms as a fuction of e. 

14. Estimate the critical angle for channeling of a 20-Ge V / c n- in tin. 

15. Use the data of Table 2.1 to check the validity of Bloch's expres
sion for the ionization potential. 



3 
Nuclear interactions 

In the preceding chapter we discussed the electromagnetic interaction, 
which was responsible for the energy loss and small angle scattering of 
charged particles, and for the production and interactions of photons. 
However, there are other types of processes where the nuclear interaction 
may represent the dominant mechanism. These include particle creation 
reactions, interactions at high energies or large momentum transfers, and 
interactions of neutral particles other than the photon. In this chapter we 
will examine some of the basic properties of nuclear interactions. We will 
not be directly concerned with the physics underlying subnuclear phe
nomena. Instead, our main concern will be to survey its overall features, 
principally total cross sections, particle production multiplicities, and 
angular distributions. 

We will first discuss the strong interaction. The group of particles 
known as hadrons is influenced by this interaction. Next we will briefly 
discuss the weak interaction, which is responsible for the interactions of 
neutrinos in matter and for the decay of most quasistable particles. 

3.1 Strong interactions 
The group of particles known as hadrons are subject to the strong 

interaction in matter. The neutron is an ideal probe of this interaction 
since it has no appreciable electromagnetic interactions. We have seen 
that the cross sections for most electromagnetic interactions are strongly 
peaked in the forward direction and fall off with increasing energy. Thus, 
away from the forward direction, the high energy behavior of all hadrons 
is determined by the strong interaction. In this section we will examine a 
few important features of strong interactions [1]. 

The total cross sections for interactions of some common hadrons on a 
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proton target are shown in Fig. 3.1. Most of the total cross sections have a 
complicated structure at low energies, due in part to resonance produc
tion. However, above 5 GeV/c incident lab momentum, the exhibited 
cross sections show a broad minimum where the value of the total cross 
section is 20-40 mb. At very high energies all the cross sections are 
observed to rise slowly [2]. The pp data in Fig. 3.1 show that the increase is 
consistent with a In(s) dependence, where s is the square of the total eM 
energy. Elastic scattering represents 15 - 20% of the pp total cross section 
at high energy. Note that the negative variety of each particle has a slightly 
larger cross section than its positive partner. Figure 3.2 shows that similar 
behavior is observed in scattering from neutrons. This data is either ob
tained using a neutron beam or extracted from deuterium target experi
ments. 

The rate of particle interactions 1 is related to the total cross section O'T 

and to the incident beam rate 10 by 
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1 = 10(P~At) O'T (3.1) 

Figure 3.1 Total cross section for np, Kp, and pp interactions as a 
function of the total eM energy squared, s. (After G. Giacomelli, Phys. 
Rep. 23: 123, 1976.) 
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where p, t, and A are the density, thickness, and atomic weight of the target 
material. Another measure of the likelihood of an interaction is given by 
the mean free path between collisions (collision length) 

or 

A 
Xcoll = NA(JT 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

For calculations of attenuation in matter, a more relevant quantity is the 
absorption cross section, defined as 

(3.4) 

where (Jel refers to coherent elastic scattering off a whole nucleus, and (Jq 

refers to quasielastic scattering from individual nucleons. In elastic and 
quasielastic scattering the hadron retains its identity, and its momentum 
is in general only slightly perturbed. We may define the absorption lengths 
A. of particles analogously to Eqs. 3.2 and 3.3 by replacing the total cross 
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Figure 3.2 Total cross section for Kn, pn, and np interactions as a 
function of s. (After G. Giacomelli, Phys. Rep. 23: 123, 1976.) 
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section with the absorption cross section, for example, 

A 
A=-- (3.5) 

NAuabs 

Measurements of the absorption cross section of charged hadrons from 
60 to 200 GeV/c have been made by Carroll et al. [3]. The total cross 
section is corrected for Coulomb scattering, coherent scattering from the 
whole nucleus, and quasielastic scattering. The absorption cross sections 
are approximately independent of momentum above 20 Ge V / c. Antipro
tons have the largest absorption cross sections, followed in order by pro
tons, pions, K-, and K+. 

High energy measurements of neutron - nucleus absorption cross sec
tions have been made by Roberts et at. [4]. Figure 3.3 shows the absorp-
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Figure 3.3 Neutron-nucleus absorption (al ) and total (aT) cross sec
tions as a function of atomic weight. (T. Roberts, H. Gustafson, L. Jones, 
M. Longo, and M. Whalley, Nuc. Phys. B 159: 56, 1979.) 
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tion cross section as a function ofthe atomic weight of the target nucleus. 
It can be seen that for A ~ 9 the relation of the cross section to A is 
consistent with 

(3.6) 

The fitted values of the parameters are Go = 41.2 mb and a = 0.711. 
Values for nuclear collision and absorption lengths of elements are 

given in Table 3.1. The total cross sections refer to measurements using 
80-240-GeV neutrons. Table 3.2 contains electromagnetic and nuclear 
properties of some common materials used in particle physics experi
ments. 

A simple model of the nucleus indicates that a = 1. Assume that the 
density of nuclear matter is approximately constant for all nuclei. Then 
the volume of the nucleus is proportional to A, the atomic weight. Assume 
further that the nucleons are confined in a spherical region of radius r n' 

Then 

rn = roAI/3 (3.7) 

where ro is a constant. Experimental investigations of nuclear sizes show 
that ro = 1.38 X 10- 13 cm. Note that the experimental value for ro = tre, 

Table 3.1. Atomic and nuclear properties of elements 

pa aT Xcoll aabs A 
Material Z A (gjcm3) (barns) (gjcm2) (barns) (gjc;:m2) 

H2 1 1.008 0.0708 0.0387 43.3 0.033 50.8 
O2 1 2.01 0.162 0.073 45.7 0.061 53.7 
He 2 4.00 0.125 0.133 49.9 0.102 65.1 
Li 3 6.94 0.534 0.211 54.6 0.157 73.4 
Be 4 9.01 1.848 0.268 55.8 0.199 75.2 
C 6 12.01 2.265 0.331 60.2 0.231 86.3 
N2 7 14.01 0.808 0.379 61.4 0.265 87.8 
O2 8 16.00 1.14 0.420 63.2 0.292 91.0 
Ne 10 20.18 1.207 0.507 66.1 0.347 96.6 
Al 13 26.98 2.70 0.634 70.6 0.421 106.4 
Ar 18 39.95 1.40 0.868 76.4 0.566 117.2 
Fe 26 55.85 7.87 1.120 82.8 0.703 131.9 
Cu 29 63.54 8.96 1.232 85.6 0.782 134.9 
Sn 50 118.69 7.31 1.967 100.2 1.21 163 
W 74 183.85 19.3 2.767 110.3 1.65 185 
Pb 82 207.19 11.35 2.960 116.2 1.77 194 
U 92 238.03 '" 18.95 3.378 117.0 1.98 199 

a Density for solids or liquids at boiling point. 
Source: Particle Data Group, Rev. Mod. ~hys. 56: S 1, 1984. 
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Table 3.2. Properties of some common materials 

pa Lrad Xrad Xcou A 
Material (gjcm3) (cm) (gjcm2) (gjcm2) (gjcm2) 

Air (1.29) 30420 36.66 62.0 90.0 
Water 1.00 36.1 36.08 60.1 84.9 
Shielding concrete 2.5 10.7 26.7 67.4 99.9 
Emulsion (G5) 3.815 2.89 11.0 82.0 134 
BGO 7.1 1.12 7.98 97.4 156 
NaI 3.67 2.59 9.49 94.8 152 
BaF2 4.83 2.05 9.91 92.1 146 
CsI 4.51 1.86 8.39 
Scintillator 1.032 42.4 43.8 58.4 82.0 
Lucite 1.16-1.20 '" 34.4 40.55 59.2 83.6 
Polyethylene 0.92-0.95 "'47.9 44.8 56.9 78.8 
Mylar 1.39 28.7 39.95 60.2 85.7 
Pyrex 2.23 12.7 28.3 66.2 97.6 

a Density for solids or liquids at boiling point. Number in parentheses is for gas 
(gmjl; STP). 
Source: Particle Data Group, Rev. Mod. Phys, 56: SI, 1984; H. Grassman, E. 
Lorenz, and H.-G. Moser, Nuc. Instr. Meth. 228: 323, 1985. 

Figure 3.4 Total cross sections for yp and yd interactions as a function 
of photon energy. (After G. Giacomelli, Phys. Rep. 23: 123, 1976.) 
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as we noted in Eq. 2.80. The geometric cross section for a point object to 
scatter from the nucleus is the circular area subtended by the sphere, nr~ , 
so that 

G = nrijA2/3 (3.8) 

Thus, nuclear cross sections should grow like A2/3. 
In Fig. 3.4 we show the total cross section for yp interactions. Even 

though the photon is not a hadron, it is believed to exist a small fraction of 
the time in the form of vector (spin 1) mesons. As such it exhibits behavior 
similar to the other hadrons. Note that the magnitude of the photoab
sorption cross section is about a factor of 100 smaller than the data in Figs. 
3.1 and 3.2. 

The e+e- or e-nucleon initial state can also couple to a hadronic final 
state through intermediate virtual photons [5]. This is studied using the 
ratio R of the cross section for hadron production in e+e- interactions to 
the cross section for Jl+Jl- production as a function of the total eM energy. 
Apart from particular energies, corresponding to the masses of resonance 
states, R is approximately 4.0 above 5 GeY. The muon pair production 
cross section is calculable in QED and is given in lowest order by [6] 

GWl- = 4na2/3s 
= 87.6/s nb (3.9) 

where s is in Gey2. Thus, the e+e- hadronic production cross section falls 
off like S-I. 

The average number of particles produced in an interaction increases as 
the incident energy increases [7, 8]. The top curve in Fig. 3.5 shows the 
average number of charged particles produced in proton-proton inter
actions as a function of s. We see that pp interactions with s around 1000 
Ge y2 typically produce 10 charged particles. The energy dependence of 
the multiplicity is similar for the nonannihilation reactions in n±p, K±p, 
and pp. The total cross section for these interactions contains a contribu
tion from diffractive processes. Antiproton annihilation interactions tend 
to produce slightly more charged particles, particularly at low energies. 
The differences between the two classes of interactions can be reduced if 

. the data is plotted as a function of the energy available for particle produc-
tion. This is W for pp annihilation and W - M for nonannihilation reac
tions, where M is the total mass ofthe initial state particles. The average 
charged particle mUltiplicity is well fit with the equation [1] 

<N> = 1.81n(s) - 2.8 (3.10) 

for pp interactions up to s = 3000 Gey2. 
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The composition of the produced particles for pp interactions is also 
shown in Fig. 3.5. Pions comprise about 90% of the produced particles at 
small angles and high energy. The fraction of charged kaons and protons 
tends to increase in large PT events. Figure 3.6 shows the cross sections for 
inclusive production of 11:0, KO, and A. The measured 11:0 cross sections are 
very close to those of 11:+ and 11:-. The cross sections for inclusive KO or A 
production are about a factor of 20 smaller at the same momentum. 
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Figure 3.5 Averaged charged multiplicity and charged particle compo
sition in pp inclusive interactions. (H. Boggild and T. Ferbel, reproduced 
with permission, from the Annual Review of Nuclear Science, Vol. 24, 
© 1974 by Annual Reviews, Inc.) 
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The mean charged particle multiplicity in e+e- interactions is similar to 
that observed in pp andppinteractions below W = 5 GeV. Above 10GeV 
the muliplicity increases faster than In(s). Particles produced with low 
momentum are almost entirely pions. However at W = 30 Ge V the mea
sured pion fraction is only around 50% for particles with momenta ~4 
GeV/c [5]. 

The angular distribution of the produced particles is mostly confined to 
a narrow cone around the beam direction in the laboratory. The distribu
tion of particles is nonisotropic, even when viewed in the eM coordinate 
system [1]. In general, there is a particle or group of particles that is 
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Figure 3.6 Inclusive cross sections for the production of nO, KO, and A in 
pp interactions. (H. Boggild and T. Ferbel, reproduced with permission, 
from the Annual Review of Nuclear Science, Vol. 24, © 1974 by Annual 
Reviews, Inc.) 
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emitted at a small angle with respect to the incoming CM particles and 
whose momentum is larger than the other produced particles. This is 
referred to as the leading particle effect. 

A typical pion is produced with about 300 MeV/c of transverse mo
mentum. The transverse momentum of charged kaons or antiprotons is 
higher, typically -400 MeV/c. This number grows slowly with energy. 
The transverse momentum distribution falls exponentially for small PT' 
The invariant cross section for inclusive nt, 'Jr, and 1t0 production show 
almost identical behavior as a function of PT. The fall-off of the cross 
section at large PT is much slower than the extrapolation of the low PT 
exponential, particularly at high energy [9]. The production of large PT 
hadrons in e+e- interactions is also much larger than predicted by an 
extrapolation of a low PT exponential or power law dependence [5]. 

3.2 Weak interactions 
The second fundamental nuclear interaction is the weak interac

tion, which is particularly important for neutrino interactions and for the 
decay of most quasistable particles. Since they are neutral and not ha
dronic, neutrinos can act as direct probes of the weak interaction [10, 11]. 
The price we must pay for this good fortune is, however, that the probabil
ity of a neutrino interaction in matter will therefore be very small. This 
makes it more difficult to detect neutrinos than other particles. 

The weak interaction sometimes plays an important role in the interac
tions of charged leptons. Unlike the electromagnetic and strong interac
tions, the weak interaction does not preserve the parity (or mirror image) 
symmetry. Thus, the experimental signature that allows the weak interac
tion effects to be separated from the electromagnetic effects is a parity
violating component in the cross section. Two important examples of this 
are the asymmetry measured in the scattering of polarized electrons off 
nuclei at SLAC [12] and the asymmetry in muon pair production in e+e
collisions at PETRA [5]. 

Two major classes of weak interactions are known. Consider for exam
ple the interaction of a Ve with a nucleon. Weak interactions conserve the 
value of an internal quantum number known as the electron lepton 
number. In a charged current neutrino interaction the final state lepton is 
charged, and in this example, in order to conserve electron lepton num
ber, it must be an electron. The interaction is believed to proceed through 
the exchange of a virtual W charged vector boson between the neutrino 
and the nucleon. In a neutral current interaction, on the other hand, the 
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final state lepton is neutral and in our example must be another ve. This 
interaction is believed to take place by the exchange of a virtual ZO neutral 
vector boson. 

The total cross sections for v and von nucleons are shown in Fig. 3.7. It 
can be seen that at a given incident energy, the neutrino total cross section 
is about 2 times larger than the anti neutrino total cross section. Both cross 
sections rise linearly with Ev up to the highest energies yet measured. 
Notice, however, that the magnitude of the v total cross section, even at 
200 GeV, is only 160 X 10-38 cm2, whereas a typical strong interaction 
cross section at the same energy is about 40 mb = 40 X 10-27 cm2• The 
mean charged particle multiplicities for vN interactions increase like 
In( W2) above the resonance region [13]. 
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Figure 3.7 Total cross sections for neutrino and antineutrino interac
tions with nucleons as a function of the neutrino energy. (H. Fisk and F. 
Sciulli, reproduced with permission from the Annual Review of Nuclear 
and Particle Science, Vol. 32, © 1982, by Annual Reviews, Inc.) 
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3 Nuclear interactions 

Table 3.3. Hyperon asymmetry parameter 

Decay 
Particle mode a 

A pn 0.642 ± 0.013 
nno 0.646 ± 0.044 

I+ pno -0.979 ± 0.016 
nn+ 0.068 ± 0.013 
py -0.72 ±0.29 

I- nn- -0.068 ± 0.008 
SP Ano -0.413 ± 0.022 
S- An- -0.434 ± 0.015 
O- AK- -0.025 ± 0.028 

Source: Particle Data Group, Rev. Mod. Phys. 56: 
S 1, 1984; M. Bourquin et aI., Nuc. Phys. B 241: 1, 
1984. 

Figure 3.8 Differential cross sections for vN and liN scattering as a 
function of the variable y. (H. Fisk and F. Sciulli, reproduced with 
permission from the Annual Review of Nuclear and Particle Science, 
Vol. 32, © 1982 by Annual Reviews, Inc.) 
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vpN scattering. Figure 3.8 shows the differential cross section plotted 
against the variable y, which is defined through the relation 

1 - Y = t(1 + cos 0*) (3.11) 

where 0* is the angle between the incident neutrino and outgoing muon in 
the eM system [11]. Quark-parton models predict that vN scattering 
should be roughly independent of y, while VN scattering should be pro
portional to (1 - y)2. This prediction is in good agreement with the data. 

The angular distribution of the baryon in the nonleptonic decay of a 
spin t hyperon 

Y--+B+M 

is given by [14] 

1(0) = 10(1 + aPy • Q) (3.12) 

in the hyperon rest frame, where Py is the polarization of the decaying 
hyperon, q is a unit vector along the direction of the decay baryon, 0 is the 
angle between Py and q, and a is a constant associated with the particular 
type of decay. Table 3.3 shows measured values of a. Note that the decay 
distribution consists of a constant part plus a cos 0 part with coefficient 
aPy . The baryons from the decay of un polarized hyperons are produced 
with helicity a. 
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Exercises 

1. How many centimeters of iron would be required to reduce the 
intensity of a 20-Ge V pion beam by 90%? How many centimeters 
oflead would be required? 

2. What is the expected QED muon pair production cross section 
for the LEP 50 Ge V on 50 Ge V e+e- collider? 

3. What is the expected mean charged particle multiplicity at a 20 
TeV on 20-TeV proton-proton collider? 

4. Do a literature search to find out how the measured pp mean 
charged particle multiplicity at W = 540 Ge V agrees with the 
extrapolation of the pp data in Fig. 3.5. 



4 
Particle beams 

Most t>article physics experiments require a beam of particles of a certain 
type. Usually these particles are provided by a high energy accelerator. 
Thus we will begin this chapter with a brief description ofthe characteris
tics of particle accelerators. These divide into two major classes, depend
ing on whether the particle beam collides with a fixed target or with 
another beam of particles. We then discuss some properties of secondary 
beams from fixed target accelerators and the rudiments of beam transport 
theory. Since an important property of the beam for the experimentalist is 
the intensity, we will discuss flux monitoring. This is followed by a de
scription of alternate sources of particles. The chapter concludes with a 
discussion of radiation protection. 

4.1 Particle accelerators 
A particle experimentalist is primarily concerned with four prop

erties ofthe particle beam: the energy, the flux of particles, the duty cycle 
of the accelerator, and the fine structure in the intensity as a function of 
time. The duty cycle is defined to be the fraction of the time that the 
accelerator is delivering particles to the experiment. A detailed descrip
tion of the components and acceleration process in various types of accel
erators is beyond the scope of this book [1,2]. However, we will give a brief 
overview in order to introduce some of the terminology. 

The beam in an accelerator starts in either an electron gun or an ion 
source. Electrons are liberated from the filament of a high voltage triode 
tube. Pulses 1 - 10 J-ls long can be produced at a repetition rate of up to 
500 Hz by triggering the grid of the tube. Electrons leave the source with 
p - 0.5. Protons originate from hydrogen molecules, which are disso
ciated with radio frequency (rf) energy into atoms. In a typical proton ion 
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source, electrons oscillate back and forth inside the chamber. Collisions 
with neutral molecules and atoms result in the production of positive 
ions. These are attracted to the outlet port by an electric field and formed 
into a jet with a circular nozzle. Typically the output current is several 
milliamperes and the beam energy is several keY. 

The beam from the source goes through several intermediate stages 
prior to injection into the main accelerating structure. For efficient injec
tion the energy of the beam leaving an ion source must be increased. In the 
past this has usually been done for protons with a Cockcroft- Walton 
potential drop accelerator. The Cockcroft - Walton is essentially a voltage 
doubler circuit that can be repeated many times. The ions are accelerated 
by the potential differences between the stages and can reach an energy of 
up to 1 MeV. Electrical potential drop accelerators are ultimately limited 
by arcing and corona discharge. Recently the Cockcroft - Walton stage of 
some accelerators has been replaced with a radio frequency quadrupole 
(RFQ). This device can simultaneously accelerate, focus, and bunch a 
beam of particles. 

Existing particle accelerators may be broadly classified into two groups: 
fixed target accelerators and storage rings. The beam in a fixed target 
accelerator is accelerated to its operating energy and then extracted. The 
beam in a storage ring, on the other hand, is accelerated to the desired 
energy and maintained in the ring for as long a period as possible. 

4.1.1 Fixed target accelerators 
Table 4.1 contains a summary of some important properties of 

existing fixed target accelerators with a maximum beam energy of 10 Ge V 
or more. The chief advantages of this type of accelerator are the large 
number of interactions that occur when the extracted beam is directed 
into a liquid or solid target, and the fact that the particles emerge in the 
forward direction so that the required detector solid angle coverage is 
small. 

Fixed target accelerators can be further divided into linear and circular 
accelerators. A linear accelerator (or linac) consists of an evacuated wave
guide with a periodic array of gaps or cavities. High frequency oscillators 
establish an electromagnetic wave in the structure. The beam is forced 
into bunches and there may be rapid variations in the intensity of the 
extracted beam (rf structure) if it is not properly debunched. Linacs are 
frequently used as preaccelerators for synchrotrons. The largest linac 
currently in operation is the 2-mile-Iong electron accelerator at the Stan
ford Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC). It typically produces a 22-GeV 



Table 4.1. Fixed target accelerators 

Maximum Particles Repetition 
Date of first Accelerated Circumference beam energy per pulse rate 

Accelerator Location operation particles (m) (GeV) (X 1012) (pulses/sec) 

KEK Japan 1976 p 339 12 4 0.5 
SLAC United States 1966 e- 3050a 24 0.5b ".;360 
CERNPS Europe 1959 p 628 28 5 0.5 
AGS United States 1961 p 807 32 10 0.5 
Serpukhov USSR 1967 p 1484 71 3 0.2 
Fermilab United States p 6280 

Main Ring 1972 500 40 0.1 
Tevatron II 1983 1000 10 0.03 

CERN SPS Europe 1976 p 6910 500 25 0.1 

a Linac. 
b For 1. 7 -.us bursts. 
Source: M. Crowley-Milling, Rep. Prog. Phys. 46: 51, 1983; R. Wilson, Sci. Amer., Jan. 1980, p. 42. 
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beam with a train of - 5000 bunches of 1.6-J.ls pulses and a repetition rate 
of up to 180 Hz. 

The high energy acceleration mechanism in all existing electron and 
proton machines relies on forcing the particles to travel through an elec
tric field. In electron linacs a traveling electromagnetic wave can be cre
ated that has a longitudinal component of electric field moving in phase 
with the particles. So long as this phase relationship can be maintained, 
the electrons will continue to be accelerated. Proton linacs often use the 
scheme illustrated in Fig. 4.1. The linac contains a series of drift tubes 
separated by gaps. The drift lengths are arranged so that the bunch of 
protons crosses the centers of the accelerating gaps at the same time that 
the field across the gap is approximately maximum, causing the particles 
to be continuously accelerated. 

The synchrotron is a cyclic machine in which the particle beam is 
confined to a closed orbit by a series of bending magnets around a ring. 
The momentum p of a particle with charge q moving with a radius of 
curvature p in a magnetic field B is 

p = qBp (4.1) 

For singly charged particles the momentum (in GeV/c) is given by p = 

0.3Bp, where B is in tesla andp is in meters. On each pass around the ring 
the particles' momenta are increased by acceleration in a synchronized rf 
cavity. As the momentum increases, the magnetic field in the bending 
magnets has to be increased to keep p constant. Particles in the beam 

Figure 4.1 Principle of acceleration in a proton linac. A particle bunch 
is shown at t = 0 in an accelerating gap where the longitudinal compo
nent of the electric field is maximum. If the electric field phase is prop
erly adjusted, the field will also be a maximum when the particle reaches 
the next gap. Between gaps the bunch must be shielded from the field. 
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undergo transverse spatial (betatron) oscillations and energy (synchro
tron) oscillations, which become smaller as the energy is increased. 
Quadrupole magnets are used to keep the beam focused. 

Proton beams are accelerated to high energy in a synchrotron. Figure 
4.2 shows the layout of the beams at the Fermilab (FNAL) accelerator [3]. 
This is the first large accelerator built with superconducting magnets. The 
linac accelerates the proton beam to 200 MeV. This is followed by a 
booster, which stores the linac output pulse and accelerates it to 8 GeV in 
n sec. A series of booster pulses are injected into the main accelerator ring 
before the acceleration cycle begins. Each time the beam crosses the rf 
cavities, it gains 2.8 MeV of energy. 

The acceleration cycle of a typical fixed target accelerator is shown in 
Fig. 4.3. Once the machine reaches peak energy, the magnetic field in the 

_Q: 
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Figure 4.2 Secondary beamlines at the Tevatron. (Courtesy of Fermi 
National Accelerator Laboratory.) 
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ring bending magnets can be held fixed for a period of around 1 sec (flat 
top), while the beam is slowly extracted from the machine for counter 
experiments. Alternatively, the beam can be extracted quickly for bubble 
chamber of neutrino experiments. The extracted FNAL beam has a peak 
energy of - 1000 Ge V (Tev II) and an intensity of2 X 1013 protons/pulse. 
The field is then lowered and the acceleration cycle is repeated. The beam 
size shrinks by a factor of about 10 between injection and extraction. The 
primary extracted proton beam is sent through a target "switchyard," 
which delivers beams to three major experimental areas: proton, meson, 
and neutrino. 

The circular acceleration of electrons is severely hampered because of 
synchrotron radiation. The energy lost to radiation per revolution is [4] 

IlE = (4ne2/3p)p3y4 (4.2) 

where p is the radius of the orbit For electrons with P - 1, the energy loss 
in keY is 88.5E4/p, where Eis in GeV andp is in meters. This lost energy 
must be replaced by the rf cavities on each revolution. The emitted radia
tion at high energy lies in a small cone around the particles' direction with 
an opening angle that goes like 1/y. The energy is deposited in a narrow 
strip around the circumference of the machine. 

Figure 4.3 Acceleration cycle at a fixed target accelerator. (1) injection, 
(2) acceleration, (3) flat top and extraction, (4) deceleration. 
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It is possible to accelerate polarized beams of particles. This is accom
plished for protons by preparing and then selecting specific atomic states 
in the source [5]. Electron and positron beams in circular machines tend 
to polarize themselves in the vertical direction via the process of synchro
tron radiation emission [6]. The theoretical maximum polarization aris
ing from this (Sokolov - Temov) effect is 92%. Electrons in linear acceler
ator sources can be polarized by exciting transitions in crystals using 
circularly polarized laser light [7]. The acceleration of polarized particles 
is complicated by the existence of depolarizing resonances, which occur at 
certain values of the particle's momentum. Most polarized sources can 
only produce a fraction of the intensity of an unpolarized source. 

4.1.2 Storage ring accelerators 
The center of mass energy available at fixed target accelerators is 

given by (c = 1) 

E* = (m~ + m; + 2mtEb)l/2 (4.3) 

where mb (m t ) is the beam (target) particle mass and Eb is the beam energy 
in the LAB frame. At high energy 

(4.4) 

Thus, the available energy for the production of particles only increases as 
the square root of the beam energy. Energy is more readily available in a 
colliding beam machine, where two beams of circulating particles are 
made to interact head on. Here the LAB and the CM systems are the same 
and we find that 

(4.5) 

If the beams have variable energies EI and E2 and cross at an angle a, the 
CM energy at high energy is 

E* = 2(EIE2)1/2cos(ta) (4.6) 

Table 4.2 summarizes some characteristics of existing storage rings with a 
maximum energy per beam of 4 GeV or more. 

A useful measure of storage ring performance is the luminosity .L. The 
reaction rate R is given in terms of .L by 

R = .La (4.7) 

where 0' is the cross section for the reaction under consideration. Thus, 
luminosity has the dimensions of particles/s-cm2• If two bunches of N 
particles are circling the machine with frequency f, the luminosity at an 
intersection point is 

.L = N2f/A (4.8) 



Table 4.2. Colliding beam accelerators 

Maximum 
Date of Stored Circumference Intersection Maximum energy luminosity 

Accelerator Location operation particles (m) regions of each beam (cm-2 S-I) 

SPEAR SLAC, United States 1972 e+e- 234 2 4.2 2 X 1031 

DORIS II DESY, Germany 1982 e+e- 288 2 5.6 1031 

VEPP-4 Novosibirsk, USSR 1978 e+e- 366 3 7 2 X 1030 

CESR Cornell, United States 1979 e+e- 768 2 8 2 X 1031 

PEP SLAC, United States 1980 e+e- 2200 6 18 3 X 1031 

PETRA DESY 1978 e+e- 2304 6 23 2 X 1031 

ISRa CERN, Europe 942 8 31 
1971 EP 6 X 1031 

1980 pp 1027 

SppS CERN 1981 pp 6910 2 315 2 X 1029 

a Decomissioned in 1984. 
Source: M. Crowley-Milling, Rep. Prog. Phys. 46: 51, 1983; R. Wilson, Sci. Amer., Jan. 1980, p. 42; R. Kohaupt and G. Voss, Ann. Rev. Nuc. 
Part. Sci. 33: 67,1983. 
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where A is the effective cross-sectional area of beam overlap. If two un
equal Gaussian beams are bunched with k bunches per revolution in each 
beam, the luminosity is [8] 

(4.9) 

where N; is the number of particles per bunch and ah , av are the rms 
horizontal and vertical dimensions. For horizontal crossing 

ah = (a; + a2a~)1/2 
where ab is the rms bunch length, a r is the radial bunch dimension, and a 
is the crossing angle. 

The electron - positron storage ring capable of reaching the highest CM 
energy at present is PETRA, with energies around 23 Ge V per beam and 
luminosities of 1031 particles/s-cm2• Positive and negative beams can be 
stored in a single ring and made to cross only at fixed intersection regions. 
Proton - proton storage rings require the use of two separate rings. The 
largest pp storage ring was the ISR with an energy of 31 Ge V per beam and 
a luminosity of 4 X 1031 particles/s-cm2• The beams in e+e- rings are 
tightly bunched, whereas the proton beams in the ISR were more nearly 
continuous. For comparison, the equivalent luminosity of a fixed target 
accelerator beam of -1013 particles/sec incident on 1 m ofliquid hydro
gen is 4 X 1037 /s-cm2• 

The design requirements for storage rings are more stringent than for 
fixed target machines, since the beams must be confined for periods of 
hours or more. The vacuum in the rings is typically 10-8 torr or less to 
prevent beam - gas interactions from limiting the lifetime of the beam. 
The maximum luminosity is limited by coupling of one beam with the 
other, space charge repulsion of the particles in each beam, and instabili
ties in the beam orbits [6]. 

The use of antiprotons in storage rings requires additional efforts to 
raise the luminosity to usable levels. The p are produced by proton inter
actions in a solid target. Those p produced in a particular solid angle and 
within a certain momentum interval can be accumulated in a ring. How
ever, it is necessary to increase the density of the accumulated beam 
before it is accelerated and collided. This is accomplished by "cooling" 
the beam [9]. Two types of cooling are commonly used. In electron 
cooling an electron beam is injected into a straight section of the ring with 
the same velocity as the p. Coulomb collisions between the two beams 
damp the transverse oscillations of the heavier p. In stochastic cooling 
pickup electrodes on one side of the ring measure deviations of a small 
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circumferential portion of the beam from the equilibrium orbit. A correc
tion ['ignal is then sent directly across the ring, so that kicker magnets can 
apply a correlation deflection to the beam portion when it arrives on the 
opposite side of the ring. Stochastic cooling can also be used to reduce the 
momentum spread in the beam. These cooling techniques make it possi
ble to increase the luminosity in pp machines to useful levels. 

Figure 4.4 shows part of the accelerator complex at CERN. The heart of 
the system is the 28-GeV proton synchrotron (PS). The extracted PS 
beam can be used for low energy experiments or injected into one of the 
higher energy machines, the SPS or ISR. The SPS can be used either as a 
400-GeV proton synchrotron or as a 315 on 315-GeV pp collider. The 
antiprotons are produced in 26-GeV/c proton collisions with a fixed 
target. The collected p are cooled and stored in an accumulator ring at 3.5 
Ge V / c. Then they can be reaccelerated in the PS and injected into either 
the ISR or SPS. Experiments with high quality beams oflow energy p can 
be performed at the LEAR storage ring. 

A number of new colliding beam accelerators are presently under con
struction. Table 4.3 lists six major projects that should be completed 
within the next few years. These include circular e+e- colliders (LEP and 
TRISTAN), a linear e+e- collider (SLC), a new pp collider (Tevatron I), 
and an e-p collider (HERA). 

Figure 4.4 Layout of part of the CERN accelerator complex. (A) linac, 
(B) LEAR storage ring, (C) Ii production target, and (0) antiproton 
accumulator. (Assisted by CERN.) 
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4.2 Secondary beams 
Secondary beams at fixed target accelerators are created by send

ing a portion of the primary extracted beam into a target. Many different 
particles will be created, each with its own characteristic angle and mo
mentum spectrum. A typical beam line starts with a collimator to select 
particles produced in some specific angular range. This is a narrow restric
tion built from lead bricks or other materials, which reduces the intensity 
or divergence of the beam or selects particles going in a specific direction. 

A useful device for separating particles by mass in a low energy charged 
beam is the electrostatic separator. The electric portion of the Lorentz 
force gives a momentum kick to each particle that is proportional to the 
length of time the particle spends inside the separator. Since particles with 
different masses but the same momentum move with different velocities, 
they will spend different lengths of time in the separator and will spread 
out transversely at the end of the device. Ajudiciously placed slit will then 
permit the desired component of the beam to be passed on. 

The deflection angle away from the axis is given by (c = 1) 

tlpl. L 
a = - = - (ePB - e0') 

Po PPo 
where L is the length of the separator, P is the velocity, Po is the beam 
momentum, B is an applied magnetic field, and 0' is the applied electric 
field. Writing 0' in terms of the electrical potential Vand the plate separa
tion d gives 

a = ~~ ~ (~o -*) (4.10) 

Table 4.3. Major construction projects 

Estimated 
completion 

Project Location date Description 

LEP CERN 1988 50 GeV X 50 GeV e+e- collider 
SLC SLAC 1987 50 Ge V X 50 Ge V e+e- linear collider 
Tevatron I Fermilab 1986 1 TeV X 1 Tev pp collider 
TRISTAN KEK 1986 30 Ge V X 30 Ge V e+e- collider 
HERA DESY 1990 30 GeV-electron X 820 GeV-proton 

collider 
UNK Serpukhov 1990 600-Ge V proton Synchrotron 
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where Po is the velocity for no deflection. Note that the purpose of the 
magnetic field is to determine the velocity Po that will pass through unde
fleeted, where 

Po = 8/B (4.11) 

Using the expression p = PE, we can rewrite Eq. 4.10 as 

_ eLV [( m~)1/2 ( m2)1/2] a-- 1+- - 1+-
Pod p~ p2 

(4.12) 

Whenp=po ~ m, 

eLV 1 m2 - m2 
a=-- 0 (4.13) 

Pod 2 p~ 

Thus, at high energy the deflection angle decreases like l/pij, and this 
means of separation is only practical up to about 5 Ge V / c momentum. 
The major difficulty is the large electric field required, typically 30 
kV/cm. Separation can also be accomplished using rffields [10]. 

We will now consider some of the important features of various second
ary beams. 

4.2.1 Y 
Photon beams can be created directly from an electron beam by 

bremsstrahlung or from a proton beam via nO decays. Charged particles 
are removed from the beam using collimators and bending magnets. A 
significant fraction of the neutral beam may consist of neutrons. The y to 
n ratio may be improved by passing the beam through a material such as 
liquid deuterium, whose nuclear interaction length is significantly shorter 
than its radiation length. The beam contamination can be estimated by 
inserting lead absorbers and purposely decreasing the y content of the 
beam. 

The energy of the y can be determined in a tagged photon beam. This is 
usually accomplished by sending an electron beam whose energy is well 
measured into a thin, high Z target as shown in Fig. 4.5. After the photon 
is created via bremsstrahlung, the electron's energy is remeasured and the 
photon energy determined from energy conservation. As an example, the 
tagged photon beam at the Omega Spectrometer at CERN uses 4 X 1012 

incident 240-GeV protons to produce 2 X 107 electrons per pulse [11]. 
This results in - 106 tagged photons in the momentum range 25 - 70 
GeV/c. The spectrum falls off with the expected Pr l dependence. Photon 
beams can be polarized by production from crystals or selective absorp
tion. 
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4.2.2 Vw ve' Vw ve 
Most neutrino beams originate in the decays of charged pions 

and kaons. Muon neutrino beams are produced in the 2-body decays 

1l+ - fJ.+vp. 
1l-- fJ.-v,. 
K+-fJ.+vp. 
K--fJ.-vp. 

Electron neutrinos are produced in the 3-body decays 

K+ - e+1love 

K-- e-1love 

The ve fluxes are suppressed by -100 times compared to the v,. fluxes. A 
neutrino beamline typically consists of a thin production target where the 
1l and K are produced, a decay region, and a long earth absorber where 
hadrons and decay muons are absorbed. 

There are two general types of neutrino beams [12]. In a wide band 
beam the 1l and K are collected over a wide range of momenta and solid 
angle. The resultant beam has a high neutrino flux, but the energy spec
trum is very broad. Sometimes a horn is used to increase the intensity. 
This is a thin metal sheet that surrounds the beamline after the production 
target. When a large current pulse is sent through the horn, the azimuthal 
magnetic field focuses 1l and K of a given charge into a parallel beam 
toward the detector. The oppositely charged mesons are defocused. As a 
result, the meson decay product beam consists primarily of neutrinos or 
primarily of antineutrinos. The horn-focused energy spectrum is strongly 
peaked at small neutrino energy. Sometimes instead ofa horn a quad':1l-

Figure 4.5 Principle of the tagged photon beam. (e) electron beam, (C) 
collimators, (BM) bending magnets, (R) radiator, and (T) tagging 
counters. 
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pole triplet is used to focus the mesons. The flux of 100-GeV neutrinos 
from the hom-focused beam at FNAL is around 2 X 106 per 1013 incident 
400-GeV protons per m2• 

In a narrow band beam the mesons are momentum-selected before 
entering the decay region. The neutrinos in such a beam have a much 
tighter energy spectrum (aEIE - 20%). Figure 4.6 shows the Fermilab 
narrow band v spectrum. The spectrum is dichromatic with peaks corre
sponding to the 2-body nand K decays. The integrated intensity is much 
smaller than in the broad band beam. The decay angle of the neutrino is 
correlated with its energy. 

4.2.3 e± 

A secondary e+ or e- beam can be created at a proton machine by 
producing nO in a thin production target. The decay photons can be 
converted in a thin radiator to yield nO -+ 2y -+ 2e+ + 2e-. 

Figure 4.6 Fermilab narrow band neutrino flux for 200-Ge V 7r and K 
secondary beams. (H. Fisk and F. Sciulli, reproduced with permission 
from the Annual Review of Nuclear and Particle Science, Vol. 32, © 
1982 by Annual Reviews, Inc.) 
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4.2.4 J.l± 
Muon beams are used for high energy lepton - hadron interaction 

studies [13]. Muon beams can be made with higher energies and intensi
ties for these studies than electron beams can. Because of their higher 
mass, muon beams can be used with longer targets and have smaller, 
higher-order QED corrections than electrons. 

A typical beam starts by first directing a secondary proton beam into a 
production target to create a beam of charged pions. The pions are al
lowed to decay until a significant fraction of the beam contains muons. 
Since this reaction is also used to create neutrinos, the two beams can both 
originate from the same decay region. The beam is then passed through a 
thick hadron absorber. This consists of a low Z material, such as polyeth
ylene, in order to minimize multiple scattering of the muons. The muons 
readily pass through the absorber. The resulting beam has a large halo, 
which can, however, be significantly reduced by incorporating magnetic 
bending into the beamline. The 100-GeV muon beam at the SPS was 
created by using 400-Ge V protons to produce 115-Ge V pions. The J.l+ 
yield per proton incident on one interaction length of beryllium was 1.9 X 
10-5• A possible background consists of electrons from muon decays after 
the hadron absorber. 

4.2.5 n±, K±, p, P 
High intensity proton beams are available by splitting off a por

tion of the primary beam at proton accelerators. Secondary beams of 
charged hadrons are produced by interactions of the primary beam in a 
nuclear target. Only particles of a given charge and produced within a 
certain solid angle and momentum interval will be transported down the 
beamline. As an example, the M 1 beamline at FNAL contained 83.5% 
p/14.0% n+/2.5% K+ when the machine operated at 400 GeV [14]. The 
negative beam contained 95.7% n-/3.5% K-/0.8% p. It was possible to 
increase the K+ fraction of the positive beam to 15% by using a beryllium 
filter in the beam. At low energy the fraction ofK and p in a hadron beam 
can be enhanced using electrostatic separators. 

4.2.6 KO, n, Ii 
Long-lived neutral hadronic beams can be made by following the 

production target with a thin radiator to convert photons. This in tum is 
followed by collimators and bending magnets to sweep all the charged 
particles from the beam. One obvious feature of any neutral beam is that it 
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must point straight back to the secondary production target. Typically, 
the neutron content of the beam is several orders of magnitude larger than 
the KO content, unless specific absorbors are used to enhance the KO 
fraction. 

4.2.7 A, l±, 3-, 3°, n-
Hyperons are also produced at the secondary production target. 

At low energy it is difficult to make beams of these particles, since their 
mean free path for decay is only several centimeters. However, we have 
seen in Eq. 1.12 that the mean free path grows with momentum. This fact 
has allowed useful hyperon beams to be constructed at the SPS and at 
FNAL [15]. Charged and neutral beams may be constructed as discussed 
above. 

4.3 Beam transport 
It is important to understand how the size and angular divergence 

of a beam changes as it is transported from the accelerator to an experi
mental area. Let us begin by briefly considering the ideal motion of a 
particle in a magnetic field. Consider a particle with mass m, momen
tum p, and charge q traveling along the z axis. If a magnetic field B is 
present, the particle is subjected to the Lorentz force F = qv X B. Assume 
that the field B has the components (Bx, By, 0). Then the equations of 
motion are 

d 2x + 9.. B = 0 d 2y - 9.. B = 0 
dz2 P Y dz2 P x 

v = const (4.14) 

where we have used v = dz/dt. 
We now consider three important cases. 
1. Drift space. If no field is present, the equation for x reduces to 

X=Xoz+XO (4.15) 

where Xo and Xo are constants. A similar equation applies to the motion 
my. 

2. Bending magnet. Now consider an ideal bending magnet or dipole 
with Bx = 0 and By = B. For the moment we neglect the presence of the 
fringe field at the edges of the magnet. If we consider the equations as a 
function of time, the coupled equations have the solution 

x = r cos(wt) 
z = r sin(wt) (4.16) 
w=qB/m 
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as can be verified by direct substitution. These are, of course, just the 
parametric equations for a circle of radius r. 

3. Quadrupole field. The quadrupole field shown in Fig. 4.7 is generated 
by a four-pole magnet with alternating polarity. The field is of the form 
B = (Gy, Gx, 0), where the constant G is called the gradient of the quadru
pole and has dimensions tesla/m. We assume in the lowest-order approxi
mation that the particle continues to travel parallel to the z azis. The 
equations of motion become 

d2x q 
-+-Gx=O 
dz 2 p 
d 2y q (4.17) 
---Gy=O 
dz 2 p 

Figure 4.7 Quadrupole magnetic field. The field vanishes on the axis. 
(C) one of the coils and (P) one of the iron pole faces. Dotted lines show 
equipotentials. (Assisted by Rutherford Appleton Laboratory.) 
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Let 

k 2 = qlGI 
P 

Then the solution for the x motion is 

x' 
x = Xo cos(kz) + kO sin(kz) 

which represents oscillatory motion. The solution for y, 

y' 
y = Yo cosh(kz) + ~ sinh(kz) 

(4.18) 

( 4.19) 

(4.20) 

blows up exponentially. Thus, the quadrupole has the property offocus
ing a beam in one direction while defocusing it in the other. Another 
quadrupole with the pole polarities reversed would focus in y and defocus 
in x. Note that the first-order equations given here do not couple the 
motion in x and y. 

It is convenient to combine the displacement and angular divergence of 
a beam into the components of a 2-dimensional vector 

x = (:,) 

Then the action of various devices, such as quadrupole magnets or drift 
spaces, can be considered to be represented by matrices M j , which operate 
on an initial vector Xo to produce the vector x at the end of the device. 
Sometimes 3-dimensional vectors are used with the momentum disper
sion as the third component. 

The drift space of length L has the matrix 

M, = (~ 7) (4.21) 

as can be seen from Eq. 4.15. 
The displacement x is considered to be the distance from a central, ideal 

orbit. In a bending magnet with field B, the entrance angle Pi and the exit 
angle Po are related by 

. P + . R IB dl 
sm i sm po = 3.333po (4.22) 

where Po is the momentum of the central orbit (or ray) and the units are 
tesla, meters, and Ge V / c. For small Pi and Po this can be approximated by 

IB dl 
a = (4.23) 

3.333po 
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where a is the total angle of bend. The radial deviations from the central 
ray are given by [16] 

( 
cosa 

M 2 = 1. 
--sma 

Po 

Po sin a) 

cos a 
(4.24) 

where Po is the radius of curvature of the central orbit. Any momentum 
dispersion in the beam produces the additional correction 

tlp (po (l ~ cos a)) 
p sma 

which must be added to x. A more complete treatment must also take into 
account the nonuniformity of the field and the focusing by the fringe 
fields (16]. 

A quadrupole magnet behaves much like a thick optical lens. We can 
rewrite Eq. 4.19 for the focusing direction in terms of 

M = ( cos kL 11k sin kL) (4.25) 
3 -k sin kL cos kL 

and Eq. 4.20 for the defocusing direction in terms of 

M = ( cosh kL 11k sinh kL) 
4 k sinh kL cosh kL 

(4.26) 

where k is given by Eq. 4.18. In the thin lens approximation the quadru
pole causes a change in the divergence of the beam that is proportional to 
the displacement from the central orbit, 

tlx' = xlf (4.27) 

but leaves the position unchanged. Herefis the focal length of the lens. In 
this case we have 

M;=(_~2L ~) (4.28) 

M~ = (k21 n (4.29) 

Comparing Eqs. 4.27, 4.28, and 4.29, we see that the focal length of the 
thin lens is 

f-+ Po 
-qIGIL 

(4.30) 

where a negative focal length means focusing and a positive focal length 
means defocusing. Sometimes the lens power P = 11f is used instead of 
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the focal length. A pair of quadrupoles with opposite gradients can be 
designed to focus in both x and y simultaneously. However, the focal 
lengths will be different in the horizontal and vertical directions. 

Each of the transfer matrices discussed so far has unit determinant. This 
is a consequence of Liouville's theorem in statistical mechanics [16]. If the 
beamline consists of several types of devices, the overall transfer matrix 
can be determined by taking the product of the individual matrices. 

As an example, Fig. 4.8 shows the maximum horizontal and vertical 
extent (beam profiles) for a medium energy separated beam. In the figure 
Q 1 - Q8 are quadrupoles, D 1 - 04 are bending dipoles, and BS 1 and BS2 
are electrostatic separators. The beamline accepts particles produced in a 
narrow solid angle near the primary beam direction. Collimator C 1 can be 
used to adjust the particle intensity. The dipole D1 disperses the beam 
horizontally for subsequent momentum analysis. Quadrupoles Q1-Q3 
make the vertical beam parallel for the separators and focus the beam 
horizontally at the collimator C2 for momentum selection. The beam 
separators give a vertical divergence to the beam depending on the parti
cle's mass. Quadrupoles Q4 and Q5 focus the beam vertically at the mass 

Figure 4.8 Beam profiles for a medium energy separated beam. The 
beamline is shown from the production target T 1 to the experimental 
target T2. 
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slit C3 downstream from the separators. The vertical position of the focus 
depends on the divergence that the particles received at the separators. 
The last three quadrupoles (Q6-Q8) bring the beam to a horizontal and 
vertical focus at the experimental target. 

Now consider the profile of a beam of particles. In the 2-dimensional 
phase space plot the locus of the displacements and divergences at a fixed z 
defines an ellipse [16]. When the major axis of the ellipse is along x', the 
beam is said to be at a waist. This usually corresponds to a point of 
minimum beam size. The ratio of x to x' at a waist is defined to be the 
characteristic length of the beam 

X= x/x' (4.31) 

The product of x and x' at a waist is known as the emittance of the beam 

E=XX' (4.32) 

so that the area of the phase space ellipse is 7rE. 

Let us assume that a beam that is initially at a waist, as indicated in Fig. 
4.9a, enters a beamline consisting of a drift space, thin convergent lens, 
and another drift space. In the drift space the divergence of any particle in 
the beam remains constant and the phase space ellipse shears horizon
tally. Note that points a and b in the figure have 0 divergence initially, so 
their position on the figure cannot change while traversing the drift space. 
The ellipse at the end of the drift space is shown in Fig. 4.9b. The amount 
of horizontal shearing is determined by the length of the drift space. Upon 
crossing the thin lens the position of the particles remains the same, but all 
the divergences are changed by an amount given by Eq. 4.27. Thus, the 
phase space ellipse appears as in Fig. 4.9c. Note that points e and f, which 
are on the lens axis, remain fixed. Finally the second drift space shears the 
ellipse again horizontally and the phase space ellipse reaches another 
waist as shown in Fig. 4.9d (points hand i remain fixed). 

One is often interested in finding the location Z2 and characteristic 
length X2 of the second waist if the first drift distance ZI' the initial 
characteristic length XI' and the focallengthj of the lens are given. Ifwe 
define the auxiliary variable 

J2 

then the characteristic length of the outgoing beam is 

X2 =PXI 

and the location of the second waist is 

Z2 = P(ZI + f) - j 

( 4.33) 

(4.34) 

( 4.35) 
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The semiwidth or profile of the output beam is given by 

x~ = EXil + (z - Z2)2/X~) (4.36) 

where z is measured from the center of the lens. 
In practice, it is necessary to use two or more quadrupoles to achieve 

simultaneous focusing in both the horizontal and vertical planes. Con
sider a pair of quadrupoles with powers PI and P2 separated by a distance 
d. Then if the object is a distance u before the first quadrupole and the 
image is required to be a distance v beyond the second quadrupole, the 
transfer matrix in the focusing-defocusing (FD) plane is the product 

M= [~ ~][)2 ~][~ ~][ _~I ~][~ ~] (4.37) 

The condition for imaging is that a given point on the object map to a 
given point on the image, independent of the divergence at the point on 

Figure 4.9 Phase space ellipses for waist to waist beam transport. 
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the object. This requires that MI2 = O. Developing a similar equation for 
the DF plane and solving for the lens power gives [16] 

(P)2= u+v+du+d 
u I d v+d 

(P)2= u+v+d v+d 
v 2 d u+d 

(4.38) 

4.4 Flux monitors 
Studies of total or differential cross sections require the measure

ment of the incident particle intensity. It is easy to make a relative moni
tor by constructing a small solid angle scintillation counter telescope. The 
telescope can be made more selective by incorporating range, energy loss, 
or time of flight requirements on the accepted particles. 

In e+e- machines the incident luminosity is determined from measure
ments of small angle or large angle Bhabha scattering events. The differ
ential cross section for this process may be calculated exactly, so the 
number of observed events together with the known acceptance of the 
detectors gives an absolute measurement of the luminosity. Similarly pp 
or pp colliders can use small angle elastic scattering to determine the 
luminosity. 

The intensity of a photon beam can be determined if two of the quanti
ties (total energy, maximum energy, number of photons in a known 
energy interval) are measured [17]. For low intensity charged beams a thin 
scintillation counter may be used to count the incident particles. At higher 
intensities a pickup electrode or calibrated ionization chamber may be 
used to provide a signal proportional to the beam intensity. A similar 
technique is to use an integrating scintillation or Cerenkov counter [17]. 
The charge from the photomultiplier tube is collected on a capacitor. The 
Cerenkov counter presents more material to the beam but offers superior 
background rejection. For very high currents, such as with the SLAC e
beam, the ionization chamber output saturates, and it is necessary to use a 
secondary emission monitor. 

Another technique that can be useful involves a measurement of the 
induced radioactivity in a thin metal foil [18]. Suppose we uniformly 
irradiate a thin foil of some material such as aluminum or gold. The 
number of radioactive nuclei produced in the foil per unit volume and per 
unit time will be 

n = <l>naaT (4.39) 

where <I> is the incident flux (the number of incident beam particles per 
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unit area per unit time), na is the number off oil atoms per unit volume, 
and aT is the total cross section for producing the radioactive isotope 
under consideration. The number of particles produced per unit time is 

NA 
N sat = cf>aTP A .:Ad (4.40) 

where .:A is the area of the foil that is irradiated and d is the foil thickness. 
Now the beam intensity (number of particles per unit time) is just 

¢ = cf>.:A (4.41 ) 

The product pd can be conveniently measured in terms of the total mass 
of the foil, M top and its total area, .:AtoP 

pd = Mtot/.:Atot (4.42) 

Thus Eq. 4.40 becomes 

N =,1.. NA Mtot 
sat 'fiaT A .:A 

tot 
(4.43) 

The activity, or number of radioactive decays per unit time, approaches 
N sat exponentially since the isotope has a half-life for decaying of t1/2 • A 
nuclei produced at time r has a probability exp[-(tj - r)0.693/t l /2] of 
remaining at time t j • Let N(t j , tc) be the number of radioactive nuclei 
remaining after an irradiation time tj and a "cooling" time tc during which 
it is not irradiated. The number of decaying nuclei at time tj can be found 
by integrating over the contributions from all times r 

N(tj, 0) = N sat Li exp[-(tj - r)0.693/t l /2] dr 

t = N --.:!LL (1 - e-O.693t;/1I/2) 
sat 0.693 

(4.44) 

Ifwe allow the foil to cool for a time tc, the number of radioactive nuclei 
will be 

t M(£. t) = N --.:!LL (1 - e-O.693ti/tI/2)e-O.693t. /t1/2 
" c sat 0.693 (4.45) 

To get the activity, we take the derivative of this with respect to tc' 
N(tc) = N sai 1 - e-O.693tJtI/2)e-O.693tc/tI/2 (4.46) 

One can measure the activity N of a given isotope of known half-life that 
has been produced in a foil irradiated for a time tj and cooled for a time tc' 
One can then determine N sat from Eq. 4.46. Then using Eq. 4.43 and the 
measured properties of the foil, one can make an absolute determination 
of the average beam intensity ¢. 
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Figure 4.10 shows the growth of activity of several isotopes produced by 
proton irradiation of a thin aluminum foil. Note that isotopes with short 
half-lives like 13N saturate quickly and at a low level of total activity. 
Fluorine-IS is a useful isotope for intensity measurements because its 
half-life of 110 min is convenient for the growth of activity and because 
the positron emitted in its decay can easily be detected in a NaI well 
counter. 

4.5 Other particle sources 
Although most particle physics experiments utilize accelerator 

beams, other particle sources are sometimes used. Some experiments 
such as those searching for proton decays or the presence of free quarks in 
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Figure 4.10 Induced activities of various isotopes in aluminum as a 
function of the irradiation time. The curves assume the value pd = 
5.89 mgJcm2. 
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matter do not use a beam at all. Studies have been made of electron type 
neutrinos from the sun and ve from fission reactors. Other sources of 
particles include cosmic rays and radioactive atoms. 

In some experiments the presence of cosmic rays presents an unwanted 
source of background events, while for others they can be a useful tool for 
alignment and for checking detectors outside the beam region. The pri
mary cosmic rays in outer space consist of protons, alpha particles, and 
heavier nuclei, roughly in the proportion 93 : 6: 1. These strike particles in 
the upper atmosphere, producing many other elementary particles. Be
cause of the charge imbalance of the primary particles and of the deflec
tion of the particles in the earth's magnetic field, the intensity of various 
particles at sea level depends on the latitude, east-west direction, mo
mentum interval, and angle from the vertical [19]. 

Cosmic ray fluxes are usually quoted in units ofparticles/cm2-s, which 
is appropriate for flat detectors sensitive to particles from many directions 
or in units of particles/cm2-s-sr for telescopic detectors with limited angu-

Figure 4.11 Flux of cosmic ray particles at sea level at 40· N geomag
netic latitude. The low energy electron and proton spectra can differ 
significantly from the dotted lines depending on local conditions in the 
atmosphere. (J. Ziegler, Nuc. Instr. Meth. 191: 419, 1981.) 
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lar acceptance. The energy spectra of the main components of the cosmic 
ray flux at sea level are shown in Fig. 4.11. The total surface cosmic ray 
intensity is - 500 particles/m2-s for midnorthern latitudes [20]. The 
muon momentum spectrum peaks around 800 MeV/c. The continuous 
spectrum of neutrons peaks around 0.1 eV. 

Radioactive sources are useful for calibration and efficiency measure
ments. The common unit of activity is the Curie (Ci), where 

1 Ci = 3.7 X 1010 disintegrations/sec 
= 3.7 X 1010 becquerel (Bq) 

The unit of exposed dose is the roentgen (R). This is defined in terms of 
the amount of charge of either sign present in 1 cm3 of air (STP) due to 
ionization or 

1 R = 1 esu/cm3 

Table 4.4 contains a list of some radioactive sources that are useful for 
calibration purposes. 

Table 4.4. Radioactive sources 

t1/2 Decay Particle energies 
Isotope (yr) product (MeV) 

3H 12.26 e- 0.019 
22Na 2.602 y 0.511, 1.275 

e+ 0.54, 1.8 
sSFe 2.6 X-rays 0.0057 
60CO 5.26 P 0.315 

Y 1.173, 1.332 
8SKr 10.76 e- 0.670 

y 0.514 
90Sr 28.1 e- 0.546 

106Ru 1.01 e- 0.039 
_106Rh 30 sec e- 2.0,2.4,3.1,3.53 

Y 0.512,0.616 
109Cd 1.23 Y 0.088 
133Ba 7.2 y 0.081,0.303,0.356 
137Cs 30.23 y 0.662 

e- 0.511,1.176 
207Bi 30.2 Y 0.570, 1.064, 1.770 

P 0.481,0.554,0.976, 1.048 
241Am 458 y 0.060 

a 5.486, 5.443, 5.389 

Source: CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 64th ed., Boca Raton: CRC 
Press, 1983; Radioisotope data chart, Bicron Corp, Newbury, Ohio, 1974. 
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4.6 Radiation protection 
High intensity beams of particles present a potential hazard to 

experimenters and to the accelerator's environment. For this reason, 
particle beams are shielded transversely and are terminated in massive 
beam dumps consisting of many interaction lengths of absorber. At ener
gies less than lOGe V neutrons and photons tend to be the chief compo
nents of stray radiation, while at energies above 100 GeV muons playa 
dominant role downstream of the target. 

In health physics the common unit of absorbed energy dose in a given 
mass of material is the rad, where 

1 rad = 100 ergs/g 
= 6.24 X 107 MeV/g 
= 10-2 gray (Gy) 

It turns out, however, that 1 rad of radiation can have a different relative 
biological effectiveness (RBE) depending on a number of other factors. 
Therefore, when discussing exposure of human tissue to radiation, the 
preferred unit is the rem. This stands for "roentgen equivalents for man" 
and is given by 

1 rem = 1 rad X RBE 
= 10-2 sievert (Sv) 

The RBE can depend on many factors, including the spatial distribution 
of the dose, dose rate, type of radiation, the type of tissue absorbing the 
radiation, and the energy loss per centimeter in the tissue [21]. This last 
quantity is particularly important and is referred to as the linear energy 
transfer (LET). 

For radiation protection the RBE is expressed in terms of a quality 
factor, which is a function of the LET and takes into account how effi
ciently the radiation deposits energy. Quality factors vary from - 1 for 
photons, electrons, and minimum ionizing particles to - 20 for alpha 
particles and heavy ions. 

Figure 4.12 shows the fluxes of several types of particles that are equiva
lent to an exposure of 1 mrem/hr. Note that around 1 GeVa flux of - 5 
particles/cm2-s of any type gives an exposure of 1 mrem/hr. For compari
son the maximum permissible dose for the whole body in the United 
States is 5 rem/yr. A rough estimate of the natural background radiation 
due to cosmic rays is - 50 mrem/yr, while that from radioactive rocks and 
radioactive gases in the atmosphere is -75 mrem/yr. 

Radiation can kill cells and disturb the normal functioning of organs 
[22]. The most susceptible tissues and organs are the bone marrow, lym-
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phatic system, skin, gastrointestinal tract, gonads, thyroid, and eyes. Long 
term, low level exposure to radiation can cause cancer, leukemia, and 
genetic mutations. The exact effect of this type of exposure is complicated 
due to the body's ability to adapt to and repair the damaged tissue. A 
massive short term exposure can cause radiation sickness, involving a 
serious decrease in the number of circulating blood cells. A dose of - 300 
rem to the center of the body may be sufficient to cause death. 

Particles entering a block of shielding material are attenuated exponen
tially. High energy neutrons are primarily removed through inelastic 
interactions. The attenuation of high energy particles is quite complicated 
since each interaction can produce several other particles, which are 
themselves capable of producing additional particles. We will discuss the 
resulting formation of electromagnetic and hadronic showers in more 
detail in Chapter 11. Accurate predictions of particle fluxes emerging 
from a shielding block usually require Monte Carlo calculations. 

Earth and concrete are commonly used as shielding materials. The 
energy spectrum of the emerging particles can be strongly affected by the 
chemical composition of the material. For example, earthen barriers are 
more efficient at removing low energy neutrons than concrete blocks 
because of the larger fraction of water. 
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Figure 4.12 Particle fluxes equivalent to a dose of 1 mrem/hr. (A. Rindi 
and R. Thomas, adapted with permission from the Annual Review of 
Nuclear Science, Vol. 23, © 1973 by Annual Reviews, Inc.) 
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Besides the problem of stray beams there are several other environmen
tal considerations concerning the radiation produced at an accelerator 
[21]. The first is radioactivity induced in accelerator components. This 
applies particularly to isotopes produced in plastics, oils, concrete, iron, 
aluminum, steel, and copper. There is a group of a few dozen isotopes 
whose half-lives are longer than! hr, so that significant amounts may 
remain around long after the accelerator has been turned off. About 70% 
of these isotopes are yemitters. A related nonhealth aspect of the radioac
tivity is radiation damage to the accelerator components. Such damage 
can cause failure of electronic equipment and structural weakening. An
other health problem oflesser importance is the production of radioactiv
ity in the air and in the cooling water that flows through the magnets. 
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Exercises 

1. Suppose that a proposed 20-TeV proton collider could be built 
with 2.5 T, 5.0 T, or 7.5 T bending magnets. Assuming that the 
dipoles fill 80% of the available space, calculate the circumfer
ences of the corresponding tunnels. What are the synchrotron 
radiation losses for each case? 

2. Find the equivalent CM energies for 400- and 1 OOO-Ge V fixed 
target accelerators. 

3. What is the expected QED rate for two-muon events at LEP if the 
luminosity is 1031 particles/cm2-s? 

4. A 1 O-m-Iong electrostatic separator with a potential difference of 
100 k V across a 2-cm gap is adjusted so that there is no deflection 
for a 5-GeV/c beam of pions. Find the spatial separation for 
kaons and antiprotons in the beam. 

5. Derive Eqs. 4.34, 4.35, and 4.36. 

6. A 2-m-Iong quadrupole magnet with a 20-kG pole tip field and a 
1 O-cm-diameter aperture is used in a 20-Ge V / c beamline. Calcu
late the beam transport matrices for this quadrupole. What are 
the corresponding matrices in the thin lens approximation? Find 
the focal length of this lens and the change in divergence for a 
particle 1 cm off the axis. 

7. A beam with a maximum displacement of 1 cm and angular 
divergence of 10 mrad has a waist 5 m before the quadrupole 
described in exercise 6. Where is the beam waist following the 
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quadrupole? What is the characteristic length of the beam at the 
second waist? 

8. Estimate the total rate of cosmic ray muons with energy greater 
than 10 MeV incident on a 500-cm2 drift chamber oriented per
pendicular to the surface of the earth. 

9. Estimate the number ofrads deposited by 1012 minimum ioniz
ing particles passing through a cylinder of water 2 cm in diameter 
and 20 cm thick. 



5 
Targets 

In this chapter we will briefly review the various types of targets used in 
particle physics experiments. The target normally consists of a piece of 
metal or liquid hydrogen. However, a number of other types of targets are 
sometimes used in specialized applications. These include polarized tar
gets for spin dependent measurements, gas jets, active targets, and beam 
dumps. 

5.1 Standard targets 
Most particle physics experiments at fixed target accelerators use 

either a thin metal target or a cryogenic target containing liquid hydrogen 
or deuterium. The choice of target is dictated by considerations of the 
required signal rate, associated background, and necessary resolution. 
The finite target size and absorption, energy degradation, and multiple 
scattering in the target can all affect the measurement resolution. 

The chief advantages of metal targets are the high interaction rate and 
the convenience of preparation. Solid targets such as beryllium are widely 
used in experiments studying muon production. A disadvantage is the 
amount of mUltiple scattering and absorption suffered by particles pro
duced in the block. This can have a deleterious effect on experiments 
studying the effective mass of produced hadrons. The extraction of nu
cleon cross sections from scattering data with a nuclear target usually 
involves some sort of model-dependent or background target subtraction. 

Liquid hydrogen targets offer the best resolution for the study of ha
dronic resonances. The multiple scattering and nuclear absorption are 
small. On the other hand, the density of liquid hydrogen is only 0.070 
g/cm3, so that the interaction rate per incident beam particle 
(-- 4 X 1O-6/.ub-m) is smaller than that obtained with a solid target. Since 
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the normal boiling point of H2 is 20 K, the target requires an associated 
cryogenic system. Liquid deuterium with a density of 0.16 g/cm 3 and 
normal boiling point of 24 K can be used to study interactions involving 
neutrons. Some properties of common cryogenic fluids are given in Table 
5.1. 

A typical liquid hydrogen or deuterium target contains a cylinder along 
the beam path to hold the cryogenic fluid [1]. Figure 5.1 shows a sche
matic of a liquid hydrogen target. The beam enters and leaves the target 
through a mylar or other thin window. The cylinder is surrounded by an 
insulating jacket. The target gas is precooled in heat exchangers and 
liquified by passing the cooled gas through an expansion valve. The hy
drogen density and liquid level are carefully monitored. Calibration runs 
with the target empty are used to determine the rate or characteristics of 
events coming from the target assembly. 

All targets other than hydrogen have complications due to Fermi mo
mentum and nuclear shadowing. The Fermi momentum is due to the 
continual motion of the nucleons inside the nucleus. It is possible to make 
a rough estimate of the magnitude of this momentum for various nuclei 
[2]. Two identical nucleons may not occupy the same energy level. Since 
they must obey Fermi statistics, the number of occupied states with mo-

Table 5.1. Properties of cryogenic liquids at NBP 

Melting Normal 
point boiling point 
at 1 atm (K) at 1 atm (K) 

3He a 3.19 
4He a 4.215 
H2 14.0 20.4 
D2 18.7 23.6 
Ne 24.5 27.1 
N2 63.3 77.3 
Ar 84.0 87.3 

a Does not solidify at 1 atm. 
bAt 3.0 K. 
CAt 2.4 K. 
d At 22 K. 

Heat of 
Density vaporization 
(g/cm3) (J/g) 

0.059 lIb 
0.125 21.7 
0.070 447 
0.163 304 
1.20 86.1 
0.807 199 
1.39 163 

Specific Thermal 
heat conductivity 
(J/g-K) (mW/cm-K) 

3.3 c 0.20 
4.50 0.27 
9.5 1.19 
5.8d 1.34 
1.85 1.13 
2.05 1.38 
1.14 1.22 

Source: R. Scott, Cryogenic Engineering, Princeton: Van Nostrand, 1959; B. 
Colyer, Cryogenic properties of 3He and 4He, Rutherford Laboratory report 
RHEL/R138, 1966; T. Roberts and S. Sydoriak, Phys. Rev. 98: 1672, 1955; G. 
Haselden (ed.), Cryogenic Fundamentals, New York: Academic Press, 1971. 
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Figure 5.1 Schematic diagram of a liquid hydrogen target. (1) Liquid 
nitrogen supply, (2) hydrogen gas return, (3) hydrogen gas supply, (4) 
nitrogen gas return, (5) insulating vacuum, (6) heat exchanger, (7) liquid 
nitrogen reservoir, (8) expansion valve, (9) liquid hydrogen reservoir, 
(10) valve, (11) level indicator, and (12) thin windows. 
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mentum less than p is 

1 4 4 
- 2 - nr3 - np3 
h3 3 n 3 

Thus, for a nucleus with Z protons and A - Z neutrons we have 

244 
- - nr3 - np3 = Z 
h3 3 n 3 p (5.1) 

24 4 
- - nr3 - np3 = A - Z 
h 3 n 3 n 

For heavy nuclei the Fermi momentum of neutrons is substantially larger 
than that of protons. 

Figure 5.2 shows the measured Fermi momentum in deuterium. The 
calculated momentum peaks at approximately 50 MeV/c and has a high 
momentum tail extending beyond 200 MeV/c. The peak momentum in 
carbon is around 150 MeV/c. The Fermi momentum can have an appre-
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Figure 5.2 Spectator momentum distribution for protons in deuterium. 
The curve follows from the potential model ofT. Hamada and 1. John
ston, Nuc. Phys. 34: 382, 1962. The data deviate from the curve at small 
momenta due to bubble chamber scanning losses. (R. Femow, unpub
lished data.) 
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ciable effect on the kinematics of particle reactions. Interactions with a 
fixed beam momentum occur over a spectrum of CM energies. Uncer
tainty of the momentum of the target nucleon leads to a loss of resolution 
compared to interactions in hydrogen. 

The second complication in nonhydrogen targets is nuclear shadowing 
[3]. Consider a high energy beam incident on a nuclear target. To the 
lowest-order approximation the nucleus appears as an assemblage offree 
nucleons. However, because of the finite probability of being absorbed in 
the nucleus, a beam particle is more likely to interact with the first nu
cleon it encounters rather than with a nucleon on the opposite side of the 
nucleus. Thus, the first target nucleons cast a "shadow" that reduces the 
probability of an interaction in the nucleus below the sum of the individ
ual nucleon probabilities. Crudely, the shadowing effect in deuterium 
gives rise to the relation 

(5.2) 

where ra is the mean square distance between the neutron and proton in 
the deuteron ground state. Other effects present in nuclear targets include 
scattering off more than one nucleon, and combinations of scattering and 
absorption. 

5.2 Special purpose targets 
In this section we will discuss several types of targets that are used 

for special applications. Some experiments use an active target, meaning 
that the target medium is also a detector. The classic example of this is a 
bubble chamber. Counter neutrino experiments frequently employ liquid 
scintillator or segmented calorimeter targets. Experiments to measure the 
properties of short-lived states have used finely divided solid state detec
tors as targets. 

Bellini et al. [4] have used a telescope made up from 40 silicon detec
tors, each with a thickness of 300 j,lm and separated from each other by 
150 j,lm. A minimum ionizing particle deposits about 80 keY in each 
layer. The signal from each layer was amplified, shaped, and measured 
with an analog to digital converter. Figure 5.3 shows schematically the 
output from the layers, expressed as an equivalent number of minimum 
ionizing particles. The sudden jumps in the output by two equivalent 
particles are assumed to arise from the decays of two short-lived charged 
particles into three charged body decay modes. 
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At the opposite extreme from the active targets are beam dump experi
ments in which the beam is directed into a large mass of absorber [5]. Here 
the object is to quickly absorb normal hadrons near the interaction point. 
In that case muons or other particles emerging from the dump are more 
likely to be directly produced in the interaction and not result from the 
decay of ordinary hadrons. 

A gas jet target delivers a narrowly collimated beam of gas. It is nor
mally used inside the main accelerator ring. At predetermined times 
during the acceleration cycle a pulse of gas is directed into the circulating 
beam. Two advantages of a gasjet target are (1) the low gas density permits 
very low energy recoil particles to escape the interaction area and be 
detected and (2) the resolution on the measurement of the energy of the 
circulating incident beam is extremely good. The Fermilab gas target [6] 
has an equivalent thickness of only 4 X 10-7 g/cm2 • The jet has a 
± 3-mm width and a 100-ms pulse length. The primary difficulty arising 
from the use of such targets is the background gas introduced into the 
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Figure 5.3 Schematic representation of the output from the active sili
con target of Bellini et aI. [4] for an event with two decaying particles. 
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accelerator beam pipe. Large systems of diffusion pumps are necessary to 
reduce the gas pressure in the vicinity of the interaction point. 

Polarized proton and deuteron targets are used in the study of the spin 
dependence of particle interactions [7]. A schematic ofa polarized target 
system is shown in Fig. 5.4. The target contains five major subsystems: (1) 
the actual target material, (2) a cryogenic system, (3) a magnetic field, (4) a 
microwave system, and (5) a nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) system. 
Polarized targets operate with magnetic fields above 2.5 T and at tempera
tures below 1 K. The low temperature can be achieved with 4He or 3He 
evaporation cryostats or with a dilution refrigerator. 

Figure 5.4 Schematic diagram of the target region in a horizontal evapo
ration cryostat for a polarized proton target. (A) Magnet pole tip, (B) end 
of the cryostat, (C) 3He fill line, (0) microwave guide, (E) Teflon seal, 
(F) copper cavity, (G) NMR coil, (H) NMR cable, (J) target beads, and 
(K) returning 3He gas. 
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The actual target material consists of frozen beads of compounds, such 
as ammonia, butanol, or propanediol, which have been doped with a 
small proportion of a paramagnetic substance. The hydrogen atoms in the 
target provide the material to be polarized. Under the conditions of high 
magnetic field and low temperature, the free electrons in the paramag
netic additive are easily polarized to nearly 100%. Because of its much 
smaller magnetic moment, the proton polarization under the same con
ditions is < 1 %. However, if microwaves of the proper frequency are 
radiated into the target mixture, the electron and proton spin systems 
become coupled, and it is possible to transfer substantial polarization to 
the protons. The magnitude of the polarization is usually determined by 
surrounding the target material with a coil and measuring the voltage 
change caused by the nuclear magnetic resonance of the polarized pro
tons. 
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Exercises 

1. Compare the interaction rates per unit cross section, multiple 
scattering, and energy loss for a 5-GeV/c K- beam incident on 
20-cm-long liquid hydrogen, beryllium, and copper targets. 

2. Estimate the Fermi momentum of the neutrons and protons in 
lead. 

3. What is the maximum difference in CM energies for 20-GeV/c 
protons incident on deuterium due to Fermi momentum? 
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Fast electronics 

Certain types offast pulse electronics, such as discriminators and coinci
dence units, are used almost universally in particle physics experiments. 
In this chapter we review some important features of these and other 
electronic equipment, strictly from the point of view of a user. 

6.1 Fast pulse instrumentation 
An important function of fast electronics in particle physics ex

periments is to decide if the spatial and temporal patterns of detector 
signals satisfy the requirements of the event trigger. Fast in this context 
generally means circuits capable of processing pulses at a 100-MHz repeti
tion rate. Most detectors produce analog signals. Discriminators are used 
to convert these analog signals into standardized logic levels. Logic units 
are available that can perform the logical operations: AND, NAND, OR, 
NOR, and NOT. The input and output signal amplitudes of these devices 
correspond to two possible states: 0 to 1 (or T or F). The logic unit signals 
can be joined together so that the final output is only true when a prede
termined pattern of input signals is present. This output pulse can be used 
to signal the occurrence of a physical event of interest. 

The need for certain electronic devices such as discriminators and logic 
units in practically every experiment lead to the establishment of the NIM 
standard. Devices that satisfy the NIM requirements must be housed in 
standard sized modules with standard rear connectors. Up to 12 units can 
be plugged into a NIM bin. The bin contains the power supplies for the 
modules and a slow gating pin that can be used, for example, to inhibit the 
operation of the units between beam spills. NIM modules are chiefly used 
in fast trigger logic. The NIM voltage levels corresponding to the states 0 
and 1 are given in Table 6.1, along with levels used in the TTL and ECL 
families of integrated circuits. 
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6.2 Discriminators 
A discriminator is an electronic device that converts an analog 

input signal into a standardized output pulse whenever the input signal 
amplitude exceeds some predetermined threshold voltage. Discrimina
tors are routinely used with photomultiplier tube signals to provide uni
form signals for triggering logic and for timing applications. 

A block diagram for a typical discriminator is shown in Fig. 6.1. The 
input signal generates a pulse whenever the leading edge of the signal 
crosses the threshold voltage. A sharp signal corresponding to the leading 
edge is produced with a differentiation circuit. It is then reformed into a 
pulse of standard amplitude whose leading edge is related to the time of 
arrival of the input signal and whose width may be adjusted by the user. 
This circuitry introduces a delay of 10 - 30 ns between the arrival of the 
input signal and the leading edge of the output pulse. 

Older model discriminators used shorted cable (clipping) stubs to 
shorten the input pulses. This was done so that the discriminator would 
only give one output pulse and so that the threshold would be indepen
dent of the event rate. This is unnecessary in modem discriminators 
designed to only give one output pulse regardless of the length of the input 
signal [1]. The threshold can vary slightly with temperature and the rise
time and duration of the input signal. The threshold is usually adjustable 
from approximately 30 to 1000 m V, while the output width can be set in 
the range 5 - 1000 ns. 

The coupling of the discriminator (or other analog signal handling 
device) to the input pulse has important experimental consequences. In 
ac coupling the pulse enters through a capacitor. In this case the time 
integral of a string of negative pulses must be balanced by an equal 

Table 6.1. Approxi
mate logic levels (V) 

NIMa 
TTL 
ECL 

State 0 State 1 

0.0 
0.2 

-0.8 

-0.8 
2.5 

-1.6 

a Terminated into 50 n. 
Source: Catalog, Le
Croy R~search Systems 
Corp., Spring Valley, 
NY,1983. 
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amount of positive signal [2]. This results in a long overshoot with small 
amplitude. This overshoot produces a shift in the effective signal baseline, 
which grows in importance as the pulse rate is increased. This rate prob
lem is eliminated in dc coupled circuits. However, dc coupled circuits are 
susceptible to dc offsets in the input signal. 

The rate characteristics of a discriminator are specified in terms of 
double pulse resolution and continuous pulse train response. The time 
between the leading edges of the two most closely spaced input pulses for 
which the discriminator gives two output pulses is called the double pulse 
resolution. This is 5 - IOns in a good discriminator. The continuous pulse 
train response is the maximum frequency of a continuous, equally spaced 
pulse train for which the discriminator will give a corresponding output 
train. This is 100 - 200 MHz for modern discriminators. 

The input-output delay time in the discriminator is affected by a 
number of factors. A variation in the time delay between triggering and 
formation of the output pulse arising from the shape, amplitude, or rise-

Input 

Figure 6.1 Block diagram of a typical discriminator. 
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time of the input signal is referred to as time slewing or walk. This can be a 
large effect (-5 ns) for input signals only slightly above the threshold. The 
time delay also has small variations (drift) due to the aging of the compo
nents and temperature changes. A number of methods have been devised 
to compensate for time slewing in applications in which accurate timing 
information is important [3]. The most common method is to use a 
constant fraction discriminator. Discriminators of this type replace the 
leading edge method of determining the time of occurrence of an input 
signal with circuitry that gives a trigger signal nearly independent of the 
pulse height of the input signal [4]. The time walk of the output pulse can 
be reduced to -200 ps for signals slightly above threshold. 

Discriminators are available with a number of optional features. 
1. Updating. This feature determines the action of the discriminator 

when a second input signal is received while an output pulse is still being 
generated. A non updating discriminator will ignore the second pulse as 
shown in Fig. 6.2. An updating discriminator will extend the output pulse 
for an additional full output width if the two pulses are separated by more 
than the double pulse resolution of the discriminator. 

2. Burst guard. This feature allows the discriminator to respond reliably 
to a burst of input pulses separated by less than the double pulse resolu-

Figure 6.2 Comparison of discriminator outputs. The pulse at I is ig
nored in a normal discriminator. The pulses at R retrigger an updating 
or burst guard discriminator. 
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tion. The output is essentially the OR of the input signal with the output 
pulse width of the discriminator [1, 5]. This feature is important when 
considering the signals from a veto counter in a high rate environment. 
The burst guard feature maintains the veto signal during a rapid succes
sion of events, thereby minimizing the possibility of a chance coincidence 
when the veto signal switches levels. A burst guard discriminator will 
maintain the output signal for the duration of an input with a long tail, as 
shown in Fig. 6.2. This can be important when using a proportional 
chamber signal as a veto in multiplicity logic. 

3. Inhibit. This allows a fast logic signal to inhibit the operation of the 
discriminator. Input signals are ignored during the time the inhibit signal 
is present. 

4. Summing output. Some multichannel uJ.?-its have a special summing 
output that provides a signal equal to - 50 m V times the number of 
energized outputs. The signal could be used with another discriminator to 
provide an output when the input multiplicity exceeds a certain value. 

5. Inverted logic output. 
6. Differential operation. These discriminators have two adjustable 

thresholds and only provide an output pulse when the input signal is 
between the thresholds. It is also known as a single channel analyzer. 

6.3 Coincidence units 
There are many occasions when we wish to know if the signals 

from two or more detectors are associated in time. Consider the simple 
arrangement shown in Fig. 6.3. A particle passes through detector 1, 
travels a certain distance, and then passes through detector 2. If the signals 
are associated with the passage of the particle and not merely due to 
detector noise, we would expect that the signal from detector 2 will always 
come in a narrow range of times after the signal from detector 1. A 
coincidence unit is a device that can be used to determine if the two signals 
are simultaneously present. 

The input signals are usually discriminated to produce standardized 
pulses with well-defined leading edges. One of the inputs may be passed 
through a variable delay before entering the discriminator. This extra 
delay takes into account the head start received by the signals in detector 1 
while the particle traveled to detector 2. The discriminator outputs are the 
coincidence unit inputs. 

The minimum amount of time the input signals must be simulta
neously present is referred to as the coincidence overlap and is generally 
-2 ns. The time interval during which the coincidence unit can produce 
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an output is called the coincidence width or resolving time [6]. This 
quantity is usually determined by the widths of the input pulses as shown 
in Fig. 6.4. We obtain an output so long as input signals 1 and 2 are present 
for more than the coincidence overlap. If we consider pulse 1 to be fixed 
and vary pulse 2, we will obtain an overlap from the time the trailing edge 
of pulse 2 overlaps the leading edge of pulse 1 to the time the leading edge 
of pulse 2 overlaps the trailing edge of pulse 1. Thus, the time resolution of 
the circuit is approximately the sum of the two input pulse widths. 

The time resolution can be determined experimentally from a coinci
dence delay curve. In Fig. 6.5 we plot the number of coincidences as a 
function of the variable delay in one of the input signals. The coincidence 
rate grows as the input signals overlap more and more. The width of the 
curve is a measure of the resolving time. It should be obvious from this 
discussion that if we desire short resolving times, the input signals should 
have fast risetimes and small widths. 

In any experiment a random background of particles unassociated with 
the process of interest is usually present. It is possible that purely by 

Figure 6.3 A simple coincidence circuit. (Otl, Ot2) detectors, (V) vari
able delay, (0) discriminators, and (C) coincidence unit. 
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chance two of these background particles (or noise in one or both detec
tors) will produce signals in the detectors within the resolving time of the 
coincidence unit. This leads to an accidental coincidence. These "acci
dentals" are responsible for the tails of the delay curve. 

It is possible to estimate the number of accidentals. Let us assume in our 
example that both discriminator output pulses have widths r. Detector 1 
will produce a certain singles rate Sl , which we assume is mostly caused by 
accidentals. Then for a fraction of the time Sl r there will be a signal 
present at input 1 of the coincidence unit, provided that Sl is not so large 
that there is significant overlap of the Sl signals. If a random signal from 
detector 2 arrives during this time, an accidental coincidence will occur. 
Assuming the processes are independent and adding the contribution 
with counters Sl and S2 interchanged, we find that the accidental rate is 

Racc=2S1S2r (6.1) 

Note the dependence of the accidental rate on the resolving time 2r. 
Coincidence units are available with two types of output pulses. In the 

Figure 6.4 Input pulses to a coincidence unit. 
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first the width ofthe output pulse is equal to the length of time the input 
signals overlap. In the second type an output pulse of fixed length is 
produced whenever the coincidence requirement is satisfied. The output 
width is usually adjustable from about 5 to 800 ns. 

A large variety of coincidence units are available. 
1. Logic units. These devices have three or more inputs and can per

form combinations of the logical operations on the input. This permits 
fairly sophisticated trigger decisions to be made from the pattern of signals 
coming from the detectors. 

2. Strobed coincidence. This device has a number of channels, all of 
which have a common coincidence input with the strobe signal. 

3. Multiplicity logic unit. This device has a large number of input 
channels. When the number of simultaneously present inputs exceeds a 
specified threshold, it produces an output pulse. This could be used, for 
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Figure 6.5 Coincidence rate of a pair of counters as a function of the 
delay added to one of the inputs. The discriminator output widths were 
17 and 6 ns. The coincidence rate was not 100% on the plateau because 
the counters were not geometrically matched. 
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example, with a counter array to indicate the presence of a certain number 
of particles. 

6.4 CAMAC standard 
During the last decade online computer systems have played a 

larger and larger role in the data acquisition of particle physics experi
ments. CAMAC is a widely used standard with specifications for data 
transfer and control in addition to those for mechanical and power distri
bution compatibility. Mechanically, a CAMAC system consists of a crate 
with 25 stations, backplane connectors for power distribution, and addi
tional lines for communication with a computer. Several crates can be 
connected together on a data highway. Data from the experiment enters 
through connectors on the front of the modules. The communication 
between a specific computer and the CAMAC modules is handled by a 
specific interface device known as a crate controller. 

Each module connects to the address, data, and control lines in the 
crate. A particular slot in the crate has associated with it a station number 
(N). A device plugged into the slot may be subdivided into channels, each 
with its own subaddress (A). Thus, the computer can specify a particular 
channel of a device by giving NA. A third signal (F) is used to specify the 
desired operation or function. Examples of tasks include reading data into 
the computer or clearing the contents of the module. The computer 
communicates with the specified module by forming the F, N, and A 
information into a word and moving it into a memory location, which is 
in reality a register in the crate controller. The controller decodes the word 
back into its F, N, and A components and relays the command along to 
the appropriate module. 

Some of the standard CAMAC function codes are given in Table 6.2. 
Not all CAMAC modules respond to every function. Functions FO, F2, 
F9, and F25 are commonly used. These commands allow the basic tasks 
of reading and clearing data and checking the modules' operation. 

There are also dataless control commands such as CLEAR, INITIAL
IZE, and INHIBIT. The CLEAR function clears all registers in the crate. 
The INITIALIZE function sets all registers to some predetermined con
ditions, while INHIBIT prevents operation of the modules. 

Another CAMAC signal that is important to the user is called "Look at 
me," or LAM. Devices that require attention can send a signal to the 
controller over the LAM line assigned to its station. Such a signal may 
indicate, for example, that a scaler has overflowed its contents or that a 
data run has ended. Most controllers have the ability to interrupt the 
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computer system when a LAM is received and to transfer control to 
another part of the program. 

As experiments have become larger, inherent limitations of the 
CAMAC standard have become more evident [7]. The data transfer rate is 
low by modern standards. The number of crates permitted on a branch is 
limited, and no crate to crate communications are possible. The directly 
addressable register space in CAMAC modules is also restricted. 

As a result of these difficulties, a new data acquisition standard known 
as F ASTBUS has been developed. The modules are physically larger than 
those in CAMAC, allowing a very large number (e.g., 96) of channels per 
module. The F ASTBUS data transfer rates are at least 10 times faster than 
those in CAMAC. F ASTBUS uses a 32-bit bus for data and address 
communications. Direct communications between modules is possible. 
The large amount of address space permits memories or look-up tables to 
be incorporated in the modules. 

6.5 Other fast pulse devices 
A number of other NIM or CAMAC devices are commonly used 

in particle physics experiments. 
1. Fan in/out. A fan-in is a device in which many analog or logical 

inputs can be summed to form one output. This can be used, for example, 
to form the OR of the signals from a set of counters. An analog or linear 

Table 6.2. CAMAC function codes 

Function 
number 

o 
2 
3 
8 
9 

10 
16 
18 
24 
25 
26 
27 

Function 

read group 1 register 
read and clear group 1 register 
read complement of group I register 
test Look at Me 
clear group 1 register 
clear Look at Me 
overwrite group 1 register 
selective set group 1 register 
disable 
execute 
enable 
test status 

Source: Catalog, LeCroy Research Corporation, 
Spring Valley, NY, 1983. 
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fan-in is also useful for combining signals from detectors with a large 
number of elements before entering an ADC channel. The fan-out is a 
device with one input and many outputs, so that a signal can be used for 
more than one purpose. All of the outputs in a logical fan-out have the 
same amplitude as the input. 

2. Register. A coincidence register or latch is a device with a large 
number of input channels along with a common input gate. Whenever a 
signal is present on an input channel simultaneously with the occurrence 
of the gate signal, the corresponding bit is set in a register. The pattern of 
bits form a word corresponding to the pattern of input signals. This word 
can subsequently be read by a computer. 

Sometimes coincidence registers have self-contained, low threshold 
discriminators for every channel, which make the units useful for record
ing hodoscope information. The gate signal is usually generated by the 
trigger fast logic. The duration of the gate signal can determine the coinci
dence width. In addition to the register word, there may also be an output 
whose amplitude is proportional to the sum of the bits set in the word. 

3. Gate generator. This device provides a relatively long variable delay. 
Besides the signal output, it usually provides an inverted logic output as 
well for a period of up to 10 sec following the input pulse. This is useful for 
providing deadtime at various places in the trigger logic. For example, it is 
desirable to inhibit a system for several hundred milliseconds after spark 
chambers fire because of the noise generated. 

4. Scaler. A scaler is used to count pulses. It usually has an adjustable 
threshold to allow it to accept pulses from a large variety of sources. 
Scalers may have their own display or may be "blind" in that they can 
only be read out by a computer or special purpose device. Modem scalers 
can operate at 100 MHz continuous rate and may provide a special signal 
if the scaler overflows. Fast logic INHIBIT and CLEAR inputs may also 
be provided. 

5. Analog to digital converter. We have seen that the presence of an 
analog signal above a certain threshold can be indicated by a discrimina
tor. More detailed information about the input pulse can be obtained with 
an analog to digital converter (ADC). This device produces an output 
pulse proportional to the peak value or the integral of the input current or 
total charge in the pulse. During the interval in which an external gate 
signal is present, the charge on the input line is stored on a capacitor. The 
capacitor is later discharged at a constant rate while oscillator pulses are 
counted in a scaler. The number of counts is then proportional to the 
collected charge. 
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Modern ADCs can have a sensitivity of 0.25 pC/count with a capacity 
of 1024 counts. The resolution depends on the dynamic range of input 
signal amplitudes. This can be increased if the ADC has a bilinear range, 
whereby small signals have a more sensitive conversion than larger ones. 
The response of the ADC should be very linear in each region. In general, 
an ADC gives some number of counts (pedestal) even when no input 
signal is present. 

The pedestal signal is the sum of a constant term plus a contribution 
that is proportional to the width of the gate signal. For example, in the 
LeCroy 2249 A ADC the residual pedestal charge jn picocoulombs is given 
by 1 + 0.03w, where w is the gate width in nanoseconds [1]. The gate 
width dependent part of the pedestal is due to a built-in dc offset. 

6. Time to digital converter. A device that converts a time interval into a 
digital number is called a time to digital converter (TDC). The two timing 
signals enter the START and STOP inputs of the unit. Timing is usually 
measured from the leading edges of the input signals. After the arrival of 
the START pulse a capacitor is charged with a constant current. The 
charging is terminated after the arrival of the STOP pulse, and the capaci
tor is discharged at a uniform rate. During the discharge period oscillator 
pulses are counted in a scaler and then stored in a register for readout. 

Modern TDCs have a resolution as low as 50 ps/count. Errors in the 
timing arising from a wide range of input amplitudes or discriminator 
slewing may be minimized by preamplifying the input signal. The timing 
resolution can also be improved by running a parallel input signal into an 
ADC and making an amplitude dependent correction to the TDC value. 

Many other special purpose CAMAC and NIM devices are available 
commercially, including amplifiers, digital to analog convertors, digital 
voltmeters, and real time clocks [1, 8]. 

6.6 Signal cables 
It is important that detector signals and logic pulses be transferred 

between electronic devices with a minimum of distortion. The intercon
nections in logic circuits are usually made using coaxial cables. A typical 
cable consists of a thin copper conductor surrounded by polyethylene 
insulation, a copper ground braid, and a vinyl jacket. The outer grounded 
conductor in the cable prevents the escape of electromagnetic radiation 
from the cable and pickup of the radiation from other nearby cables. 

A section of coaxial cable of unit length can be represented as a series 
resistance rs and inductance I and a parallel resistance rp and capacitance 
C. The cable has a characteristic impedance per unit length [9] 
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Z = (ZZ )1/2 c 5 p (6.2) 

where Zs is the series impedance and Zp is the parallel impedance per unit 
length. In high frequency operation 

Zs = rs + iwl = iwl 

I/Zp = l/rp + iwC = iwC 

Thus, the characteristic impedance is: 

Zc = (//C)I/2 (6.3) 

This represents a pure resistance independent of the pulse frequency and 
the cable length. 

Table 6.3 lists properties of some commonly used coaxial cables. The 
thin RG 174/U cables require LEMO type connectors, while the others 
use the BNC type. Note that the polyethylene dielectric in the space 
between the conductors causes the signal propagation velocity to be con
siderably less than c. The highest propagation velocities <p - 0.95) are 
achieved in air core cables. If we recall that 

1 dB = 20 loglo Vol Vi (6.4) 

we see that an attenuation of 6 dB represents a factor of 2 loss in ampli
tude. 

A coaxial cable should be terminated into its characteristic imped
ance. This is done either internally in an electronic module or by using 
a terminator plug, which is simply a resistance connected to ground. 
A cable that is not properly terminated will give rise to reflections. The 
ratio of the amplitude of the reflected signal to the amplitude of the in-

Table 6.3. Properties of some common coaxial cables 

Outer diameter Ground Z. C Attenuationa 

Type (mm) shields (0) (pF/m) p (dB/100 m) 

RG8/U 10.3 1 50 85.3 0.78 5.9 
RG58/U 4.95 2 53.5 93.5 0.66 13.5 
RG58A/U 4.95 1 50 85.3 0.78 15.8 
RG59/U 6.15 1 75 56.8 0.78 9.7 
RG62A/U 6.15 1 93 44.3 0.84 10.2 
RGI74/U 2.54 1 50 101.0 0.66 28.9 
RG214/U 10.80 2 50 101.0 0.66 6.6 

a At 100 MHz. 
Source: Belden Wire Corporation, Richmond, IN. 
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put signal is 

Vr = R - Zc 
Vi R + Zc 

(6.5) 

where R is the value of the terminating resistor. We see that terminating 
with R < Zc gives a reflection of the opposite polarity. If the cable is not 
terminated at all (R = 00), we get a reflection of the same amplitude and 
polarity as the input signal. A second characteristic of a properly termi
nated cable is that the input impedance looking into the cable will be Zc' 
independent of the length of the cable. 

Sometimes a section of cable is shorted at one end to form a clipping 
line. The reflected signal from the clipping line can be used to form a 
shortened (clipped) pulse. Figure 6.6 shows a clipping circuit. Half the 
signal goes down the clipping line to the grounded end. Here the pulse is 
reflected with the same amplitude and opposite polarity. It travels back up 
the clipping line and combines with the other half of the input signal, 
thereby canceling it. Thus, we get a pulse whose width is I1t = 2L/ p, where 
L is the length of the clip line and P is the signal propagation velocity in the 
cable. 

Figure 6.6 Signal waveforms with a clipping stub. Elements denoted Zc 
are coaxial cables. 
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Exercises 

1. Show how a discriminator may be used to introduce a fixed 
deadtime after each yes signal from a coincidence unit. 

2. What is the accidental rate for triple coincidence if SI , S2' and S3 
are the singles rate in three counters? 

3. Prove Eq. 6.5. 

4. Assume that the outputs from the readout electronics of two 
MWPCs are proportional to the number of hit wires. Show how 
commercial fast electronics may be combined to give a signal 
when there are two hits in the first chamber and four hits in the 
second. 

5. An elastic scattering experiment has three detectors in the for
wardly scattered direction (F), three detectors in the backwardly 
scattered direction (B), and three additional detectors (M) to 
monitor the overall event rate from the target. Layout the elec
tronics necessary to determine the elastic scattering rate. Suppose 
that you are suspicious that beam structure with a period of70 ns 
is causing accidentals. What additional circuitry would be re
quired to monitor the accidental rate? 
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Scintillation counters 

One of the most commonly used particle detectors is the scintillation 
counter. A fraction of the energy lost by a charged particle can excite 
atoms in the scintillating medium. A small percentage of the energy 
released in the subsequent deexcitation can produce visible light. The 
technique has been used since the earliest investigations of radioactivity, 
when, for instance, Rutherford used scintillating ZnS crystals in his alpha 
particle scattering experiments. 

In modern detectors light produced in the scintillator is propagated 
through light guides and directed onto the face of a photomultiplier tube. 
Photoelectrons emitted from the cathode of the tube are amplified to give 
a fast electronic pulse, which can be used for triggering or timing applica
tions. 

7.1 The scintillation process 
We define a scintillator to be any material that produces a pulse of 

light shortly after the passage of a particle. The phenomenon is closely 
related to fluorescence, which is usually defined to be the production of a 
light pulse shortly following the absorption of a light quantum [1,2]. 
"Shortly" here refers to time intervals on the order of 10 ns or less. 
Phosphorescence is a third phenomenon involving light emission, but in 
this case the molecules are left in a meta-stable state, and the emission 
may occur much later than the initiating event. 

Both inorganic and organic scintillators have been discovered. The 
scintillation process is different for the two groups. Inorganic crystals are 
usually grown with a small admixture of impurity centers. The most 
important example is NaI doped with thallium. The positive ions and 
electrons created by the incoming particle diffuse through the lattice and 
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are captured by the impurity centers [1,3,4]. Recombination produces 
an excited center, which emits light upon its return to the ground state. 
The light output is larger than that of the organic materials, but the 
electron migration through the crystal lattice results in a pulse (-- 1.5 f1.s) 
of much longer duration. The light output per unit absorbed energy of 
inorganic scintillators has a significant temperature dependence. 

NaI crystals are hygroscopic, so the counters must be protected from 
water vapor. The emission spectrum of a NaI(TI) crystal is significant over 
the range 340 - 490 nm. N aI scintillators are widely used as photon detec
tors because of their relatively high density and atomic number. Figure 
7.1 shows the photon linear attenuation coefficient for NaI. Some proper
ties of NaI, CsI, and bismuth germanate (BGO) are shown in Table 7.1. 
BGO is also finding acceptance for high resolution photon detection [5]. It 
has a radiation length of 1.12 cm, which is shorter than NaI, and it is 
nonhygroscopic. On the other hand, it is more expensive and has a smaller 
light output. 

The organic scintillators can be further subdivided into organic crys
tals, liquid scintillators, and plastic scintillators. The advantages of the 
organic materials include transparency to their own radiation, short 

10 

Figure 7.1 Linear attenuation coefficient ofNaI. (K) K absorption edge. 
(Data taken from J. Hubbell, National Bureau of Standards report 
NSRDS-NBS 29, 1969.) 
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decay times, emission spectra well matched to photomultipliers, and easy 
adapti bility. 

The scintillation mechanism in organic scintillators depends strongly 
on the molecular structure of the medium [1, 2, 6]. After the passage of a 
high energy particle many of the atoms in the scintillating medium will be 
excited into higher energy levels. Most of the excitation energy is given up 
in the form of heat and lattice vibrations. However, in a scintillator some 
of the excitation energy is released as radiation. The scintillation effi
ciency is defined to be the fraction of the deposited energy that appears as 
radiation. The absolute efficiency of even the best scintillators is quite 
low, 7% for NaI and 3.5% for anthracene, the best organic material. 
Deexcitation without the production of radiation is sometimes referred to 
as quenching. The presence of even minute quantities of impurities in the 
organic scintillator can lead to quenching and a consequent reduction in 
scintillation efficiency. 

Table 7.1. Properties of scintillators 

Relative Amax Decay 
light emission time Density 
output (nm) (ns) (g/cm 3) 

Inorganic crystals 
NaI(Tl) 230 415 230 3.67 
CsI(Tl) 250 560 900 4.51 
Bi4Ge30'2 (BGO) 23-86 480 300 7.13 

Organic crystals 
Anthracene 100 448 22 1.25 
Trans-stilbene 75 384 4.5 1.16 
Naphthalene 32 330-348 76-96 1.03 
p,p' -Quarterphenyl 94 437 7.5 1.20 

Primary activators 
2,5-Diphenyl-oxazole (PPO) 75 360-416 5a 

2-Phenyl-5-( 4-biphenylyl)-
1,3,4-oxadiazole (PBD) 96 360-5 

4,4"-Bis(2-butyloctyloxy)-p-
quaterphenyl (BIBUQ) 60 365,393 l.30b 

a 4g/1 in xylene. 
b 65 gil in toluene. 
Source: E. Schram, Orgi:mic Scintillation Detectors, New York: Elsevier, 1963; D. 
Ritson (ed.), Techniques of High Energy Physics, New York: Interscience, 1961; 
P. Pavlopoulos et ai., Nuc. Instr. Meth. 197: 331, 1982; Catalog, Nuclear Enter
prises Inc.; M. Moszynski and B. Bengtson, Nuc. Instr. Meth. 158: 1, 1979; B. 
Bengtson and M. Moszynski, Nuc. Instr. Meth. 204: 129, 1982; H. Grassmann, E. 
Lorenz, and H.-G. Moser, Nuc. Instr. Meth. 228: 323, 1985. 
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The light emission is governed by the electronic transitions in the mole
cule [2]. The electronic levels have a typical energy spacing of -- 4 e V. The 
vibrational levels of the molecule (IlE -- 0.2 e V) also playa role. Elec
trons in high levels typically deexcite to the lowest excited state without 
emission of radiation. 

The emitted light is not self-absorbed because of the differing shapes of 
the excited and ground state energy levels as a function of interatomic 
spacing. We show in Fig. 7.2 the ground state and excited vibrational 
energy levels of a molecule. The Frank - Condon principle states that the 
atoms in a molecule do not change their internuclear distances during an 
electronic transition [2]. Thus transition (A -+ B) from the ground state to 
the excited state occurs with no change in interatomic distance. The 
molecule finds itself out of equilibrium with its surroundings and quickly 
loses vibrational energy to the lattice arriving at level CD. After a short 
period of time the molecule will decay to some vibrational level of the 
ground state (D -+ E). It then falls to the ground state by interacting with 
the lattice. The net result is that the molecule absorbs photons corre-

Figure 7.2 Molecular potential energy versus interatomic spacing. 

interatomic spacing 
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sponding to the transition A ~ B and later emits lower energy photons 
corresponding to the transition D ~ E. 

The random excitation of scintillator material leads to an exponential 
time dependence for photon emission. 

n(t) = k(1- e-t!T) (7.1) 

where r is a decay time characteristic of the material. Many materials have 
a prompt decay when most of the light is emitted, together with a smaller, 
long time constant decay. The density of ionization can influence the time 
dependence of light emission in some media. 

The amount oflight produced for a given energy loss is not constant but 
depends on the production of quenching centers. These are activated 
molecules raised to excited vibrational levels. The number of produced 
photons roughly follows the equation [4] 

nodE/dx 
n= 1 + BdE/dx 

(7.2) 

where B and no are constants and dE/dx is the ionization energy loss. The 
parameter B is sometimes referred to as the a to p ratio. Note that the light 
output saturates for large energy losses. 

All organic scintillators contain a benzene ring in their structure. The 
organic crystals have the highest scintillation efficiency. Except for special 
applications, they are used as solutes in liquid and plastic scintillators. 
The scintillation efficiency, decay times, and wavelength of maximum 
emission of some organic crystals are contained in Table 7.1. The most 
efficient crystal is anthracene, which consists ofthree condensed benzene 
rings. Scintillation efficiencies are often quoted relative to an anthracene 
standard. 

In a liquid scintillator an organic crystal (solute) is dissolved in a sol
vent. A typical concentration might be 3 gil. Fortunately, although most 
interactions occur with the more numerous solvent molecules, it is possi
ble for a large fraction of the deposited energy to be transferred to the 
solute. The scintillation efficiency depends on the solvent used. For exam
ple, xylene and toluene give good relative pulse heights with a PPO solute 
[2]. The scintillator BIBUQ dissolved in toluene has the best time resolu
tion (-- 85 ps) of any scintillator currently available [7]. 

Liquid scintillator can be formulated especially for photon or neutron 
detection. Addition of cadmium or boron can increase the efficiency for 
neutron detection. Liquid scintillator is sometimes useful in large volume 
applications, such as the active element in large calorimeters. 
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Usually the efficiency of a scintillator can be increased by adding a 
secondary solute (wavelength shifter) at about 1 % the concentration of the 
primary solute. The purpose of the wavelength shifter is to lower the 
self-absorption of the light emission and to produce an output that is well 
matched to the spectral acceptance ofthe photomultiplier tube. POPOP is 
a commonly used wavelength shifter for this purpose. Table 7.2 lists the 
peaks of the emission and absorption spectra of PO POP and some other 
common wavelength shifters. Figure 7.3 shows measurements of the ab
sorption spectra of wavelength shifter materials. A second important use 
for wavelength shifters is in the light collection systems oflarge scintillator 
calorimeters [8]. 

Plastic scintillators are similar in composition to liquids. Polystyrene 
and polyvinyl toluene are commonly used base plastics, which take the 
place of the solvent in liquid scintillator. Most plastic scintillators have a 
density around 1.03 g/cm 3 and an index of refraction of 1.58. They are 
rugged, easy to machine, and available in large sizes. Important properties 
of some commercial plastic scintillators are shown in Table 7.3. The 
emission spectrum for the NE-102A plastic scintillator shown in Fig. 7.4 
peaks around 420 nm. Recently more economical plastic scintillators 
using a poly methyl methacrylate base have been developed for large vol
ume applications, such as for calorimeters [9]. 

Plastic scintillators have a fast response time, making them useful for 
triggering. However, they have rather poor spatial resolution. With aging 
and mishandling they may suffer minute surface cracking (crazing), 

Table 7.2. Wavelength shifters 

POPOP 1,4-di-(2-(5-phenyl-oxa-
zolyl»benzene 

BBQ 
BBOT 2,5-bis(5-tert-butylbenzoxa-

zolyl(2') )thiophene 
Dimethyl-POPOP 1 ,4-di-(2-( 4-methyl-5-

phenyl-oxazolyl»benzene 
bis-MSB p-bis(o-methylstyryl)benzene 

A,bs Aemis 
(nm) (nm) 

360 
382-430 

375-398 

370 
367 

415-420 
500-505 

432 

425-430 
416-425 

Source: Nuclear Enterprises, Inc.; C. Woody and R. Johnson, Brookhaven Na
tional Laboratory report OG-755, 1984; V. Eckardt et aI., Nuc. Instr. Meth. 155: 
389, 1978; F. Klawonn et aI., Nuc. Instr. Meth. 195: 483, 1982; Catalog, National 
Diagnostics, Somerville, NJ. 
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Figure 7.3 The absorption spectra of wavelength shifters. POPOP and 
BBOT: 20 mg/I in toluene, 3 mm; BBQ: in plastic, 2 mm. (Data taken 
from C. Woody and R. Johnson, Brookhaven report OG755, 1984.) 
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which diminishes their light collection efficiency. Any large scintillator is 
affected by attenuation of the scintillation light traveling through the 
counter. The distance for the light intensity to fall to l/eofits initial value 
is called the attenuation length and is typically on the order of 1 m. 

Plastic scintillator may also be obtained in the form of thin (1 - 4-mm
diameter) optical fibers. Such scintillators may prove useful for a fine
grained hodoscope in a high rate environment. The scintillator is clad 
with a thin layer of material with a lower index of refraction than the 
scintillator. Encouraging results were obtained with scintillator clad with 
200 f..l.m of heat-cured silicone [10]. The major problems are in finding a 
suitable method for readout and in deterioration from handling. 

The scintillation process also occurs in pure noble gases [11] . Atoms 
excited by the energy loss of a passing particle may dissipate - 20% of the 
excitation energy through the emission of ultraviolet light. The emission 

Table 7.3. Properties of common plastic scintillators 

Lighta A max 
b 

Type output (nm) 

NE 102A 58-70 423 
NE 104 68 406 
NE 104B 59 406 
NEI10 60 434 
NEllI 40-55 375 
NE 114 42-50 434 
Pilot B 60-68 408 
Pilot F 64 425 
Pilot U 58-67 391 
BC404 68 408 
BC 408 64 425 
BC420 64 391 
ND 100 60 434 
ND 120 65 423 
ND 160 68 408 

a Percentage of anthracene. 

Attenuationc 

length 
(cm) 

250 
120 
120 
400 
8 
350-400 
125 
300 
100-140 

400 
250 
125 

b Wavelength of maximum emission. 
c 1/ e length. 
d Main component. 

Risetime 
(ns) 

0.9 
0.6-0.7 
1 
1.0 
0.13-0.4 

-1.0 
0.7 
0.9 
0.5 
0.7 
0.9 
0.5 

Decayd Pulse 
time FWHM 
(ns) (ns) 

2.2-2.5 2.7 -3.2 
1.7-2.0 2.2-2.5 
3.0 3 
2.9-3.3 4.2 
1.3-1.7 1.2-1.6 
4.0 5.3 
1.6-1.9 2.4-2.7 
2.1 3.0-3.3 
1.4-1.5 1.2-1.9 
1.8 2.2 
2.1 -2.5 
1.5 1.3 
3.3 3.3 
2.4 2.7 
1.8 2.7 

Source: Catalog, Nuclear Enterprises; Catalog, Bicron Corporation; Catalog, Na
tional Diagnostics; M. Moszynski and B. Bengtson, Nuc. Instr. Meth. 158: 1, 
1979; G. D'Agostini et aI., Nucl. Instr. Meth. 185: 49, 1981. 
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spectra consist of a sharp peak near the threshold, together with a much 
broader continuum enhancement. Table 7.4 lists the threshold wave
length of the emission spectra and a rough estimate of the center of the 
enhanced portion of the spectrum. The continuum portion of the spec
trum results from transitions from vibrationally excited states to the 
ground state. The emission spectrum is practically independent of the 
type of incident particle but is strongly affected by the gas pressure. 

Another class of scintillating material is scintillation glass. Type SCG 1-
C scintillation glass contains about 43% BaO as a high Z material [12]. A 
small percentage ofCe20 3 added to the glass produces scintillation light 
directly and absorbs any Cerenkov light in the glass and reemits it at a 
longer wavelength. It has a radiation length of 4.35 cm and a fluorescent 
decay time of -- 70 ns. Scintillation glass may be preferable to lead glass in 
certain calorimeter applications. It produces about 5 times as much light 
as SF5 lead glass and has better radiation resistance. The measured energy 
deposition was linear for 2 - 17 -Ge V positrons [12]. The energy resolution 
was a/ E = 1.64% + 1. 13%/JE, compared to typical lead glass resolution 
a/E= 1% + 4.5%/v'E. Scintillation glass can be used in more extreme 
environmental conditions than other scintillators, although it is sensitive 
to the presence of ultraviolet radiation. 

7.2 Light collection 
Once the scintillator light has been produced, it must be effi

ciently transported to the face of a photomultiplier tube. This is often one 
of the more difficult aspects of designing a scintillation counter. Photo
multipler tubes (PMTs) cannot operate in a high magnetic field, and so it 
may be necessary to locate the tube a large distance from the scintillator. 
The scintillator often covers a much larger area than the photocathode 

Table 7.4. Scintillation of pure noble gases 

Gas 

He 
Ne 
Ar 
Kr 
Xe 

Threshold wavelength (nm) 

60.0 
74.4 

106.7 
123.6 
147.0 

"Center" wavelength (nm) 

75 
82 

125 
150 
172 

Source: A. Breskin et aI., Nuc. Instr. Meth. 161: 19, 1979; Y. Tanaka, A. Jursa, 
and F. LeBlanc, J. Opt. Soc. Am. 48: 304, 1958. 
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surface of the tube. In some applications it may be required to collect light 
uniformly over the entire scintillator volume. 

Light is directed to the tube by using either a light guide or a fluorescent 
converter. Light guides are usually constructed from plastic, although for 
certain applications the light is sometimes propagated through an en
closed volume of air to the PMT. The light travels down the guide via total 
internal reflection. On the other hand, a fluorescent converter contains a 
wavelength shifter, which absorbs the incident radiation and reemits it 
isotropically at longer wavelengths. The light guides collect light more 
efficiently, but the fluorescent converters are more useful for providing a 
compact readout in large area applications. 

Let us first consider a rectanglular slab of scintillator or wavelength 
shifter bar. Light will be emitted isotropically from the scintillator. When 
the emitted light strikes a surface, total internal reflection will occur for 
incident angles greater than the critical angle ee, given by 

sin ee = no/n (7.3) 

where n (no) is the index of refraction for the medium in (outside of) which 
the light is traveling. For simplicity, we take the outside medium to be air, 
so that sin e e = 1/ n. The angle e e is measured with respect to the normal to 
the surface. The higher the value of n for the material, the smaller the 
critical angle, and the greater the range of incident angles that undergo 
total internal reflection. 

The fraction of the emitted light transmitted via total internal reflection 
in one direction along the slab is 

f = 4171: LU' 271: sin e de 
(7.4) 

=~(I-~~n2-1) 
Note that this result is independent of the slab dimensions. For typical 
plastic scintillator with n = 1.58, Eq. 7.4 givesf= 0.113. 

An improvement in light transmission in small counters can be 
achieved by using a reflector on the end of the scintillator opposite to the 
collection direction. This subject has been studied in detail by Keil [13]. 
The reflectors may be either specular or diffuse and may be in direct 
contact with the medium or separated by a small air gap. Reflectors on the 
other four sides of the slab will in general have a much smaller influence 
on the collection efficiency. 

For specular reflectors, such as aluminum foil, the emitted light frac
tion collected (neglecting attenuation) is increased to 
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J~=(I+R)J (7.5) 

where R is the reflectivity. The superscript "air" means that the output 
face of the scintillator is connected to the next stage of the light collection 
system via an air gap. This equation holds for both direct and separated 
coupling to the reflector, although the case with a small reflector gap 
generally gives better results. If the output edge is coupled to the following 
stage using an optical contact medium, such as silicon oil, the emitted 
light fraction is increased. When using a diffuse reflector, such as Ti02 

paint, in direct contact with the scintillating medium, there is no longer 
any correlation between the directions of the light rays before and after the 
reflection. 

Measurements of the effect of a specular surface on the light collection 
is shown in Fig. 7.5. The relative pulse height and uniformity of response 
is much better using total internal reflection than when the reflections 
take place off a vacuum deposited aluminum surface [14]. An exception 
to this occurs for the scintillator surface opposite from the PMT. 

Plastic counters are loosely wrapped with aluminum foil to capture 
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Figure 7.5 Relative light collection from a test scintillator using (T) 
totally reflecting surfaces and (S) vacuum-deposited aluminum surface. 
The inset shows the test counter dimensions in centimeters. (After D. 
Crabb, A. Dean, J. McEwen, and R. Ott, Nuc. Instr. Meth. 45: 301, 
1966.) 
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light that does not undergo total internal reflection and escapes from the 
surface. The counter is made light tight by wrapping black tape over the 
foil. 

The intensity of light traveling through scintillator or plastic guides 
roughly follows a relation of the form 

I(x) = IOsexp(-x/ds) + IOlexp(- x/d\) (7.6) 

where the characteristic distances ds and d\ are properties of the material. 
The attenuation results from atomic absorption and scattering from sur
face imperfections, such as scratches or microscopic cracks. Short wave
length light « 360 nm) is strongly absorbed in plastics. This absorption 
gives rise to the short distance attenuation characterized by ds • The atten
uation of the remaining longer wavelength light is then characterized 
byd\. 

When the cross section of the scintillator differs significantly from that 
of the face of the PMT, it is necessary for most light rays to undergo a series 
of reflections in a light guide before arriving at the tube. The presence of 
the light guide improves the homogeneity of response of the scintillator 
[13]. Light guides are typically constructed from acrylic plastics such as 
lucite. Three light pipe constuctions are illustrated in Fig. 7.6. The rectan
gular (RT) connection is used for small pieces of scintillator [15]. In the 
fishtail (FT) arrangement the light pipe is gradually deformed from the 

Figure 7.6 Types of light guides: (RT) rectangular, (FT) "fish tail," 
(TW) two twisted strips. The bottom figure shows a photomultiplier 
tube assembly (PM) with base (B), standard coupling piece oflightguide 
(L), mu metal shield (dotted lines), and soft iron shield (I). (After G. 
D'Agostini et ai., Nuc. Instr. Meth. 185: 49, 1981.) 
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shape of the scintillator edge to the shape of the photomultiplier window. 
In the twisted pipe (TW) arrangement the rectangular shape of the scintil
lator edge is transformed into a square approximately the size of the PMT 
with a large number of smaller twisted pieces. The twisted arrangement is 
generally the most efficient. 

Liouville's theorem presents a fundamental limitation on the transmis
sion oflight through the pipe [16]. The theorem requires that the light flux 
per unit solid angle not increase while propagating in the pipe. This has 
the consequence that the maximum fraction oflight that can be transmit
ted is Apm/Ase, where Apm (Ase) is the area of the photomultiplier face 
(scintillator edge) and Apm <A se . 

The light collection efficiency may be improved by using a light collect
ing cone [17, 18]. Figure 7.7 shows the construction of a Winston cone, 
which is commonly used before the PMT in Cerenkov counters. The cone 
is designed to optically focus light at angles up to emax with respect to the 
optical axis onto a focus on the PMT face. The surface of the collector is a 

Figure 7.7 Geometry of the Winston cone. The face of the PMT lies 
along t. Half of a section of the cone is shown with hash marks. The 
3-dimensional cone is made by revolving the hashed surface around the 
optical axis OA. 
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parabola in the primed coordinate system and is given by the equation 

r«())= 1+sin()max t (7.7) 
1 - cos( () + () max) 

where t is the diameter of the PMT and ()max is the maximum accepted 
angular divergence. The length of the cone is 

L= 1+csc()max t (7.8) 
2 tan ()max 

while the opening of the collector is 

T= t/sin ()max (7.9) 

Light guides are usually connected optically to the PMT with grease or 
cement with an index of refraction greater than that of the light guide, so 
that there is no total internal reflection from the PMT window. 

7.3 Photomultiplier tubes 
The great utility of scintillation counters is made possible by 

photomultiplier tubes (PMT), which convert the scintillator light and 
amplify it into an electrical pulse suitable for use with decision making, 
fast electronics. A schematic of a PMT is shown in Fig. 7.8. We shall 
discuss the characteristics of a typical tube, the RCA 8575. Properties of 
this and some other commercially available photomultiplier tubes are 
given in Table 7.5. 

The incident light from the scintillator or light guide falls upon a semi
transparent photocathode. The surface is coated with a material that has a 
low work function in order to facilitate the emission of electrons from the 
photocathode by the photoelectric effect. A bialkalai material such as 
K-Cs-Sb is commonly used. The number of emitted electrons per incident 
photon, or quantum efficiency, is shown in Fig. 7.9. The quantum effi
ciency for this tube peaks in the near ultraviolet part of the spectrum and 
falls offin the visible region. Figure 7.9 also shows the absolute responsiv
ity S (or radiant sensitivity) of the photocathode. This expresses the pho
toelectric current in terms of the incident radiant power. The two quanti
ties are related by the expression QE (%) = 123.95S(mA/W)/),(nm). The 
number of photons reaching the photocathode surface also depends on 
the type of window material used in the tube. Fused silica can extend the 
accepted wavelength interval several hundred nanometers below that of 
normal borosilicate glass. 

The emitted photoelectrons are accelerated and focused onto the first 
dynode of the tube. The tube has a number of dynodes made of materials 
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with large secondary emission (e.g., Cu-Be or BeO). Typically four elec
trons may be emitted for each incident electron. The multiplication con
tinues for many stages before the current is collected at the anode. The 
overall amplification of a 12-stage tube is then several 10 7 • The exact 
amplification depends critically on the high voltage applied between the 
dynodes. The RCA 8575 pulse has a typical risetime of 3 ns and a transit 
time of 40 ns with 1800 V between the anode and the cathode. 

Figure 7.8 Schematic diagram of the RCA 8575 photomultiplier tube. 
(Courtesy of RCA, New Products Division, Lancaster, PA.) 
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Table 7.5. Some common photomultiplier tubes 

Quantum 
Useful A, peak efficiency 
diameter Gain response at peak Risetime 
(mm) (X 106) (nm) (%) (ns) 

EMI 9807B 46 6.7 390 27 2 
9826B 13 3.3 350 20 2.2 
9829B 46 6.7 390 29 2 
9839B 45 6.7 390 27 3 

Hammamatsu R647-01 10 1 420 25 2.3 
R1449 460 10 420 22 18 
R1635 8 1 420 24 0.8 

RCA 8575 46 14 385 31 2.5 
8850 46 14 385 31 2.5 
8854 114 40 400 27 3 
C31024 46 5 400 30 l.5 

Phillips 
(Amperex) XP 2020 44 30 400 26 l.5 

XP 2041 110 30 400 26 2.0 
XP 2230 44 30 400 26 l.6 
56AVP 44 437 17 2.1 

Source: Thorn EMI Gencom, Inc., Plainview, NY; Hammamatsu Corp., Middlesex, NJ; RCA, Electro-optics, Lancaster, PA; Amperex 
Electronics Corp., Hicksville, NY. 
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Some relevant consideration of tube performance include the photo
cathode size, the spectral sensitivity, uniformity of response over the 
photocathode surface, and pulse spread for different electron trajectories. 
Some tubes are specially designed to have greater response in the ultravio
let region and may use quartz entrance windows. Two other important 
effects are afterpulsing and dark current. Afterpulsing arises when an ion 
from the residual gas in the tube or from one of the dynodes makes it back 

Figure 7.9 Spectral response characteristics of the RCA 8575 photo
multiplier tube. (Courtesy of RCA, New Products Division, Lancaster, 
PA.) 
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to the photocathode and initiates a second pulse. Dark current is the 
current in the tube when no input light is present. This arises chiefly from 
the thermal emission of electrons from the photocathode. Other sources 
include induced radioactivity, scintillation, and Cerenkov processes in 
the glass envelope of irradiated tubes [19] and potential differences be
tween the glass envelope and photocathode. An electrostatic shield or 
mylar insulation is sometimes used to prevent current from flowing 
through the glass. 

The high voltage distribution system is basically a resistor divider net
work. A typical circuit is shown in Fig. 7.10. Capacitances are used with 
the last dynodes to help maintain the high voltages. The current flowing 
through the divider to each dynode is the source of the additional elec
trons that enter the PMT pulse. Limitations on this current can cause the 
linearity of the tube to decrease for high incident light fluxes. In this case 
not enough current is available, and the amplification drops off. This 
effect can be reduced by connecting special high current sources to the last 
dynode stages. The high voltage supply must be very stable if the tube 
amplification is to remain constant. The high voltage setting may be 
determined with the aid of a small radioactive source by looking at the 
output pulses from the tube on a scope or pulse height analyzer. Often 
small "button" sources are wrapped inside the counter next to the scintil
lator. This allows convenient checking of the tube's gain. 

PMTs should not be operated in a high helium environment since the 
gas can permeate the tube. When used continuously at a high current, the 
tube fatigues and loses amplification. The gain can usually be restored 
after a quiescent period. 

Photomultiplier tubes are very sensitive to the presence of magnetic 
fields, which upset the delicate focusing conditions in the tube. For this 
reason, the tube is usually surrounded by a high permeability "mu metal" 
shield. Magnetic flux lines in the vicinity of the tube tend to be funneled 
into the shield. The shielding effect is enhanced by leaving a small gap 
between the tube and the shield. The shield should extend at least one 
shield diameter beyond the photocathode. For very strong magnetic fields 
multiple layers of shielding may be necessary. The outermost shield 
should be made of soft iron, which has a large saturation induction [19]. 

7.4 Performance 
The most common use of scintillation counters is for triggering. 

The signals from the scintillators can be used by the fast electronics to 
decide whether to activate other apparatus, such as drift chambers, and 
whether to record the information from the event. Because of random 



Figure 7.10 Typical photomultiplier tube base circuit. (Courtesy of 
RCA, New Products Division, Lancaster, PA.) 
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tube noise, the signal from the scintillation counter is required to arrive in 
coincidence with the signal from another element. Sometimes a scintilla
tor signal may be required in anticoincidence with another signal. This is 
the case, for example, with a hole counter in a beamline, where we wish to 
eliminate particles in the beam halo. Anticounters could also be used 
around the target region when we wish to ensure the production of neutral 
particles. 

A scintillator can be used to measure the differential energy loss dE/dx 
of particles. For small momenta the light output is proportional to the 
deposited energy. Gamma ray energies can be efficiently measured in NaI 
crystal scintillators. The high Z facilitates conversion into electron pairs 
that shower in the crystal. Liquid scintillators are commonly used as 
neutron detectors. The neutron interacts in the material, and charged 
particles that are produced initiate the scintillator light. 

Important properties of scintillation counters include the efficiency, 
energy resolution, spatial resolution, and time resolution. We will discuss 
the first three items in this section and timing in the following section. The 
efficiency of a counter is ultimately determined by the number of photo
electrons emitted from the photocathode of the PMT. As an example, 
assume that we have a l-cm-thick plastic scintillation counter. A mini
mum ionizing particle loses approximately 1.7 Me V /cm due to ionization 
while traversing the scintillator. Typically one photon of scintillation light 
will be emitted per 100 eV of deposited energy. This corresponds to a 
conversion of - 2% of the ionization energy to scintillation light. Thus, 
17,000 photons should be emitted in the scintillator. 

A number oflosses prevent all of these photons from being detected by 
the phototube. Some of the light is attenuated in the scintillator and light 
guide. For example, NE-102 has an attenuation length of250 cm. Much 
of the light strikes the edges at less than the critical angle and escapes, 
although some of this light is returned after reflection from the aluminum 
foil wrapping. Assuming a 10% light collection efficiency gives 1700 pho
tons in our example, and assuming a quantum efficiency - 25% for the 
tube, about 400 of the photons will produce photoelectrons. 

Rough design values 
Energy loss in plastic = 2 MeV/cm 
Scintillation efficiency = 1 photon/lOO eV 
Collection efficiency = 0.10 (large counter) 
Quantum efficiency = 0.25 
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In the preceding example we calculated the expected or mean number 
of photoelectrons. The actual number will follow a Poisson probability 
distribution. The probability that no photoelectron is emitted is 

Pr(O) = e- ii (7.10) 

In our example this is e-4OO ~ 1 so that the counter is practically 100% 
efficient. Conversely, if we have measured the efficiency e ofa counter, we 
can make a crude estimate of the number of emitted photoelectrons from 
the relation 

l-e=e- ii 

so that 

n= -In(l-e) (7.11) 

Now let us consider several examples of the performance of actual 
counters. Mount et al. [20] constructed a set of highly efficient scintilla
tion counters for use as veto counters at the CERN SPS. The inefficiency 
was made smaller than 10-6 by designing counters that could provide at 
least 14 photoelectrons per particle and by using burst guard discrimina
tors. The amount of accidental vetoing was minimized by shortening the 
photomultiplier pulse with a resistive clip. 

The energy resolution of a scintillation counter is usually determined 
by sampling the output pulses of the counter with a pulse height analyzer. 
The energy resolution !1E/E is defined as 

!1E/E=!1M/M=(n)-1/2 (7.12) 

where M is the channel number of the signal peak and !1Mis the FWHM 
of the peak. The second equality follows from the assumption of Poisson 
statistics. 

Scintillation counters have poor spatial resolution compared with other 
detectors, such as proportional or drift chambers. The best spatial resolu
tion with scintillation counters occurs when many narrow counters are 
used in parallel. Such an arrangement is referred to as a scintillation 
hodoscope. Aubert et al. [21] have constructed a fine grained hodoscope 
for use in a beam at the CERN SPS. Each plane consisted of sixty 2-mm
wide counters. The spacing was chosen to match the resolution of the 
experimental apparatus in determining the vertex position. The length of 
each counter was determined by the beam size. The thickness of the 
counters was chosen to be 4 mm, so that the efficiency of the counter 
would exceed 99%. The counters were placed in two slightly overlapping 
planes to eliminate dead spaces due to the counter wrapping. 

Long counters often use a PMT on each end. In this case measurements 
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of the pulse height at the bottom (B) and top (T) can be used to estimate 
the position of the particle trajectory along the counter and in some cases 
the particle energy. Because of the exponential attenuation of the light 
traveling from the source to the ends, the position of the source above the 
counter midplane is 

yrxln(T/B) 

In the region of relativistic rise, where dE/dxexE, we have 

Eex(BT)I/2 

(7.13 ) 

(7.14 ) 

Measurements of these quantities shown in Fig. 7.11 agree nicely with 
expectations. 

As systems of scintillator hodoscopes or calorimeters become larger 
and larger, there are increasing problems with monitoring the pulse height 
and relative timing of each counter. These signals may drift or fail entirely 
over a period of time. For this reason, many large experiments have 
developed monitoring systems using LED pulsers or lasers that periodi
cally test the response of all the counters to a known input pulse. Berglund 
et al. [22] have constructed a laser calibration system for use at CERN. 
They used an N2 laser that produced -10 14 photons in a 3-ns pulse. The 
light was directed into a bundle of one hundred and sixty 20-m-Iong 
optical fibers. The large number of produced photons is necessary because 
the solid angle for entering a given fiber is very small. The pulse to pulse 
light variation entering the fiber was ± 10%. The fibers were first cut to 
equal lengths and the delays measured. They were then cut a second time 
according to the measured delays. The final output of the fibers had a 
150-ps (rms) time spread and 19% (rms) amplitude variation. 

7.5 Timing applications 
One of the important applications of scintillation counters is the 

measurement of time intervals at the nanosecond level. The resolution of 
a time interval measurement may be determined using the simple appa
ratus shown in Fig. 7.12. Two small counters S 1 and S2 are used for 
triggering the system. Coincidences between S 1 and S2 are used as a gate 
for an ADC and as a start signal for a TDC. The counter S3, which is being 
measured, is placed between S 1 and S2. The anode pulse from the PMT is 
discriminated and used to stop the TDC. The dynode signal is linearly 
inverted and then sent to an ADC. The measured pulse height can be used 
to correct the TDC for slewing. The FWHM of the resulting spectrum of 
time intervals is a measure of the time resolution of the system. 

Two groups of effects are mainly responsible for the time spread in 
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Figure 7.11 Position and energy information derived from a scintillator 
with tubes at the bottom (B) and top (T). (After C. Bromberg et at., Nuc. 
Phys. B 171: 1, 1980.) 
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scintillation counter signals [23, 24]. The first group of limitations are 
concerned with variations in the time at which the detector responds to 
the radiation. Effects due to the scintillator include time variations in the 
energy transfer from the radiation to the optical levels of the scintillator 
and the finite decay time of the light emitting state. There are variations in 
transit time through the light collector. The resolution should be im
proved if only the light emitted straight to the PMT is utilized. This 
corresponds to the first part of the light pulse. This effect is one of the main 
reasons that small counters have significantly better time resolution (- 50 
ps) than do large ones (- 250 ps). Effects due to the PMT include varia
tions in the transit time from the photocathode to the first dynode due to 
the spread in initial photoelectron velocities and the location of the pho
toelectron emission on the photocathode and variations in electron am
plification in the tube. 

y 

Figure 7.12 A simple arrangement for timing resolution measurements. 
(Sl-S3) scintillation counters, (0) discriminator, (C) coincidence unit, 
(LI) linear inverter, (a) anode signal, (d) dynode signal, (g) AOC gate, (s) 
TOC start. 
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The photomultiplier transit time spread can be minimized by increas
ing the voltage between the photocathode and first dynode. A significant 
improvement in the time resolution of some tubes can also be obtained by 
taking the output pulse from an intermediate dynode stage instead of the 
anode [7]. This apparently results from the fact that electrons traveling 
from the next to last to the last dynode induce a signal on the anode of 
some tubes. The anode signal then consists of the directly collected charge 
plus the induced signal, resulting in a broadened pulse. 

The second group oflimitations are due to the electronics circuits used 
to process the PMT pulse. Some form of discriminator must be used to 
pick off a time from the pulse. The manner in which this is done can make 
a significant contribution to the timing resolution. Additional contribu
tions come from electronic drift and thermal variations of the signal cable 
propagation velocity. 

An important application of scintillation counters that makes use of 
their excellent timing capabilities is in time of flight (TOF) systems. This 
technique has been used for low momentum particles to help extract a 
signal from the background. For example, the TOF of the recoil proton in 
elastic scattering is correlated with its kinetic energy [25]. A scatter plot of 
the two quantities reveals a heavy band due to the protons over a scattered 

. background due to accidentals. A cut around this band can be used to help 
purify the elastic scattering data sample. 

A second and more common use of the TOF technique is to identify 
particle masses [26]. Imagine two scintillation counters separated by a 
distance L. A relativistic particle with momentum p will traverse the 
distance between the counters at a rate (c= 1) 

t/ L = (3333/p)(p2 + m2)'/2 ps/m (7.15) 

There will be a TOF difference for two equal momentum particles that 
have different masses. The time difference per flight path L is given by 

(t,-t2)/L = 1667(mf-mD/p2 ps/m (7.16) 

Figure 7.13 shows the time separation per meter between p and K, 
p and 1C, and K and 1C as a function of momentum. We note first of all that 
the time difference is very small. Even with a long 10-m flight path, the 
time difference between a I-GeV/cpion andkaon is only 3.8 ns. The other 
important feature is that the time separation decreases like the square of 
the momentum. This limits the usefulness of this means of particle iden
tification to momenta below ~4 GeV/c. Nevertheless, a large fraction of 
charged particles are produced with low momentum, even at the high 
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energy accelerators. This method of particle identification is limited by 
the maximum permissible flight path, the timing resolution, and by sys
tematic errors for large systems of counters. 

A measured TOF spectrum for 1.4-GeV/c 1C and K is shown in Fig. 
7.14. The arrival time of a scintillator signal is found to be related to its 
pulse height by [26] 

(7.17) 

where T is the corrected time, t is the measured time, a is the pulse height, 
ao is a reference pulse height, x/v is a position correction due to the finite 
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Figure 7.13 The time difference per unit flight path for nK, Kp, and 7tp 

as a function of momentum . 
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time required for light to travel a distance x with effective velocity D, and K 
is a free parameter. Note in Fig. 7.14 how the TOF distribution is sharp
ened with the application of the pulse height correction. 

In timing applications attention must be paid to the risetime and 
FWHM of the light pulses created in the scintillator. Special scintillators 
such as NE-lll have been formulated especially for fast timing purposes. 
PMTs should be chosen to have as small a time jitter as possible. It has also 
been found that it is beneficial not to cover the entire counter with alumi
num foil [15]. This reduces the overall efficiency, but the loss comes at the 
expense of slow photons, which make the pulse height correction less 
precise. The time resolution is found to be proportional to (L/Ne) 112 , 

where L is the length of the counter and Ne is the mean number of 
expected photoelectrons [26]. 

It is fairly common for TOF systems to be incorporated in particle 
spectrometers. For example, the TASSO spectrometer at PETRA con
tains a large TOF array for low momentum particle identification [27]. 
There are a total of96 separate 1.6-m-high by 33-cm-wide NE-IlO scin
tillation counters. The start time originates from electrostatic pickups 
inside the beampipe, which signal a beam - beam crossing. Each counter 
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Figure 7.14 Time of flight spectra for 1.4-GeV/c 7r and K. Solid lines: 
raw data. Dashed lines: data corrected for signal pulse height. (After G. 
D'Agostini et al., Nuc. Instr. Meth. 185: 49, 1981.) 
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is viewed from both ends by EMI 9807B PMTs. The signal from each tube 
is fed into an AOC and a TOe. System operation is monitored using LED 
and spark gap, optical fiber arrangements. The flight path from the inter
action point to the counters was 5.7 m. However, at a point approximately 
one-third of the way along this path, the particles had to pass through the 
coils of the TASSO magnet. The resolution of the system was - 450 ps, 
including a large contribution due to the multiple scattering of the parti
cles passing through the magnet coil. 

The MARK III detector at SPEAR used a 48-counter TOF system for 
particle identification up to 1.2 GeV/c particle momentum [28]. Each 
individual counter was 5 cm thick, 15.6 cm wide, and 318 cm long. The 
counters used Pilot F scintillator with XP2020 PMTs at both ends. The 
counters were mounted on the outer skin of the central drift chambers 
with a l-cm styrofoam separator and were located in a 4-kG magnetic 
field. The perpendicular distance of the counters from the beamline was 
- 1.1 m. The light guides passed through holes in the iron end yoke. The 
system was monitored using an N2 laser-optical fiber system. After all 
corrections were applied, the system achieved a time resolution of 170-
190 ps, depending on the type of particle reaction. 
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Exercises 

1. Find the critical angle for (a) a plastic scintillator-air interface, 
(b) a lucite-air interface, and (c) a plastic scintillator-Iucite in
terface. 

2. Consider a rectangular slab of scintillator. Show that a fraction 

It = [3(n2 - 1)l/2/n] - 2 
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of the isotropically emitted light inside the slab is reflected at all 
surfaces and is trapped inside the slab, provided that the index of 
refraction n ;;;.1.414. 

3. Estimate the attenuation length of the test scintillator used in Fig. 
7.5. 

4. Derive Eqs. 7.7, 7.8, and 7.9 for the Winston cone. 

5. Find the mean number of collected photoelectrons correspond
ing to a detection efficiency of99.9%. What is the probability of 
observing half this number of photoelectrons? 

6. Estimate how many photons are produced in a I-cm-thick plastic 
scintillator by (a) I-GeV/c protons, (b) 100-MeV/c protons, and 
(c) lO-GeV/c protons. 

7. Design a scintillation counter hodoscope for a hadron beamline 
with 106 particles/sec. and maximum extension of lOX 10 cm. 
Specify a commercially available scintillator and photomulti
plier. Make a sketch of the light guide. 

8. A plastic scintillator of length L has PMTs directly coupled to 
both sides. If a passing particle produces a normalized pulse 
height of 100 m V on the left and 60 m V on the right, find the 
position of the particle along the counter. How is the apparent 
position of the particle changed if there are light guides of length 
L/4 on each side with attenuation length ALG = 2Ase? 

9. What is the difference in flight times for 3-GeV muons and elec
trons over a 20-m path? 

10. What path length would be required to identify I-GeV/c pions 
from kaons at the 90% confidence level (- 3 a) using time of 
flight if the timing resolution is 250 ps? 



8 
Cerenkov counters 

The Cerenkov (or Cherenkov) effect occurs when the velocity of a charged 
particle traversing a dielectric medium exceeds the velocity oflight in that 
medium. A small number of photons will be emitted at a fixed angle, 
which is determined by the velocity of the particle and the index of 
refraction of the medium. The light may then be collected onto a photo
multiplier tube to form a counter. A threshold Cerenkov counter detects 
the presence of a particle whose velocity exceeds some minimum amount, 
while a differential Cerenkov counter can measure the velocity of a parti
cle within a certain range. Lead-glass Cerenkov counters are widely used 
for the detection of photons. 

8.1 The Cerenkov effect 
Early investigations of radioactivity had observed that radioac

tive substances produced a pale light when placed in certain liquids. The 
effect is named after the Russian physicist Cerenkov, who conducted a 
thorough investigation of the phenomenon in the 1930s. The Cerenkov 
effect occurs when the velocity of a charged particle exceeds the velocity of 
light in a dielectric medium (cln), where n is the index of refraction for the 
medium [1, 2]. Excited atoms in the vicinity of the particle become 
polarized and coherently emit radiation at a characteristic angle (), deter
mined from the relation 

cos () = 1/pn (8.1) 

withP> lin. 
The index of refraction of materials is a function of wavelength and 

temperature. Figure 8.1 shows the variation of n with wavelength for 
several materials. There is a general tendency for n to decrease with 
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increasing A. The variation dnl dA is referred to as dispersion. The disper
sion is largest in the ultraviolet (uv) portion of the spectrum. The variation 
with temperature is generally small, for example, dnl dT = - 15 X 10-61 
°C for BaF2 in the visible spectrum. 

Values of cos e as a function of the particle's velocity P are shown in Fig. 
8.2 for various values of n. Note that according to Eq. 8.1 there is a 
threshold velocity Pt = 1 In below which no light is emitted. As the particle 
velocity increases beyond Pt, the light is given off at larger and larger 
angles up to a maximum emax = cos-lOin) which occurs for P = 1. 

The threshold relation given above is strictly only true for an infinite 
radiator medium. In this case the angular distribution of emitted radia
tion is a delta function at the angle e. For finite radiation lengths a more 
complete treatment shows that the angular distribution contains second
ary minima and maxima [3]. However, in this discussion we will ignore 
any fine structure in the Cerenkov spectrum. 

The Huyghen's construction derivation ofEq. 8.1 is shown in Fig. 8.3. 
The positions of the particle and expanding spheres of radiation are 
shown for four instances of time. The tangent planes to the spheres repre
sent a plane electromagnetic wave propagating through the medium at an 
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Figure 8.1 Index of refraction of various materials as a function of 
wavelength. The vertical dashed line is the location of the sodium D line 
which is often used for quoting n values. (Data from American Institut; 
of Physics Handbook, 3rd ed., New York: McGraw-Hill, 1972.) 
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angle e with respect to the particle's trajectory. It can be seen that a 
coherent wavefront can be constructed when fi > fit but not when fi < fit. 

An explanation of the effect using classical electrodynamics was given 
in 1937 by Frank and Tamm [1, 2]. They considered an electron moving 
with constant velocity through a perfect, isotropic dielectric. All the prop
erties of the medium were encompassed in the dielectric constant or, 
equivalently, in the index of refraction. The solution of Maxwell's equa
tions for the case fin > 1 has the form of a traveling electromagnetic wave. 

The amount of energy emitted per unit length and per unit frequency 
interval dw by a particle with charge Ze is given by 

dE ZZr mcz ( 1) 
dx dw = ;z 1 - fizn z w (8.2) 

where re is the classical radius of the electron. Note that the emitted 
radiation increases linearly with the frequency wand with the square of 
the particle's charge. For the following discussion we consider singly 
charged particles. It is usually more convenient to express Eq. 8.2 in terms 
of the wavelength A of the radiation 
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dE_ Z zl( 1) 
dx dA - 4n romc .13 1 - fi2n2 (8.3) 

Figure 8.2 Cerenkov angle 8 versus particle velocity fJ for various values 
of the refractive index n. 
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The emitted energy is strongly peaked at short wavelengths. We can 
rewrite Eq. 8.3 in terms of the number N of emitted photons as 

dN 1( 1) 
dx d)' = 2na ).2 1 - p2n2 (8.4) 

where a is the fine structure constant. The total number of photons 
emitted per unit path length is 

dN r ( 1) d)' 
dx = 2na Jpn> 1 1 - P2n2().) }2 (8.5) 

Figure 8.3 Huyghen's construction of the expanding spherical wave
fronts at three instances of time. 
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In practice, the condition fin > 1 is only satisfied for the ultraviolet to near 
infrared portion of the electromagnetic spectrum. 

If the variation in n(A) is small over the wavelength region Al to A2, the 
energy emitted per unit length becomes 

- = 2n2r mc2sm20 - - -dE . (1 1) 
dx e Aj A~ 

(8.6) 

while the photon yield is 

- = 2na sm20 - - -dN . (1 1) 
dx Al A2 

(8.7) 

For example, using the wavelength interval 350-500 nm, corresponding 
roughly to the response range of photomultiplier tubes with Sb-Cs pho-

Table 8.1. Properties of liquid and solid radiators 

p 
Material Formula na (g/cm 3) 

FC-75 CgF160 1.276 1.76 
Water H2O 1.333 1.00 
I-Butanol C4H9OH 1.397 0.810 
Carbon tetrachloride CCl4 1.459 1.591 
Glycerol C3Hs(OHh 1.474 1.26 
Toluene C6HSCH3 1.494 0.867 
Styrene C6HsCHCH2 1.545 0.910 
Carbon disulfide CS2 1.628 1.263 
Diiodomethane CH212 1.749 3.325 
Lucite CSHg02 1.49 1.16-1.20 
Plastic scintillator 1.58 1.03 
Pilot 425 1.49 1.19 
Crystal quartz Si02 1.54 2.65 
Borosilicate glass 1.474 2.23 
Lithium fluoride LiF 1.392 2.635 
Barium fluoride BaF2 1.474 4.89 
Sodium iodide NaI 1.775 3.667 
Cesium iodide CsI 1.788 4.51 
Bismuth germanate Bi4Ge30 12 2.15 7.13 
Sodium chloride NaCi 1.544 2.165 
Silica aerogel n(Si02) 1 + 0.25p 0.1-0.3 

+ 2n(H2O) 

a For sodium light at 20-25°C. 
Source: Handbook o/Chemistry and Physics, 64th ed., Boca Raton: 
CRC Press, 1983; Particle Data Group, Rev. Mod. Phys. 56: S 1, 1984; 
American Institute 0/ Physics Handbook, 3rd ed., New York: 
McGraw-Hill, 1972; Catalog, Nuclear Enterprises. 
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tocathodes deposited on glass, we find 

dE/dx = 1180 sin2e eV/cm (8.8) 
dN/dx = 390 sin2e photons/em 

Indices of refraction of some common liquids and solids are given in 
Table 8.1. For a singly charged particle with P - 1 traversing water 
(n = 1.33), the Cerenkov angle is 41.2". This implies that 513 e V /cm is 
given off as Cerenkov radiation. Note that this is small compared to the 
- 2 MeV /cm ionization energy loss and 100 times weaker than the light 
output in plastic scintillator. On the average, 170 photons will be emitted 
per centimeter of path length. Examining Table 8.1, note that FC-75 is a 
fluorocarbon with the lowest index of refraction for a room temperature 
liquid. 

The Cerenkov light is emitted almost instantaneously. The angular 
distribution of the light intensity is approximately a J function at the 
Cerenkov angle. The actual distribution is broadened due to dispersion, 
energy loss of the particle, multiple scattering, and diffraction. 

8.2 Photon yield 
We have seen that an important aspect ofCerenkov radiation is 

the small light yield compared to a scintillation counter of comparable 
thickness. The small photon yield means that the pulses from the counter 
are small with large fluctuations. Thus, every effort must be made to 
collect as many photons as possible. Since the bulk of the deposited 
Cerenkov energy is in the ultraviolet portion ofthe spectrum, special steps 
can be taken to see that these photons are accepted. If we want to ensure 
that fluctuations in the number of photoelectrons emitted from the pho
tomultiplier do not playa significant role in determining the efficiency of 
the counter, then the counter should be designed so that at least 20 
photoelectrons are emitted per particle. 

Typical threshold and differential counters are shown in Fig. 8.4. The 
Cerenkov radiator should be transparent to the emitted radiation over the 
desired wavelength range. The radiator should not produce scintillation 
light. It is desirable to have a large index of refraction since the intensity 
locI - (pn )-2. In addition, the radiator should have small density and 
atomic number in order to minimize ionization loss and multiple scatter
ing. The refractive indices of the radiator, optical grease, and PMT win
dow should be as identical as possible. For example, for nrad = 1.6 and 
ngrease = 1.4, a particle with p - 1 and incident at an angle >30 0 to the 
photocathode plane, over 50% of the light is reflected [2]. 



Figure 8.4 Construction of typical threshold and differential Cerenkov 
counters. (PM) photomultiplier tube, (M) mirror, (P) particle moving 
along the counter axis, and (d) slit diaphragm. (J. Litt and R. Meunier, 
adapted with permission from the Annual Review of Nuclear Science, 
Vol. 23, © 1973 by Annual Reviews Inc.) 
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Figure 8.5 The reflectance at normal incidence from metallic surfaces. 
(Data from Handbook a/Chemistry and Physics, 64th ed., Boca Raton: 
CRC Press, 1983.) 
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The light collection system should be as efficient as possible. This 
requirement is aided by the directionality exhibited by Cerenkov radia
tion. Simple optical arrangements can be used to gather the produced 
light and focus it onto the face of the PMT. The optics should be designed 
to minimize the light lost in reflections. The reflection coefficient for light 
at normal incidence on metallic surfaces is shown in Fig. 8.5. In the visible 
spectrum an evaporated gold layer has high reflectance. However, in the 
near ultraviolet region aluminum has a much higher reflectance. White 
paper or layers of MgO also have good reflectance in the visible. Thin 
layers of MgF2 can be applied to surfaces to alter the ultraviolet reflection 
properties [4]. 

Another important consideration is transmission of the light through 
any windows in the optical system [5]. Transparent materials generally 
have absorption bands in the infrared and ultraviolet portions of the 
spectrum. Table 8.2 lists the regions over which various materials have a 

Table 8.2. Transmittance regions of various 
materials a 

Material 

Magnesium fluoride 
Lithium fluoride 
Calcium fluoride 
Sodium fluoride 
Sodium chloride 
Potassium chloride 
Silver chloride 
Potassium bromide 
Potassium iodide 
Cesium iodide 
Magnesium oxide 
Crystal quartz 
Fused silica 
Borosilicate glass 
Sapphire 
Diamond 
Gallium arsenide 
Silicon 
Germanium 

Lower limit 
Cum) 

0.11 
0.12 
0.13 
0.19 
0.21 
0.21 
0.4 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.12 
0.12 
0.4 
0.14 
0.25 
1.0 
1.2 
1.8 

Upper limit 
Cum) 

7.5 
9.0 

12 
15 
26 
30 
28 
40 
45 
80 

8.5 
4.5 
4.5 
3.5 
6.5 

80 
15 
15 
23 

a Region between limits of 10% external transmittance for 
2-mm-thick samples. 
Source: American Institute of Physics Handbook, 3rd ed., 
New York: McGraw-Hill, 1972. 
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transmission greater than 10%. For efficient detection of ultraviolet light 
it is obviously important that the lower transmission limit be as small as 
possible. Ordinary borosilicate glass only transmits down to - 300 nm. 
Quartz, fused silica, and MgF2 crystals can be used as window materials to 
maximize the acceptance of ultraviolet light. 

High quality PMTs are necessary for single particle detection. It may be 
necessary to work with electronic thresholds below the single photoelec
tron level. The tube should have a high quantum efficiency, low dark 
current, good signal to noise, and no afterpulsing. The output of the tube 
can be used in a coincidence arrangement to minimize accidental count
ing. The window of the tube should have good ultraviolet transmission. A 
PMT window made of quartz or fused silica can extend the light trans
mission below 200 nm. An antireflection layer ofMgF2 can be deposited 
on the window. Special photocathode materials can also help extend the 
photomultiplier acceptance into the ultraviolet. 

The photoelectron output of a given PMT is obtained by convoluting 
the frequency spectrum of produced Cerenkov radiation with the fre
quency response of the collection system and tube. Thus, usingEq. 8.4 for 
the number of photons produced per unit path, we find that the number of 
emitted photoelectrons in the tube per unit particle pathlength is 

f ( 1) S(A) 
dNe/dx = 27C0I. 1 - p2n2 Ec(A»)TdA (8.9) 

where Ec(A) is the efficiency for collecting photons of wavelength A at the 
cathode and S(A) is the normalized relative response ofthe photomulti
plier. The number of photoelectrons is frequently written in the form 

Ne = NoL sin2() (8.10) 

where L is the length of the radiator and the various efficiencies and 
spectral responses are incorporated in the constant No. 

An alternative method of enhancing the photon yield is to use a wave
length shifter to shift the ultraviolet region of the production spectrum to 
the visible region, where ordinary PMTs are most sensitive. A small 
concentration of photoluminescent atoms can be added to the radiator, 
window, or PMT face. The shifter tends to make the radiation more 
isotropic, and hence the collimation properties of the Cerenkov light are 
lost when the shifter is added to the radiator. However, this is not a 
problem when the shifter is applied to the PMT window [2]. 

8.3 Gas radiators 
Cerenkov counters using a gas radiator are particularly useful for 

detecting particles with P> 0.99. The refractive indices of gases in the 
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visible and ultraviolet depend critically on the presence of absorption 
bands. The index of refraction of the gas is related to its density p through 
the Lorenz-Lorentz law [2] 

n2 -1 M 
---=R (8.11) 
n2 +2 p 

where M is the molecular weight and R is the molecular refraction coeffi
cient. The constant R approximately equals the volume occupied by 
1 ~ol of the gas excluding empty space. 

Since for gases n = 1, we can rewrite Eq. 8.11 to a high degree of 
accuracy as 

3R 
n-1 ='2 M P 

From the ideal gas law we have 

P=pR'T/M 

(8.12) 

(8.13) 

where P is the pressure, T is the absolute temperature, and R' the gas 
constant. Substituting into Eq. 8.12, we obtain 

n - 1 = (no - l)P/Po (8.14) 

where the subscript 0 indicates that the quantity is measured at atmo
spheric pressure. Using the notation 11 = n - 1, we can express this as 

(8.15) 

The indices of refraction of a number of gases are listed for atmospheric 
pressure in Table 8.3. Also listed are the critical temperature and critical 
pressures of the gases. The critical temperature is the temperature above 
which a gas cannot be liquified using pressure alone. The critical pressure 
is the pressure at which gas and liquid exist in equilibrium when at the 
critical temperature. 

The threshold of a gas counter can be adjusted by varying the pressure. 
The following relations are useful in understanding the properties of gas 
counters as a function of momentum (=mpy) . 

. 20 _ p2 (1 1) 
sm - t Ply? - p2y2 

PtYt = ..}n2 - 1 

1 
=-

firJ 
Using Eq. 8.15, we find that 

(8.16) 

(8.17) 



Table 8.3. Properties of gas radiators, STP 

dN/dl 
Tfoa ()max }ls/cm Ter Per 

Gas Formula (X 10-4) (degrees) (350-500 nm) (0C) (atm) 

Helium He 0.35 0.48 0.027 -268 2.3 
Neon Ne 0.67 0.66 0.052 -229 26 
Hydrogen H2 1.38 0.95 0.11 -240 13 
Oxygen O2 2.72 1.33 0.21 -119 50 
Argon Ar 2.84 1.36 0.22 -122 48 
Nitrogen N2 2.97 1.40 0.23 -147 34 
Methane CH4 4.41 1.70 0.34 -83 46 
Carbon dioxide CO2 4.50 1.72 0.35 31 73 
Ethylene C2H4 6.96 2.14 0.54 10 51 
Ethane C2H6 7.06 2.15 0.55 32 49 
Freon 13 CCIF3 7.82 2.27 0.61 29 38 
Sulfur hexafluoride SF6 7.83 2.27 0.61 46 37 
Propane C3HS 10.05 2.57 0.78 22 9 
Freon 12 CCl2F2 11.27 2.72 0.88 112 41 
Freon 114 C2Cl2F4 14 3.03 1.09 146 32 
Pentane CsHI2 17.1 3.3 1.3 197 33 

a At 589 nm. 
Source: J. Jelley, Cerenkov Radiation and its Applications, London: Pergamon, 1958; V. Zrelov, Cherenkov Radia-
tion in High Energy Physics, Federal Scientific and Technical Information, Springfield, VA, 1970; W. Galbraith. 
Cerenkov Counters, in High Energy and Nuclear Physics Data Book, Rutherford Laboratory, 1963. 
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(8.18) 

We see that increasing the pressure brings the momentum threshold down 
like 1/ [p. The threshold dependence of several gases determined from Eq. 
8.18 is shown in Fig. 8.6. 

For a beam of fixed velocity particles the intensity of the Cerenkov 
radiation varies with pressure like 

. 28 1 
SIn = 1 - ft2( 1 + kP)2 (8.19) 

Figure 8.6 Thresholds for gases versus absolute pressure. 
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where 

k = (no - l)IPo (8.20) 

The intensity is 0 until the pressure satisfies pn = 1. Then, following a 
threshold knee, we have (P = 1) 

sin2e = 2kP (8.21 ) 

and thus the intensity goes up linearly with pressure. 
A simple pressure manometer is usually not sufficiently accurate for 

determining the index of refraction [2]. The pressure may be determined 
to greater precision using a pressure sensitive capacitance transducer, or 
the index of the gas may be measured directly using an interferometer. 

A simple interferometer may be constructed by connecting a gas line 
from the counter to a small chamber containing accurately positioned 
Fabry-Perot plates. Light from a laser will undergo multiple reflections 
between the plates. A photodiode located at a fixed angle on the opposite 
side of the chamber from the laser can be used to measure the relative 
amount of transmitted light. Ifthe gas in the chamber is slowly evacuated, 
the conditions for constructive interference change, resulting in a series of 
light and dark fringes appearing at the photodiode. The number of such 
fringes can be simply related to the absolute value of the refractive index. 

8.4 Threshold counters 
We have seen that no Cerenkov radiation is produced until the 

velocity of the particle exceeds a minimum value Pt = lin. Because of 
this, a Cerenkov counter can be used as a threshold device to indicate the 
presence of a particle whose velocity exceeds a certain minimum value. 
Sets of counters are commonly used this way to identify particles with 
different masses in a beam of fixed momentum. 

Gas counters are particularly advantageous for high momentum parti
cles since indices of refraction near 1 are required, and the indices of gases 
near this value can be controlled by varying the pressure of the gas. A 
simple threshold counter was shown in Fig. 8.4. The radiator gas is con
tained in a high pressure, light tight container. Cerenkov light is reflected 
by the mirror and transmitted through a pressure window onto the PMT. 
As the pressure is raised, thresholds for various mass particles are passed, 
and the counting rate passes through plateaus. The levels of the plateaus 
allow a determination of the relative particle abundances in a beam. 

A class ofCerenkov counters uses total internal reflection as a filter for 
the collection of light [1, 2]. Consider a particle traversing normally a 
wide, relatively thin slab of material bounded on the exit side by air. The 
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Cerenkov light in the material will pass through the exit face provided that 
the Cerenkov angle is smaller than the critical angle. Thus, the detected 
particles satisfy the relation 

cos-I(1lnp) ~ sin- I (1ln) (8.22) 

The counter detects particles over a velocity range starting at Pt = lin and 
continuing up to 

Pmax = (n 2 - 1)-1/2 (8.23) 

instead of Pmax = 1. Total internal reflecting counters have been con
structed using lucite as a radiator. 

The detection efficiency of a threshold counter increases rapidly as the 
velocity of the incident particles increases over the calculated threshold 
velocity. The detection efficiency can be found experimentally with the 
counter arrangement in Fig. 8.7. The Cerenkov counter efficiency is given 
by the ratio of coincidences SI . S2 . CISI • S2' 

The detection efficiency may be calculated as 

(8.24) 

where Pr(O, Ne) is the probability that no electrons were emitted by the 
photocathode of the PMT if the average number is Ne . According to Eq. 
8.9, Ne depends on p, the collection efficiency, and the quantum efficiency 
of the tube. Since the photoelectron emission follows a Poisson distribu
tion, we have 

e(p} = 1 - exp(- Ne) (8.25) 

SincePr(O, 5) = 0.01, we must have an average of five emitted electrons to 
achieve a 99% detection efficiency. The efficiency curve rises more 
quickly if the radiator length L or quality factor No is increased, since 
more photons would be available on the average. In addition, the shape of 
the efficiency curve is affected by energy loss in the gas, dispersion, and the 
velocity spread of the incident beam [2]. 

The threshold velocity resolution of the counter can be determined 

Figure 8.7 A simple arrangement for measuring Cerenkov counter effi
ciencies. Sl and Sz are scintillation counters, C is the Cerenkov counter. 

s~ I~c ~I ~S2 • 
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from Eq. 8.10, which we rewrite in the form 

NiP) = NoL(1 - PVP2) (8.26) 

Only keeping terms to first order in the quantity !1p = P - Pt, we find that 

!1p Ne 

Pt 2(NoL - Ne) 
(8.27) 

It is desirable that a threshold counter achieve near 100% efficiency as 
quickly as possible after the particle velocity increases over threshold. For 
any required number of photoelectrons, the threshold velocity resolution 
will be improved by designing the quantity NoL to be as large as possible. 

In order to calculate the efficiency as a function of momentum, we can 
use Eq. 8.16 to write the mean number of photoelectrons as 

Ne = NoLPt (p;yt - P;Y2) (8.28) 

For a particle of mass m 

Ne(P) = NoLmm 2(1/pt - 1/p2) (8.29) 

where Pt is the threshold momentum. The efficiency can be found by 
substituting Ne(P) into Eq. 8.25. 

The behavior of the detection efficiency near threshold can be affected 
by the production of knock on electrons (delta rays). It is possible for a 
massive particle with P < Pt to collide with an electron and knock it out 
with velocity greater than Pt. The number of photons N(E) in the wave
length interval Al to A2 emitted by a delta ray with initial kinetic energy E is 
given by [2] 

LA2 dA lEmax ( (E + mC2)2) dx 
N(E) = 2na AI}2 E, 1 - n2(E + 2mc2)E dE dE (8.30) 

where m is the mass of the electron, Et is the threshold energy for Ceren
kov radiation, and Emu is the maximum energy of the delta rays. The 
threshold energy depends on n through the relation 

mc2 

E = r==:=::;; 
t '"" 1 - l/n2 

(8.31) 

while the maximum energy of a delta ray is given by Eq. 1.24, 
Emu = 2mc2p2y2. Thus, the maximum electron energy increases for in
creasing P and equals 9.5 MeV for an incident particle with P = 0.95. 
Fortunately, the delta rays are emitted with an angular distribution [2] 

dN sin e 
(8.32) 
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so that almost all of them come off perpendicularly to the direction of the 
heavy incident particle. 

In gas threshold counters the choice of gas and operating pressure are 
determined by the desired value of }'t. The amount of dispersion and 
multiple scattering may also have to be considered. The diameter of the 
counter must be matched to the maximum angle of radiation emission, 
while the length is determined by the required photon yield. Some proper
ties of gas threshold counters currently in use are shown in Table 8.4. 

Now let us consider some examples of threshold counters [6]. The 
TASSO group at DESY has incorporated gas and silica aerogel threshold 
counters into their particle spectrometer [7]. Silica aerogel consists of 
strings of small (- 4-nm-diameter) spheres of amorphous silica surround
ing spheres (- 60-nm diameter) of trapped air [8]. The index of refraction 
of the solid material can be lowered from the value for pure silica 
(n = 1.46) by increasing the amount of trapped air. It is possible by this 
means to obtain a transparent solid material with a small value of n. The 
TASSO aerogel blocks were constructed with n = 1.024. 

Table 8.4. Examples of Cerenkov counter systems 

Pressure Photon 
Detector Location Type Medium (atm) detection 

AFS ISR threshold Freon 12 4 
DELCO PEP threshold isobutane 1 RCA8854 
EMC SPS threshold Ne, N2 1 XP2041 
Exp.605 FNAL RICH He I PWC 
HRS PEP ultra violet Ar-N2 15 PWC 
1MB Ohio p decay water 1 EMI9870B 
Kamiokande Japan p decay water I RI449X 
LASS SLAC threshold Freon 114 I 
MDI Novosibirsk threshold ethylene 25 
MPS II BNL threshold Freon 12 3 RCA4501 
Tagged l' FNAL threshold N2 1 
TASSO PETRA threshold aerogel I RCA8854 

threshold Freon 114 I XP2041 
threshold CO2 I XP2041 

Source: Particle Data Group, Major detectors in elementary particle physics, 
Report LBL-91, UC-37, 1983; H. Gordon et aI., Nuc. Instr. Meth. 196: 303, 
1982; W. Slater et aI., Nuc. Instr. Meth. 154: 223, 1978; Y. Declais et aI., Nuc. 
Instr. Meth. 180; 53, 1981; G. Coutrakon et aI., IEEE NS-29: 323, 1982; J. 
Chapman, N. Harnew, and D. Meyer, IEEE NS-29: 332, 1982; H. Burkhardt et 
aI., Nuc. Instr. Meth. 184: 319,1981. 
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The gas counters shown in Fig. 8.8 use CO2 and Freon 114 radiators at 
atmospheric pressure. Concave ellipsoidal mirrors were used with one 
focus at the e+e- interaction point and the other at the PMT. The mirrors 
were formed from heat-treated lucite sheets with a vacuum-deposited 
aluminum surface. The reflectivity was around 90%. Winston cones were 
used to collect the light. The cathode of the XP2041 PMTwas coated with 
wavelength shifter to improve the ultraviolet response. The efficiency of 
the Freon 114 counter is shown in Fig. 8.9 as a function of the pion 
momentum. 

One difficulty with collecting the light from the aerogel counter is that 
visible light has a high probability for scattering. The measured scattering 
length is 2.4 cm at a wavelength of 436 nm [7]. In this case a light collec
tion system using diffuse scatterings was more efficient than one using 
focusing mirrors. Figure 8.10 shows a plateau above 1 GeV/c in the 
aerogel efficiency as a function of pion momentum. The mean number of 
photoelectrons in the plateau is shown as a function of aerogel thickness 
in Fig. 8.1 Ob. The number differS from the linear dependence predicted by 
Eq. 8.10 because of absorption of photons in the aerogel block. According 
to Eq. 8.9, the number of photoelectrons should be proportional to p-2. 
The data plotted in Fig. 8.lOc nicely confirms this. 

Figure 8.8 A large Cerenkov counter system used in the TASSO spec
trometer. (H. Burkhardt et aI., Nuc. Instr. Meth. 184: 319, 1981.) 
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Figure 8.9 Measured Cerenkov counter efficiency as a function of parti
cle momentum. (H. Burkhardt et aI., Nuc. Instr. Meth. 184: 319,1981.) 
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Figure 8.10 (a) Threshold curve for the TASSO aerogel counter, (b) 
mean number of photoelectrons as a function of the aerogel thickness, 
and (c) dependence of the mean number of photoelectrons on the quan
tity p-2. (H. Burkhardt et aI., Nuc. Instr. Meth. 184: 319, 1981.) 
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Figure 8.10 Continued. 
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8.5 Differential counters 
A differential Cerenkov counter can measure the velocity of a 

particle by only accepting Cerenkov light in a small annulus around some 
angle e. Using such a counter, it is possible to provide a signal for the 
presence of a given mass particle. The primary design consideration in
volves the rejection of particles outside the desired mass range. Benot, 
Litt, and Meunier [9] have given a detailed comparison of the design 
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criteria of threshold and differential counters. Differential counters are 
usually designed so that the velocity resolution is no more than one-half of 
the velocity separation between the closest mass particles it is desired to 
identify. This must be done for the highest operating momentum. 

A simple differential counter was shown in Fig. 8.4. Cerenkov light in 
the radiator gas is reflected by a spherical mirror. The cones oflight appear 
to the mirror as a ring source at infinity. The image consists of a ring in the 
focal plane of the mirror with radius 

r = Jtan () (8.33) 

where J is the focal length of the mirror. The radius of curvature of a 
spherical mirror is 2f 

A diaphragm containing a slit of width !J.r placed in front of the PMTs 
will only accept light from within the angular range !J.(} given by 

!J.(} = cos2(} !J.r/J (8.34) 

which corresponds at a given refractive index n to a velocity resolution of 

!J.P/P = tan () !J.(} (8.35) 
This shows that small () and/or !J.(} are required for good velocity resolu
tion. On the other hand, we have seen that the photon yield increases like 
(}2, so that the counter design must be carefully optimized. 

The minimum obtainable angular resolution is mainly limited by dis
persion. The indices of refraction of all materials are a function of the 
wavelength. Differentiating Eq. 8.1, we find that the dispersion limitation 
is 

!J.(). = !J.n 
disp n tan () (8.36) 

where n is the average index of refraction and !J.n is the range of n corre
sponding to the range of accepted wavelengths. The angular resolution is 
also affected by beam divergence, optical aberrations, multiple scattering 
in the radiator, energy loss in the radiator, and diffraction [4]. Gases with 
small optical dispersion include helium, neon, and SF6 , while gases with 
small multiple scattering include hydrogen, methane, and helium [9]. 

Figure 8.11 shows a differential gas counter (DISC) used in a hyperon 
beam at CERN. This counter uses an adjustable optical system to correct 
for dispersion and geometric aberrations. The accepted velocity could be 
changed by varying the pressure in the counter. Figure 8.12 shows the 
particle yield as a function of the velocity. Note the clear separation of 
different mass particles. A velocity resolution !J.p - 5 X 10-5 was 
achieved. 

The DISC counter is only suitable for use in a well-collimated beam of 
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particles. However, it would clearly be desirable to use the Cerenkov effect 
to measure the velocities of secondary particles arising from an interac
tion. This information could then be combined with an independent 
measurement of the momenta to identify the particles' masses. 

One scheme [10] for constructing such a ring imaging Cerenkov 
(RICH) counter is shown in Fig. 8.13. The radiating medium is contained 
between two spheres surrounding the target or intersection point. The 
Cerenkov light reflects off the mirror and is focused onto a ring at the 
detector surface. With this geometry the radius of the ring is directly 
related to the Cerenkov angle through Eq. 8.33. The resolution on the 
relativistic y factor is [10] 

~y = y2fi3n 2 ~r 

Y ,JNoL R 
(8.37) 

Figure 8.11 A DISC type differential Cerenkov counter. (M) mirror, 
(C) correction optics, (D) diaphragm, and (P) photomultiplier tube. (J. 
Litt and R. Meunier, adapted with permission from the Annual Reviews 
of Nuclear Science, Vol. 23, © 1973 by Annual Reviews, Inc.) 
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Figure 8.12 A pressure curve for the DISC counter shown in Fig. 8.11. 
(J. Litt and R. Meunier, adapted with permission from the Annual 
Reviews of Nuclear Science, Vol. 23, © 1973 by Annual Reviews, Inc.) 
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where No and L are given in Eq. 8.10, R is the radius of curvature of the 
mirror, and Ilr is the uncertainty in the ring radius at the detector plane 
due to all sources. In principle, if external tracking chambers are available, 
the center of a particle's ring is known, and the detection of only one 
photon is sufficient to determine the radius of the ring. However, because 
of complications arising from particle multiplicity and detector ineffi
ciencies, a practical detector design would require several detected pho
tons to determine a ring. 

Since the number of photons expected per particle turns out to be very 
small, most RICH designs have concentrated on collecting photons from 
the ultraviolet portion of the spectrum. First, according to Eq. 8.4 the 
photon yield is much larger in the ultraviolet than in the visible. A second 
reason is that ultraviolet photons can be converted with practically 100% 
quantum efficiency using the photoelectric effect. 

The Cerenkov radiating gas must be transparent in the ultraviolet. This 
restricts the radiator to a few gases, including the noble gases and nitrogen. 
The radiator must be separated from the detector by a window made from 
a material, such as LiF or MgF2, that is also transparent to the ultraviolet. 
The detector must have a high efficiency for single photon detection. 
Proportional chambers, drift chambers, and Geiger needles have all been 

Table 8.5. Ultraviolet photoionization thresholds 

Gas 

TMAE 
TMPD 
Perylene 
Pyrathrene 
Tri-n-propylamine 
Trimethylamine 
Dimethylamine 
Methylamine 
Benzene 
Acetone 
Ethanol 
Ethane 
Methane 
Carbon dioxide 

Ionization threshold 

(eV) 

5.36 
6.1 
6.95 
7.0 
7.2 
7.50 
8.2 
8.9 
9.24 
9.69 

10.49 
11.5 
12.6 
13.77 

(nm) 

231 
203 
178 
177 
172 
165 
151 
139 
134 
128 
118 
108 
98 
90 

Source: A. Breskin et aI., Nuc. Instr. Meth. 161: 19, 
1979; A. Etkin et aI., in Proc. of 1977 ISABELLE Sum
mer Workshop, BNL report 50721, 1977, p. 72. 
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used. The gas in the detector must have a high efficiency for converting the 
ultraviolet photons. 

Table 8.5 gives the photoionization thresholds for various gases. Only 
photons whose wavelengths are smaller than the threshold are able to 
ionize the gas. Three materials with small window thresholds are LiF, 
MgF2' and CaF2. Light is only efficiently transmitted for wavelengths 
greater than the window limit. Taken together only a narrow range of 
photon wavelengths can ionize the gas. A small percentage of benzene or 
other additive with a large photoionization cross section can be used to 
sensitize wire chambers. Ideally the detector readout should be 2-dimen
sional. However, some information is still obtained with a I-dimensional 
readout, since the projection of the ring creates a double peak spectrum. 

8.6 Total absorption counters 
In a total absorption Cerenkov counter the incident particle is 

absorbed in the radiator medium. Two classes of reactions are commonly 
used with total absorption counters. The first involves incident electrons 
or photons. These particles initiate an electromagnetic shower through 
the combined processes of bremsstrahlung and pair production. The Cer
enkov radiation emitted by electrons in the shower is detected by the 
counter. In the second type of reaction the incident particle interacts in 
the medium and one of the final state particles in the interaction emits the 
Cerenkov radiation. Examples of such secondary particles include the 
recoil proton in neutron elastic scatters and electrons produced in neu
trino interactions. 

Nemethy et al. [11] have constructed a large total absorption water 
Cerenkov counter for use as a neutrino detector at LAMPF. The counter 
was required to detect low energy electrons or positrons created in neu
trino interactions on free protons or deuterons. A Cerenkov counter was 
chosen over a scintillation counter for this application in order to avoid 
background signals from recoil protons in fast neutron interactions. 

The counter consisted of 6000 I of water enclosed in a cubic volume 
with 1.8-m sides. The walls were made of cast epoxy, strengthened by a 
series of struts. Wavelength shifter was mixed with the water and viewed 
by 96 PMTs. A fiber-optic light guide was bonded to each tube for calibra
tion purposes. The counter surface not covered by PMTs was covered 
with a diffuse white reflector. The counter was surrounded by scintillation 
counters in order to veto cosmic ray events. The counter had a gain of 5.3 
photoelectrons/Me V of energy loss. The response was uniform to within 
5%. The energy resolution for electrons was a/E = 12%. 
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Arrays of lead-glass blocks are widely used detectors for photons and 
electrons. Lead-glass contains about 50% lead by weight. The addition of 
this high Z element to the glass greatly reduces the radiation length with
out seriously affecting the transmission of the Cerenkov radiation 
through the block. Typical values for the density, refractive index, and 
radiation length of lead-glass are p = 3.9 g/cm3, n = 1.7, and Lr = 

2.6 cm. Each block is connected to a PMT. The blocks must be long 
enough to contain a large fraction of the electromagnetic shower. Arrays 
of such blocks can cover a large solid angle. The spatial resolution depends 
on the cross section of the blocks. Fine granularity is usually necessary to 
resolve the photons originating from nO decays. The pulse height of the 
PMT is proportional to the energy of the incident particle in a properly 
designed counter. The energy resolution of a lead-glass counter will de
pend on the amount of shower leakage out of the block and on the 
photoelectron statistics. The energy resolution varies with energy accord
ing to the relation 

aCE) = a + J!...- (8.38) 
E ,fE 

A typical value for b is 10- 12%. Intense radiation causes lead-glass to 
darken. 

Two lead-glass arrays were used as photon detectors at the European 
Hybrid Spectrometer at CERN [12]. One photon detector was designed to 
simultaneously measure the position and energy of an electromagnetic 
shower. It consisted ofa2-dimensional array of5 X 5 X 42 cm3 lead-glass 
blocks mounted on a movable platform. The blocks were arranged longi
tudinally to the beam in order to totally absorb the shower. A diagram of 
one counter is shown in Fig. 8.14. Light is transmitted through a lead
glass light guide to the PMT. The gain of each counter was monitored 
using a laser-optical fiber calibration system. Spatial resolution was im-

Figure 8.14 Design of an EHS lead-glass counter. (B. Powell et al., Nuc. 
Instr. Meth. 198: 217,1982.) 
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proved by accurately measuring the small amplitude tails on either side of 
the main shower deposition. The measured spatial resolution was 
3.7 mm(FWHM), while the energy resolution was /lE/E = 0.15/IE + 
0.02 (FWHM). 
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Exercises 

1. Find the Cerenkov angles for 2-GeV/cpions in water, lucite, and 
Nal. 

2. Find the total Cerenkov energy emitted in visible wavelengths by 
a I-GeV/c proton crossing 1 m of water. 
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3. Design a Cerenkov counter that gives on the average 10 collected 
photoelectrons for 5-Ge V / c kaons. 

4. Plot the convoluted frequency response ofthe RCA 8575 tube for 
Cerenkov radiation. 

5. A kaon beam passes through a 2-m-Iong Cerenkov counter that 
contains CO2 at 2 atm and has a quality factor No = 400 em-I. 
At what momentum should the efficiency of the counter reach 
50%? 

6. Consider a I-GeV/c proton passing through water. Calculate 
numerically the number of visible photons emitted by J rays. Use 
an approximation for dE/dx over the relevant energy range. 

7. An atmospheric pressure, helium differential Cerenkov counter 
has a spherical mirror of radius 2 m and a I-mm acceptance slit. 
What is the expected velocity resolution? 

8. Design a total internal reflection counter that accepts all particles 
whose velocity exceeds a minimum threshold. How can you 
maximize the quality factor No? How should the radiator be 
coupled to the PMT? 



9 
Proportional chambers 

Proportional chambers are particle detectors consisting essentially of a 
container of gas subjected to an electric field. A passing particle can leave a 
trail of electrons and ions in the gas. The charged particle debris are 
collected at the chamber electrodes and in the process provide a conve
nient electrical signal, indicating the passage of the particle. The detector 
operates as a proportional chamber when the applied electric field is large 
enough so that the accelerated electrons cause secondary ionization, yet 
small enough so that the output pulse is still proportional to the number of 
primary ion pairs. Multiwire proportional chambers are widely used for 
particle tracking and for triggering. 

9.1 Elements of a proportional chamber 
The essential elements of a proportional chamber can be illus

trated by the apparatus shown in Fig. 9.1. The cylindrical chamber is held 
at ground potential. The anode wire, which runs along the axis of the 
cylinder, is maintained at high voltage and is electrically insulated from 
the cylinder. The electric field inside the chamber is 

~ = Vo (9.1) 
r In(rclrw) 

where rc is the radius of the cylinder and rw is the radius of the anode wire. 
The interior of the cylinder contains a gas such as argon. The chamber has 
a capacitance per unit length of 

C = 21tE (9.2) 
In(rclrw) 

where E is the dielectric constant of the chamber gas. A typical value of C is 
around 9 pF 1m. 
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Figure 9.1 Basic elements of a proportional counter. 
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The passage of a charged particle through the gas liberates electron - ion 
pairs. Typically 30 e V is lost for every ion pair that is formed. As the 
liberated charges migrate toward the electrodes, they induce a signal in the 
external circuit. The magnitude of the induced voltage signal is given 
roughly by 

V= MNe (9.3) 
CL 

where N is the number of created ion pairs, M is the multiplication factor 
that takes into account the additional electron - ion pairs created by sec
ondary ionization, and L is the length of the chamber. Because of the l/r 
field dependence, most of the secondary ionization occurs within a few 
wire diameters of the anode. 

The voltage characteristics of this type of chamber are shown in Fig. 9.2. 
At very low voltages some of the ions recombine before they can be 
collected by the electrodes. In the second region all of the ionization 
products are collected by the electrodes, but the accelerated charged parti
cles do not have sufficient energy to cause secondary ionization. In this 
region the chamber operates as an ionization counter. Unfortunately, the 
signal is extremely small. Ionization counters are useful in an integrating 
mode in high flux environments, for example as beam monitors. As the 
voltage is increased, the electrons acquire sufficient energy to cause sec
ondary ionization. Here the signal is proportional to the initial ionization, 
yet is amplified over the signal from an ionization chamber. At higher 
voltages the chamber enters the Geiger mode, where the signal is very 
large, but independent of the initial ionization. Finally above a certain 
voltage the chamber continuously discharges, independent of external 
conditions. 

The signal induced on the anode wire receives contributions from the 
flow of electrons and positive ions [1 - 3]. Consider a particle with charge 
Q moving in the electric field. The work the charge performs in moving 
through a potential drop ~ V is Q ~ V. This energy is replenished by the 
external circuit, which supplies a charge ~Qa to the anode to keep the 
applied voltage constant. Thus, we must have 

Q~V= Vo~Qa 

and the voltage signal induced on the anode ~ Va can be written 

Q dV 
~Va = LCVo dr dr (9.4) 

The induced voltage is seen to depend on the potential drop through 
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which the particle moves. Since all the multiplication takes place very 
close to the anode wire, most of the electrons only move through a very 
small potential drop. Most of the positive ions, on the other hand; must 
cross almost the entire electrode gap, so they experience the full potential 
drop of the chamber. As a result, under typical proportional chamber 
conditions, the anode signal is almost entirely due to the motion of the 
positive ions. 

9.2 Fundamental processes in gases 
Before we discuss the properties of proportional chambers in 

more detail, it is important to understand the types of processes that can 
occur in a gas subjected to an electric field. A particle traversing a gaseous 
medium loses energy by elastic scattering, by excitation, and by ionization 
of the gas atoms or molecules. The energy loss of the incident particle in 
elastic scattering is generally so small that it does not playa significant role 
in the operation of gaseous detectors. The excitation process raises the gas 
atoms or molecules to an excited energy level, subject to the selection rules 
for transitions among the energy levels [4]. The atoms deexcite by photon 
emission. Formation of a meta-stable state is also possible if direct transi
tion to the ground state is forbidden. 

The most important process for the operation of gaseous detectors is 
ionization. In this case one or more electrons are liberated from the atoms 
of the medium, leaving positive ions and electrons. Ionization can occur 
when the energy imparted to the atom exceeds the ionization potential of 
the gas. The ionization cross section rises sharply from threshold to a peak 
and then decreases with increasing energy of the incident particle. Ioniza
tion cross sections for electrons incident on the noble gases peak for 
electron energies around 100 eV [2, 4]. Ionization potentials for some 
gases are given in Table 9.1. The first ionization potential is the energy 
necessary to remove an electron from a neutral atom or molecule. The 
second ionization potential is the additional energy necessary to remove a 
second electron, thereby leaving a doubly charged ion. 

The primary ionization is defined to be the number of ionizing colli
sions per unit length suffered by the incident particle. Some of the ionized 
electrons (delta rays) may have sufficient energy to cause still more ioniza
tion. Thus, a second quantity, the total specific ionization, defined to be 
the total number of ions actually created per unit length, is also useful. 
Values of these quantities for several gases are included in Table 9.1. 
Notice that the average energy lost in creating an ion pair is roughly 
30eV. 



Table 9.1. Ionization properties of gases 

First Second Total Average energy 
ionization ionization Primary" specifica to create 
potential potential ionization ionization one ion pair dE/dxa 

Gas (eV) (eV) (cm- I) (cm-I) (eV) (keV/cm) 

H2 15.4 5.2 9.2 37 0.34 
He 24.6 54.4 4-6 8-11 41 0.32 
N2 15.5 10-19 56 35 1.96 
O2 12.2 22 73 31 2.26 
Ne 21.6 41.1 12 39 36 1.41 
Ar 15.8 27.6 29 94-110 26 2.44 
Kr 14.0 24.4 -22 192 24 4.60 
Xe 12.1 21.2 44 307 22 6.76 
CO2 13.7 -34 91 33 3.01 
CH4 13.1 16 53 28 1.48 
C4H lO 10.8 -46 195 23 4.50 

a For minimum ionizing particle at 1 atm pressure. 
Source: Handbook o/Chemistry and Physics, 64th ed., Boca Raton: CRC Press, 1983; P. Rice-Evans, Spark, Streamer, Proportional, and Drift 
Chambers, London: Richelieu, 1974; F. Sauli, CERN Report 77-09, 1977. 
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Since the number of collisions that occurs is a statistical process, the 
primary ionization follows a Poisson distribution. The total specific ion
ization, on the other hand, is influenced by the production of delta rays, 
which can result in large secondary ionization. Here the appropriate 
frequency distribution is that due to Landau or one of its later modifica
tions, which has a significant tail for large ionization. The statistical distri
butions for primary ionization and total specific ionization have been 
measured using a streamer chamber with a variable high voltage delay [5]. 
The measured distribution of streamers (see Section 12.4) confirmed that 
the primary ionization had a Poisson distribution and that the total spe
cific ionization had a Landau distribution. 

Further ionization can occur in certain gas mixtures from the deexcita
tion of a meta-stable atom. In certain cases the surplus energy can ionize a 
second atom, a process known as the Penning effect [2]. As an example, 
consider a mixture of neon and argon. Two of the 2s states of neon are 
meta-stable and can deexcite via collisions with argon atoms. The exited 
state energy of neon exceeds the ionization potential for argon, and thus 
the neon can deexcite by ionizing the argon. 

Ne* + Ar- Ne + Ar++ e-

The peak fraction of energy lost by an electron due to ionization can in 
some cases be almost doubled by the addition of 0.1 % of argon to the 
original neon gas [2]. 

Once the ion pairs have been created in the gas, a number of processes 
may take place, including recombination, attachment, charge exchange, 
and absorption by the chamber walls. Positive and negative ions can 
recombine into neutral atoms or molecules via the process 

X++Y--X+Y+ y 

Electrons can be removed from the gas by recombination with a positive 
ion 

X++e--X+y 

Assume that a gas contains equal concentrations n of positive and nega
tive ions. The rate of decrease of ions due to recombination follows the 
relation [4] 

dn/dt = -pn2 (9.5) 

where the recombination coefficient P is a property of the gas. The con
centration remaining in the gas a time t after the passage of the ionizing 
particle is then given by 

n=no/(1 +Pnot) (9.6) 
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where no is the initial concentration of ions. Values of the recombination 
coefficient are in the range 10-8 _10-6 cm3/s for various gases [2]. The 
values increase with Z among the noble gases. 

Another means of removing electrons is by the addition of a gas with a 
large electron affinity. Table 9.2 lists measured values of the electron 
affinity for some atoms and molecules. The electron may attach itself to a 
neutral atom, especially if this results in a closed outer shell. 

e- + X --+ X- + y 

The intensity of free electrons traversing the gas falls exponentially [2], 

Ie = IeOexp(-1'/x) (9.7) 

where 1'/ is called the attachment coefficient. This coefficient depends on 
the incident particle energy and is strongly affected by the presence of an 
electric field [1]. Some of the gases for which electron attachment is 
important include water vapor, oxygen, ethanol, SF6 , CCI4 , and the 
Freons. 

Another process resulting in the elimination of the original positive 
ions is charge exchange. This occurs when the ionization potential of the 
ion is greater than that of some molecule mixed with the gas. This is 
usually a polyatomic gas like ethanol or methylal. The polyatomic gas 
quenches the ion multiplication by neutralizing the ions of the main 
chamber gas. It dissipates the ionization energy by dissociating into 

Table 9.2. Electron affinities 

Substance 

Cl 
F 
Br 
o 
H 
N02 

UF6 

WF6 
SF6 

BF3 
O2 

a For gases at 0 K. 

Affinity" 
(eV) 

3.613 
3.448 
3.363 
1.466 
0.80 
3.91 
2.91 
2.74 
1.43 
2.65 
0.45 

Boiling point 
CC) 

-34.6 
-188 

58.8 
-183 
-253 

21.2 
56.2 
17.5 

-63.8 
-99.9 

-183 

Source: Handbook of Chemistry and Physics. 64th ed., 
Boca Raton: CRC Press, 1983, p. E-62. ' 
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smaller fragments and absorbs photons emitted in the radiative deexcita
tion process. 

Proportional chambers use an electric field in the active region of the 
chamber. The charged ionization products in the gas have a net motion in 
the direction of the field. The drift velocity of an ion w+ is related to the 
strength of the electric field ~ through the relation 

w+ = f-l+~ (9.8) 

where f-l+, the mobility, is a characteristic of the gas, which can depend on 
the pressure P and electric field strength. The mobility is inversely pro
portional to the gas pressure at constant temperature. The mobility of an 
ion is roughly constant for a restricted range of the variable ~ / P. This 
result is a consequence of the fact that for moderate electric fields, the 
average energy of the ions is only slightly increased by the field [1]. For 
example, the mobility of Ar+ ions in argon at O°C and 1 torr is 1200 cm/s 
per V/cmfor ~/P ~ 40 V/cm-torr [4]. For larger values of~/P the drift 
velocities of many ions are ro"ughly proportional to (~/P)I/2. 

Although ions and atoms suffer a large fractional energy loss in their 
collisions with other atoms, electrons lose energy slowly. As a result, 
electrons can reach large velocities between collisions. The drift velocity 
for electrons is shown in Fig. 9.3 for several gases. In general, the electron 
mobility is a complicated function of~ / P. At high fields the drift velocity 
is typically 5 cm/ f-ls, which is roughly 1000 times faster than the velocity of 
the heavier ions under similar conditions. The drift velocity is also in
fluenced by the presence of a magnetic field. In the case where both an 
electric and a magnetic field are present, the electrons drift with a reduced 
velocity and at an angle with respect to the electric field (see Appendix F). 

An assembly of ions will diffuse from a region of high concentration to a 
region oflow concentration. The fraction of the original number of ions 
No present after a time t in the interval of distance dx at x is given by [1] 

dN/No = (4nDt)-1/2exp(- x 2/4Dt) dx (9.9) 

where D is the diffusion coefficient. This equation indicates that the ions 
are spread out with a Gaussian distribution, whose width increases rapidly 
with time. The diffusion coefficient can depend on the value of the electric 
field. Electrons diffuse more than ions because of their larger mean free 
path and higher thermal velocity. Generally the motion of ions or elec
trons in one dimension will be dominated by the electrical force. Motion 
perpendicular to the drift direction will be determined by diffusion. The 
radius of the distribution in two dimensions after a time t is given by [2] 

(r2)=4Dt (9.10) 
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The amount of diffusion is also affected by the presence of a magnetic 
field. The electrons spiral around the magnetic field lines with the conse
quence that if the field is sufficiently high, the diffusion perpendicular to B 
is reduced. 

If some region contains a nonuniform concentration of ions of either 
charge, there will be an additional contribution to the motion due to the 
electrostatic space charge repulsion. The charge density p varies with time 
according to the relation [4] 

-ap/at=\l·(pw) (9.11) 

where w is the drift velocity. 
Now let us consider the processes leading to an electric current through 

the gas. The passage of the ionizing particle frees many pairs of electrons 
and ions. If no electric field were present, the ions and electrons would 
diffuse and in the process collide with other atoms and molecules in the 
gas. After traveling several mean free paths, the electrons can reach a 
thermal velocity of - 107 cm/s under typical conditions. The thermal 
velocity of positive ions, on the other hand, is only - 105 cm/s on account 
of their much larger mass. If an electric field is present in the gas, a net drift 
velocity toward the electrodes is superimposed on the thermal motions. If 
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Figure 9.3 Electron drift speeds in methane, ethane, and ethylene. 
(After B. Jean-Marie, V. Lepeltier, and D. L'Hote, Nuc. Instr. Meth. 
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the field is high enough, the electrons can reach sufficient energies to cause 
secondary ionization. The number of electrons can continue to multiply 
until an avalanche of - 108 electrons is formed. At this point space charge 
repulsion may prevent further growth. 

The number of electrons produced by a single electron traveling 1 em 
along the field is known as Townsend's first ionization coefficient a. Note 
that a-I is the electron mean free path for ionization in the gas. Values of 
a are given approximately by 

a/P=A exp(-BP/~) (9.12) 

where P is the pressure, ~ is the applied electric field, and A and Bare 
constants. Table 9.3 lists values of A and B for various gases. Many gases 
have a peak value of a/ P of about 8 ion pairs/em-torr. 

Consider a gas confined in the space between two parallel electrodes a 
distance d apart, as shown in Fig. 9.4. Suppose that an ionization event 
occurs at a distance x from the anode. Under proportional chamber 
conditions the total number N of free electrons grows as they are swept 
onto the anode. The change in the number of electrons after traveling a 
distance between y and y + dy is 

dN=aNdy 

and the total electron multiplication over the distance x is 
M(x) = eO:X (9.13) 

If the electric field is not uniform, a will be a function of x, and the total 

Table 9.3. Values of the A and B coefficients for gases 

Gas 

H2 
N2 
CO2 

H20 
He 
Ne 
Ar 
Kr 
Xe 

5 
12 
20 
13 
3 
4 

12-14 
17 
26 

B 
(V/cm torr) 

130 
342 
466 
290 

34 
100 
180 
240 
350 

Range of validity 
for g'/P 
(V/cm torr) 

150-600 
100-600 
500-1000 
150-1000 
20-150 

100-400 
100-600 
100-1000 
200-800 

Source: P. Rice-Evans, Spark, Streamer, Proportional and Drift Chambers, Lon
don: Richelieu, 1974; A. von Engel, Ionized Gases, London: Oxford, 1955. 
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multiplication will be given by 

M(x) = exp [[0 a(y) dyJ 

215 

(9.14 ) 

An actual electron avalanche resembles a teardrop with the electrons 
highly concentrated at the leading edge [1]. The positive ions are present 
throughout the entire region occupied by the avalanche. Since their drift 
velocity is a factor of 103 smaller than the electron drift velocity, they 
slowly diminish in concentration away from the leading edge. 

Several effects can lead to modifications of Eq. 9.14. Positive ions 
striking the cathode can liberate additional electrons. In addition, ener
getic photons emitted anywhere in the gap may strike the cathode and 
produce electrons via the photoelectric effect. These processes cause an 
increase in the current. An opposite effect occurs if the gas is effective in 
attaching electrons. 

The coefficient a can be used to predict the onset of discharge 
in a chamber. According to the Raether condition, breakdown occurs 
when [1] 

ad;::: 20 

where d is the electrode separation. Notice that increasing the electrode 
separation for constant a increases the probability of a breakdown. 

Figure 9.4 Ionization in the gap between parallel plate electrodes. 
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9.3 Proportional chamber gases 
A large number of gases have been investigated for use in propor

tional chambers. Desirable properties of the gas include low working 
voltage, high gain, good proportionality, high rate capability, long life
time, high specific ionization, and fast recovery [1]. It is necessary to use 
mixtures of gases to optimize as many desirable features as possible. The 
main gas component is usually chosen to be argon, since it has a large 
multiplication at a relatively low working voltage, has a high total specific 
ionization, and is economical. Pure argon chambers are limited to gains 
- 103 since the photons emitted in the deexcitation of excited argon atoms 
can cause secondary emission at the cathode. For this reason, a poly
atomic gas is usually mixed with the argon. 

Excited polyatomic molecules have many rotational and vibrational 
levels. Examples of some commonly used gases are Freon, CO2 , and 
isobutane. These gases absorb photons over a wide range of energies, and 
they deexcite through elastic collisions or dissociation into simpler mole
cules. Secondary emission is also unlikely when ionized polyatomic mole
cules are neutralized at the cathode. Mixtures of argon with a gas of 
polyatomic molecules are capable of achieving gains (- 106 ) much higher 
than pure argon. 

Still higher gains (- 107 ) can be obtained with the addition of a small 
amount of an electronegative gas, such as Freon or ethyl bromide. A 
particular gas mixture in common use ("magic gas") consisting of argon, 
isobutane, and Freon-I 3 BI roughly in the proportion 70/29.6/0.4 gives 
amplifications of 108• Unfortunately, the dissociation products of the 
isobutane can recombine to form solid or liquid residues that contami
nate the chamber electrodes [2]. Positive space charge can build up on this 
layer for high rate operation and cause serious distortions of the electric 
field. Some other characteristics of high rate operation are a drop-off of 
signal size and efficiency, an increase in singles counting rate (noise), and 
a decrease of the extent of the high voltage operating plateau [1]. This 
aging process can be reduced by adding a fourth, non polymerizing gas, 
such as methylal, CH2(OCH3h, into the mixture. It is advantageous to 
work with lower gains if suitable low noise readout electronics is available. 
Problems associated with chemical deposition on the wires, broken wires, 
and spark breakdown are all reduced in low gain operation. 

Behrends and Melissinos [6] have used a simple, single wire propor
tional chamber to examine properties of argon - ethane and argon
methane gas mixtures. Measurements of the electron multiplication in 
argon - ethane at 1 atm, due to the irradiation of the chamber with X -rays, 
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are shown in Fig. 9.5. The multiplication is seen to increase with increas
ing high voltage and to decrease with increasing ethane concentration. 
The multiplication M for a given gas composition is found to vary expo
nentially with high voltage V, 

M= el'(V-Vol (9.15) 

where y is the slope and Vo is a threshold voltage. The exponential multi
plication was found to be valid for 102 < M < 104• The secondary ioniza
tion process is limited by space charge when the charge density of positive 
ions in the vicinity of the wire becomes comparable to the charge on the 
anode wire. We note from Fig. 9.5 that the slopes of the curves are 

Figure 9.5 Electron multiplication as a function of high voltage for 
mixtures of argon -ethane. (S. Behrends and A. Melissinos, Nuc. Instr. 
Meth. 188: 521,1981.) 
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insensitive to the gas composition. Gases with high ethane concentration 
require a large threshold Vo before overcoming its quenching ability. 

The resolution of the chamber signal was found to be optimum for 
M - 103. The resolution deteriorates at lower M due to fluctuations in the 
multiplication process and the stability of the preamplifier gain at low 
signal levels. The deterioration of the resolution at high multiplication is 
thought to be due to secondary production of photons, which can photo
emit electrons from the cathode. The resolution at high multiplication 
improves with increasing ethane concentration. 

9.4 Multiwire proportional chambers 
A very important development in high energy instrumentation 

was the construction of multiwire proportional chambers (MWPC) by 
Charpak and his collaborators at CERN [3, 7]. In a MWPC a plane of 
anode wires is separated from two cathode planes. Each anode wire acts as 
an individual proportional counter, thereby allowing a big improvement 
in spatial resolution. These chambers can be used as trigger elements and 
have shorter deadtime, better resolving time, and higher efficiency than 
spark chambers. On the other hand, the signal is small, so that indepen
dent amplification of each anode is required. 

The geometry of a typical chamber is shown in Fig. 9.6. The anode
cathode gap L is usually chosen to be 3 or 4 times the anode wire spacing s 
[1]. Some typical values for the dimensions are s = 2 mm, L = 8 mm, 
and d = 30 J1m. 

In the limit of zero wire diameter the potential in a chamber with anode 
wires equidistant from cathode planes is [1] 

V(x, y) = 4CVo {2nL -In (4 sin2 nx + 4 sinh2 ny )} (9.16) 
nEo s s s 

Figure 9.6 Geometry of a multiwire proportional chamber. 
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where Vo is the potential at the anode wires and V = 0 at the cathodes. The 
equipotential lines are approximately circular near the anode wires and 
planar several wire spacings from the anode plane. The potential for 
cathode planes consisting of separated cathode wires is more complicated 
and may deviate significantly from Eq. 9.16 for large cathode wire spac
ings [8]. The capacitance per unit length is given by 

C = 2nEo (9 17) 
nL/s -In(nd/s) . 

where d is anode wire diameter. The capacitance per unit length of the 
typical chamber mentioned above is 3.56 pF/m. 

The electric field distribution is shown in Fig. 9.7. For most of the time 
following the creation of an electron - ion pair, the electron merely drifts 
in the field. Almost all the secondary ionization occurs within several wire 
diameters from the anode, where the electric field goes as l/r. As a result, 
the amount of multiplication is a strong function of the wire diameter. 
Thick wires have a very steep gain versus voltage dependence [1]. On the 
other hand, the wire diameter must not be too small or else it would be 
incapable of maintaining the tension necessary to resist the electrostatic 
forces acting on the wire. 

Measurements of the avalanche distribution in a MWPC operating in 
the proportional regime have shown that the avalanche is localized to one 

Figure 9.7 Typical electric field pattern in a MWPC (solid lines); equi
potential surfaces (dotted lines). 
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side of the anode wires [9]. However, as the collected charge is increased 
above 107 equivalent electrons, the avalanche begins to surround the wire. 
Under normal conditions the avalanche is also localized along the wire to 
within 0.5 mm [1]. 

The negative pulse on the anode wire induces positive pulses on its 
neighboring wires, although for s = 2 mm the induced signals are only 
about 20% the size of that on the active wire. There is also a complemen
tary pulse induced on the cathode [3]. 

Sometimes it is desirable to operate the chamber in the saturated gain 
regime. Magic gas is frequently used in this way. Under these conditions 
the anode pulse height is almost independent of the energy lost by the 
incident ionizing particle. Although the chamber has no energy resolu
tion, it is highly efficient, and the large amplitude and reduced dynamic 
range of the output pulses simplifies the readout electronics. 

It is important that the wire spacing be very uniform throughout the 
detector. A small displacement of a wire or irregularities in the diameters 
of the wires can lead to a large change in the charge on the displaced wire 
and on adjacent wires. The wires tend to stagger themselves out of the 
plane due to electrostatic repulsion. Vinyl-coated support wires perpen
dicular to the anode wires have been used to prevent this. Mechanical 
variations can be expected to lead to variations of 30 - 40% in the gain [1]. 

The voltage Vo applied to the wires must be such that the electrostatic 
force on the wire is smaller than the restoring force due to the tension T of 
the wire, or that [1] 

V; < s..f4iiE;T 
0- LC (9.18) 

where L is the length of the wire, s is the wire spacing, and C is the 
capacitance per unit length. The breaking strength available depends 
strongly on the wire diameter. For example, for 5-.um-diameter tungsten 
wires a tension up to 0.04 N can be used, while for 30-.um wires this 
increases to 1.45 N. Electrostatic forces also cause a net attraction of the 
cathode electrodes toward the anode plane. This can cause a variation of 
the gap separation across the chamber and is another cause of gain varia
tion. 

The high voltage power supply used with the chamber should be 
equipped with circuitry to shut off the voltage and discharge the chamber 
when a sudden surge of current is detected. Otherwise the stored energy in 
the circuit may cause a gap that breaks down to arc repeatedly, with the 
danger that a wire may break. 
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Detailed descriptions of all aspects of chamber construction can be 
found in the latest proceedings of the International Wire Chamber Con
ference [10]. For the sake of illustration we will describe here some details 
of the construction and performance of two actual chambers. Crittenden 
et al. [11] constructed a set of 1-mm pitch MWPCs capable of operating at 
high rates. A cross section of one edge of the chamber is shown in Fig. 9.8. 
Each chamber contained a plane of vertical anode wires with a 1-mm 
separation and two planes of anode wires with 2-mm spacing oriented 
± 45 0 from the vertical. The anode wires were 15-.um-diameter gold
plated tungsten, tensioned to 25 g and glued onto a G-lO frame. The 
chamber was desensitized in the beam region by attaching a small piece of 
Mylar to the anode wires. Cathode planes were located 3.2 mm on either 
side of the anode plane. The cathodes were made of stainless steel wire 
cloth with a wire diameter of 50 .urn and a spacing of 0.5 mm. The mod
ules were held in an aluminum frame using R TV silicone rubber to form 
the gas seal. Alignment pins were used so that it was possible to accurately 
reassemble the chamber. The gas was confined in the chamber using heat 
shrunk Mylar windows. 

The gas mixture used with the 1-mm chamber was 58% argon, 25% 
isobutane, 16% methyal, and 0.6% Freon-13 Bl. The efficiency of the 
chamber for various beam intensities is shown in Fig. 9.9 as a function of 
the chamber high voltage. At low intensity the efficiency rapidly increases 
to a wide plateau near 100%. The efficiency at a fixed high voltage drops 
off as the intensity is increased. The efficiency can be partially restored by 
increasing the high voltage, although the plateau region becomes nar-

Figure 9.8 Cross section ofa high rate MWPC. (R. Crittenden, S. Ems, 
R. Heinz, and J. Krider, Nuc. Instr. Meth. 185: 75, 1981.) 
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rower. The efficiency at a given high voltage is also strongly dependent on 
the gas composition. 

A set oflarge (- 8 m2) MWPCs were built for the NA3 Spectrometer at 
the SPS [12]. The chambers were required to handle a large particle flux 
and to have good efficiency for multitrack events. The anodes were made 
of 20-.um-diameter gold-plated tungsten. The cathodes consisted of 
25-.um-thick plastic foils coated with graphite. The cathode surface was 
subdivided electrically so that the beam region of the chamber could be 
desensitized for high rate running. The electrodes were strung over a 
reinforced epoxy frame, which was accurately pinned into a steel support 
frame. The aluminized Mylar chamber windows were glued to the steel 
frame. The long chamber wires were stabilized against electrostatic forces 
using zigzag-shaped pieces of plastic called garlands. 

MWPCs have nearly 100% efficiency for the detection of single, mini
mum ionizing particles. Because each of the wires is essentially an inde
pendent detector, the efficiency for detecting many simultaneous tracks 
is also very high. Among the more important factors affecting the effi
ciency are the specific ionization of the gas, the pathlength in the chamber, 
the high voltage, the angle of incidence of the ionizing particle, and the 

Figure 9.9 Particle detection efficiency as a function of high voltage and 
incident particle rate for the chamber of Fig. 9.8. (R. Crittenden, S. Ems, 
R. Heinz, and J. Krider, Nuc. Instr. Meth. 185: 75, 1981.) 
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width of the timing gate for accepting pulses after the ionizing particle has 
passed [3]. 

The spatial resolution of a MWPC is on the order of half the wire 
spacing. Improving the spatial resolution by decreasing the anode spacing 
below 2 mm is difficult because, according to Eq. 9.17, this decreases the 
capacitance per unit length. Thus, to maintain a fixed gain, the voltage 
must be correspondingly increased, thereby diminishing the stability of 
the chamber operation. The spatial resolution can be significantly im
proved by segmenting and reading out the signal on the cathode. This is 
discussed further in the following section. With analog readout the resolu
tion can approach the ultimate localization accuracy of the chamber 
determined by the physical extent and distribution of ionization clusters 
and the diffusion of the produced charges before they are collected. 

Tracks inclined at large angles will fire a cluster of wires [3]. This can be 
seen in Fig. 9.10, which shows that a 40° track can fire six or seven 
adjacent wires. The effect can be minimized at the cost of some loss of 
efficiency by the addition of an electronegative gas such as ethyl bromide. 
This reduces the sensitive region to a small cylinder around the wire. 
Alternatively, the timing gate could be shortened so that only pulses from 

z 

Figure 9.10 Wire cluster size as a function of the direction of the inci
dent particle. (G. Charpak, reproduced with permission from the An
nual Review of Nuclear Science, Vol. 20, © 1970 by Annual Reviews, 
Inc.) 
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electrons liberated near the wire would be accepted or by only accepting 
the first pulse to arrive. Production of delta rays also leads to large clusters. 

The uncertainty in the arrival time of a pulse at the logic electronics 
after the passage of an ionizing particle is the time resolution of the 
chamber. A value of around 30 ns is typical for 2-mm wire spacing. The 
actual arrival time of the pulse is correlated with the position at which the 
track crosses the chamber. A typical distribution of time delays on a single 
wire consists of a large peak arising from tracks that pass within several 
wire diameters of the wire and a long tail from electrons produced outside 
this region. The time resolution may be improved at the expense of some 
inefficiency by the addition of an electronegative gas. Another technique 
is to use several chambers with the wire spacings staggered, so that the 
wires of the second chamber are behind the interwire gap of the first 
chamber. Using the first pulse to arrive from any of the chambers reduces 
the time jitter. 

An anode wire is dead for a perio.d of several hundred nanoseconds 
following a pulse [2]. The actual deadtime depends on the wire spacing 
and amplifier electronics. During this time the electrons are collected, the 
positive ions drift away from the region of the anode, and the amplifier 
circuit recovers. 

G ... 
" ac 

Figure 9.11 Effect of magnetic field on the counting rate of several 
adjacent MWPC wires. (After G. Charpak, D. Rahm, and H. Steiner, 
Nuc. Instr. Meth. 80: 13, 1970.) 
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When a MWPC is operated inside a magnetic field oriented parallel to 
the anode wires, the electrons drift in the direction 'l: X B before they are 
collected at the anode wire. However, the drift is in opposite directions for 
ions produced on opposite sides of the central wire plane. As a result, if the 
readout electronics is sensitive to the start of the ionization pulse, the 
mean of the collected charge distribution is not very sensitive to B [7]. 
This can be seen in Fig. 9.11, which shows the counting rate on 12 
adjacent wires as the magnetic field is varied. Note that the rate on the 
central wire decreases as the field is increased, but the rate on the adjacent 
wires increases with the result that the total counting rate remains con
stant. Thus, the magnetic field only gives a small displacement and a slight 
loss of resolution. No effect is observed when the magnetic field is parallel 
to the electric field. 

The MWPC wire arrangement can be modified for operation in very 
high flux environments. In the multistep avalanche chamber [13] the 
incident particles first enter a preamplification region. The ionization 
electrons drift toward a pair of wire meshes, which act as a gate to the 
second half of the chamber. The potential on the gate can be biased so that 
all the charge is collected, and no electrons make it to the anodes in the 
second half of the chamber. During the time the electrons are drifting in 
the preamplification region, external trigger logic can decide if the particle 
should be detected. In that case a potential of the opposite polarity is 
applied to the gate. The major problem with the scheme appeared to be 
capacitive coupling between the gate meshes and the anode. 

9.5 Readout electronics 
The task of the readout electronics is to provide sufficient infor

mation so that the positions where ionizing particles traversed the 
chamber may be determined as accurately as possible. The time depen
dence of the anode signal v can be found by assuming that the signal is 
totally due to a group of positive ions that leave the surface of the anode 
wire with constant mobility at t = 0 [1]. Integrating Eq. 9.4, we find 

v(t) = - Q In r(t) (9.19) 
27rEoL rw 

where r(t) gives the distance of the positive ions from the axis of the 
cylinder. Using the definition of mobility, r(t) can be written 

r(t) = r2 + Jl 0 t ( + cv. )1/2 
w 7rEo 

(9.20) 
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Substituting back into Eq. 9.19, we find 

v(t) = -~ In (1 + 11-+ C~o t) 
41tEoL 1tEor w 

(9.21 ) 

This important result shows that the voltage has In( 1 + t/to) time depen
dence. 

The output pulse from the anode has a fast initial rise (- 6% of maxi
mum in IOns). When used with an RC pulse differentiation network, this 
allows MWPCs to be used as trigger devices. The total undifferentiated 
pulse length may be several hundred microseconds. The electrons liber
ated by the ionizing particle drift through varying distances before reach
ing the high field region near the anode. Thus, the output pulse is the 
resultant of many pulses arriving over a period of time and has an approxi
mately linear rise at first. 

Under typical proportional chamber conditions the initial deposited 
energy is amplified by 104 or 1 Os. Even with this amplification individual 
amplifiers are necessary for each wire to obtain reasonable signal levels 
(-1 V). The output pulses deviate from strict proportionality because of 
fluctuations in the number of initial ion pairs and in the amplification. 

The design of the chamber readout electronics is as varied as the design 
of the chambers themselves. One possible readout arrangement for each 
wire is shown in Fig. 9.12. The amplified signal from the anode wire is sent 
to a discriminator with an adjustable threshold. The threshold setting 
(-0.5 mY) is optimized to reject noise, yet maintain high efficiency. In 
general, full efficiency is obtained for minimum ionizing particles with a 
threshold that is about one-tenth the peak amplitude [1]. A loss of effi-

anode 
wire 

Figure 9.12 Simple readout scheme for an anode wire. 
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ciency from increasing the discriminator threshold can be offset to some 
extent by increasing the high voltage. 

Following the discriminator a fast signal can be extracted for use in the 
trigger logic. The signals from all the wires can be combined in order to 
make multiplicity tests. Another signal from each of the discriminators is 
then delayed while the trigger decision is being made. For good events the 
trigger initiates a WRITE signal that allows the anode signals to pass into a 
buffer; At an appropriate time in the readout cycle, the data handler sends 
a READ pulse, which allows the signal for each wire to enter the readout 
data stream. A typical readout scheme would specify the address of one of 
the hit wires in a cluster and the width of the cluster. Readout electronics 
systems similar to this are available commercially [14]. 

A block diagram of the readout electronics for the NA3 MWPCs dis
cussed earlier is shown in Fig. 9.13. The major features of the system 
include amplifier and readout cards that plug into connectors on the edge 

Figure 9.13 Block diagram ofthe NA3 MWPC readout electronics. (A) 
amplifier card, (R) readout card, (T) trigger signal, (C) control bus, (D) 
data bus, (PS) power supply, and (DA) data acquisition system. (After R. 
Hammarstrom et aI., Nuc. Instr. Meth. 174: 45, 1980.) 
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of the chamber, CAMAC modules to enter the MWPC information into 
the data acquisition system, a computer-controlled power supply system, 
and a dedicated CAMAC control and monitoring system [12]. The ampli
fier cards used hybrid integrated circuits that contained differential ampli
fiers, discriminators, one-shot delays, and an output gate capable of driv
ing the external data bus. The discriminator threshold could be varied 
from 1 to 10 J1A, while the time delay could be adjusted from 330 to 
750 ns. During the readout cycle the amplifier card was addressed, caus
ing it to put the contents of the 16 output gates onto the data bus. The data 
was converted by the CAMAC modules into the corresponding addresses 
of the hit wires. The readout of a complete chamber plane took about 
60 J1S. 

Improved spatial resolution can be obtained if analog signals from the 
wires are measured. In this case signals from nearby wires can be averaged 
in an appropriate manner to interpolate the value of the actual coordi
nate. The most important analog techniques that have been used for this 
purpose are listed in Table 9.4. When using these methods, the readout 
electronics is necessarily more complicated than that shown in Fig. 9.12. 
The methods listed in Table 9.4 are also used for drift chambers. 

Analog signal methods are frequently used to obtain a second coordi
nate of the particle trajectory without introducing additional planes of 
wires at different angles. The second coordinate is typically the direction 
along the anode wire and orthogonal to the particle's trajectory for planar 
chambers, or the coordinate along the axis for cylindrical chambers. 

A common construction uses the amplifier - discriminator readout sys
tem mentioned previously for the anode signals and a perpendicular, 
segmented cathode readout to give the coordinate along the anode wire 
direction. The cathode strip (or cathode pad) method utilizes the induced 
charge on a segmented cathode [15]. Chambers with this feature can 
combine excellent spatial resolution with inherently good time resolu-

Table 9.4. Analog methods/or position measurements in wire chambers 

Method 

Cathode strips 
Delay line 

Charge division of anode signal 
Risetime of anode signal 
Direct timing of anode signal 

Requirements 

segmented cathode, each with readout 
supplementary transmission lines, dual 

readout 
resistive anode, dual readout 
resistive anode, dual readout 
high conductivity anode, dual readout 
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tion. Figure 9.14 illustrates the basic principle. One cathode of the MWPC 
is segmented perpendicularly to the anode wires. The width of the seg
ments is roughly equal to the anode - cathode separation distance. As the 
ions are drifting between the electrodes, pulses are induced on nearby 
cathodes. A charge Q on an anode situated between two cathode planes 
will induce a charge distribution [16] 

Q TCZ 
a(z) = - 4L sech 2L (9.22) 

on the perpendicular cathode, where z is the distance along the anode wire 
and L is the anode - cathode separation. The charge on each cathode pad 
is measured using an accurate ADC. 

The simplest method for determining the position of the particle is to 
compute the center of gravity 

~QX - £J I l 

x= }:Qi (9.23) 

of the charges Qi deposited on the strips [16, 17]. However, the deposited 
charge must be integrated over the finite width of the strip. This intro
duces nonlinear correlations and can lead to systematic shifts between the 
avalanche position and the calculated centroid. Additional nonlinearities 
may be caused by mutual capacitance between the strips, electronic cross 

Figure 9.14 Two-dimensional readout using cathode strips. (A. Breskin 
et aI., Nuc. Instr. Meth. 143: 29, 1977.) 
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talk, and gain variations between channels. The accuracy of the calcula
tion can be improved by subtracting a bias level from each strip before 
averaging [17]. Small chambers instrumented with cathode strip readout 
have achieved 40 11m rms spatial resolution along the anode wires. The 
resolution is slightly worse for the direction perpendicular to the anode 
wires. 

A delay line is a transmission line that allows the position of a particle to 
be determined from the difference in arrival times of the signals at the two 
ends of the line [18]. The delay line may be either tapped directly to the 
cathode wires, or capacitatively coupled if the signal is sufficiently strong. 
Delay lines parallel to the anode can limit the rate capability of the 
chamber. 

As an example we mention the drift chambers of the NA-l Spectrome
ter at CERN [19]. The chambers used delay lines to provide a measure
ment of the second coordinate and to aid in the resolution of the left - right 
ambiguity. The delay lines consisted of 2-mm-diameter aluminum pipe 
surrounded by Teflon and copper Wire. The delay lines ran parallel to the 
drift chamber sense wires. The signal induced on the delay line propa
gated with a velocity of 1.6 mm/ns to the edge of the chamber, where a 
coupling transformer matched the signal to an amplifier. The characteris
tic impedance was 1800 n. The FWHM in the length determination was 
4.5 mm. 

Analog methods that use the anode signal itself have the advantage of 
not complicating the chamber construction or introducing additional 
scattering material. The charge division method determines the position 
of the avalanche caused by a passing particle by measuring the amount of 

Figure 9.15 Principle of the charge division method. 
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charge reaching the two ends ofa resistive wire [20,21]. Consider a wire 
chamber constructed with high resistance anode wires of length L as 
shown in Fig. 9.15. The two ends of the wire are connected to charge 
sensitive preamplifiers with input impedances ZA and ZB' Suppose the 
avalanche from the passage of a charged particle hits the anode at a 
distance 1L - x from the A end. The charges that are induced at the two 
ends of the wire are inversely proportional to the total impedances along 
the two paths, so long as the integration time for the signal is long com
pared to pLCw , where p and Cw are the resistivity and distributed capaci
tance of the anode wire. Thus, the ratio of the collected charges is given by 

QA = (1L + x)p + ZB 

QB (1L - x)p + ZA 
(9.24) 

It is desirable that the preamplifier input impedances be small compared 
to the resistance of the wire. The quantities that are actually measured are 
the ADC channels of the signals. Thus, the position determination may 
require corrections for any differences in amplifier gain, pedestal correc
tions, and so on. Resolutions of - 0.4 mm have been achieved using 
charge division [22]. 

The other two analog methods mentioned in Table 9.4 measure either 
the risetime of the pulses or the arrival time of the pulses at the two ends of 
the anode. The readout electronics for the risetime method is simpler than 
for the charge division method [23]. The method has the disadvantage 
that it is dependent on all parasitic capacitances and inductances in the 
chamber and so may not be suitable for large chambers. The direct timing 
method uses the anode and surrounding electrodes as a delay line [24]. 
The position of a particle is then determined from the difference of arrival 
times at the two ends. The resolution of this method is expected to be 
independent of the length of the wires. 

The pulse height of MWPC anode signals have been used to measure 
the energy loss of particles. This subject will be discussed in the following 
chapter. 
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Exercises 

1. Derive an expression for the radius at which ion multiplication 
begins in a cylindrical proportional chamber in terms of the 
applied voltage and the properties of the chamber and of the gas. 

2. Use the data of Table 9.3 to estimate the ionization cross for 
electrons in argon in a 100-V/cm field at 0.5 atm. 

3. Derive Eq. 9.12. Use the kinetic theory and assume that any 
electron whose energy exceeds the ionization potential of the gas 
will cause ionization. 

4. For voltages V ~ Vo the gain factor M can be written M = ke Q, 

where k is a constant and Q is the charge per unit length on the 
wire. Find the gain variations due to variations in the anode wire 
diameter, anode wire spacing, and the anode-cathode separa
tion. 

5. Estimate the expected signal for a 3-Ge V / c proton in a 2-cm
radius proportional chamber containing a 50% Ar/50% C2H6 gas 
mixture at 2000 V. 

6. A MWPC with argon gas at atmospheric pressure has L = 2s and 
lO-,um-diameter anode wires. If the ion multiplication is 104 , 

what wire spacing would give 100-m V pulses for minimum 
ionizing particles? 

7. A MWPC has 12-,um-diameter anode wires, 2 mm wire spacing, 
and 4 mm anode - cathode spacing. Find the critical voltage for 
wire breakage if the 1-m-Iong wires are tensioned to 1 N. 

8. A 1-m-Iong wire with resistivity 60 Q/cm has readout circuits 
with input impedance 100 Q at each end. Find the position along 
the wire of a passing particle if the peak signal is in channel 36 on 
one side and in channel 20 on the other. Assume the ADC pedes
tals are in channel 5. 
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Drift chambers 

A drift chamber is a particle tracking device that uses the drift time of 
ionization electrons in a gas to measure the spatial position of an ionizing 
particle [1- 3]. Drift chambers can achieve spatial resolutions an order of 
magnitude smaller than MWPCs. A typical timing measurement accu
racy of 2 ns and a drift velocity of 4 cm/l1,5 corresponds to a theoretical 
spatial accuracy of 80 11m. Drift chambers have found wide acceptance as 
charged particle tracking detectors in spectrometer systems. When cover
ing large solid angles, drift chambers provide resolution equal to MWPCs 
at a much lower cost. 

A typical drift chamber arrangement is shown in Fig. 10.1. A region of 
approximately uniform field is set up between the anode and cathode 
wires. A charged particle traversing the chamber liberates electrons that 
drift toward the anodes. The passage of the particle also generates a fast 
pulse in the scintillation counter that can be used to define a reference 
time to. The electrons drift for a time ~ t, after which they are collected at 
the anode, thereby providing a signal that a particle has passed. The 
position where the particle traversed the chamber is then given by 

i1o+.11 

X = w(t) dt 
10 

(10.1 ) 

where w(t) is the drift velocity. 

10.1 Properties of drift chamber gases 
The passage of ionizing radiation through the gas in a drift 

chamber cell leaves behind a trail of electrons and positive ions. In order 
to use the electron arrival times to accurately locate the position in the 
chamber that was traversed by the incoming particle, we must have an 
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accurate knowledge of the drift velocity of the electrons in the gas. The 
liberated electrons have inelastic collisions with the surrounding gas mol
ecules and quickly establish a Maxwellian distribution of velocities. The 
most probable random (or thermal) electron energy at room temperature 
is - 0.04 eV. When an electric field 1:: is applied, the component of the 
drift velocity w parallel to the field is [4, 5] 

»1 = ~ e1:: /3.) +.!. e1:: / dA) (10.2) 
II 3 m \v 3 m \dv 

where e and m are the charge and mass of the electron and A(V) is the mean 
free path for an electron with random velocity v in the drift chamber gas. 
The averages must be performed over the distribution of electron random 
velocities. The variation of A with v is often ignored when estimating gas 
properties. Note that (A/V) is the mean time between collisions. Some 
measurements of drift velocities in pure gases are given in Table 10.1. 

If a magnetic field B perpendicular to 1:: is also present, the drift velocity 
will have a component along the direction ~ X B given by 

w = (1 + ~2B2A2)-1 (.!. e1:: (J) / A2) + ~ e~ (J) /3. dA)) (10.3) 
1. m2v2 3 m L \ v2 3 m L \ v dv 

Figure 10.1 Principle of operation of a drift chamber. 
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where 

(10.4) 

is the Larmor precession frequency. The net drift angle with respect to cg 
in this case would be 

tan a = Wl./w il (10.5) 

Figure 10.2 shows measurements of the drift angle as a function ofcg and 
B. Besides electric and magnetic fields, other factors that can influence the 
drift velocity include the temperature and pressure of the gas and the 
addition of "impurity" gases. Note that the drift velocity is a function of 
cg / P, where P is the gas pressure. 

A second important property of a drift chamber gas is the diffusion 
coefficient for electrons traveling through the gas. The amount of diffu
sion that occurs limits the spatial resolution obtainable with the chamber. 
According to classical kinetic theory, the electron cloud will diffuse, as it 
drifts along with a diffusion coefficient D, given by 

D = -t (Av) 

Table 10.1. Drift velocities oj pure 
gases, STP (cm/fls) 

Gas 

CH4 

C2H6 

C3HS 

Iso-C4H IO 

C2H4 

He 
Ar 
Ar (liquid) 
Xe 
H2 
N2 
O2 

CO2 

CHiOCH3h 

10.4 
5.2 
4.0 
3.3 
4.8 
1.0 
0.4 
0.2 
0.2 
1.1 
0.9 
2.4 
0.7 
0.7 

~ (kV/em) 

2 

8.5 
5.5 
4.7 
5.1 
5.1 
1.6 
0.7 
0.3 
0.4 
1.8 
1.4 
3.1 
1.5 
1.5 

3 

7.1 
5.5 
4.9 

4.8 
2.3 
1.1 
0.3 
0.6 
2.0 
2.0 
3.8 
2.6 
2.1 

Source: A. Peisert and F. Sauli, CERN Re
port 84-08, 1984; B. Jean-Marie, V. Lepel
tier, and D. L'Hote, Nue. Instr. Meth. 159: 
213, 1979; F. Sauli, CERN Report 77-09, 
1977. 

(10.6) 
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After drifting a distance x, each component of the electron's position 
becomes dispersed by an amount 

Gx = ~2~X (10.7) 

Note, however, that the diffusion coefficient need not be isotropic. 
Simple estimates for the magnitudes of the transport coefficients have 

been given by Palladino and Sadoulet [4] using conservation of energy 
arguments. The electron cloud tends to be accelerated by the electric field. 
On the other hand, collisions between the electrons and the gas atoms 
occur with a mean time between collisions of viA. After a time - 10-11 sec 
the electron cloud reaches equilibrium with the gas and travels with an 
approximately constant drift velocity. Ifr(E) is the mean fractional en
ergy loss per collision, then the energy gained per unit time from the 
electric field must equal the energy lost per unit time in atomic collisions, 
or 

e~wlI= (rE~) 
If we assume A is independent of v and that the energy distribution is 
narrow, then 

Figure 10.2 Drift angle as a function of electric and magnetic fields. (U. 
Becker, M. Capell, D. Osborne, and C. Ye, Nuc. Instr. Meth. 205: 137, 
1983.) 
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Substituting WII from Eq. 10.2, we obtain the following expression for v: 

[ 2e~A JI /2 
v = (3r) 1/2m (10.8) 

It is convenient to use Eq. 10.8 to express the various transport coeffi
cients in terms of A and r. Thus, we find that the components of the drift 
velocity are 

W = (3. e~A(~)1/2)1/2 
II 3 m 3 

W = eBA (3r)1/2 
.L 6m 

The mean energy of the electrons is 

(E) = 1mv2 
= e~A(3r)-1/2 

while the diffusion coefficient is given by 

[ 2e~A3 JI/2 
D = 9(3r)1/2m 

Note that the combination of terms 

Ek = eD~ 
wil 

= (E) 

(10.9) 

(10.10) 

(10.11) 

(10.12) 

(10.13) 

gives a directly measurable indication of the characteristic energy of the 
electrons in the gas. 

Examination of Eqs. 10.9 -10.13 shows that they all vary monotoni
cally with the mean free path for electrons in the gas. The dependence is 
strongest for the diffusion coefficient, which is proportional to A3/2. The 
components of the drift velocity also increase for increasing fractional 
energy loss per collision, while the mean energy and diffusion coefficient 
decrease. 

Accurate calculations of the properties of mixtures of gases can be made 
using transport theory [4-6]. The theory uses density and energy conser
vation to obtain a set of equations for the distribution function F(E) for a 
free electron in an external electric or magnetic field. Elastic and inelastic 
cross sections for electrons in the relevant gases are used as input. Once the 
equations have been solved for F(E), the transport coefficients, such as W 

and D, can be obtained from appropriate integrals over the energy. 
The optimum gas mixture for a wire chamber is strongly dependent on 
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the intended application [6]. Table 10.2 indicates gas mixtures that give 
various desired properties. Gases with high specific energy loss are used 
for efficient detection of charged particles and photons. A gas with low 
specific energy loss would be used if it was important to minimize multi
ple scattering. High drift velocity gases are used in high rate environments, 
while a lower drift velocity improves the spatial resolution obtainable 
with electronics of a given speed. Small diffusion is desirable for good 
spatial resolution. Chambers are typically operated in a region where the 
drift velocity is independent of'lf (saturation region). The choice of the 
actual drift velocity that is used is influenced by the available drift path, 
particle intensity, and speed of the recording electronics. 

Argon is widely used as a drift chamber gas. The argon may be mixed 
with gases consisting of heavy organic molecules, such as carbon dioxide 
or isobutane. These gases, known as quenchers, have many degrees of 
freedom and can efficiently absorb energy from the gas [7]. As a result, the 
effective temperature of the electron is reduced, the drift velocity is in
creased, and the diffusion is decreased. Sometimes a small amount of a 
third gas, such as dimethoxymethane (DMM), is also added. A typical 
composition is 68% Ar/30% C4H IO/2% DMM. 

Figure 10.3 shows measured drift velocities for argon-propane mix
tures as a function of the applied electric field [8]. The curves have been 
displaced by 10 fJ,m/ns from each other for clarity. The dotted line asso
ciated with each curve corresponds to a velocity of 50 fJ,m/ns. Note that 
certain gas proportions result in drift velocities which are independent of 
'If. This phenomenon is quite important in achieving linear space-time 
correlations, since it minimizes the change in drift velocity as the elec
trons approach the sense wire. The drift chamber gas should not attach 
electrons, or else the detection efficiency will depend on the drift distance. 

Table 10.2. Properties of gas mixtures 

Desired property 

High specific mass 
Low specific mass 
High drift velocity 
Low drift velocity 
Small diffusion 
Small magnetic deflection angle 
Electron capture 

Gas components 

Xe 
H2 ,He 
CH4 , CF4 

CO2 , dimethylether, He-C2H6 

hydrocarbons, CO2 , dimethylether, NH3 
CO2 , CO2-isoC4H IO 

O2 , H20, CF3Br, Freons 

Source: A. Peisert and F. Sauli, CERN Report 84-08, 1984. 
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Figure 10.3 Drift velocities of argon - propane gas mixture as a function 
of electric field. (After B. Jean-Marie, V. Lepeltier, and D. L'Hote, Nuc. 
Instr. Meth. 159: 213, 1979.) 
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10.2 Construction 
Three major types of drift chambers are in common use: (1) 

planar chambers, (2) cylindrical chambers, and (3) proportional drift 
tubes. Cylindrical chambers are used to surround an interaction region, 
particularly at colliding beam machines. Proportional drift tubes are use
ful in large volume applications, such as for calorimeters. The choice of 
the size of the drift cell is influenced by the maximum expected event rate 
and track multiplicity. The maximum rate that can be tolerated per wire 
appears to be - 104 counts/mm-s [9]. 

Now let us consider several examples of actual chambers. The wire 
arrangement in the BNL MPS planar chambers with small 3.2 mm drift 
space is shown in Fig. 10.4. The drift space is bounded by planes of 
cathode wires held at a large negative potential [10]. The drifting electrons 
are collected on the grounded anode wires. Gold-plated tungsten wire 
25 11m diameter is used for the anode, while 7 5-llm diameter stainless steel 
is used for the field and cathode wires. The electric field uniformity is 
improved by using field wires between the anodes. These wires are held at 
a slightly higher potential than the cathode. 

The MPS chamber wires were strung on strong fiberglass-polyester 
frames and stacked together to form modules. The anode spacing of the x I 
measuring planes are displayed by half a drift cell width in order to help 
resolve the ambiguity of whether a track has passed to the right or left side 
of a given anode wire. Each module also contains y measuring planes and 
u and v (± 30° to y) measuring planes. This enables each module to 
measure a vector on the particle's trajectory, which simplifies the pattern 
recognition. The chambers use a 79% Ar/15% C4H IO/6% dimethoxy
methane gas mixture. The maximum drift time for these chambers is 
70 ns, and the space - time relation shown in Fig. 10.5 is quite linear. One 
nice feature of small drift spaces is that the ~ X B displacement is small. 

It is usually desirable for the field to be uniform in the drift space, so that 
x varies linearly with t. In chambers with large drift spaces located in a 

Figure 10.4 Wire arrangement for the MPS planar drift chambers. (A) 
anode wire, (F) field shaping wire, and (C) cathode wires. The anode
cathode spacing is 6.4 mm and the anode- field wire spacing is 3.2 mm . 
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magnetic field, the potential on each cathode wire may be gradually 
varied by applying the high voltage through a divider chain [1]. 

Cylindrical drift chambers have found wide acceptance at intersecting 
storage rings. Wagner [11] separates the chambers that have been built so 
far into "classical" and "pictorial" categories. The classical chambers are 
defined to have 15 - 20 planes of wires, approximately half of which are 
oriented parallel to the magnetic field axis. These planes are used for 
pattern recognition. The other wire planes are rotated by a small angle 
with respect to the field axis and are used to resolve ambiguities and to 
determine the z coordinates of the reconstructed tracks. In a pictorial drift 
chamber, on the other hand, 40-200 points are recorded for each track. 
The high measurement density is essential for good separation of closely 
spaced tracks and for finding secondary vertices and decays. The term 
pictorial arises since there are sufficient hits in the chamber to recognize 
tracks without fitting. Such chambers typically put a much larger burden 
on the readout electronics. The TPC, discussed in Section 4, is an example 
of this type of chamber. Table 10.3 lists characteristics of some large 
cylindrical drift chamber systems. 

60 

t 

40 

(ns) 

20 

Figure 10.5 Drift time versus track position in the MPS planar drift 
chambers in a 10-kG field. (After E. Platner, Brookhaven National Lab
oratory report BNL 30898.) 
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Table 10.3. Representative cylindrical drift chamber systems 

Maximum Sense Field 
Number of wire wire wire 
sense length diameter diameter Gas (J 

Detector wires (cm) (urn) Cum) mixture (Jim) Commentsa 

UA-I 6110 220 35Ni-Cr 100Cu-Be 40 Ar/60 ethane 250 CD, dE/dx 
AFS 3444 140 30SS-Ni 100Cu-Be 50 Ar/50 ethane 220 CD, dE/dx 
HRS 2448 253 37W I 25Be-Cu 89 Ar/IO CO:JI CH4 250 
JADE 1536 240 20W-Re 100Be-Cu 89 Ar/8 CH4/3 isobutane 160 CD, dE/dx, HP 
MARK II 3204 264 38Cu-Be I 52Cu-Be 50 Ar/50 ethane 200 
TASSO 2340 352 30W 120Mo 90 Ar/IO CH4 220 
CELLO -3000 220 20W-Re 50, 100Cu-Be 90 Ar/IO CH4 210 

a Abbreviations: CD, charge division; HP, high pressure (4 atm). 
Source: M. Barranco Luque et aI., Nuc. Instr. Meth. 176: 175, 1980; O. Botner et aI., Nuc. Instr. Meth. 196: 315, 1982; D. Rubin, J. 
Chapman, D. Nitz, A. Seidl, and R. Thun, Nuc. Instr. Meth. 203: 119, 1982; W. Davies-White et aI., Nuc. Instr. Meth. 160: 227,1979; 
H. Boerner et aI., Nuc. Instr. Meth. 176: 151, 1980; W. deBoer et aI., Nuc. Instr. Meth. 176: 167, 1980; W. Farretai., Nuc. Instr. Meth. 
156: 283, 1978. 
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The central detector of the TASSO spectrometer at PETRA ues a cylin
drical drift chamber 2.56 m in diameter and 3.52 m in length inside a 
solenoidal magnetic field [12]. The chamber contains 2340 drift cells. The 
sense wires are 30-.um diameter gold-plated tungsten, while the cathode 
uses 120-.um gold-plated molybdenum. The sense wires were tensioned to 
0.8 N and the cathode wires to 3 N. All the wires were stretched between 
two aluminum end plates, which were spaced apart by tubes on the inside 
and outside radii of the drift region. The chamber used a 90% Ar/ 1 0% CH4 

gas mixture. 

Figure 10.6 Electric field lines in the TASSO drift cell (H. Boerner et ai., 
Nuc. Instr. Meth. 176: 151, 1980.) 
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The field shape in the 16-mm drift space is shown in Fig. 10.6. The high 
voltage distribution system contains both active and passive circuits to 
prevent any wire from drawing an excessive current. The high voltage 
efficiency curve had a plateau above 2400 V. The efficiency below the 
plateau is adversely affected by a magnetic field. For drift distances larger 
than about 6 mm the space-time relationship is strongly affected by the 
angle of the particle trajectory. This is largely caused by the deflection of 
the electron trajectories in the magnetic field. A typical event in the 
chamber is shown in Fig. 10.7. 

Proportional drift tubes offer a number of advantages over wire 
chambers for certain applications, particularly those involving large solid 
angle coverage. They are easier to construct, cheaper, modular, and have a 
self-supporting structure [13]. A broken wire only eliminates a single cell 
instead of a whole plane. They have the disadvantages of poorer resolu
tion, a nonuniform electric field, and an enhanced sensitivity to impuri
ties in the gas. 

Figure 10.7 A typical event in the TASSO cylindrical drift chamber (H. 
Boerner et ai., Nuc. Instr. Meth. 176: 151, 1980.) 
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The CHARM neutrino detector at CERN [14] contains a system of 
12,600 proportional tubes. Figure 10.8 shows the details of the mechani
cal construction. The 50-,um stainless steel sense wires are mounted in a 
29 mm X 29 mm X 4 m extruded aluminum tube. The wires are 
stretched to a tension of 1 N. The tubes contain a 95% Ar/5% C3Hg gas 
mixture. The gas amplification depends strongly on the high voltage, gas 
density, and gas composition. A gas control system was used to stabilize 
the pressure and thus reduce gain variations. 

The European Muon Collaboration at CERN [13] have constructed a 
system containing 1100 POTs. The tubes are circular with a 5-cm inner 
diameter and are up to 2 m in length. The tubes are constructed from 
I-mm-thick bakelight paper. The cathode consists of a conductive paint 
on the inside of the tube. The anode is a 20-,um gold-plated tungsten wire. 
The tubes contained an 80% Ar/20% ethane gas mixture and had a spatial 
resolution of 0.18 mm. 

Figure 10.8 Construction details of the CHARM proportional drift 
tubes. (I) sense wire, (2) aluminum tube, (3) wire support, (4) gas inlet/ 
outlet, (5) insulator, (6) support and manifold, and (7) cover plate. (A. 
Diddens et a!., Nuc. Instr. Meth. 176: 189, 1980.) 
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10.3 Readout electronics 
The minimum requirement for a drift chamber electronics is to 

specify which wire has detected a pulse and to measure the elapsed time 
between some reference signal to and the time the pulse is collected by the 
sense wire. Figure 10.9 gives the fundamental components ofa system to 
measure the drift time for a single wire. The reference time is usually 
provided by a scintillation counter upstream of the drift chambers. This 
signal can be used as a start signal to a TDC. The anode wire from the drift 
chamber gives the stop pulse. 

A multiwire readout scheme contains a number of independent digitiz
ing channels [1]. A start signal enables the first channel scaler to count 
oscillator pulses from a clock. This is stopped by a pulse from any of the 
anodes. The wire number of the active wire is then stored in a latch. The 
data acquisition electronics for detectors with large arrays of wires are 
generally designed to record data only from the active wires. Commercial 
preamplifier-discriminator integrated circuits and special purpose TDC 

anode 

Figure 10.9 Simple readout system for drift chamber signals. (HV) high 
voltage, (A) preamplifier, (0) discriminator, (TOC) time to digital con
vertor, and (OA) data acquisition. 
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and controllers are also available to make drift chamber signals available 
to CAMAC data systems. 

A block diagram of the readout electronics for the CHARM PDTs [14] 
is shown in Fig. 10.10. The input signal from each sense wire is divided 
between the charge amplifier and the timing discriminator. Since the drift 
velocity in the argon - propane gas mixture is slow, the readout electronics 
can be built using TTL integrated circuits. The electronics could function 
as an 8-bit ADC or TDC. The maximum deadtime was less than 15 /is. 

Pictorial drift chambers measure the drift time and signal charge using 
fast electronics capable of responding to more than one hit [11]. This can 
be done using an analog storage device, such as a CCD, which samples the 
input signal at a rate determined by an external clock. Another technique 
is to use flash ADCs, which sample the input signal with short (- 32-ns) 
integration times. 

Fast electronics are required to take full advantage of the intrinsic time 
resolution of drift chambers. A "time stretcher" circuit can be used to 
expand the time interval and then read it out with slower electronic 
circuits [1]. The readout system employed with the MPS planar chambers 
uses amplifiers with a 4-ns risetime [10]. The signal is shaped and fed into 
a discriminator-comparator. Here the reference voltage can be varied to 
change the signal threshold. A 256-bit shift register acts as a digital delay 
and time digitizer. The discriminator output is continuously fed into the 

Figure 10.10 Readout system for CHARM proportional drift tubes. (A. 
Diddens et aI., Nuc. Instr. Meth. 176: 189, 1980.) 
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shift register. An appropriately delayed trigger signal stops the register 
after about 1 J1-s. Active channels contain YES bits somewhere is the last 
32 bits of the register. The position of the furthest YES bit provides a 
measure of the drift time to within 4 ns. 

The analog signal methods listed in Table 9.4 have also been employed 
in drift chambers to measure a second coordinate of a particle's trajectory 
through the chamber. The European Muon Collaboration [13] used delay 
lines with their proportional drift tubes, shown in Fig. 10.8. The delay line 
assembly was mounted adjacent to the last plane of POTs in each assem
bly in order to measure the position of the interaction along the wire. The 
positive signal on the resistive cathode induced a signal on the delay line 
electrodes. The delay line followed a folded zigzag path to the electronics 
at each end. The position resolution using the time information from both 
ends was 6.3 mm. 

An auxiliary system of electronics may be necessary in large chamber 
arrays to monitor the performance of the chambers. For example, Oaum 
et al. [15] have used a minicomputer to monitor the performance of their 
chambers at the CERN SPS. The minicomputer can be used between 
beam spills to check for electronic faults, inefficient modules, timing 
errors, and missing wires. 

10.4 Performance 
There are a number of important performance characteristics for 

drift chambers, including efficiency, double track resolution, and opera
tion in a magnetic field. However, the most important property is usually 
the spatial resolution. 

A large number of effects influence the ultimate spatial resolution that 
can be achieved [16]. First, there are limitations due to physical processes. 
We have seen that a charged particle passing through the gas in a drift cell 
leaves behind a trail of ions. There are about 30 electron - ion pairs created 
per centimeter in argon at STP. However, the actual number and size of 
these ion clusters and their distribution along the path of the particle is 
subject to statistical fluctuations. In addition, as the electrons begin to 
drift toward the anode under the influence of the electric field, the cloud 
will spread out due to diffusion, multiple scattering, and secondary ion
ization. 

The spatial uncertainty arising from diffusion is [1] 

a2 = 2 {x D dx 
Jo W 

(10.14) 
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and thus one wants a gas with a small value for the ratio D/w. The 
diffusion coefficient is not isotropic. Fortunately, the coefficient DII for 
diffusion along the direction of the electric field is much smaller than the 
coefficient D.L for transverse diffusion. It is DII that affects the arrival time 
of the electron cloud at the sense wire. Equation 10.7 can be written in 
terms of the characteristic energy as 

u~ = 2Ek x/e'l (lO.15) 

The addition of a multiatomic molecule like isobutane to pure argon 
increases the fractional energy loss per collision r because energy can then 
be absorbed into vibrational and rotational modes. According to Eqs. 
10.11 and 10.13, this reduces Ekand thusthedispersionux • Theeffectthat 
this dispersion has on the actual spatial resolution depends on the detec
tion method [7]. 

Another physical process is fluctuations in ion multiplication near the 
anode wire. These processes affect the arrival time of electrons at the 
anode. 

A second set of limitations are due to inaccuracies in the chamber 
construction. The major contribution arises from errors in the wire posi
tions. These may be random errors due to the tolerances in the support 
structure, or systematic errors such as gravitational sagging or electro
static deflections. 

Table lOA. High resolution drift chambers 

Chamber 

Scintillating drift chamber 

Time projection chamber; jet 
chamber; imaging chamber 

Microjet chamber 
Precision drift imager 

Time expansion chamber 

Parallel plate avalanche chamber 
Multistep avalanche chamber 

Principle 

detects secondary gas scintillation 
near anode with PMT; fast 
response; no space charge 
distortion 

track segments continuously 
sampled and recorded 
electronically; large volume 

thin anode wires 
only accepts small segments of 

ionization trail; good two-track 
separation 

low velocity drift region; flash ADC 
readout 

uniform electric field in gain region 
amplifying regions separated by 

wire grids; single electron imaging 

Source: G. Charpak and F. Sauli, Ann. Rev. Nuc. Part. Sci. 34: 285, 1984. 
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A third set of limitations are due to the electronics. There will be 
uncertainties in the time of arrival ofthe scintillator reference pulse and 
anode signal due to jitter and slewing in the discriminator thresholds. 
High frequency noise may be present on the chamber signal. In addition, 
the drift time cannot be measured more accurately than the size of the 
time bins in the timing circuitry. The electronics should be designed so 
that these errors do not limit the chamber's performance. 

Finally there are limitations in converting the time interval into a 
spatial distance. There may be uncertainties in the drift velocity due to 
variations in the electric field, the magnetic field, and the pressure, tem
perature, and composition of the chamber gas. Table lOA lists a number 
of drift chambers specially constructed to obtain high resolution (10-
50 .urn). These devices frequently use high pressure gas, which improves 
the spatial localization by increasing the primary ionization and decreas
ing diffusion. 

The resolution of one in a series of chambers can be determined by 
fitting a track through all the chambers but one and then measuring the 
deviation of the measured position in that chamber from the fitted value. 
Figure 10.11 shows a set of measurements of spatial accuracy obtained 
this way as a function of the distance of the particle from the sense wire. 
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Figure 10.11 Contributions to drift chamber spatial resolution. (F. 
Sauli, CERN report 77-09.) 
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Also shown are the contributions to the resolution arising from primary 
ion statistics, electronics, and diffusion. F1uctuations in the primary ion
ization are chiefly important near the sense wire. The electronics contri
bution is independent of distance, while the time spread from diffusion 
increases with distance. 

The space-time relation x(t) can be determined by measuring the time 
spectrum of a uniformly distributed beam since [2] 

dN dN ds 
(j{=ds dt=kw(t) (10.16) 

where k is constant. Thus, the time distribution gives a measure of w(t), 
and by Eq. 10.1 the integral of the distribution gives the space-time 
relation. 

Wire chambers suffer a degradation in performance after prolonged 
exposure to radiation. Turala and Vermeulen [17] observed a significant 
drop in drift chamber efficiency when the accumulated number of 
charges collected on the anode wires reached 1017 cm- I • The loss of effi
ciency was nonuniform and nonsymmetrical. Whitish-gray deposits 
were found on the irradiated anode wires. The deposits are believed to 
contain silicon and hydrocarbon fragments. They could be removed by 
cleaning the wires with acetone. 

10.5 Particle identification 
A number of wire chambers have been built that combine the 

functions of measuring particle coordinates with identifying the type of 
particle that made the track [18]. The particle identification is achieved by 
making measurements of dEl dx in the drift chamber gas. In the region of 
the relativistic rise the expected energy loss differs slightly depending on 
the mass of the particle. The design goal for any dEldx detector is to 
maximize the separation D in the relativistic rise for the particles of 
interest, at the same time obtaining the best possible resolution a in the 
measurement of dEldx. The usual figure of merit, or resolving power, is 
Dla. 

Measurements of dEl dx in the gas of a wire chamber are very difficult 
because of the small difference expected between different mass particles, 
the saturation of the effect at large py or gas density, and the large fluctua
tions in energy loss for a given gas sample. The energy loss in a thin 
absorber follows a Landau-like distribution, which as we have seen is 
characterized by a long high energy loss tail. The width of this distribution 
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is much broader than the size of the relativistic rise difference. The size of 
the fluctuations can be reduced by increasing the gas sample thickness up 
to a point, after which the width of the distribution is constant at about 
30% FWHM. The sample thickness may be increased by either increasing 
the gas thickness or by operating the chamber at higher pressure. How
ever, while higher pressure improves the single measurement resolution, 
it decreases the size of the relativistic rise effect. 

The usual method is to sample the ionization loss many times. This can 
be done by providing many planes of transverse drift regions or by using a 
longitudinal drift geometry, where the electric field is approximately par
allel to the particle's trajectory. When many energy loss samples are taken, 
the mean energy loss can be calculated using the truncated mean tech
nique. The largest 40% or so of the energy loss measurements are dis
carded before calculating the mean. This method gives better resolution 
than averaging all the data. 

A number of systematic effects must also be understood before the 
energy loss resolution can be reduced below the 10% level [18]. The 
response can depend on track position since (1) different wires may be 
involved, (2) there may be a variation in gas gain along the length of the 
wire, (3) the amount of collected charge depends on the initial distance of 
the incident particle from a given anode wire, (4) electrons are more likely 
to be attached by impurities such as O2 in the gas the further the incident 
particle was from the anode wire, and (5) saturation of gas gain for tracks 
with a small angle with respect to the anode wires. The response of the 
chamber depends on the incident particle conditions since, first, the inci
dent rate affects the space charge from the buildup of positive ions and 
reduces the gas gain and, second, there can be an overlap in the signals of 
two closely spaced tracks. Other systematic effects include cross talk be
tween neighboring cells and baseline shifts. 

Table 10.5 shows some gas properties that are important for designing a 
dE/dx detector [19]. The resolution in measuring dE/dx in a gas is given 
by the percentage FWHM. For a single measurement this is - 30 - 60%. 
The resolution from taking the truncated mean of 64 independent mea
surements is much smaller, typically 5 - 11 %. Note that the resolution 
improves with increasing pressure and that the pure hydrocarbons have 
better resolution than the noble gas mixtures. The next column, labele~ 
relativistic rise, gives the ratio of the truncated mean energy losses for 
electrons and protons. The largest effect is observed in the xenon gas 
mixture. Unlike the resolution, the relativistic rise effect decreases at 



Table 10.5. Gas mixturesfor dE/dx measurements 

FWHM (%) D/(J 

P ,,€/P Single Truncated Relativistic 

Gas mixture (atm) (kV/cm-atm) sample mean rise en np 

90% Ne + 10% C2H 6 1.0 0.31 57 9.6 1.392 2.51 6.66 
2.0 0.32 47 8.1 1.335 2.37 6.80 

95% Ar + 5% CH4 1.0 0.18 59 11.1 1.435 3.02 5.29 
96.4% Xe + 3.6% C3HS 0.9 0.40 62 9.8 1.513 4.77 6.39 
CH4 1.0 0.31 45 7.4 1.210 1.44 4.98 
C2H4 1.0 0.34 41 6.6 1.209 1.75 5.57 
C2H6 1.0 0.36 38 6.3 1.181 1.57 4.98 

2.0 0.37 31 5.7 1.139 1.30 4.35 
3.0 0.31 29 5.7 1.120 1.14 3.86 

C3Hs 1.0 0.36 34 5.3 1.163 1.65 5.49 

Source: I. Lehraus, R. Matthewson, and W. Tejessy, Nuc. Instr. Meth. 200: 199, 1982. 
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increasing pressure. The last two columns give the resolving powers for 
e-7C and 7C-p separation. The noble gas mixtures clearly give the best 
performance. 

In the longitudinal drift geometry technique the particles pass through 
the chamber parallel to the drift field. Special readout electronics are then 
used to sample the charge collected over short time intervals. Maximum 
resolution should be obtained using a gas with small drift velocity and 
small diffusion coefficient, so that the arriving ionization clusters are well 
separated. For example, Imanishi et al. [20] have used this technique to 
make dEl dx measurements in a drift chamber with a 51-mm drift space 
filled with 90% Arl 1 0% CH4 • The pulse heights were measured using flash 
ADCs with a 40-ns sampling time. The time-sliced pulse height spectrum 
showed a broad plateau over a region of 1.4 j1S, which corresponds to the 
gas sampling thickness. The long time-constant tail in the current pulse 
was filtered out to prevent pileup. The truncated mean method was used 
to calculate the most probable energy loss. The resolving power was 
independent of the fraction of samples retained over the range 50 - 80%. 

Some dEl dx detectors rely on counting the number of ionization clus
ters instead of measuring the total amount of liberated charge [18]. This 
method reduces the large fluctuations in single measurements, since the 
number of clusters that are created follows a Poisson distribution instead 
of a Landau-like one. The mean number of clusters is given by 

_ at a ( 2mc2 ) n =-2 - In--+2lnpy-p2 +b p E ion Eion 
( 10.17) 

where Eion is the ionization energy, a ~0.3 and b ~ 3 are gas dependent 
shell corrections, and 

at = 0.153(ZIApt) 

where at is in MeV when pt is in g/cm2• The mean number of clusters 
varies from 5 to 45 for different gases at atmospheric pressure. A second 
advantage of the method is that the information is inherently digital, so 
that systematic errors should be smaller. One problem with cluster count
ing is that the smallest cluster, involving a single electron, must be de
tected with high efficiency since such clusters are the most common. 
Another disadvantage is that the relativistic rise in the number of clusters 
reaches its plateau value faster than the rise in energy loss. 

A time projection chamber (TPC) is a drift chamber that provides 
spatial information in three dimensions, as well as measurements of 
dEldx for particle identification [21-23]. The essential feature ofa TPC 
is that the electric field in the chamber is parallel to the magnetic field 
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from a spectrometer magnet. This arrangement reduces the diffusion of 
electrons in the gas because the magnetic field forces the drifting electron 
to wind around the electric field lines. As a consequence, the electron can 
drift over a long distance and still provide good spatial resolution. The 
detector has a large solid angle acceptance and can simultaneously mea
sure a large number of tracks. 

The first such chamber was designed for use around an intersection 
point at the PEP colliding beam facility at SLAC [23]. An 80% Ar/20% 
CH4 gas mixture is used to provide high mobility and low electron attach
ment. After the passage of an ionizing particle the liberated electrons cross 
a large (-l-m) drift space in the direction of the sense wire plane, as shown 
in Fig. 10.12. It was necessary to carefully shape the electrostatic drift field 
in order to eliminate track distortions. Grounded grid wires focus the 
electrons toward the sense wires and collect stray positive ions. Field wires 
located between the sense wires reduce cross talk among neighboring 
sense wires due to the motion of positive ions. 

The trajectory of the particle can be reconstructed using the distribu
tion of sense wire hits, the drift times to the sense wires, and the charge 
distribution on cathode pads beneath some of the sense wires. These 
7 .5-mm-wide strips run parallel to the sense wires and are subdivided into 
a number of individual parts, each with its own readout. The spatial 

Figure 10.12 Principle ofTPCreadout. (Courtesy of University of Cali
fornia, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory.) 
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resolution of the chamber was 160 f.im in the radial direction and 350 f.im 
along the axis. 

The particle identification is achieved by measurements of energy loss. 
The magnitude of the signal on each sense wire and cathode pad is sam
pled in :!is 100-ns time intervals using a linear charge coupled device. The 
chamber is operated at a pressure of 8.5 atm to provide sufficient path 
length in the gas. Good resolution (- 3% rms) on the determination of the 
energy loss can be obtained by taking the truncated mean of many inde
pendent measurements. 
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Exercises 

1. Estimate the mean free path of electrons in an atmospheric drift 
chamber with a 2000-V /cm electric field. Use a typical drift ve
locity and assume that the random velocity of the electrons is 
-107 cm/sec. What is the corresponding coefficient of diffusion? 

2. Estimate the mean number of ion clusters left by a 50-GeV/c 
proton in a 2-mm argon drift chamber cell at a pressure of 2 atm. 
What is the FWHM of the cluster distribution? 

3. What is the mean ionization energy loss for exercise 2? What is 
the FWHM of the energy loss distribution assuming a Landau 
distribution? 

4. A drift chamber uses methane gas in a 2-kV /cm electric field. If 
the cell size is 1 cm, what should the least count of the readout 
electronics be, so that it is smaller than the time spread arising 
from diffusion? 

5. Prove Eq. 4 in Appendix F. 



11 
Sampling calorimeters 

A device that measures the total energy deposited by a particle or group of 
particles is known as a calorimeter, in analogy with the laboratory instru
ment that measures the amount of deposited heat. We have already en
countered several devices, such as sodium iodide scintillation counters 
and total absorption Cerenkov counters, that can be used as calorimeters 
for photon detection. We will consider properties of these "continuous" 
calorimeters again in Chapter 14. In this chapter we consider a class of 
calorimeters that periodically sample the development of a shower initi
ated by an incident particle. There are two major types of sampling 
calorimeters, depending on whether the incident particle initiates an elec
tromagnetic or hadronic shower. Each type of calorimeter is optimized to 
maximize the rejection of the other type of shower. 

Calorimeters have found wide use in particle physics experiments. 
Neutral particles can only be detected by using this method. Sampling 
calorimeters of very large size have been used as neutrino detectors. We 
have seen that at high energy, particle multiplicities grow with increasing 
energy, and the angular distribution of groups of the produced second
aries are highly collimated (jet effect). Under these conditions calorime
ters can provide a useful trigger for interesting events based on the total 
energy deposited in a localized area. Calorimeters can easily be modular
ized and made to cover large solid angles. In addition, we shall see that the 
size of a calorimeter needed to measure the energy of a particle scales like 
In(E), whereas the size of a magnetic deflection device would scale like 
£1/2 [1]. 

11.1 Electromagnetic showers 
Consider an electron or positron with several GeV energy tra

versing a slab of some material. As far as shower development is con-
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cerned, the electron and the positron behave almost identically, and un
less stated otherwise, the discussion of electron behavior in what follows 
also refers to positrons. We saw in Chapter 2 that for energies above 100 
Me V electrons lose energy almost entirely through bremsstrahlung. The 
emitted photons typically carry offa large fraction of the electron's initial 
energy. For photons with energy greater than 100 Me V the major interac
tion is pair production, which gives another energetic electron or posi
tron. In this manner a single initial electron or photon can develop into an 
electromagnetic shower, consisting of many electrons and photons. The 
shower continues until the particles' energy falls below 100 Me V, at which 
point dissipative processes, such as ionization and excitation, become 
more important. 

The mathematical description of the development of a completely 
general electromagnetic shower is extremely complex and cannot be 
solved in closed form [2]. The theory has been worked out with several 
simplifications. First, one only considers the average behavior of the 
shower, or fluctuations from the average behavior. Second, since at high 
energy the angles of emission of the electrons and photons are small, the 
shower will develop primarily in the forward direction. It is then custom
ary to treat separately the longitudinal and transverse developments. 

The unit of distance traversed is typically measured m radiation 
lengths, given approximately by [1] 

X rad = 180A/Z2 g/cm2 (11.1 ) 

Values of the radiation lengths of many materials were given in Table 2.1. 
Shower calculations usually make a number of approximations. (1) At 
high energy the probabilities for bremsstrahlung and pair production are 
assumed to be independent of Z when distances are measured in radiation 
lengths. (2) The theoretical cross sections are based on the Born approxi
mation and are most reliable for low Z materials. Deviations in large Z 
materials are proportional to Z2. (3) The difference in cross sections for 
high energy electrons and positrons is neglected. (4) The asymptotic for
mulas for radiation and pair production are assumed valid. (5) The 
Compton effect and collisional processes are neglected at high energy. 

A particularly subtle point is how to handle the transition to the region 
where the collisional energy loss is important. Sometimes a sharp cutoff 1'/ 
is assumed such that whenever the energy of a shower particle falls below 
1'/, it is considered to lose the remainder of its energy to collisions. This can 
be taken to be the critical energy Ee from Eq. 2.54, which we recall is the 
collision energy loss per radiation length of an electron with energy Ee. 
One can also consider a constant collision loss. 
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A simple model that gives the correct qualitative description of the 
longitudinal development of a shower has been given by Heitler [3]. The 
model makes the following assumptions. (1) Each electron with E > Ee 
travels 1 radiation length and then gives up half its energy to a brems
strahlung photon. (2) Each photon with E > Ee travels 1 radiation length 
and then undergoes pair production with each created particle receiving 
half of the energy of the photon. (3) Electrons with E < Ee cease to radiate 
and lose their remaining energy to collisions. (4) Neglect ionization losses 
for E> Ee. 

Suppose we begin with an electron of energy Eo » Ee, as shown in Fig. 
11.1. After the first radiation length there will be one electron and one 
photon, each with energy Eo/2. In the second radiation length the electron 
emits a second photon, while the first photon undergoes pair production 
into an electron - positron pair. Thus, after 2 radiation lengths there will 
be two electrons, one positron, and one photon in the shower, each with 
energy Eo/4. 

This simple model predicts a number of features of electromagnetic 
showers. (1) In the development of the shower the total number of parti-

Figure 11.1 Simple model for the development of an electromagnetic 
shower. Solid lines (with +) indicate electrons (positrons) and wavy lines 
indicate photons. The numbers at the bottom show the distance mea
sured in radiation lengths. 

o 1 2 3 
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cles present after t radiation lengths is 

N(t) = 21 = e11n2 (11.2) 

Thus, the number of shower particles increases exponentially with t. (2) 
There will be approximately equal numbers of electrons, positrons, and 
photons in the shower. (3) The average energy of a shower particle at the 
depth tis 

E(t) = Eo/21 (11.3) 

(4) The depth at which the shower energy equals some value E' occurs 
when E(t) = E', and 

t(E') = In(~oiE') (11.4) 

(5) The shower has the maximum number of particles when E(t) = Ec. 
This occurs at the depth 

In(Eo/Ec) (11.5) 
tmax = In 2 

At this point the shower abruptly stops. Note that the maximum shower 
depth increases logarithmically with primary energy. (6) The number of 
particles at the maximum is 

Nmax = elmaxln2 = Eo/Ec (11.6) 

Thus, the maximum number of shower particles is directly proportional 
to the incident energy. (7) The number of particles in the shower that have 
energy greater than some value E' is (E' <t::: Eo) 

(/(E') 

N(E> E') = Jo N(t) dt 

1 Eo 
= In 2 E' (11.7) 

Thus, the energy spectrum dN/dE' falls like I/E'2. (8) The sum of all the 
track lengths of all charged particles in the shower is 

L = ~ Lmax N(t) dt 

Eo 
=- (11.8) 

Ec 

We see that the total charged track length is directly proportional to the 
incident energy. 

The discontinuous behavior at tmax is the result of the overly simplified 
assumptions. Quantitatively accurate treatments of shower development 
are generally performed using Monte Carlo techniques. These calcula-
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tions can take into account the energy dependence of the cross section, the 
lateral spread of the shower due to multiple scattering, statistical fluctua
tions, and other complications. 

Shower data for the number of particles with energy greater than E' as a 
function of depth in the shower is shown in Fig. 11.2, along with the 
results of more accurate calculations. We see that the discontinuity at tmax 
has been broadened into a long tail. The data [4] indicate that the follow
ing empirical formulas are accurate from 2 to 300 GeV. The maximum 
number of electrons occur at the depth 

tmax = 3.9 + In Eo (11.9) 

where tmax is measured in radiation lengths and Eo is in Ge V. The number 
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Figure 11.2 Shower profiles in lead. The number of electrons should be 
multiplied by a normalization factor of 0.79. (D. Miiller, Phys. Rev. D 5: 
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of electrons at the maximum is given by 

Nmax = 8.46E8·935 (11.10) 

Let N(Eo, t) be the number of shower electrons at depth t resulting from a 
particle of energy Eo. The total path length of electrons in the shower is 

L(Eo) = L'" N(Eo, f) dt 

= 60.2Eo (11.11) 

The energy dependence of the last three equations are in qualitative 
agreement with the simple model (Eqs. 11.5, 11.6, and 11.8). 

The longitudinal development of electromagnetic showers in different 
materials is found to scale if distances are measured in radiation lengths 
[1]. Figure 11.3 shows showers created by 6-GeV/c electrons in alumi
num, copper, and lead. The scaling is seen to hold rather accurately over 
the first 15 radiation lengths. Also shown is the shower radius at each 
depth that contains 90% of the shower particles. Up to the shower maxi
mum the shower is contained in a cylinder with radius < 1 radiation 
length. Beyond that point the electrons are increasingly affected by multi
ple scattering, and the lateral size scales in the "Moliere radius," which is 
given approximately as [1] 

Pm = 7A/Z g/cm2 (11.12) 

The propagation of photons in the shower causes deviations from Moliere 
radius scaling [5]. However, roughly 95% of the shower is contained 
laterally in a cylinder with radius 2Pm. 

The number of shower tracks found inside a ring of radius r at the depth 
of the shower maximum is found to increase as a power of the variable 
rEo, where Eo is the energy of the electron initiating the shower [6]. The 
result is independent of Eo over the range 50- 300 GeV. This implies that 
a cylinder containing a fixed number of shower particles is found closer 
and closer to the shower axis as the incident energy is increased. 

Since the processes that lead to a shower are statistical in nature, there 
will be fluctuations in the number of shower particles at any depth. The 
behavior of the particles in the first few radiation lengths is particularly 
important because of the amplification resulting from the later stages of 
the shower. For this reason, Poisson statistics do not accurately describe 
the fluctuations in the number of shower particles. Rossi [2] has given an 
informative illustration of this. First consider the probability that an 
incident photon will convert. On the average, photons convert after tra
versing a distance fav = 1.3 radiation lengths. We know that photon con-
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version is governed by Poisson statistics. Therefore, the probability that 
the photon has not converted after traveling a distance 3tav is e-3 - 0.05, 
independent of the photon energy. Thus, there is a 5% probability of 
finding no electrons at a depth of 3.9 radiation lengths into the shower. 
However, we see from Fig. 11.2 that for a 1 O-Ge V shower at a depth of 3.9 
radiation lengths, there are on the average about 50 electrons in the 
shower. If the fluctuations in the number of electrons were also governed 
by Poisson statistics, the probability of finding no electrons would be 
e-so < 0.05. This shows that the fluctuations observed in showers 
greatly exceed what is expected from Poisson statistics. 

Measurements [6] of the fluctuations in the number of shower particles 

'Figure 11.3 Longitudinal development of electromagnetic showers in 
different materials. Right scale shows radii for 90% shower containment. 
(c. Fabjan and T. Ludlam, adapted with permission from the Annual 
Review of Nuclear and Particle Science, Vol. 32, © 1982 by Annual 
Reviews, Inc.) 
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versus the longitudinal depth in the shower show that the spread in the 
distributions falls to a minimum at tmax and then increases again as the 
number of particles in the shower begins to decrease. For Poisson statistics 
(J N/ N = N-l/2. The measured fluctuations are much larger. The relative 
fluctuations in electron number decreases as the energy is increased. 

According to Eq. 11.7, we can obtain a crude measurement of Eo by 
counting the number of particles in the shower whose energy exceeds 
some value. A more accurate measurement comes from measuring the 
total ionization produced, which should be proportional to the total 
charged track length. The fluctuations (J L/ L of this quantity are smaller 
than that of the number distribution and are found to decrease inversely 
with depth into the shower [6]. 

11.2 Electromagnetic shower detectors 
The shower phenomenon is utilized in electromagnetic shower 

detectors to detect high energy electrons and photons. Once they are 
properly calibrated, these devices also measure the energy of the shower 
and hence that of the incident particle. Detectors may consist of either a 
homogeneous absorber or a sandwich structure that periodically samples 
the energy loss. Homogeneous detectors include NaI and bismuth ger
manate (BGO) scintillators, scintillating glass, lead-glass blocks, thal
lium-doped heavy liquid counters, and liquid argon [1]. 

The most common types of electromagnetic sampling calorimeters are 
1. metal- scintillator sandwich, 
2. metal-liquid argon ionization chamber, and 
3. metal-gaseous PWCs. 

Each device consists of alternate layers of a metal radiator to enhance 
photon conversions and some active substance to sample the energy loss. 
The metal radiator is usually made oflead. Some typical detector arrange
ments are shown in Fig. 11.4. The calorimeter cells are typically arranged 
in either a strip or a tower arrangement [7]. In a strip structure the profile 
of the shower is sampled at various depths. Usually two or three profile 
orientations are measured. In a tower structure the calorimeter is divided 
into many narrow, deep units that point to the interaction region. 

The calorimeter readout may be either digital or proportional. In a 
calorimeter with digital readout the active region is finely divided into 
channels, each of which can provide a yes or no signal. The energy deposi
tion is proportional to the number of yes channels. A detector using flash 
tubes is an example of a digital calorimeter. In a proportional calorimeter, 
on the other hand, the analog signals from the active regions are summed 
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to produce a total signal that is proportional to the deposited energy. The 
lead-scintillator sandwich is an example of a proportional calorimeter. 

In the scintillator devices charged particles in the shower produce light 
in the scintillator planes. Both solid and liquid scintillator have been used. 
The signal produced is usually large and very fast, making it useful in a 
high rate environment. Problems arise when the detector must be finely 
segmented or operated inside a magnetic field. The PMTs must be located 
in a weak field, and this may require a complicated light pipe system. 
Some large calorimeters have used scintillators made from polymethyl 
methylacrylate to reduce costs. 

One solution to the readout problem illustrated in Fig. 1104 involves 
passing the light from a number of scintillator layers into a bar of a second 
scintillator doped with a wavelength shifter such as BBQ. The emission 
spectrum of the POPOP in the scintillator layers is well matched to the 
absorption spectrum of the BBQ. The absorbed light is then reemitted 
isotropically at a longer wavelength. Part of the emitted light is internally 

Figure 11.4 Typical readout techniques for calorimeters: (a) lead
scintillator sandwich, (b) lead-scintillator sandwich with wavelength 
shifter bars, (c) liquid argon ionization chamber, and (d) lead-MWPC 
sandwich. (c. Fabjan and T. Ludlam, adapted with permission from the 
Annual Review of Nuclear and Particle Science, Vol. 32, © 1982 by 
Annual Reviews, Inc.) 
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reflected to the PMT. This scheme allows a simpler construction with a 
minimum amount of dead space. 

The signal from the PMT is usually fed into an ADC, which gives an 
output proportional to the area under the PMT signal. The time stability 
of the PMT gain can be checked by monitoring with a built-in LED 
flasher. The energy scale can be calibrated by measuring the response of 
the device to a muon or other minimum ionizing particle. 

A liquid argon calorimeter consists of a series of metal plates immersed 
in liquid argon. A typical plate separation is 3 mm. The plates are main
tained at a positive high voltage so that electrons produced in the liquid 
argon are collected at the plates. Since there is no charge multiplication, 
the collected charge is quite small (-0.6 pC/GeV), and the detector re
quires a preamplifier and associated electronics for each channel. It is 
important that the detector be free of any electronegative gases. The 
chamber must be operated at liquid argon temperatures (80 K) and thus 
requires a cryogenic system. The detector is relatively slow. The TASSO 
liquid argon calorimeter takes - 900 ns to give a pretrigger signal [8]. On 
the other hand, it is stable, is not adversely affected by the presence of a 
magnetic field, and is easily segmented. The detector has uniform sensi
tivity, and it is possible to make a highly accurate charge calibration. 

The gaseous PWC detectors are cheaper than the other types of detec
tors discussed previously and can operate satisfactorily in a magnetic 
field. With 2-dimensional readout they can also give the correlation be
tween the projections of the shower. This is especially important for 
resolving ambiguities in multishower events. Disadvantages of the PWC 
detectors include worse energy resolution, slow response, and lower den
sity than the other calorimeters. 

Calorimeters are widely used in particle physics experiments, particu
larly at the large spectrometers [1,8]. Characteristics of some representa
tive electromagnetic calorimeters are listed in Table 11.1. 

Improved resolution has been observed with MWPCs operating in the 
Geiger, limited streamer, and saturated avalanche modes. Atac et al. [9] 
studied the response of a PWC calorimeter operating in the saturated 
avalanche regime to positrons with energy up to 17.5 Ge V. The calorime
ter consisted of 34 units, each containing a 2.8-mm-thick lead plate and a 
proportional chamber plane with anode wires in 9.5 X 9.5-mm cells. The 
counters used a 49.3% Ar/49.3% ethane/1.4% ethanol gas mixture. The 
rate of growth of the proportional chamber gain decreases continuously in 
the regime between proportional and streamer operation. With the high 
voltage set for operations in the region between these regimes, the gain is 
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sufficiently high so that the calorimeter may be operated without ampli
fiers between the anode wires and the ADCs in the readout electronics. In 
addition, there is a greater concentration of primary ionization, and the 
tail of the Landau distribution is greatly suppressed. As a result, the 
calorimeter has good linearity, good energy resolution (a/E - 16%/m), 
and no measurable systematic effects. 

The shower that actually develops in the detector depends on the inci
dent particle type, the incident particle energy, the incident particle angle 
of incidence, and the spatial distribution and nature of the radiator and 
active layers. The response of a given detector to two identical incident 
particles will differ because of statistical fluctuations in the shower devel
opment. However, a properly designed detector should be capable of 
returning a signal that is proportional to the energy of the incident parti
cle. The energy spectra of electrons of various energies in a liquid argon 
calorimeter is shown in Fig. 11.5. We see that the observed energy grows 
with incident electron energy [10]. The widths of the distributions do not 
increase linearly, so the energy resolution improves with E. We expect the 
response of the detector to be linear if all the energy is absorbed in the 
device. 

Table 11.1. Examples of electromagnetic calorimeters 

Sensitive 
Absorber material Total 
thickness thicknessa depth alE 

Detector (mm) (mm) (radlens) (%//E) 

ARGUS I Pb 5 Sc 12.5 8 
CELLO 1.2 Pb 3.6 LA 20 13 
MARK II 2 Pb 3LA 15 13 
MARK III 2.8 Pb 12.7PWC 12 18 
Tagged y 1.6 Pb 12.7 LSc 19 12 
TASSO 2 Pb 5 LA 14 11 
UA-l 3 Pb 2 Sc 26 15 
AFS 1.6 U 2 X 2.5 Sc 19.5 11 
UA-2 3.5 Pb 4 Sc 17 14 

a Abbreviations: Sc, plastic scintillator; LSc, liquid scintillator; LA, liquid argon. 
Source: A. Drescher et al., Nuc. Instr. Meth. 205: 125, 1983 (ARGUS); V. Bhar
adwaj et al., Nuc. Instr. Meth. 155: 411, 1978 (tagged y); S. Wu, Phys. Rep. 107: 
59,1984; W. Toki et aI., Nuc. Instr. Meth. 219: 479, 1984 (Mark III); R. Carosi et 
aI., Nuc. Instr. Meth. 219: 311, 1984 (AFS); A. Beer et al., Nuc. Instr. Meth. 224: 
360, 1984 (UA-2). 
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The development of the shower with depth in a liquid argon detector is 
shown in Fig. 11.6. We see that a lower energy electron deposits most ofits 
energy in the early layers [11]. The 4-GeV/c electrons deposit most of 
their energy in the middle of the detector. The lateral spread of the shower 
is primarily caused by multiple scattering and is independent of the inci
dent energy over this energy interval. 

The final signal from any detector is the number of electrons that are 
registered in the electronic circuits. The resolution of the device for de
tecting an incident particle of energy Eo is determined by fluctuations in 
the number N of these electrons. These fluctuations can arise from 

1. the actual energy deposited in the active layers of the detector 
(sampling fluctuations), 

2. leakage of energy out of the calorimeter, 
3. noise in the active layers, 
4. photocathode statistics or gain variations, 
5. electronic noise, and 
6. more than one event within the time resolution (pileup). 

If these fluctuations follow a Poisson distribution, the standard deviation 
is a = iN, and the resolution is 

a(N)/N=I/iN (11.13) 

Figure 11.5 Observed electron energy distributions in a liquid argon 
calorimeter. The number by each curve gives the incident electron en
ergy. (After J. Cobb et al., Nuc. Instr. Meth. 158: 93, 1979.) 

Observed electron energy (GeV) 
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The major contribution to the energy resolution of electromagnetic calo
rimeters is usually sampling fluctuations. 

It is instructive to expand the variance of the energy distribution into a 
power series in E, 

a2(E) = a6 + aTE + a~E2 + ... 
Dividing by E2, we obtain an expansion of the energy resolution [12]. 

(11.14) 

Figure 11.6 Shower profiles at five sampling depths in a liquid argon 
calorimeter. The left-hand curves are for a low energy electron, while the 
right-hand curves are for a higher energy electron. The numbers asso
ciated with each set of curves is the range of sampling depths in radiation 
lengths. (After D. Hitlin et aI., Nuc. Instr. Meth. 137: 225, 1976.) 
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The constant 0"0 represents contributions to the resolution that are only 
important at low energy, primarily the ADC pedestal widths. The 0"1 term 
is usually dominant. Any process governed by Poisson statistics will con
tribute to this term. These include fluctuations in energy loss (sampling) 
and fluctuations in the number of photoelectrons released at the face of a 
PMT. Contributions to 0"2 affect the resolution curve as a whole. Hence 
they include calibration errors. 

The signals from individual scintillator layers in a lead-scintillator 
detector fall off roughly like 11m, but with a coefficient larger than the 1.0 
expected from Poisson statistics [4]. The signal from the sum of all the 
layers more closely approximates Poisson statistics for large signals. If the 
detector response is linear with incident energy, the resolution should 
improve like II.fE. 

The resolution also depends on the frequency of sampling in the detec
tor. Auctuations in measurements of the number of particles in the 
shower at any depth should go like 

O"IE = lime = ,j!J.EIE 

where Ne is the average number of sampled electrons, and !J.E is the 
average energy loss of electrons per sampling layer. Then 

!J.E = Ee !J.xlXrad = Eets 

where ts is the sampling thickness measured in radiation lengths. It follows 
that 

O"IE = k,jtJE (11.15) 

where k is a constant. This is roughly confirmed by the data [13]. If ts is 
reduced below 0.1, the width falls off faster than t ~/2 due to the increased 
probability of detecting low energy particles in the shower [II]. 

The leakage of energy out the sides or end of the detector adversely 
affects its resolution. Leakage can be effectively studied by adding mod
ules to the shower detector and watching the improvement in the energy 
resolution. In general, leakage out the end of the calorimeter is more 
harmful than leakage out the sides [5]. 

The primary reason for the worse energy resolution in PWC calorime
ters is that they are subject to additional fluctuations, which are more 
important in gases than in liquids or solids [5]. These include fluctuations 
from the asymmetric Landau-like energy deposition and path length 
fluctuations due to low energy electrons. 

Another important feature of a detector is hadron rejection. It may be 
necessary to detect electrons in a beam with a large pion background. In 
this case it is necessary to exploit the different characteristics ofhadronic 
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and electromagnetic showers. The principal difference is the amount of 
deposited energy. Figure 11.7 shows the total energy deposited in a lead
scintillator detector by 4-Ge V / c electrons and pions [14]. The electron 
distribution is peaked at the beam energy, showing that all its energy was 
contained in the calorimeter. The low energy tail results from pion con
tamination in the beam. The pion distribution shows a peak correspond-

Figure 11.7 Deposited energy spectrum of electrons and pions in a 
lead-scintillator calorimeter. Note the different energy scales for the 
two curves. (After G. Abshire et aI., Nuc. Instr. Meth. 164: 67, 1979.) 
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ing to minimum ionizing particles that passed straight through the detec
tor. The tail of the pion distribution extends all the way to the full beam 
energy, corresponding to events where the beam pion interacted and 
produced a nO, which then underwent an electromagnetic decay. 

Further small improvements in the hadron rejection may be made 
from cuts on the fraction of the total energy deposited in a given longitu
dinal or lateral segment of the detector. We will discuss this further in the 
next section. It should be noted that improvement ofthe hadron rejection 
may require a loss of energy resolution or electromagnetic detection effi
ciency. Thus, the various parameters have to be optimized for the particu
lar experiment under consideration. 

11.3 Hadronic shower detectors 
Sampling detectors for showers initiated by hadrons are similar 

in construction to the electromagnetic sampling detectors. Basically the 
problem of hadron rejection in the electromagnetic detector becomes one 
of hadron optimization in the hadronic detector. In this section we will 
further emphasize the differences in the development of the two types of 
showers. 

The physical processes that cause the propagation of a hadron shower 
are considerably different from the processes in electromagnetic showers. 
About half the incident hadron energy is passed on to additional fast 
secondaries [1]. The remainder is consumed in multiparticle production 
of slow pions and in other processes. A typical secondary hadron is pro
duced with a transverse momentum of - 350 MeV/c, so that hadronic 
showers tend to be more spread out laterally than electromagnetic ones. 

Table 11.2 shows the results of a calculation by Gabriel and Schmidt of 
the most important processes involved in the loss of energy of a 1 O-Ge V 
proton in iron [15]. We see that most of the energy is dissipated by the 
ionization losses of scattered secondary protons. The second largest loss 
arises from the production of nO's from nuclear interactions. These decay 
immediately into two photons and thus give rise to an electromagnetic 
shower within the hadronic one. The third largest loss is due to the binding 
energy used to break up nuclei and from the production of neutrinos. 

Sophisticated Monte Carlo codes that simulate high energy hadronic 
showers are very useful in calorimeter design. The codes take into account 
relevant processes such as energy loss, particle decay, scattering, Fermi 
motion, neutron absorption, noise, and so on. The programs can be 
checked against measured low energy shower characteristics and then 
used to predict the expected shower behavior at high energy. The Monte 
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Carlo program of Gabriel et al. [16] predicts that the fraction of energy 
going into electromagnetic processes increases with increasing energy. As 
a result, fluctuations due to binding energy losses decrease, and the resolu
tion should improve faster than extrapolations of low energy measure
ments. An overall fit to experimental and Monte Carlo data between 1 
and 250 GeV gives 

(J(E) = 33.4% + 5.07% 
E .fE 

where E is in GeV. 
The longitudinal development of hadronic showers scales with the 

nuclear absorption (or interaction) length 

(11.16) 

where (Jabs is the absorption cross section discussed in Chapter 3. Figure 
11.8 shows hadron-induced showers in four different materials. The lat
eral shower development does not scale with A [1]. 

We saw in Section 2 that the electromagnetic and hadronic showers 
could be distinguished by the amount of energy deposition. Another 
important characteristic of a hadronic shower is that it takes longer to 
develop than an electromagnetic one [17]. This can be seen by comparing 
the number of particles present versus depth for pion- and electron-initi
ated showers. Long tails are present in the pion distributions. As a conse
quence, hadronic shower detectors must be deeper than electromagnetic 

Table 11.2. Averagefractional energy deposition for a lO-GeV proton in 
an iron/liquid argon calorimeter 

Process 

Secondary proton ionization 
Electromagnetic cascade 
Nuclear binding energy plus neutrino energy 
Secondary n± ionization 
Neutrons with E > 10 MeV 
Neutrons with E < 10 MeV 
Residual nuclear excitation energy 
Z> 1 ionization 
Primary proton ionization 
Other 

Percent 
of total 

31.6 
21.0 
20.6 

8.2 
4.9 
3.9 
3.7 
2.4 
2.3 
1.4 

Source: T. Gabriel and W. Schmidt, Oak Ridge National Laboratory report, 
ORNL/TM-5105, 1975. 
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detectors of the same type to completely contain the shower. The mean 
depth of the hadronic shower energy deposition may be parameterized as 
[ 18]· 

Amax = 0.90 + 0.36 In E (11.17) 

where Amax is in interaction lengths and the energy is in GeV. 
Next let us consider the integral energy deposition. Define L to be the 

thickness of absorber beyond which only 10% of the energy remains. 
Figure 11.9 shows the total deposited energy as a function of the depth in 
the shower. We see that up to 40 GeV essentially all the shower energy is 
contained in the first five interaction lengths. The data can be parameter
ized as [18] 

L = -1.26 + 1.74 In E (11.18) 

where L is in interaction length and E is in GeV. 
For finely segmented calorimeters the width of the shower can be de

fined in terms of the number of detector elements in which the deposited 
energy exceeds some minimum cutoff value. The shower grows wider as it 
develops due to large angle nuclear processes and multiple scattering. If 
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Figure 11.8 Longitudinal development ofhadronic showers in different 
materials. Right scale shows radii for 90% shower containment. Dis
tances are measured in absorption lengths. (c. Fabjan and T. Ludlam, 
adapted with permission from the Annual Review of Nuclear and Parti
cle Science, Vol. 32, © 1982 by Annual Reviews, Inc.) 
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only nuclear processes were involved, we would expect the shower width 
to steadily increase until the energy of the shower particles falls below the 
cutoff, at which point the shower would peter out. Actually the width of 
the shower grows at first and then contracts. This can be seen in Figure 
11.10, where the shower profiles in an iron -liquid argon calorimeter are 
plotted versus the depth in the shower. The narrower profiles deep in the 
shower are believed to be due to late developing electromagnetic pro
cesses, which tend to be produced at small angles. The shower envelope 
can be defined to be the width that contains 99% of the shower energy. The 
width of the envelope increases slowly with energy [18] 

W(E)=-17.3+14.3InE (11.19) 

where the width is in centimeters and the energy is in GeV. 

Figure 11.9 Integral energy deposition versus total sampling depth for 
hadronic showers. (After A. Sessoms et ai., Nuc. Instr. Meth. 161: 371, 
1979.) 
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Some examples oflarge hadronic calorimeters are listed in Table 11.3. 
The metal radiators most often used for hadron calorimeters are iron and 
lead. In general, one wants a high density since the shower depth is 
roughly inversely proportional to p. The energy resolution improves with 
the use of uranium plates [15]. The reason for this seems to be related to 
the conversion of incident energy into binding energy in nuclear interac
tions. This energy is ordinarily not detected. However when using ura
nium absorbers, some fraction of the shower energy results in the produc
tion of low energy neutrons. These neutrons can induce fission in 238U, 
compensating for some of the lost energy through the release of fission 

Figure 11.10 Transverse shower profiles at various depths in a hadronic 
shower. The showers originated from the interaction of a 20-Ge V ha
dron in layer 2. (After A. Sessoms et aI., Nuc. Instr. Meth. 161: 371, 
1979.) 
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energy. This produces photons and electrons, which can radiate and be 
detected, and fast neutrons, which can scatter elastically, so that the recoil 
proton can be sampled. 

Important aspects of calorimeter design include the solid angle cover
age, operation in a magnetic field, rate characteristics, position and angu
lar resolution, particle identification capability, resolving time, and en
ergy resolution. The position and angular resolutions depend on the 
degree of segmentation of the active regions. Fine segmentation is neces
sary to reduce the ambiguity in multiparticle events or to separate nearby 
showers. This is particularly important for nO identification. 

Some methods for particle identification using calorimeters are given in 
Table 11.4. Electron or photons can be identified depending on whether a 
charged or neutral particle initiates an electromagnetic shower. A neutral 
pion can be identified from the invariant mass of its decay photons. If 
momentum analysis is available, protons, neutrinos, and muons can also 
be identified in certain kinematic regions by comparing the visible energy 
in the calorimeter with the measured momentum. 

In general, the energy resolution of hadron calorimeters is worse than 
that of electromagnetic calorimeters. Hadronic calorimeters are subject to 
all the fluctuations discussed in Section 2 in connection with electromag
netic calorimeters and to additional fluctuations due to nuclear interac
tions. The energy used for the production of neutrinos and high energy 

Table 11.3. Examples of hadronic calorimeters 

Detector 

AFS 
CDHS 
CHARM 
FNALv 
MAC 
Tagged y 
UA-l 
UA-2 

Absorber 
thickness 
(mm) 

6U + 5Cu 
25 Fe 
80 marble 
16 Fe/sand 
27 Fe 
25 Fe 
50 Fe 
15 Fe 

a Sc, plastic scintillator. 

Sensitive 
thicknessa 

(mm) 

2.5 Sc 
5 Sc 
PDT, 30 Sc 
flashtubes 
PWC 
Sc 
10 Sc 
5 Sc 

a/E 
(%/..fE) 

35 
58 
45 
80 
75 
70 
80 
60 

Source: H. Gordon et ai., Nuc. Instr. Meth. 196: 303, 1982 (AFS); H. Abramowicz 
et ai., Nuc. Instr. Meth. 180: 429, 1981 (CDHS); M. Jonker et ai., Nuc. Instr. 
Meth.200: 183, 1982 (CHARM); D. Bogert et ai., IEEE Trans. Nuc. Sci. NS-29: 
363, 1982 (FNAL v); A. Beer et ai., Nuc. Instr. Meth. 224: 360, 1984 (UA-2); A. 
Astbury, Physica Scripta 23: 397,1981. 
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muons and binding energy losses represents energy that "escapes" from 
the calorimeter. Fluctuations in the importance of these processes repre
sent a major contribution to the energy resolution of hadron calorimeters. 
Other fluctuations considered by Fabjan et al. [15] in their study of ha
dronic energy resolution include saturation of the amplifier response to 
highly ionizing particles, the influence of dead regions on the sampling 
error, and detection of slow neutrons from a previous event. We show in 
Figure 11.11 the contributions to the standard deviation of the collected 
charge signal in liquid argon calorimeters. For electrons the width is 
almost entirely due to sampling fluctuations. On the other hand, the total 
width for hadrons incident upon iron plates is much larger than the width 
due to sampling variations. The total width with uranium plates comes 
closer to the sampling limit. In each case the hadronic resolution is worse 
than the electromagnetic one. 

11.4 Neutral particle detectors 
All neutral particle detectors require that the neutral particle 

have an interaction that results in the liberation of a charged particle 
somewhere within its sensitive volume. The detector then responds to the 
charged particle in the normal manner. 

Slow neutrons can be captured by a nucleus, which then emits an alpha 
particle or a proton or undergoes fission. An important reaction of this 
type that occurs with boron nuclei is IOB(n, a)1Li, which has a cross 
section of 3830 barns for thermal neutrons. Boron may be used to line a 

Table 11.4. Particle identification using calorimeters 

Particle Technique Background 

e± charged particle initiating n±N -+ nO x 
electromagnetic shower 

y neutral particle initiating y's from meson decays 
electromagnetic shower 

nO and other invariant mass of yy or decay 
vector mesons products 

v compare visible energy with 
missing momentum 

f1 compare visible energy with noninteracting n 
momentum; range 

n or K~ neutral particle initiating hadronic 
shower 

Source: C. Fabjan and T. Ludlam, Ann. Rev. Part. Sci. 32: 335, 1982. 
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chamber, or a boron-containing gas such as BF3 may be used in a propor
tional counter. Coatings of 235U or 209Bi can fission when bombarded 
with slow neutrons. The fission fragments often produce a large ioniza
tion in a short range. 

Fast neutrons can often be slowed down using a moderator. These are 
hydrogen rich compounds, such as paraffin or H20. Neutron capture 
cross sections are largest at small velocities. High energy neutrons are 
detected primarily by the ionization caused by the recoil proton in np 
elastic scattering or by a charged secondary in an inelastic reaction. They 
often interact in scintillator since it is hydrogen rich. However, some 

Figure 11.11 Standard deviation of the collected charge distribution for 
different types of calorimeters as a function of the available energy. The 
solid curve shows the total width, the dashed curve gives the contribu
tion from sampling fluctuations, and h refers to an incident hadron. 
(After C. Fabjan et aI., Nuc. Instr. Meth. 141: 61,1977.) 
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method, such as pulse height analysis or time of flight, may be necessary to 
discriminate against the detection of photons. 

Steel- scintillator sampling calorimeters have been designed with good 
efficiency for detecting neutrons. As an example, consider the detector of 
Marshak and Schmuser [19], which consisted of six t-in.-thick layers of 
scintillator interspersed among sets of steel plates. The center to center 
separation between the scintillators was 4 in., allowing the amount of steel 
to be adjusted from 0 to 3 in. The measured detection efficiency, shown in 
Fig. 11.12, rose from 12% with no steel present to a plateau at 62% with 12 
or more total inches of steel. The measured values agreed quite well with 
Monte Carlo calculations, based primarily on inelastic scattering. The 
efficiency was relatively flat over the center ± 5 in. of the scintillator and 
for incident neutron momenta between 2 and 5 GeVjc. 

Experiments with neutrinos require very large targets because of the 
extremely small interaction cross section for neutrinos in matter. This 
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Figure 11.12 Neutron detection efficiency in a steel- scintillator neu
tron detector. (After M. Marshak and P. Schmuser, Nuc. Instr. Meth. 88: 
77,1970.) 
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large sensitive target volume is customarily provided by a bubble chamber 
or a sampling calorimeter [1, 20]. The detector must be capable of pro
viding a large mass of material to maximize the probability that the 
neutrino will interact and frequent track measurements so that the neu
trino interaction vertex and primary interaction products may be mea
sured. Uniform sensitivity and the ability to resolve multiparticle events 
require a certain minimum degree of segmentation. 

Neutrino calorimeters have been constructed using scintillators, pro
portional drift tubes, drift chambers, and flash tubes as the active me
dium. The calorimeter may be partially surrounded by scintillation 
counters to veto events initiated by charged beam particles or cosmic rays. 
However, sometimes it is convenient to use the cosmic ray muons as a 
calibration monitor. 
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Exercises 

1. A SO-GeV electron traverses a stack of iron. (a) Using the Heitler 
shower model, estimate the number of positrons produced after 
IS cm. (b) What is the average positron energy? (c) At what depth 
in the stack will the number of particles in the shower reach a 
maximum? (d) What is the maximum number of particles 
present in the shower? 

2. (a) Estimate the total depth of a practical IS-GeV electromag
netic calorimeter if we allow an additional 2tmax beyond the 
shower maximum to minimize the probability of escaping parti
cles. (b) How does this compare with the total depth of a IS-Ge V 
hadron calorimeter? 

3. (a) Show that the minimum opening angle of the two photons in 
nO decay is 2m" / E", where E" is the nO energy. (b) Assume that the 
two-photon showers can be resolved if they are separated by two 
Moliere radii. Estimate the maximum nO energy that can be 
resolved using a practical lead - scintillator calorimeter 2 m from 
the interaction point. 



12 
Specialized detectors 

The detectors discussed to this point, scintillation counters, Cerenkov 
counters, proportional chambers, and drift chambers, can be found in 
some combination in most particle physics experiments. There are in 
addition other types of detectors that are used for specialized applications. 
These include such old standards as emulsions and bubble chambers, as 
well as the more recently developed transition radiation detectors and 
semiconductor detectors. This chapter contains a short discussion on 
some of the more common types of specialized detectors. 

12.1 Bubble chambers 
The bubble chamber was one of the most important detectors for 

particle physics experiments during the 1960s and early 1970s. Much of 
our knowledge of particle spectroscopy, strong interactions, and neutrino 
physics was learned with this device. 

The detector consists of a cryogenic fluid, an expansion system, and 
usually a magnetic field. The expansion system, which typically involves a 
piston and bellows arrangement, is used to suddenly reduce the pressure 
on the chamber liquid. The liquid is initially maintained at a pressure 
above the equilibrium vapor pressure curve. Following a sufficiently 
rapid expansion, it is left in a "superheated" condition, and bubbles will 
form around any nucleation centers in the liquid. A charged particle will 
produce delta rays in the liquid, and the delta rays in tum can produce 
large numbers of ion pairs in a small volume. The recombination of these 
ion pairs produce a heat spike, which is thought to be responsible for 
bubble formation [1, 2]. 

When used in a particle physics experiment, the chamber expansion is 
synchronized with the arrival ofa beam of particles from the accelerator. 
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Any charged particle that is in the beam or that is created from interac
tions in the chamber liquid will leave a trail of ions in the liquid. Bubbles 
that form around the ions typically grow to a diameter of ~ 10 ilm in 
0.2 - 50 ms. At this point flash lights illuminate the chamber, and two or 
more cameras simultaneously take a picture of the tracks of bubbles. A 
magnetic field surrounding the chamber allows the particle momenta to 
be measured from the curvature of the tracks. After the pictures are taken, 
the expansion system recompresses the liquid and collapses the bubbles. 
The bubble density gives a measure of the ionization energy loss and can 
be used to determine the mass of particles with p:!S; 0.8. 

The chamber fluid can be liquid hydrogen, liquid deuterium, or a heavy 
liquid mixture. Liquid hydrogen provides free protons. Tracks measured 
in liquid hydrogen have relatively small errors due to multiple scattering. 
Liquid deuterium is used to extract information about interactions on 
quasi-free neutrons. Heavy liquids are useful for studying interactions 
involving photons, electrons, or neutrinos. The greater density provides 
more interactions per unit volume, while the higher Z gives shorter y ray 
conversion lengths. The virtues of liquid hydrogen and the heavy liquid 
can be combined by filling a track sensitive target with liquid hydrogen 
and locating it inside the volume of a heavy liquid chamber. 

Bubble chambers offer a number of advantages. They have 4n accept
ance, excellent tracking efficiency, good spatial resolution, mass identifi
cation for slow particles, and efficient observation of secondary decay 
vertices. On the other hand, several disadvantages led to a decline in the 
use of the method. The standard chamber cannot be triggered. Thus, 
many pictures are taken that do not contain useful information. Analysis 
of the film is a lengthy process that may take several· years. Bubble 
chambers cannot efficiently use a high beam rate. Moderate sized 
chambers cannot make an accurate measurement of high momentum 
tracks, and they cannot be used at colliding beam machines. 

Some of these difficulties may be overcome with the use of hybrid 
bubble chamber systems [3]. These systems involve using the bubble 
chamber in conjunction with counters or wire chambers. Modern neu
trino experiments often use a large volume bubble chamber together with 
an external muon identifier. The rapid cycling bubble chamber at SLAC 
can cycle 20 - 100 times faster than standard chambers, making it suited 
to the fast repetition rate of the SLAC accelerator. The hybrid system 
includes wire chambers for accurate measurement of high momentum 
particles and a Cerenkov counter to aid in particle identification. The 
system may be operated in a triggered mode and is very effective in 
studying processes with a fast forward particle. 
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Benichou et al. [4] have constructed a small special purpose bubble 
chamber (LEBC) to study the production of rare, short-lived particles. 
The chamber was machined from Lexan plastic and had a volume of only 
1.1 liters. Because the cross section for the production of the particles was 
small, the chamber was designed to cycle with a 33-Hz repetition rate. 
High resolution was necessary to clearly separate the particle production 
and decay vertices. 

Figure 12.1 shows the pressure - temperature characteristics of low 
temperature hydrogen. The equilibrium vapor pressure is shown together 
with the foam limit. Pressure-temperature points below the foam limit 
curve are subject to free bubble formation. The vertical lines indicate the 

Figure 12.1 The pressure-temperature characteristics oflow tempera
ture hydrogen. (J. Benichou et aI., Nuc. Instr. Meth. 190: 487,1981.) 
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pressure range used in three bubble chambers. Normal chambers such as 
the Big European Bubble Chamber (BEBC) operate at lower temperatures 
than LEBC. The higher temperature allows LEBC to use a higher mini
mum pressure, resulting in slower bubble growth rate and better resolu
tion [4]. 

Another possible improvement in bubble chamber technique involves 
the use of holography to replace the conventional photographic systems 
[5,6]. This permits improvement of the optical resolution without losing 
depth of field and an increase in acceptable particle flux. In holography 
the film is illuminated with coherent light from a laser. Great care must be 
taken to prevent any thermal gradients or turbulence in the chamber 
liquid. The holographs must also be illuminated by laser on the scanning 
and measuring machines. Dykes et al. [5] used a pulsed ruby laser to make 
holograms with a spatial resolution of - 8 f.,lm and with particle fluxes up 
to 150 particles per picture. 

12.2 Emulsions 
The detection of radiation by the exposure of photographic plates 

dates back to the discoveries of Rontgen and Bequerel. Emulsions are 
still used in experiments requiring the best possible spatial resolution. 

The emulsion consists of three basic components: a silver halide, a 
gelatin-plasticizer, and water [7]. A layer of the emulsion, typically 600 
f.,lm thick, covers a plate, a number of which may be stacked together into a 
sandwich. Sometimes the emulsion is "loaded" with metal wires, foil, or 
powdered layers to give a well-defined target. 

The halide grains have a diameter of - 0.2 f.,lm. Ionization energy from a 
charged particle traversing the emulsion may cause the grain to develop. 
The production of delta rays with energy between 150 and 5000 e V plays 
an important role in developing the grains, since they are capable of 
providing a large energy deposit in a region similar in size to the grain 
volume. A minimum ionizing particle produces - 270 developed grains 
per millimeter of track length. 

For stopping particles a measurement of the particle's range can be used 
to determine its energy. A measurement of the energy can also be derived 
from the density of delta rays. A measurement of the exposed grain 
density or the distribution of gaps between exposed grains can be used to 
measure the specific ionization or dEl dx of the track. At low energy this is 
proportional to I/v 2• Grain counts can be calibrated by measuring the 
distinctive electron tracks in nearby regions of the emulsion. 

Grain density provides a means of particle identification for p:s;; 0.9 but 
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saturates for higher velocities. For relativistic particles measurements of 
the projected angles between successive chords on the track and the multi
ple scattering theory provide a determination of pp. 

Events in the emulsion must be located in a tedious search using a 
microscope. Recent experiments [8] have used the emulsion in conjunc
tion with a particle spectrometer. Long-lived tracks can be measured in 
the spectrometer and used to predict the position of the interaction vertex. 
This greatly reduces the volume of emulsion that must be examined. 

12.3 Spark chambers 
Spark chambers were used routinely during the period 1960-

1975 for particle tracking measurements. They have since been almost 
totally replaced by MWPCs and drift chambers. One possible advantage 
for using spark chambers today is a smaller cost for the readout system for 
a large area detector. 

The basic elements of a spark chamber are shown in Fig. 12.2. The 
chamber consists of metallic plates or wire grids separated by insulating 

-;; 

Figure 12.2 Principles of spark chamber operation. (S) Scintillation 
counter, (Co) coincidence circuit, (A) amplifier, and (sg) spark gap. , 
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gaps and filled with a gas. A charged particle traversing the detector leaves 
a trail of ions in the gas. Usually a pair of scintillation counters or other 
fast responding devices are used in conjunction with the spark chamber. A 
coincidence signal from the two scintillators indicates the passage of a 
charged particle. The coincidence signal is amplified and .applied to a 
spark gap or a thyratron. This produces a fast rising high voltage pulse. 
One plate of the capacitor C discharges quickly to ground. The charge on 
the opposite plate raises al~ernate plates of the detector to high voltage. 
The large potential difference causes a spark to form along the path of the 
ions in the gap. The locations of the sparks indicate the path of the 
particle. In a narrow gap chamber the sparks form at right angles to the 
electrodes, while in wide gap chambers the sparks tend to follow the actual 
path of the particle. The ions are cleared from the gap by maintaining a 
low voltage dc clearing field across the gap. 

Spark formation requires a buildup of at least 108 electrons [9]. This 
leads to the Raether criterion: for a given chamber the applied field must 
be such that 

d> 20/a (12.1 ) 

where d is the gap separation and a is the Townsend coefficient. The 
formation time for the spark then is 

1 = 20/(aw-) (12.2) 

where w- is the electron drift velocity. The high voltage pulse must remain 
on the electrodes for at least this period of time. 

Important characteristics of spark chamber gases include a, the drift 
velocity, electron affinity, photoabsorption, specific ionization, diffusion 
coefficient, emission spectrum, and cost. The usual spark chamber gas is a 
mixture of neon and helium. Noble gases have zero electron affinity. 
Thus, electrons do not attach to the gas atoms, and substantial electron 
multiplications can occur. Small amounts of additional gases are some
times added. Electronegative gases (e.g., Freon) help clear the chamber of 
residual ions. Some organic molecules (e.g., alcohol) are efficient ab
sorbers of photons. The addition of such a gas prevents a photon from 
liberating an electron some distance from the site of ionization and ini
tiating spurious sparks. 

The operation of the spark chamber pulsing system is of the utmost 
importance. The pulse should be applied as rapidly as possible to mini
mize diffusion and unrelated sparks and to ensure optimum spark forma
tion. There must be sufficient energy to allow many sparks to form simul
taneously. The system must have a short recoyery time so that the 
chamber can be used in moderately high rate environments. 
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The high voltage switch is a thyratron tube or spark gap. Thyratrons are 
capable of producing 1000-A pulses in 15 - 30 ns. This high voltage is 
applied to the chamber as symmetrically as possible using coaxial cable or 
insulated stripline. The chamber itself behaves like a waveguide, leading 
to reflections at the edges unless the electrodes are properly terminated. 

Referring to Fig. 12.2, the voltage applied to the spark gap is 

Vgap = CV/(C + Csc) (12.3) 

where Csc is the capacitance of the chamber itself. A large I-m2 chamber 
may have a capacitance Csc - 1000 pF. A proper treatment of the 
chamber's electrical properties should include the inductances of the 
leads, which are important when considering very fast pulses [9]. 

In the absence of a magnetic field the ions are displaced across the spark 
chamber gap because of the clearing field. The displacement is w I1t J , 

where w is the drift velocity and I1tJ is the time from the creation of the ion 
until the high voltage (HV) pulse is applied. During the initial risetime of 
the HV pulse the ions undergo an additional drift of w I1t2 • The clearing 
field and high voltage pulse are ordinarily adjusted with opposite polarity 
so that these displacements tend to cancel. The effect leads to an angle 
dependent correction to the measured track position 

I1x = b + m tan e (12.4) 

In addition, it is sometimes desirable to alternate the direction of the 
clearing field in alternate gaps. 

Spark chambers can routinely achieve 95% efficiency for the detection 
of a single charged particle. The efficiency is a function of the static 
clearing field and the time delay before pulsing the chamber. For a given 
clearing field, if one waits too long before applying the HV pulse, all the 
ions will be cleared from the gap and no spark will form. Multispark 
efficiency is enhanced with wide gaps and fast HV risetimes [9]. 

The spatial resolution of a wire plane spark chamber is roughly ± s/2, 
where s is the wire spacing. This can be improved to ± s/4 by adjusting the 
pulse so that several wires participate in the discharge [9]. Typical spatial 
resolutions are ± 300 jim. The resolution is influenced by a number of 
factors. Since the ions are typically produced with several electron volts of 
kinetic energy, they can diffuse before the application of the HV pulse. 
The spark channel itself may have a width of -1 mm [9]. For narrow gap 
chambers the spark discharge is perpendicular to the electrodes and forms 
near the cathode, even for inclined tracks. The spatial accuracy is im
proved at higher gas pressures. 

The time resolution, or "memory time," of the chamber must be long 
enough so that ions are still in the gap when the logic system determines if 
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the event is of interest, yet short enough so that the gaps are not full of ions 
from unwanted events. This time is determined by the value of the clear
ing field and the HV pulse delay and by the addition of electronegative 
gases. A typical memory time is Il1-s, enabling the chamber to be used in a 
beam flux of 106 particles/sec. Following a HV pulse, the chamber re
quires a recovery (dead) time of ~ 1 ms to clear the gap of debris. The 
electrons clear from the gap first, leaving the slower positive ions and 
meta-stable atoms. 

The occurrence of a spark leads to a number of optical, electrical, and 
acoustic phenomena that can be used to determine the position of the 
spark. A list of some readout methods and the physical principles they rely 
on are given in Table 12.1. We will describe the magnetostrictive readout 
method. For a discussion of other methods the reader is referred elsewhere 
[9, 10]. 

Table 12.1. Spark chamber detection systems 

Method 

1. Optical 
2. Vidicon 

3. Sonic 
4. Ferrite core 

5. Magnetostriction 

6. Delay line 

7. Current division 

8. Sparkostriction 

9. Capacitive 

10. Spark projection 

11. Magnetic tape 

Principle 

picture of spark recorded on film 
optical image transformed into electrical signal 

by TV camera 
propagation time in gas used to localize spark 
current flowing in wire electrode sets ferrite 

memory core 
magnetic field of spark induces acoustic wave in 

magnetostrictive wire 
propagation time of signals induced by sparks in 

electrode or in external delay line separating 
wires permits localization of spark 

amount of charge carried in spark split between 
two channels; difference in charge measured 
on transformer filter circuit gives position 

auxiliary spark produced against a wire at small 
distance from electrode; time of propagation 
in this nonmagnetic wire gives position of 
spark 

current in each wire charges capacitor that can 
subsequently be read out 

low frequency potentials of wire chamber trans
ported by external wires to second plane; aux
iliary spark produced and viewed by vidicon 
tube 

sparks produce signal on magnetic tape used as 
electrode 

Source: G. Charpak, Ann. Rev. Nuc. Sci. 20: 195, 1970. 
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Magnetostriction is a property of certain ferromagnetic materials 
whereby a magnetic field induces a stress in the material. Magnetostric
ti ve wires are placed across the leads of the spark chamber electrodes [ 11]. 
The current from the spark creates a magnetic field around the wire. The 
field changes the magnetization in the magnetostrictive wire and creates 
an acoustic pulse in the wire. The pulse has both longitudinal and tor
sional modes. The longitudinal mode is dispersive, but its detection is 
simpler. Acoustic pulses travel in both directions with velocity .J EI p, 
where E is the elastic modulus andp is the density. For iron-cobalt wire, 
v - 5 mml J-ls. At each end of the magnetostrictive wire is a pickup coil. 
Here the acoustic wire induces a current by the inverse, or Villari, effect. 
The arrival times of the pulses at the two detectors can be used to deter
mine the position of the spark. Multiple sparks can be detected by count
ing oscillator pulses in sets of scalers, which have been simultaneously 
started at the arrival of the first fiducial, and stopped one by one as signals 
from the sparks are received from the magnetostrictive pickup coils. 

Magnetostrictive readout is difficult to use in a magnetic field because 
the field affects the shape of the magnetostrictive pulse. This necessitates 
bringing the spark chamber wires outside the region of the field before 
being read out. For operation inside a field it is often simpler to use some 
other method, such as capacitive readout. 

12.4 Streamer chambers 
The streamer chamber is in some respects an electronic analog of 

the bubble chamber. Charged particles passing through the chamber gas 
leave the usual trail of ionization. The chamber volume is subjected to an 
electric field of 10 - 50 kV Icm for a short period of 5 - 20 ns. Electron 
avalanches develop into expanding, conducting plasmas known as 
streamers when their space charge field is comparable to the applied field. 
The streamers move at high velocity toward both electrodes. At the end of 
the high voltage pulse the streamers remain suspended in the chamber [9]. 
The ions recombine and emit light, which reveals their location and thus 
the particle trajectories. Some virtues of the streamer chamber are that 
many tracks may be followed over large distances, it has isotropic re
sponse, and unlike the bubble chamber, it can be triggered. One disad
vantage is the lower density. 

The basic elements of a streamer chamber are similar to the spark 
chamber. A coincidence signal from scintillation counters indicate the 
passage of a particle. A large high voltage pulse is created with a Marx 
generator. This consists of a set of capacitors that are charged up slowly in 
parallel and discharged rapidly in series. The high voltage pulse must be 
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very short to stop the spark development at the streamer stage. Thus, a 
shaping network is necessary before the pulse is applied to the electrodes. 
Sharp pulses 20 ns in duration are typical. 

The appearance of the streamer depends on the relative orientation of 
the camera, the electrodes, and the particle trajectory. A typical streamer 
chamber gas is 90% neon and 10% helium. The memory time is controlled 
by the addition of electronegative gases such as SF6• 

The chamber is practically 100% efficient for single tracks, since many 
ions are liberated along the particle trajectory. Multitrack efficiencies are 
also very high. The chamber can operate in a high rate environment. 
Some particle identification is possible below 1 GeV/c by using the 
streamer density. 

The streamers are created with a width of about 1 mm. Particle trajec
tories can be located with an accuracy of about 300 j.lm. The resolution 
improves as the gas pressure is increased because the avalanche reaches 
the same total ionization in a smaller distance. Two effects that lead to 
systematic errors in locating the track are the drift of the ionization elec
trons during the rise of the high voltage pulse and the fact that streamers 
develop symmetrically about the head of the avalanche and not about the 
site of the original ionization. A high pressure streamer chamber con
structed at Yale University [12, 13] is capable of measuring track posi
tions with a spatial resolution of 40 j.lm. 

12.5 Transition radiation detectors 
Devices utilizing transition radiation have proven useful for the 

detection of electrons and show promise for providing particle identifica
tion at high energies. An important feature of such radiation is that its 
intensity can be made to increase linearly with the Lorentz factor }'. 

A charged particle emits transition radiation when it crosses the inter
face between media with different dielectric or magnetic properties. 
When the particle is in the region oflow dielectric constant, polarization 
effects in the surrounding medium are small, and the electric field asso
ciated with the moving charge has a large spatial extent. However, when 
the particle crosses the interface to a region of higher dielectric constant, 
polarization effects are larger, thereby reducing the extent of the electric 
field in the medium. The sudden redistribution of charges in the medium 
associated with the changing electric field of the particle gives rise to the 
transition radiation. 

At high energy transition radiation is primarily emitted as X-rays. The 
total energy emitted upon crossing a single surface is [14] 
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(12.5) 

where a is the fine structure constant and wp is the plasma frequency of 
the medium, 

2 _ 4naZN AfJ 
wp- A me 

The mean number of X-rays emitted per surface is 

(12.6) 

(12.7) 

The X-rays are emitted strongly forward into a cone at an angle () with 
respect to the particle direction given by 

() - l/y (12.8) 

Practical detectors are made up of stacks of thin foils, thereby providing 
many interfaces. As soon as more than one surface is present, interference 
effects can arise from the superposition of the radiation. Foils must have a 
minimum thickness, known as the formation zone, so that the electro
magnetic field of the particle can fully develop in the entered medium. 
The photon yield drops off sharply for foils thinner than the formation 
zone. The interference causes oscillations in the intensity as a function of 
w, the photon frequency, and gives rise to Y thresholds where the intensity 
increases sharply. 

A number of practical transition radiation detectors have been con
structed. Cobb et al. [15] have built a carefully optimized transition de
tector for electron - hadron separation at the ISR. The device consisted of 
two groups of -700 foil radiators followed by a MWPC detector. The foil 
spacing was chosen to provide constructive interference. The radiators 
had to have a small X-ray absorption so that the photons could reach the 
detector. This and other requirements lead to the choice of thin 53-.um 
lithium metal foils as the radiator. The threshold parameter Yt for the 
device is proportional to the foil thickness d, 

dWLi 
Yt=Tc (12.9) 

where WLi is the plasma frequency in lithium (14.2 eV/fz). One problem 
with a detector of this type is that the charged incident particle also passes 
through the MWPC and deposits ionization energy in the chamber gas. A 
xenon-C02 mixture was found to efficiently detect the transition X-rays 
and to give the best ratio of X-ray absorption to charged particle ioniza
tion. The detector was able to count electrons with good efficiency and 
with a substantial rejection for hadrons. 
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If a large distance is available between the radiator and detector, it is 
possible to improve the particle discrimination by using information 
about the width of the pulse. Deutschmann et al. [16] analyzed the current 
signals from a drift chamber using 16 analog to digital converters triggered 
by 16 successive 30-ns gates. Electrons with p = 15 GeV/c showed a 
considerably wider distribution than 15-Ge V / c pions due to the presence 
of transition radiation in the electron sample. 

It is also possible to improve the detector's sensitivity by counting the 
number of charge clusters along the particle's track in a drift chamber. 
Ludlam et al. [17] and Fabjan et al. [18] measured the deposited charge in 
20-ns intervals of drift time. They defined a cluster to be the amount of 
charge deposited in any 100-ns interval corresponding to an energy of 2 
keY. The 100-ns time interval was equivalent to a spatial extent of 850 
11m. The number of clusters is expected to follow a Poisson distribution. 
Figure 12.3 shows the experimental data for the number of clusters versus 
y. It can be seen that the presence of lithium radiators leads to a greater 
number of clusters due to interactions of the transition radiation photons 
in the drift chamber gas. 

12.6 Short summary of some other detectors 

12.6.1 Semiconductor detectors 
Semiconductor counters behave like solid ionization chambers 

[19,20]. Incident charged particles deposit ionization energy and dislodge 
electrons, which in turn produce secondary ionization. This causes a 
separation of the electrons and holes in the semiconductor, which then 
separate due to the presence of an electric field. They collect at the elec
trodes, giving a signal proportional to the deposited energy. The detector 
has better resolution than gaseous ion chambers since the average energy 
required to produce an ion pair in silicon is 3.6 eV, for instance, while it is 
typically - 30 e V in gases. Semiconductor detectors are useful when a 
thin, high resolution detector is required near an interaction region. Sili
con surface barrier detectors have high efficiency and high rate capability 
and can operate inside a colliding beam vacuum chamber. The principle 
disadvantages are small size and radiation damage. 

Amendolia et al. [21] used a stack of silicon surface barrier detectors as 
an active target. They identified the layer where the interaction occurred 
from the large pulse height resulting from the recoil nucleus. The pulse 
height from the subsequent layers gave information on the particle multi
plicity as a function of the distance from the interaction point. 
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A slice of silicon can also be etched to give narrow strips of active 
detector [20, 22]. This provides a small area device that behaves like a 
MWPC but has better spatial resolution, especially for multitrack events. 
Such a detector is shown in Fig. 12.4. A relativistic, singly charged particle 
produces about 25,000 electron-hole pairs while crossing this detector 
[22]. All the charge is collected within 10 ns. A telescope consisting of six 
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Figure 12.3 Number of ionization clusters in a drift chamber as a func
tion of the relativistic y factor. The upper curve shows the data with 
lithium radiator foils. (After T. Ludlam et aI., Nuc. Instr. Meth. 180: 
413,1981.) 
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of these silicon microstrip detectors has achieved 5 jlm spatial resolution 
for minimum ionizing particles. 

12.6.2 Flashtube hodoscope chambers 
The flashtube chamber is similar in operation to a spark chamber 

[23]. The hodoscope is made up of many tubes containing neon gas. An 
external trigger sensitizes each tube by initiating the application of a high 
voltage pulse. If any ions are in a tube due to the passage of a charged 
particle, a streamer will form, and the tube emits a pulse of light. This is 
either detected directly or causes a transducer to generate an electrical 
pulse. 

Large arrays of flashtubes have been used in calorimeters and for study
ing cosmic ray showers. The chief advantage of the device is the low cost to 
construct a large volume array. The spatial resolution is on the order of the 
tube diameter (- 2 mm). The tube can be sensitive for - 1 jlS and has - 10 
ms recovery time, depending on the gas composition and clearing field 
used. 

12.6.3 Stopping K+ detector 
Detectors have been constructed that can efficiently indicate the 

presence ofa K+ [24, 25]. Astbury et al. [24] have built a detector consist
ing of 17 alternating layers of brass and scintillator. The range - energy 
relations show that for particles with p :s;;; 600 MeV/c, jland 7C+ have a 
much greater range than K+ and p. Thus, by using the proper amount of 
brass absorber, K+ and p will stop in the detector. This is indicated by a 
large pulse height in the scintillator preceding the stopping layer and no 
signal in the following layer. The K+ will then subsequently decay, while 
the proton will not. Thus, a K+ should have in addition a small pulse 
height signal in a scintillator after a suitable delay period. The detector 
achieved a high efficiency for identifying K+ with a good rejection for 7C+. 

This method can also be applied to make a trigger for stopping muons. 

12.6.4 Planar spark counters 
Planar spark counters have been used in applications such as 

time of flight measurements where it is desirable to obtain the best possi
ble timing resolution. One such device constructed for use at PEP con
sisted of two parallel electrodes separated by 185 jlm with a field - 2 105 

V/cm maintained across the gap [26]. The anode was constructed from 
semiconducting glass. A noble gas-organic quencher mixture flowed 
through the gap at high pressure. The signal from a discharge had a typical 
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risetime of ~ 1 ns and a pulse length of about 5 ns. The counter recovered 
within a few milliseconds. 

The PEP planar spark counters had timing resolutions better than 200 
ps under actual experimental conditions [26]. The measured single 
counter time distribution for Bhabha scattering events are shown in Fig. 
12.5, together with the time of flight distribution. The "albedo" events in 
the histogram are due to electrons and positrons scattered backward from 
a nearby shower counter. The albedo events occur later and have a 

Figure 12.5 Single counter Bhabha scattering time distributions for two 
spark counters (T 1, T2) and the resulting time offligbt spectrum (TOF). 
The dotted curves are due to backward scattered (albedo) events. (After 
W. Atwood et aI., Nuc. Instr. Meth. 206: 99, 1983.) 
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broader distribution than the incident Bhabha particles. The spatial reso
lution of the counter was 2.6 mm, consistent with the least count of the 
TDes used to make the measurement. The pulse height was well corre
lated with the number of particles striking the counter. There was, how
ever, a degradation in the pulse height and the timing resolution when the 
counting rate was ~ 300 Hz. 
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Exercises 

1. A IO-GeV/c pion beam produces 10 bubbles/em in a liquid hy
drogen bubble chamber. What is the maximum energy required 
for bubble formation? How does this compare with the energy 
required to develop a grain in an emulsion? 
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2. What field is necessary for spark formation in a neon spark 
chamber with a I-cm gap? 

3. What clearing field is necessary to remove all the electrons from 
the I-cm gap ofa neon spark chamber within I f.ls? 

4. Find the total energy lost to transition radiation by a I OO-Ge V / c 
proton traversing 500 lithium foils. Ignore interference effects. 
What is the mean number of emitted X-rays? 



13 
Triggers 

A well-designed trigger is an essential ingredient for a successful particle 
physics experiment. The trigger must efficiently pass the events under 
study without permitting the data collection systems to become swamped 
with similar but uninteresting background events. Since the design of a 
trigger depends critically on the intent of the experiment and is strongly 
influenced by the choice of beam parameters, target, geometry, and so 
forth, it is impossible to give a prescription here on how to set up a trigger 
for any situation. Instead, we must content ourselves in this chapter with 
considering some general classes of trigger elements and with examining 
some specific examples in more detail. It should be mentioned that some 
experiments do not use a trigger. For example, neutrino experiments 
sometimes accept any event that occurs within a gate following the accel
eration cycle. 

13.1 General considerations 
A trigger is an electronic signal indicating the occurrence of a 

desired temporal and spatial correlation in the detector signals. The de
sired correlation is determined by examining the physical process of inter
est in order to find some characteristic signature that distinguishes it from 
other processes that will occur simultaneously. Most triggers involve a 
time correlation of the form B . F, where B is a suitably delayed signal 
indicating the presence of a beam particle and F is a signal indicating the 
proper signature in the final state. The time coincidence increases the 
probability that the particles all come from the same event. 

Let us first consider the beam portion of the trigger. Figure 13.1 shows a 
typical fixed target beam line containing scintillation counters Sl , S2, and 
A, threshold Cerenkov counters C l and C2 , and PWC Pl' Suppose the 
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experiment requires a K- beam of a certain momentum at the target. 
With suitable gases and pressures in CI and C2 , the signal CI • C 2 can be 
used to separate kaons from pions and protons in the beam. The small 
scintillation counters SI and S2 require that the beam particles traverse 
the Cerenkov counters near the beam axis. The anticounter (or veto 
counter) A is a large scintillation counter with a hole approximately the 
target diameter in the center. The anticounter is placed directly before the 
target. The signal from this counter vetos any event accompanied by an 
off-axis (or halo) particle, which could confuse the downstream detectors. 
The scintillation counter BC is a small counter placed directly in the path 
of the beam. It can be used to veto events accompanied by a beam track. 
The PWC PI can be used to ensure that only one beam track is present 
within a certain time interval. A typical kaon beam signal then is 

B = SI . S2 . CI . C2 . (PI = 1) . A . BC 

The B signal as defined here can be used for devices that require a 
pretrigger. It is sometimes useful to record events with just the B require
ment. This will give events with a minimum amount of bias with respect 
to the final state of interest. It is also useful for checking the efficiency of 
downstream detectors. 

In a colliding beam machine a beam signal is usually provided each 
beam - beam crossing. This may result from the coincidence between two 
scintillator hodoscopes located close to the beam pipes or from pickup 
electrodes near the interaction point. 

The final state portion of the trigger is obviously much more varied 
since it depends on the particular experiment. The Ftrigger usually makes 
use of some aspect of the topology of the desired events. These may 
include [1] 

1. multiplicity, 
2. direction, 

Figure 13.1 A simple experimental arrangement of detectors. SI ,S2, S3' 
A, BC, CS: scintillation counters; C I , C2 : threshold Cerenkov counters; 
PI' P2 : MWPCs. 
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3. deflection, 
4. opening angle, and 
5. coplanarity. 

Multiplicity is frequently used in conjunction with other requirements. 
Here one demands that a certain number of particles are present at a 
specified location. Multiplicity is usually determined using a scintillator 
hodoscope or a MWPC. The multiplicity can also be used to set an upper 
limit to the number of particles in order to reject unanalyzable "junk" 
events. 

Triggers frequently use a counter telescope or a hodoscope coincidence 
matrix to require that a particle points back to the target or interaction 
region. Two separate direction requirements may be combined to de
mand that a particle undergo a certain deflection or that a particle be 
produced at a given angle. 

Particle kinematics can play an important role in the design of a trigger 
for reactions involving 2-body final states. This is particularly useful in 
elastic scattering. The final state particles and the beam must all lie in a 
plane (coplanarity). In addition, the beam momentum and forward scat
tering angle determine the forward and recoil momenta and the recoil 
scattering angle. In high rate reactions one can define narrow solid angles 
around these directions and require a coincidence between the signals 
from the two arms. An alternate approach is to use large solid angle 
detectors, but to use hodoscopes or hard-wired electronics to require the 
proper correlation. 

Figure 13.2 shows the fast electronics for the 150-GeV/c pp elastic 
scattering experiment ofFidecaro et al. [2]. The INTERACTION coinci
dence indicates that there was one and only one particle in the forward (F) 
arm and at least one backward (B) particle in the counters around the 
target. The trigger also requires one and only one particle in the backward 
vertical (BV) and backward horizontal (BH) hodoscopes. The correlation 
between scattering angle and recoil energy is imposed by delaying the FV 
signal for a time corresponding to the recoil proton time of flight and then 
forming the coincidence WINDOW. A rough angular correlation be
tween the backward and forward particles is made with the vertical coinci
dence matrix. Figure 13. 3a shows the deviation of the measured forward 
proton angle in pp elastic scattering from the angle calculated from the 
recoil particle direction. Figure 13.3b shows the corresponding coplanar
ity distribution. The narrow distributions show that the trigger was very 
successful in selecting elastic events. 

For the purpose of illustration let us consider a simple example. Sup-
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pose we are examining the reaction 

K-p-+Kon 

We have already discussed a suitable signal to tell us when a single K
has come down the beam line. The target could be liquid hydrogen. The 
final state consists of two neutral particles, one of which will typically 
decay into two pions after a short distance. A signature in the detector that 
is indicative of a vee (decaying neutral particle) is no tracks followed some 
distance away by two tracks, or 0 -+ 2 for short. Thus, referring to Fig. 
13.1, one could look for a forwardly produced KO with the signal 
S 3 • (P2 = 2). Since the recoil neutron is also neutral, one could attempt to 
tighten the trigger by also vetoing with the cylindrical hodoscope CS 
surrounding the target. Thus, a suitable final state signal might be 

F=S3' (P2 =2) 'CS 

Several factors complicate the design of a trigger. The first is the presence 

Figure 13.2 Trigger logic for a pp elastic scattering experiment. Inputs 
are from horizontal (H) and vertical (V) scintillator hodoscopes in the 
forward (F) and backward (B) spectrometer arms and counters near the 
target. (G. Fidecaro et a!., Nuc. Phys. B 173: 513, 1980.) 
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of background reactions, which have similar characteristics to the process 
under study. In our example Ano is also an all neutral final state produced 
in K-p interactions. The F signal will also be generated by this final state 
when the A is produced forwardly. If the background is significant, one 
must take further steps, such as surrounding the target with a thin lead 
cylinder to convert the photons from the nO decay. 

A second problem is the presence of accidental hits in the detectors. 
These extra hits could arise from uncorrelated particles traversing the 
detector or from noise in the detector itself. Accidentals increase the 
number of hits in a detector and could give false F signals. A competing 
problem is chamber inefficiency. In this case there would be no hit in a 
detector plane, even though a charged particle crossed it. This leads to a 
loss of true F signals. 

13.2 Identified particle triggers 
Often we wish to trigger on the production of a certain type of 

particle. In this section we will consider the particles commonly used for 
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Figure 13.3 (a) Polar angle correlation between the measured angle for 
forwardly scattered particles and the forward angle calculated from the 
recoil particle direction for pp elastic scattering. (b) Measurement of the 
coplanarity ofthe beam, forward particle, and recoil particle. (G. Fide
caro et aI., Nuc. Phys. B 173: 513, 1980.) 
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Table 13.1. Identified particle triggers 

Particle 

e 

p,p (fast) 

p (recoil) 

n,n 

Method 

multiplicity 

lead-glass 

NaI 

lead-scintillator 

liquid argon 

Cerenkov 

lead-scintillator 

transition radiator 

liquid argon 

penetration 

magnetized iron 

multiplicity 
Cerenkov 

Cerenkov 

K+ detector 

n-n+2 

Cerenkov (n) 
charged particle veto 

Cerenkov 

multiplicity 

range 
solid state detector 

plastic scintillator 

liquid scintillator 

3 He-filled PWC 
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Table 13.1. (cont.) 

Particle 

AA 

Method 

np elastic 

charged particle veto 
n--+n+2 

multiplicity 

fastp 

Example references 

K. Egawa et ai., Nuc. Phys. B 188: 11, 
1981 

D. Cutts et ai., Phys. Rev. D17: 16, 1978 
F. Lamanna et ai., Phys. Lett. 96B: 223, 

1980 
D. Aston et ai., Nuc. Phys. B195: 189, 

1982 
J. Bensinger et ai., Phys. Rev. Lett. 50: 

313, 1983 

triggering and examine the techniques that have been used for their detec
tion. Many of these subtriggers would not make a sufficiently tight trigger 
themselves but would be satisfactory if used in coincidence with other 
requirements on the interaction under study. Additional information 
such as time of flight or pulse heights may be recorded with every event. 
This can be used in the offline analysis to enhance the fraction of events 
containing rarer particles, such as K mesons or antiprotons. Table 13.1 
contains a summary of identified particle techniques together with exam
ple references. 

13.2.1 )" nO 
Photons are usually identified by the large electromagnetic 

shower they create in matter. Lead sheets can be used to convert the 
photons. Methods used in detecting the photon include using multiplic
ity, lead-glass Cerenkov counters, NaI scintillation counters, lead
scintillation shower counters, and liquid argon calorimeters. One can 
distinguish showers created by electrons by using a thin scintillator veto 
before the photon detector. Additional scintillator requirements may be 
needed in the trigger to reduce background. 

Triggers requiring a nO almost invariably make use of its 2)' decay 
mode. If the detector is sufficiently fine grained so that the two photons 
can be resolved, the nO events can be separated on the basis of the 2)' 
effective mass. 

The production of "direct" photons is a subject of considerable interest 
[3]. By direct we mean photons that originate from the fundamental 
interactions of the hadronic constituents, as opposed to "ordinary" pho
tons, which result from the electromagnetic decays of nO's or other parti
cles. This type of process is usually studied at large transverse momentum, 
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so that the direct photon yield is enhanced. The nO decays can fake a direct 
photon event if either of the decay y's is not detected or if the two decay y's 
cannot be resolved by the detector. Thus, an experiment that attempts to 
directly measure the nO background requires a large solid angle, highly 
segmented y detector. 

A second method using thin convertors can be used to separate the 
classes of events [3]. The shower initiated by an unresolved nO is due to 
two y's, while the shower from a direct y event is only due to one. Thus, the 
conversion efficiencies are different, and the two types of events may be 
separated statistically. This method requires that any nonlinearities in the 
detector must be well understood. Both methods require good detection 
efficiency for low energy y's in order to resolve asymmetric nO decays. 
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Figure 13.4 (a) Pulse height spectrum for e+ triggers using an electro
magnetic shower counter. The solid line events have an associated Cer
enkov counter signal. (b) Pulse height spectrum from the shower 
counters for events without a Cerenkov counter signal. (c) Measured 
hadron contamination versus trigger transverse momentum. (D. Ori
jard et al., Phys. Lett. 108B: 361, 1982.) 
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13.2.2 e 
Electrons and positrons are usually detected by the energy depos

ited by their electromagnetic shower. In certain momentum intervals a 
trigger may also be constructed using Cerenkov counters. Specific detec
tion methods include using threshold Cerenkov counters, lead-scintilla
tor shower counters, transition radiators, and liquid argon calorimeters. 
Major backgrounds include high momentum pions for Cerenkov 
counters and e+ e- pairs from photon conversions. Figure 13.4 shows the 
pulse height spectrum for e+ triggers from an electromagnetic shower 
counter [4]. The full-line spectrum in (a) is for triggers with an associated 
Cerenkov counter signal. The normalized dashed-line spectrum is for 
triggers with no Cerenkov signal. It is evident that the majority of low 
pulse height events are due to hadronic background. The Cerenkov and 
shower counter signals may be combined to produce a more efficient 
trigger. 

13.2.3 J1 
Muon triggers usually make use of the muons' ability to penetrate 

large depths of matter before being absorbed. Thus, the basic experimen
tal arrangement would consist of a massive hadron absorber followed by a 
MWPC or counter hodoscope. Sometimes the functions of hadron ab
sorber and spectrometer are combined by using magnetized iron toroids 
between the interaction point and the muon counters. The major back
ground in the trigger comes from the small fraction of hadron "punch 
through" that manages to penetrate the absorber and from muons result
ing from 1C and K decays. 

A useful procedure for estimating the number of muons arising from 
hadron decays involves adjusting the amount of absorber [5]. By remov
ing absorber, the probability that the hadron will decay is proportionally 
increased. This background rate is inversely proportional to the absorber 
density. By extrapolating the measured rate to infinite density, one can 
estimate the number of muon triggers not arising from hadron decays, as 
shown in Fig. 13.5. 

13.2.4 1C± 

Since pions are the most copiously produced hadrons, any arbi
trary track in strong interactions is likely to be a pion. This is especially 
true in large mUltiplicity events (n ;;. 4), which only have a small electro
magnetic background. A tighter trigger could require pulses from a series 
of Cerenkov counters. 
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13.2.5 K± 
The production rate of charged kaons is roughly 10% of the 

charged pion rate. Thus, filtering the kaons out of the pion background 
requires a fairly good trigger. Fast kaons can be selected using a pair of 
threshold Cerenkov counters. One counter is set to veto pions, while the 
second gives a positive kaon signal above a certain momentum. Triggers 
for slow K+ recoils have been used with a K- beam to study 8 resonances. 
The trigger was derived from a K+ detector similar to the one discussed in 
Section 12.6. 

13.2.6 KO 
The trigger requirements for a Ks usually include the n --+ n + 2 

multiplicity requirement for a vee in some manner. The background, 
which includes A production and accidentals, can be cleaned up offline by 
cuts on the invariant mass of the decay tracks and the lifetime distribu
tion. Sometimes the decay pions are required to give Cerenkov counter 
signals. 

13.2.7 p, p 
Fast forward protons or antiprotons can be identified with large 

Cerenkov counters downstream of the interaction region. A recoil proton 
subtrigger is quite common as one part of an overall trigger requirement. 
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Figure 13.5 Muon event rate versus the inverse of the absorber density. 
Events have at least one muon with momentum greater than 8 Ge V / c. 
(After J. Ritchie et aI., Phys. Rev. Lett. 44: 230, 1980.) 
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The target can be surrounded by a scintillator hodoscope, and the trigger 
can make use ofa multiplicity of one requirement. The exact requirement 
should be determined with care since a simple veto on more than one side 
counter firing could be biased because of delta ray production and inter
actions in the counters. For low momentum recoil protons a range ab
sorber may be added with a counter behind the absorber used in anticoin
cidence. 

13.2.8 n, Ii 
Neutron triggers make use of strong interactions of neutrons in 

matter. A recoil neutron subtrigger is common for interactions in deute
rium, heavy nuclei, or in charge exchange scattering. Triggers have been 
constructed using plastic scintillator, liquid scintillator, 3He filled gas 
PWC, and the recoil proton from np elastic scattering. When used with a 
thin veto counter to reject charged particles, the major backgrounds are 
from rand KO's. 

13.2.9 A, A 
Most A triggers make use of the pn- decay mode. A common 

trigger uses the n - n + 2 vee requirement. The KO - n+n- background 
can be suppressed by using a downstream Cerenkov counter in the area of 
acceptance of the decay proton. Simple multiplicity requirements on the 
downstream tracks may be sufficient to pick up A's. Analogous A triggers 
may be devised using its pn+ decay mode. 

The decay proton emerges with most of the A momentum. We can give 
a rough kinematic argument why this is so. The Q (break up energy) for 
the A decay is small, so that in the A rest frame the n- and p have only 
small momentum. In the Lorentz transformation to the laboratory frame 
the A acquires a velocity p. Since the n- and p had only a small momen
tum in the A rest frame, they will also acquire a velocity = P in the 
transformation to the LAB coordinate system. Thus, in the LAB 

Pp = mpPr p" = m"Pr 
so that the proton track tends to be much stiffer. The detection of a fast 
forward proton can be used to construct an efficient A trigger with n- and 
K-beams. 

13.2.10 I, 5, n, 
The I, 5, and n hyperons can be used for triggering, particularly at high 

energies. We have already mentioned in Chapter 4 how DISC Cerenkov 
counters may be used to identify charged hyperons. The characteristic 
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decay modes of the hyperons have also been used to construct triggers. We 
will consider these triggers in more detail since they consist of combina
tions of subtriggers for previously mentioned particles. 

Wilkinson et al. [6] constructed a trigger for I+ hyperons from the 
decay chain 

I+ ~ pno nO ~ yy 

They required a positively charged particle in the forward direction plus a 
minimum energy deposited in a lead - glass counter array. Approximately 
6% of the triggers gave a reconstructed I+. The signal was very clean. The 
major sources of background were accidental coincidences of beam tracks 
with y's (3%) and K+ ~ n+no decays (2%). 

A trigger for I- was constructed from the decay mode [7] 

I-~ nn-

The neutron was detected using a 2-absorption length steel- scintillator 
calorimeter. The front of the calorimeter was covered by a charged parti
cle veto and 10 cm of lead - glass to veto photons. The trigger required a 
neutron signal in coincidence with a negative particle in the MWPCs. The 
trigger rate was 150 I- triggers in the 800-ms beam spill per 5 X 108 

protons incident on the production target. 
Negative 8 hyperons have been detected using a trigger based on the 

decay mode [8] 

The trigger required a single charged particle before the decay region and 
at least one particle in both the right and left parts of a MWPC which 
followed the decay region and a bending magnet. The 8 - trigger was 
enhanced by requiring a stiff positive particle. 

Cox et al. [9] have constructed a trigger for 8° using the decay chain 

A neutral beam was defined using collimators, a sweeping magnet, and a 
scintillator veto. The A portion of the trigger required charged tracks in 
the positive and negative regions of a set of chambers following a bending 
magnet. Approximately 50% of the raw triggers contained a A. The pho
tons from the nO decay were detected in either a lead-glass counter array or 
in a lead-scintillator shower detector. The 8°/ A ratio was 2%. 

The lifetime of the Q- was measured by Bourquin et al. [10] using the 
CERN SPS charged hyperon beam. The beam was passed through a DISC 
Cerenkov counter. They triggered on the 
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decay mode by requiring a coincidence between the DISC counter, a 
multiplicity counter (n > 1), and a small downstream (proton) counter 
that was inaccessible to negative particles. The trigger rate was 22 events 
per 106 beam particles. About 1 % of the raw triggers contained an Q-. 

Backgrounds were mainly due to multiparticle events and 2- decays. This 
experiment is discussed in more detail in Chapter 15. 

13.3 Deposited energy triggers 
Photons, electrons, nO's, and jets are typically detected with a 

calorimeter. The simplest requirement for a trigger is that the total depos
ited energy in the detector exceed some threshold. With finely divided 
calorimeters one can sharpen the trigger by looking at the energy depos
ited in individual channels or clusters of channels or by looking at corre
lations between channels. Subdivision of the calorimeter elements gives 
the freedom to optimize the acceptance of the desired type of particle, 
while rejecting other types of particles or particles not originating from the 
region of interaction. 

We will now consider several examples of this type of trigger. Amaldi et 
al. [11] used an array oflead-glass Cerenkov counters to trigger on single 
photons at the ISR. The counters were arranged in a 9 X 15 matrix and 
mounted on rails so that the distance to the beam intersection point could 
be adjusted. Several triggers were used. In the first the counters were 
divided into fifteen 3 X 3 submatrices, and the nine counters in each 
submatrix were connected in parallel. A trigger was generated when at 
least one of the submatrices showed a deposited energy greater than the 
electronic threshold of 1.25 GeV. A second trigger required that one of 
the 5 X 3 central counters show a deposited energy greater than an elec
tronic threshold of 0.5 GeV. The major backgrounds for the direct pho
ton search were signals from nO or 1], where one of the decay photons was 
not detected or was unresolved, and from the annihilation of Ii in the 
lead-glass producing additional nO's. 

Gollin et al. [12] used a calorimeter as part of a two-muon trigger at 
Fermilab. The calorimeter was constructed from 15 modules, each con
sisting of five alternating layers of steel plates and scintillation counters. 
The steel plates were magnetized and served as targets for the beam 
muons. The counters in consecutive modules were grouped into ovenap
ping clusters of! O. The trigger required that at least 5 ofthe 10 counters in 
any cluster exceed some threshold. This requirement selected hadrons 
preferentially, since electromagnetic showers have a shorter longitudinal 
development. The trigger efficiency curve was quite broad, rising from 10 
to 90% over about 50GeV in shower energy. 
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Cobb et al. [13] used a finely divided liquid argon calorimeter at the ISR 
to trigger on the production of single particles and jets with large trans
verse momentum. The trigger required a total energy deposit above 
threshold in the calorimeter. This requirement is not sufficient to effi
ciently trigger on large Pt single particles, since it is also satisfied by events 
with a large number of low energy particles. For this reason, they also 
imposed a localized energy deposit requirement on the trigger. Overlap
ping clusters of four or five calorimeter elements were summed together 
in each coordinate and the sums were taken in coincidence. 

Bromberg et al. [14] also used a calorimeter to provide a trigger signal 
proportional to the transverse momentum of single particles or jets. The 
experiment had four calorimeter modules on each side of the beam. Each 
calorimeter module had an electromagnetic front end consisting oflead 
and steel sheets interleaved with plastic scintillators. This was followed by 
a hadronic section consisting of alternating iron and scintillator layers. 
The scintillator signals in the electromagnetic section of each module 
were summed together, as were the hadronic signals. The signals from the 
four PMTs associated with each module were summed together and at
tenuated appropriately so that the resulting signal was proportional to the 
transverse momentum. The single particle trigger required that the signal 
in one of the eight modules exceed some threshold. For the jet trigger the 
signals from the four modules on each side of the beam were combined 
and the sum required to exceed a threshold. Figure 13.6 shows the trans
verse momentum distribution of jet-triggered events for two different 
threshold conditions. The plotted Pt value was calculated from ADC 
information from each of the PMTs. The ADC signal was proportional to 
the area under the pulse signal, while the trigger hardware was only sensi
tive to the height of the signal. For this reason, the distribution shown in 
Fig. 13.6 does not have a sharp threshold. 

13.4 Higher level triggering 
In some experiments involving rare processes, a second or third 

level of triggering is required after an event passes the fast triggers we have 
discussed up to now. The purpose of the high level triggers is to enrich the 
sample of recorded events or to increase the sensitivity of the experiment 
[15]. By rejecting noninteresting events at the trigger stage, the number of 
data tapes is reduced, thereby simplifying bookkeeping and handling and 
reducing the time necessary to analyze the data. In addition, if a decision 
regarding the noninteresting events can be made in a time shorter than the 
data readout time, the deadtime of the experiment can be reduced and the 
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sensitivity to interesting events can be increased. The higher level triggers 
can enrich the data sample by (1) eliminating events with insufficient 
information that will eventually be discarded by the offline analysis pro
grams; (2) demanding the presence of at least one track with a specific 
charge, angle, or momentum; or (3) requiring the overall event to satisfy a 
specific kinematic constraint. 

The trigger generally uses a programmable device such as (1) a look-up 
table, (2) a hard-wired processor, (3) a microprogrammable processor, or 
(4) an emulator [15]. A look-up table is generally a random-access mem
ory (RAM), which is addressed by signals from the detectors of the exper
iment. The look-up table may be used in a logical mode, whereby the 
incoming detector signals form a bit pattern, which corresponds to an 
address in RAM. The addressed location need only contain a single bit 
specifying whether that bit pattern was acceptable or not. When used in an 
arithmetic mode, the address can be formed by an operand to evaluate the 
value of a function. Hard-wired processors can execute a particular 

10 

Figure 13.6 Transverse momentum distribution of triggered particles in 
a calorimeter. Data are shown for two values of the detector threshold. 
(After C. Bromberg et aI., Nuc. Phys. B 171: 1, 1980.) 
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algorithm very quickly, but it is difficult to change the algorithm on short 
notice. Greater flexibility is available in a microprogrammable processor. 
However, these devices must be programmed in microcode. Emulators 
are microprocessors that can execute the instruction set of a high level 
machine. They are the easiest of these devices to program but are also 
slower. 

An example of eliminating events that will eventually be rejected is a 
"loose track requirement." Eventually an offline analysis program will be 
used to determine a particle track from the pattern of chamber hits (acci
dental or real) in the tracking chambers. The program will require some 
minimum number of hits along a path before it can reliably recognize a 
track. A typical drift chamber uses a double layer of drift cells with the 
layers offset by haIfa cell width to help resolve the left-right ambiguity. A 
microprocessor can be used to determine the number of these double 
planes that have hits in adjacent cells and to veto events that do not have a 
sufficient number. 

A second category of higher level trigger selects events where at least one 
track has some property. Pizer et al. [16] have developed a programmable 
track selector (PTS) using a look-up memory table that can make track 
validity decisions in less than 1 J.ls. The system uses two MWPCs as 
inputs. Each of the 1024 wires in the first chamber addresses a word in 
memory. Each memory location contains the first and last wire numbers 
in the second chamber, which form a valid combination with that wire in 
the first chamber. This device can be used to make rough momentum 
selections or to test for angular or coplanarity correlations in elastic scat
tering. Fidecaro et al. [2] have used the PTS as part of a pp elastic scatter
ing trigger. One PTS was used to demand a positive recoil particle coming 
from the target. A second PTS required a high momentum forwardly 
produced positive particle. 

A similar device has been used at the Omega spectrometer at CERN to 
enhance the trigger fraction for K+ production [17]. Three planes of 
scintillator hodoscopes and two Cerenkov counters were used as inputs to 
the programmable trigger. Because of the presence of a magnetic field, a 
correlation exists between the hits in any two planes for particles of a given 
charge and in a restricted momentum interval. Signals from some of the 
planes were used as inputs to an ECL RAM module called a bit assigner. 
For each input the bit assigner contained a pattern of bits that should be 
present for another hodoscope if the signals from the event satisfy the 
correlation. The output of the bit assigner was then sent to a unit that 
performed a bit by bit AND with the actual signals from the second plane. 
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Two-input trigger matrices have been used for triggering the European 
Muon Spectrometer at CERN [18]. A simplified experimental layout and 
logic diagram for a single muon trigger are shown in Fig. 13.7. Horizontal 
and vertical scintillator hodoscope were used downstream of the bending 
magnet. The hodoscope information was input into two trigger matrices 
(M 1 and M5) to determine if the track pointed back toward the target. 
The shaded areas on M 1 and M5 in Fig. 13.7 represent coincidences 
corresponding to good tracks. The outputs of the target-pointing matrices 
were used as inputs to additional trigger matrices, which selected final 
state muons whose scattering angle (M2) and momentum (M3) were 
larger than preselected values. A NIM output was provided from the 
trigger matrix for those channels where the coincidence requirement 
was satisfied. The input - output delay for obtaining a good signal was 
only 25 ns. The matrix could be manually set or programmed using 
CAMAC. 

If a third plane is added to the correlation requirement, the momentum 

Figure 13.7 Trigger logic diagram for single muon events at the Euro
pean Muon Spectrometer. (0. Allkoferetal., Nuc. Instr. Meth. 179: 445, 
1981.) 
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of the particle can be tightly specified in addition to its charge. Such a 
device (RAM) has been built at the Multi Particle Spectrometer at BNL 
[19]. The RAM is a 3-dimensional array of programmable AND gates. 
Each dimension of the RAM has a corresponding fine-grained detector 
array as input. The detector output is strobed into a fast register and used 
to address a particular location in memory. The memory is loaded with a 
pattern oflogical O's and 1 's before the experiment on the basis of Monte 
Carlo studies of the predicted behavior of the trigger particles. Ifa logical 1 
is present in the addressed memory location, the RAM will pass a higher 
level trigger signal. 

The RAM is a high resolution device that can determine if the 3-di
mensional correlation is satisfied within 250 ns. It is easily adaptable to 
different experiments by simply reprogramming the pattern ofO's and 1 'so 
The pattern can be checked during an experiment by comparing the 
memory pattern with a disc file between beam spills. The device responds 
accurately in the presence of additional particles. In addition, it can be 
used to demand the presence of more than one particle of the required 
type. 

Lastly we will describe a mass dependent trigger used in a muon pair 
production experiment at Fermilab [20]. The experiment was designed to 
study the properties of short-lived, high mass states that decay into muon 
pairs. The effective mass of a state can be written 

M2 "'" 2PIP2 (1 - cos 0) (13.1) 

when PI > mJl and P2 > mil' Unfortunately, the production oflow mass 
muon pairs exceeds by many orders of magnitude the production of the 
more interesting higher mass pairs. In order to improve the efficiency of 
data collection, the experimenters constructed a mass dependent trigger. 

Figure 13.8 Detector arrangement for use with a two-muon effective 
mass trigger. (M) bending magnet; (Jx, Jy , Fx) scintillator hodoscopes. 
(After G. Hogan, Nuc. Instr. Meth. 165: 7, 1979.) 
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Figure 13.8 shows a schematic of the experimental arrangement. There 
is a double layer hodoscope (Jx and Jy) between the target and the bending 
magnet and an x-measuring hodoscope after the magnet. The basic idea of 
the trigger is to use the correlations in the hodoscope planes to determine 
PI' P2, and 8 and then to use a hard-wired digital processor to determine 
M. Consider the logarithm ofEq. 13.1, 

In -! M2 = In PI + In P2 + In(1 - cos 8) (13.2) 
Ifwe assume the muons are produced in the target, the separation of the 
hits in Jx and Jy will determine the opening angle 8, and the positions of 
the two hits in Jx and F determine the momenta PI and P2' The hodoscope 
signals were input into gate matrices constructed so that the output was 
In PI , In P2, and In( 1 - cos 8). These signals then entered a digital adder, 
which generated a signal that monotonically increased with muon pair 
mass. This signal was compared with a switch-selected, mass-cut value to 
determine whether or not to accept an event. 

The trigger was able to select high mass muon pairs in less than 300 ns. 
The mass resolution is shown in Fig. 13.9. It can be seen that one can 
choose a mass cut to study the production of a high mass state such as the 
J/1fJ and at the same time eliminate much of the background from low 
mass states, such as the p. 

300 

Figure 13.9 Accepted effective mass distribution using the mass depen
dent trigger. (After G. Hogan, Nuc. Instr. Meth. 165: 7, 1979.) 
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Exercises 

1. Design a subtrigger for a fixed target accelerator experiment that 
produces a signal OPEN whenever there are two downstream 
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tracks with an opening angle greater than 10. Include a descrip
tion of the detectors, their arrangement, and electronics. 

2. The dominant decay modes of the 1] meson are 

1] ~ yy (39%) ~ 3no (32%) 

Design a trigger to study the 2y decay mode. What can you do to 
minimize the background from 3nO? 

3. The charmed D+ mesons have a cr = 0.028 cm and a significant 
branching ratio into a K- plus pions. Design a trigger to study D+ 
decays. 

4. Show that the fraction F of potential events that can be recorded 
by a data acquisition system is 

F=(1 + Rr)-l 

where R is the trigger rate and r is the time needed to read out an 
event. What trigger rate can be tolerated if the deadtime fraction 
should be less than 10% and if the readout time is 2 j.ls? 

5. Define the sensitivity S of a trigger to be the rate at which good 
events are recorded. Show that the sensitivity of a two-level trig
ger 1S 

S= piR 
1 + R(t + ir) 

where p is the purity of the event sample selected by the second
level trigger, R is the first-level trigger rate, t is the second-level 
decision time,! is the fraction of events that pass the second-level 
trigger, and r is the readout time. Examine the quantities in this 
equation to determine under what conditions a two-level trigger 
can make a significant improvement in sensitivity. 

6. Suppose that a calorimeter experiment defines a good trigger 
event to be anyone in which the sum (p t) of the magnitudes of the 
deposited transverse momenta equals or exceeds a threshold 
value (q). Assume that the probability of getting an event with 
transverse momentum p is 00 exp( - [3p) and that the calorimeter 
can only resolve Pt to within ± JPt, where 0 ~ J ~ 1. Show that 
the ratio r of the probability of getting a trigger in which the actual 
Pt is less than q to the probability of a good trigger is 

r = exp(J[3q) - 1 



14 
Detector systems 

Particle physics experiments are conceived to study some aspect of part i
cle properties or of the interactions between particles. The first step in 
designing an experiment is to find an efficient trigger for the desired 
experiment. Then one must select suitable detectors to gather the neces
sary data. Often the choice of detectors and their configuration involves 
compromises between competing goals. In this chapter we will examine 
some important considerations involved in designing a detector system. 

14.1 Magnetic spectrometers 
A spectrometer, as the word is generally used, is a system for 

measuring the momentum of a particle. The spectrometer consists of a 
magnet and tracking detectors that determine the momentum through a 
measurement of the particle's curvature. The motion of a particle with 
charge q in a magnetic field B is governed by the equation 

dp/dt = q/c v X B (14.1) 

If the field is uniform and we neglect the presence of matter in the parti
cle's path, the magnitude of the momentum remains constant with time 
and the particle will follow a helical trajectory. The actual trajectory will 
differ from an exact helix due to spatial inhomogeneities in the magnetic 
field and radiation energy losses. If matter is present, there will be addi
tional changes in the trajectory due to ionization energy loss and multiple 
scattering. 

The momentum is related to B and the radius of curvature p by 

p = O.2998Bp GeV/c, T, m (14.2) 

The radius of curvature, chord /, and sagitta s of the circular segment 
shown in Fig. 14.1 are related by 
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f2 s 
p= 8s +"2 

/2 
=-

8s 
(14.3) 

The accuracy in the determination of p is related by Eq. 14.2 to the 
accuracy in the measurement of p. This is in turn related by Eq. 14.3 to the 
accuracy in determining the sagitta of the arc. Thus we have 

Bf2 
p = 0.3 8s (14.4) 

1;1=I~sl (14.5) 

The quantity Jp I p is referred to as the momentum resolution. We see that 
the momentum resolution is equal to the relative error in the sagitta 
determination. In addition to the deviations of the trajectory from a 
perfect helix mentioned earlier, the resolution of the tracking detectors 
(setting error) and distortions in the measuring system contribute to Js. 

Gluckstern [1] has shown thatthe error in the curvature(k = lip) due to 
measurement error is 

Jk = (f./V),J";G ( 14.6) 

where f. is the rms measurement error, L is the projected track length in 
the magnetic field, andAN is a parameter that depends on the number N of 
points that are measured. For large N 

720 
AN= N + 5 (14.7) 

The contribution to the momentum resolution from measurement error 
then is 

( 14.8) 

We see that the resolution is improved faster by increasing L than by 
increasing B or decreasing f.. 

Figure 14.1 The sagitta (s), chord (I), and radius (p) of a circular arc. 
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The error in the curvature due to multiple scattering is 

6kms = ,j~CN/L 

327 

(14.9) 

where ~ is the rms projected angle per unit thickness due to multiple 
scattering and eN is a parameter that equals 1.43 for large N. The contri
bution to the momentum resolution is 

1
6P l = ~ ~~CN (14.10) 
p O.3B L 

The trajectory of a particle before and after the magnet can be deter
mined using wire chambers or scintillator telescopes. Assume we have a 
uniform magnetic field that ends abruptly near the magnet edges. The 
entrance and exit angles are related to the bending in the field by the 
relation 

. . _ J B dl 
SIn Pi + SIn Po - 3.33p GeV/c, T, m (14.11) 

as shown in Fig. 14.2. This equation can be used to determine p once the 
magnetic field has been accurately measured. The momentum resolution 
is related to the error in determining the total bend angle by 

6p 6a 3.33 ilx p 

P=(;= r J Bdl 

where r is the distance to the counter, and 

6a = ilx/r 

(14.12) 

(14.13) 

Figure 14.2 Geometry of a particle orbit through a bending magnet. 
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A number of methods have been used to map out the magnetic field in 
spectrometer magnets. The field may be quite nonuniform since the 
magnets tend to have large gaps to maximize the solid angle available to 
the experiment. Common methods for measuring the field include rotat
ing coils, nuclear magnetic resonance, or Hall probes. Usually the three 
components of the field are measured for many points over a large mesh. 
The data is sometimes fit to a high-order polynomial for calculational 
convenience. Amako et al. [2] have described an automated Hall probe 
system used for field mapping at KEK. The temperature-compensated 
Hall probes were mounted in a copper block and positioned on a movable 
table using computer-controlled stepping motors. Different field compo
nents were measured by rotating the probe orientation. The uncertainty 
in the field was less than 32 G everywhere in the magnet volume for a 
12.8-kG central field. 

Now consider as an example the double arm spectrometer shown in 
Fig. 14.3. The spectrometer was used in an experiment to study pp elastic 
scattering at 90 0 in the center of mass between 5 and 13 Ge V / c [3]. Each 
arm consisted of two bending magnets and a three-counter scintillator 
telescope to measure the exit angle. For 90 0 CM scattering both final state 
protons emerge at the same angle in the laboratory. 

The solid angle acceptance of this type of spectrometer is given by 

ilQ=A/r2 (14.14) 

where A is the area of the defining counter in the telescope and r is its 
distance from the target. For the 7 X 5-in.2 counter located about 100 ft 

Figure 14.3 A simple two-arm spectrometer. The beam enters from the 
left. (c. Akerlofet aI., Phys. Rev. 159: 1138, 1967.) 
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from the target this corresponds to a solid angle of 24 f.lsr. There is a 
correction to the actual acceptance due to focusing at the edges of the 
dipole magnets. 

In principle, the R counter should be identical to the L counter. How
ever, in this case the finite target size, beam divergence, multiple scatter
ing, and field integral error could lead to a loss of true coincidences by 
allowing the companion of a proton detected in the L arm to escape from 
the R arm. For this reason, the R counter was slightly larger than the 
corresponding L counter. The C magnets were used to ensure that the 
protons always entered the bending magnets at the same angle and ap
proximately the same location. This permitted the study of elastic scatter
ing at a large number of incident momenta without moving the bending 
magnets or counter telescopes. 

The momentum resolution is related to the spatial and angular diver
gences of the beam by 

(14.15) 

The quantity !leo can be related to !lpo/Po by the kinematics of elastic 
scattering. The (Xi are beam transport matrices. Thus, the momentum 
resolution will be determined by the counter width !lx. 

The normalized number of left-right coincidences is shown in Fig. 
14.4 as a function of the current in the right bending magnet. The number 
of events peak at the calculated value for elastic scattering. The plateau 
around the elastic point is due to the overmatching of the R counters. As 
the current deviates from the value for elastic scattering, the event rate 
decreases rapidly. 

14.2 Design considerations 
The design of a detector system is ultimately determined by the 

physics goals that are being pursued [4]. There is no universal spectrome
ter capable of measuring all high energy processes. Each system must 
emphasize certain features important to the physical processes under 
study to the detriment of others. "Known" physics questions can be 
addressed using smaller, specialized detectors, but searches for "new" 
physics require a general purpose detector system. 

The first obvious consideration is whether the experiment will be per
formed at a fixed target or colliding beam accelerator. Fixed target spec
trometers can benefit from the Lorentz transformation, which folds the 
full CM angular range into the forward direction in the LAB. These 
spectrometers tend to be long and of small transverse extent. Colliding 
beam spectrometers, on the other hand, derive no such solid angle benefit 
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and must completely surround the interaction region to obtain full eM 
coverage. 

A second consideration is the nature of the beam particles. In e+e
colliding beams with customary luminosities, the event rates are small 
and every event can be recorded. In proton machines the fact that the 
particles interact strongly and that the luminosities tend to be higher 
results in much higher event rates. Here an efficient trigger system is 
essential to reduce the data rate to manageable levels. 

Electrons in linear accelerators are accelerated in very short pulses with 
a very high repetition rate. This beam structure makes it very difficult to 
use time coincidence techniques to identify events [5]. Electron interac
tions are also associated with intense electromagnetic showers in the 
forward direction, and the detector design must allow for this. 

There are five major areas of concern in most detector systems: mag-
netic field, tracking chambers, calorimetry, particle identification, and 
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Figure 14.4 Left-right coincidences in the spectrometer of Fig. 14.3 as 
a function of the current in the right bending magnet. (c. Akerlof et aI., 
Phys. Rev. 159: 1138, 1967.) 
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triggering. The physics goals will determine the relative importance of 
each. Most spectrometers employ a magnetic field and tracking chambers 
to measure the charge and momentum of any charged particles. However, 
there are detector systems, such as the Crystal Ball described in Section 
14.4, that do not use a magnetic field. 

The choice of magnetic field configuration puts severe constraints on 
the design of the spectrometer [6, 7]. Figure 14.5 depicts five magnetic 
field configurations for use with colliding beams, while Table 14.1 com
pares some of their characteristics. The magnetic field and the tracking 
chambers are chosen to obtain good momentum resolution for tracks in 
the region of most importance. The field cannot be too high or else large 
numbers of small momentum tracks will spiral through the chambers. 

Dipole magnets typically have the field perpendicular to the incident 
beam. They are used with proton beams, but usually not in e+e- machines 

Figure 14.5 Magnetic field configurations used with colliding beams. 
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because of synchrotron radiation. Dipoles are good for analyzing for
wardly produced particles, which makes them well suited for fixed target 
accelerators. In addition, they are quite flexible for changing external 
devices. For colliding beam machines the deflection of the beams must be 
compensated for by another magnet. This can be avoided in a split field 
magnet, in which the direction of the field reverses in the magnet center. 

Since the field in solenoid magnets is approximately parallel to the 
beam direction, only a weak compensating magnet may be required. The 
combination of a solenoid magnet and cylindrical tracking chambers has 
been widely adopted at e+e- colliding beam machines. Solenoids provide 
uniform azimuthal acceptance and do not disturb the transverse mo
menta of particles. However, only a limited transverse space is available 
before entering the coils. A solenoidal field with open access around polar 
angles of 90° is provided by an axial field magnet (AFM). A spectrometer 
built around this type of magnet is described in Section 14.4. 

Lastly, we mention the toroidal field configuration. Here a large Pt 
particle must cross the coils and magnet structural elements before enter
ing the magnetic field. The field itself is nonuniform, varying as 

B(r) = Biri (14.16) 
r 

where Bi is the field at the inner radius ri. The design is most useful in a 
muon spectrometer. In this case the fact that the coils are in the particle 
path is no problem, since the detector invariably has a massive hadronic 
filter. Multiple scattering limits the ultimate momentum resolution. One 
interesting feature of the toroid is that the field lines form circles around 

Table 14.1. Comparison of magnetic field corifigurations 

Split Axial 
field field 

Dipole magnet Solenoid magnet Toroid 

Return yoke yes yes yes yes no 
Compensating magnet yes no small small no 
e+e- beams no no yes yes yes 
Coils before field region no no no no yes 
High Pt measurement good good poor good poor 
Forward particle measurement good good poor poor poor 

Source: W. Willis, Phys. Today, Oct. 1978, p. 32; T. Taylor, Physica Scripta 23: 
459, 1981. 
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the beam and no iron return yoke is necessary. The field can be reversed to 
check systematic effects without affecting the beam. 

Particle tracking in colliding beam detectors is usually done in a central 
detector that surrounds the intersection point. It is the job ofthe central 
detector to measure the momenta, directions, and multiplicity of charged 
tracks coming from the interaction. The central detector usually consists 
of drift chambers or MWPCs but may include a high resolution vertex 
detector or a TPC. 

Some important "typical" characteristics of MWPCs, drift chambers, 
and other detectors used for tracking are given in Table 14.2. The desired 
momentum resolution, ability to distinguish tracks in high multiplicity 
events, and expected rates determine the solid angle coverage, wire spac
ing, and rate capabilities of the chambers. 

Calorimeters may be desirable to measure the influence of neutral 
particles and the production of electrons and photons. We have discussed 
the characteristics of sampling calorimeters in Chapter 11. Table 14.3 
contains a summary of some important properties of "continuous" calo
rimeters. The best resolution has been obtained with NaI crystals, whose 
resolution typically improves with energy according to the relation, 
a E / E - 2%/ E 1/4 with E in Ge V. BaF2 is a promising material for calorim
eter applications [8]. It scintillates in the ultraviolet portion ofthe spec
trum with a decay time of only 0.6 ns. It is nonhygroscopic and cheaper 
than BGO. A calorimeter may be used in the trigger to achieve large event 
rate reductions in proton machines. 

Some experiments look for the production of specific types of particles. 

Table 14.2. Typical properties of tracking detectors 

Spatial Response Recovery 
resolution time time 
(Jlm) (ns) (ns) 

Scintillator hodoscope 5000 10 10 
MWPC 500 100 a 

Drift chamber 150 100-1000 a 

Proportional drift tubes 5000 400 100 
Bubble chamber 100 106 107 

Spark chamber 300 1000 106 

Streamer chamber 200 1000 106 

Flashtube hodoscope 5000 1000 106 

a Individual wire dead for - 100 ns. Other wires are still sensitive. 



Table 14.3. Continuous calorimeters 

Statistical 
contribution to energy Typical 
resolution CE-l/2 integration 
c[% ] time [ns] 

Lead glass (SF5) 4.5 40 
Scintillation 

glass (SCG I-C) 1.1 100 
BGO I 300 
NaI la 250 
BaF2 1.7 

a Energy resolution -I % E-l/4. 

Radiation Absorption 
length length 
(cm) (cm) 

2.5 42 

4.35 45 
1.12 23 
2.5 41 
2.1 

Relative 
light 
output 

5.1 
103 

1()'1 

700 

Radiation 
for 10% 
loss (rad) 

2500 

8.5 X 104 

104 _105 

105 

Source: B. Pope, Calorimetry: working group summary report, in Proc. of the 1983 DPF workshop on collider detectors, LBL-15973, UC-37, 
CONF-830224, p. 49. 
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In this case some type of particle identification must be incorporated into 
the design. We have discussed a number of techniques for accomplishing 
this in the preceding chapters. The detector space available for this pur
pose may be limited, particularly in colliding beam machines. 

For most identification methods the accuracy of the measurement 
improves with length. Thus we can make a useful comparison of tech
niques by plotting the length required to achieve a given accuracy as a 
function of the energy [6]. Figure 14.6 shows that the required length 
grows very rapidly. At low energies time of flight and Cerenkov counter 
systems can be used. For large y the intensity from transition radiation is 
sufficient for e/n/K separation and synchrotron radiation may be used for 
electron identification. There is no "natural" system for the intermediate 
region. One typically uses the relativistic rise of the ionization energy loss. 
However, because of the non-Gaussian statistical nature of the energy 
loss, a very large number of samples must be taken. In general, we note 
that n/K separation is more difficult than n/e. 

Figure 14.6 The length necessary for particle identification using var
ious techniques is shown as a function of the Lorentz factor y. (TOF) 
time of flight, (C) Cerenkov counters, (ION) relativistic rise of ioniza
tion energy loss, and (TR) transition radiation. (After W. Willis, Phys. 
Today, Oct. 1978, p. 32.) 
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Lastly, some means of triggering must be provided and integrated into 
the detector system. Scintillation counters, Cerenkov counters, MWPCs, 
and calorimeters are typical trigger elements. The trigger timing and rate 
must be carefully incorporated into the overall data acquisition system. 

Special care must be taken in designing a detector for use in a high 
luminosity environment. The major problems are the pileup of unrelated 
events within the detector's resolving time, rate limitations on detector 
operation, and the effects of radiation damage. Specialized experiments 
can handle the problem by using a limited solid angle acceptance. A 
general detector must use finer spatial segmentation of detector elements. 
The analog signals must be very fast, and the readout time must be as short 
as possible. A calorimeter can be used to provide a selective trigger. 

Summaries of the important features and diagrams of many spectrome
ters can be found in the literature [9]. Darriulat [10] has given a summary 
of high Pt spectrometers, while Fabjan and Ludlam [11] have tabulated 
properties of many spectrometers that use calorimeters. The characteris
tics of the PETRA detectors have been reviewed by Wu [12]. 

14.3 Fixed target spectrometers 
In this section we will consider the design of several spectrometers 

used at fixed target accelerators. Table 14.4 lists some examples of fixed 
target spectrometers and summarizes some of their important character
istics. The word spectrometer is used here in the more general sense of an 
integrated system of detectors. The spectrometers listed in Table 14.4 
divide naturally into two classes. The neutrino spectrometers emphasize 
calorimetry and muon detection, while the charged beam spectrometers 
are likely to give more weight to tracking and particle identification. It 
should be pointed out that many of these detectors are really facilities, so 
that experiment dependent equipment may be used to augment the basic 
spectrometer. 

As an example consider the European Muon Collaboration spectrome
ter at CERN [13]. The spectrometer operates in a secondary muon beam
line at the SPS. Its primary objective is the study of "deep" inelastic 
scattering. In this process the beam muon interacts in the target and 
produces a final state muon together with other unspecified particles. The 
spectrometer is designed to have a large acceptance for detecting the final 
state muon and to make a precise measurement of its production angle 
and momentum. 

The layout of the spectrometer is given in Fig. 14.7. The incoming 
beam is defined with the beam hodoscope (BH). The spray of muons 
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traveling off the beam axis (beam halo) is eliminated by using the hodo
scopes (V) as veto counters in the trigger. Liquid hydrogen, liquid deute
rium, and active iron-scintillator calorimeter targets have been used. A 
polarized target was also used to provide spin information. The target was 
placed close to the magnet to provide good acceptance. 

The momentum determination was made using a large aperture win
dow frame type dipole magnet (FSM) with a bending power of5 T -m. The 
entrance and exit angles are measured with drift chambers (W) before and 
after the magnet. The chambers have a spatial resolution of -0.3 mm. 
Tracking inside the magnetic field is done using MWPCs (P 1 - P3). These 
chambers have a short resolving time (75 ns) to help eliminate out of time 
tracks, such as knock-on electrons from the target. The momentum reso
lution was - 1 % for a 1 OO-Ge V / c secondary track from liquid hydrogen. 

A secondary muon emerging from an interaction will pass through H3 
and H4. The muon trajectory after the absorber is measured using the 
drift chambers W6 and W7. The single muon trigger discussed in Chapter 
13 requires a track after the absorber and the absence of a beam veto. In 
addition, correlations are required between hodoscope planes such that 
(1) the track points at the target in x and y, (2) the momentum exceeds 
some minimum requirement, and (3) the scattering angle exceeds a pre
selected value. 

Pions and kaons can be identified over certain momentum ranges using 
the gas threshold Cerenkov counter (C2) downstream of the target. The 
calorimeter (H2) consists of a front section of 20 radiation lengths oflead 
and scintillator to detect photons and electrons and 5 interaction lengths 
of iron and scintillator to detect hadrons. This is followed by 10 interac
tion lengths of magnetized iron to absorb the remaining hadrons. 

A partial view of another large fixed target detector system is shown in 
Fig. 14.8. The CHARM detector was used at the SPS to investigate the 
neutral current interactions of high energy neutrinos [14]. Recall that 
neutral-current neutrino interactions have an outgoing neutrino plus 
hadrons in the final state. This type of interaction must be distinguished 
from charged-current neutrino interactions, which have a muon in the 
final state. Thus, two essential parts of the overall detector are a calorime
ter for hadron detection and a muon detector. 

The detector consisted of 78 calorimeter subunits surrounded by a 
frame of magnetized steel and followed by four toroidal iron magnets. 
Each calorimeter subunit consists of a 3 m X 3 m X 8 cm marble plate, a 
layer of 20 scintillators 15 cm wide and 3 m long, and a layer of 128 
proportional drift tubes 3 cm wide and 4 m long. The plate material was 



Table 14.4. Examples of fixed target spectrometers 

Vertex Particle Muon Recoil 
Spectrometer Beam field Tracking Calorimetry identification detector detector 

Neutrino v none PDT liquid Sc dE/dx dipole, PDT 
(AGS) 

CCFR(FNAL) v none DC Fe-liquid Sc toroid DC, 
Sc 

CDHS (SPS) v none DC Fe-Sc 1.7 T toroid 
CHARM v none PDT marble-PDT toroid PDT 

(SPS) streamer 
tubes, Sc 

Neutrino v none PDT flash PDT flash toroid DC 
(FNAL) chambers chambers 

Tagged photon y none DC, 0.7 T-m, Pb-Sc, liquid Cer, dE/dx SC cyl PC, Sc, 
(FNAL) 1.4 T-m Sc, Fe-Sc liquid Sc 

dipoles 



EMC (SPS) f1. 4T-m DC,PC Pb-Sc, Fe-Sc Cer, TOF Streamer 
5.2 T-m chamber, 
dipole PC,PDT 

Multimuon f1. 2T DC MWPC Fe-Sc 
(FNAL) 

E605 (FNAL) p none MWPC,DC Pb-Sc, Fe-Sc RICH Zn, concrete 
dipoles PDT 

MPS(FNAL) p none MWPC,DC Pb-Sc, Fe-Sc 1.8 T Pb-glass 
1.7 T dipole toroid, 

MWPC 
LASS (SLAC) Hadron 2.2 T MWPC,Sc none Cer, TOF cylMWPC 

solenoid 3 T-m dipole 
MPS II (AGS) Hadron 4.6 T-m DC,MWPCSc none Cer, TOF Sc 

dipole 
OMEGA (SPS) Hadron 1.8 T MWPCDC,Sc none Cer MWPC 

Source: Particle Data Group, Major detectors in elementary particle physics, LBL-91, UC-37, 1983. 
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Figure 14.7 The European Muon Spectrometer at the SPS. (BH) Beam 
hodoscope, (V) veto hodoscopes, (P) multiwire proportional chambers, 
(W) drift chambers, (C) Cerenkov counters, (HI ,3,4) scintillator hodo
scopes, and H2 calorimeter. (0. Allkofer et ai., Nuc. Instr. Meth. 179: 
445,1981.) 

H2 

Figure 14.8 The CHARM neutrino detector at the SPS. (A. Diddens et 
ai., Nuc. Instr. Meth. 178: 27, 1980.) 
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selected in order to equalize the depth of electromagnetic and hadronic 
showers. The scintillation counters were required to give a precise mea
surement of single particle ionization, to sample the shower energy depo
sition, and to serve as an active target for the neutrino beam. The photo
multiplier tube output was split between a discriminator system and 
ADCs for pulse height measurement. The proportional drift tubes had a 
cross section of 29 X 29 mm2• They could locate muon tracks with an 
accuracy of 1 mm (rms) and also sampled the shower energy deposition. 
The readout electronics recorded the charge collected at the sense wire 
and the drift time for particles traversing the tube. 

The iron frames contained a toroidal magnetic field of 15 kG. Forward 
going muons were momentum analyzed in four toroidal iron discs inter
spersed with proportional drift tubes. The momentum resolution for 
80-Ge V / c muons was 25% in the frame magnets and 16% for the forward 
spectrometer. 

All triggers were formed from combinations of scintillation counter 
signals. The inclusive neutrino trigger required no hits in the first scintil
lator layer and at least one hit in at least four planes in the rest of the 
calorimeter. This gave a trigger rate of 0.2 events/ 1 013 primary protons on 
target when using the SPS narrow band neutrino beam. 

14.4 Colliding beam spectrometers 
In this section we will consider several spectrometers that have 

been developed for use at colliding beam accelerators. In this case the 
detectors surround the interaction points of the two beams. Colliding 
beam spectrometers divide naturally into those used at e+e- colliders and 
at hadron colliders. The major features of some representative e+e- detec
tors are summarized in Table 14.5, while some examples of hadron beam 
spectrometers are listed in Table 14.6. 

We first consider the Mark-J spectrometer at PETRA [15]. The detec
tor was designed to give good measurements of the energy and production 
angles of electrons, photons, and muons with almost 4n acceptance. A 
cross-sectional view looking down the beam pipe is shown in Fig. 14.9. 
The electron and positron beams interact in the area (b). The beam pipe is 
surrounded by a layer of drift tubes (D), which have a spatial resolution of 
300 f.Lm and can determine the longitudinal position of the vertex to 
- 2 mm. Next come three layers of electromagnetic shower counters (S). 
These contain 18 radiation lengths of interleaved lead and scintillator 
sheets. The scintillators have PMTs connected to both ends. The relative 
pulse heights and signal timing from the two PMTs allow an independent 



Table 14.5. Examples of e+e- colliding beam spectrometers 

Vertex Particle Muon Forward 
Spectrometer field Tracking Calorimetry identification detector detector 

ARGUS 0.8 T cylDC Pb-Sc dE/dx, TOF PDT Pb-Sc 
(DORIS) solenoid 

CELLO 1.3T cyIMWPC, Pb-liquid Ar MWPC Pb-glass Sc, 
(PETRA) solenoid cyl DC MWPC 

CLEO 1.0 T MWPC,DC Pb-PDT TOF, dE/dx DC Pb-PDT, Sc 
(CESR) solenoid 

Crystal Ball none PDT NaI NaI Sc 
(DORIS) 

CUSB none MWPC NaI, Pb-glass, 1.5 T toroid Sc, Pb-Sc, NaI 
(CESR) MWPC DC 

DELCO 0.3 T open cylDC, DC Pb-Sc Cer, TOF Pb-Sc 
(PEP) solenoid 

HRS (PEP) 1.6 T cylDC, Pb-Sc, Cer, TOF Pb-glass, 
solenoid PDT MWPC Pb-Sc, 

MWPC 



JADE 0.5 T cylDC Pb-glass dE/dx, TOF DCSc Pb-glass, 
(PETRA) solenoid Pb-Sc 

MAC (PEP) 0.6 T cylDC Pb-PWC, dE/dx, TOF toroid DC Fe-PWC, Sc 
solenoid Fe-PWC 

MARK II 0.5 T cylDC Pb-liquid Ar TOF PDT Pb-PDT, 
(PEP) solenoid DC, Pb-Sc 

MARK III 0.4 T cylDC Pb-PWC dE/dx, TOF PDT Pb-PWC, Sc 
(SPEAR) solenoid 

MARK-J none PDT,DC Pb-Sc, Fe-Sc 1.7 T toroid DC DC, Sc 
(PETRA) 

MD-1 1.2 T MWPC Fe-MWPC Cer, TOF MWPC NaI, Sc 
(VEPP-4) dipole 

TASSO 0.5 T cyl DC, cyl Pb-liquid Ar, TOF, Cer, PDT Pb-liquid Ar 
(PETRA) solenoid PWC, DC Pb-Sc dE/dx Sc, PDT, 

Pb-Sc 
TPC (PEP) 1.5 T cyl DC, TPC Pb-PWC dE/dx PDT PDT, 

solenoid Pb-PWC 

Source: Particle Data Group, Major detectors in elementary particle physics, LBL-91, UC-37, 1983. 



Table 14.6. Examples of colliding hadron beam spectrometers 

Vertex Particle Muon Forward 
Spectrometer field Tracking Calorimetry identification detector detector 

AFS (lSR) 0.5 T cylDC NaI, V, dE/dx, Cer MWPC Sc 
open Cu-Sc 
axial 

CDF 1.5T cyl DC Pb-Sc, PDT Pb-PDT, 
(Tevatron) solenoid Fe-Sc toroid-DC Fe-PDT 

SFM (lSR) 1.0 T split MWPC none dE/dx, Cer, TOF MWPC 
field 
dipole 

VAl (SPS) 0.7 T cylDC Pb-Sc, dE/dx PDT Pb-Sc, DC, 
dipole Fe-Sc Fe-Sc 

VA2 (SPS) none cyl MWPC, Pb-Sc, Sc 
cylDC, Fe-Sc 
0.4 T-m 
toroid + DC 

Source: Particle Data Group, Major detectors in elementary particle physics, LBL-91, VC-37, 1983. 
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measurement of the longitudinal position of a track. The shower 
counters signal the presence of an electron or photon. 

The electromagnetic calorimeter is followed by a layer of drift 
chambers (W). These large chambers have lO-cm drift cells arranged in 
double layers. The layers are grouped in pairs and displaced by half a wire 
spacing to remove the left-right ambiguity. The chamber gas is argon/ 
isobutane. The chambers have a spatial resolution of 0.6 mm and are used 
to measure the trajectory of muons through magnetized iron. 

Next there is a hadronic calorimeter (C) consisting of iron and scintilla
tor plates, a trigger counter (T), and a magnetized iron toroid (M). The 
total bending power is 1.7 T-m. The minimum momentum needed to 
penetrate the iron is 1. 3 Ge V / c at normal incidence. 

Muons produced at small angles along the beam pipe are measured in 
end cap chambers. The luminosity is measured by detecting small angle 
e+e- elastic scattering (Bhabha) events in lead-glass counter arrays sur
rounding the beam pipe. The single muon, fast trigger requires signals 
from the scintillators in the shower counters, a hit in the counter T, and a 
beam crossing signal. Events that pass the fast trigger must then satisfy a 
loose track requirement. A microprocessor examines the drift chamber 
hit information and requires that at least three inner detector double 
planes have adjacent hits. 

Figure 14.9 The MARK-J detector at PETRA. (After D. Barber et ai., 
Phys. Rep. 63: 337, 1980.) 
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A second example of a colliding beam spectrometer is the Axial Field 
Spectrometer (AFS) at the ISR at CERN [16]. The primary objective of 
this facility was to study phenomena at large transverse momentum. In 
particular, the experimenters sought to measure the inclusive production 
ofhadrons, electrons, photons, and hadronic jets. Since the ISR circulated 
beams ofhadrons, the interaction rate in the AFS was much higher than 
that experienced in e+e- detectors. Particle fluxes could exceed 107 parti
cles per second. 

The highest priority in the design of the detector was to provide high 
resolution electromagnetic and hadronic calorimetry over a wide solid 
angle. The layout of the detector is shown in Fig. 14.10. As we saw in 
Section 14.2, the axial field magnet design allows unobstructed access 
near 900. The magnetic field integral was 0.5 T -m. Tracking was provided 
by cylindrical drift chambers near the interaction vertex and MWPCs 
outside the magnetic field. The spectrometer provided a momentum 
resolution tlp/p -O.Olp, where p is measured in GeV/c. The azimuthal 
coordinate was provided by the drift times with a resolution of 200 11m. 
The coordinate along the wire was given by charge division with a resolu
tion of 1.5 cm. 

One arm of the spectrometer was provided with three Cerenkov 
counters for unambiguous particle identification in the range 2 - 12 
Ge V / c. The one nearest the interaction region was a silica-aerogel counter 

Figure 14.10 Schematic diagram of the Axial Field Spectrometer at the 
ISR. Not to scale. (b) Beam pipe, (W) cylindrical drift chambers, (M) 
axial field magnet, (LA) liquid argon calorimeter, (U) uranium calorim
eter, (e 1) aerogel eerenkov counter, (P) MWpe, (e2) high pressure gas 
eerenkov counter, (e3) atmospheric gas eerenkov counter, and (eu) 
copper calorimeter. (After H. Gordon et aI., Nuc. Instr. Meth. 196: 303, 
1982.) 
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with a refractive index of 1.05. The light from this counter must be 
wavelength-shifted and transmitted for 2 m to keep the tubes in a low field 
region. The other two counters used Freon-12 at pressures of 4 and 1 atm. 

The calorimeter modules covered 8 sr solid angle around the interac
tion region. They consisted of an electromagnetic front end followed by a 
hadronic section. The electromagnetic part consisted of 5 radiation 
lengths of uranium and scintillator sheets. The scintillator light was wave
length-shifted and transmitted to a PMT at the end of the module. The 
hadronic part of the calorimeter had 3.6 absorption lengths of uranium, 
copper, and scintillator sheets. The uranium improved the energy resolu
tion through fission compensation, as discussed in Chapter 11. The en
ergy resolution was 15%/fE for electrons and 34%/fE for pions. 

Some specialized detector systems do not use a magnetic field. Figure 
14.11 shows a schematic drawing of the Crystal Ball detector, as it was 
used in experiments at SLAC. The detector has since been moved to an 
interaction area at PETRA. The detector surrounded one of the e+e
interaction regions at the SPEAR colliding beam storage rings [17, 18]. 
The Crystal Ball was designed to study the spectroscopy of high mass, 
short-lived particle states by detecting the photons emitted in the transi
tions between levels. The required large acceptance and high resolution 
for photon detection was achieved by surrounding the intersection point 
with a ball of NaI scintillation counters. 

The regions closest to the interaction point contained a cylindrical 
magnetostrictive spark chamber, a cylindrical MWPC for triggering and 
particle identification, and another cylindrical spark chamber. The crys-

Figure 14.11 The Crystal Ball detector as it was used at SPEAR. (M. 
Oreglia et ai., Phys. Rev. D 25: 2259, 1982.) 
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tal ball itself consisted of 672 N aI (T 1) crystals. Each face of a crystal was 
fitted with white reflecting paper and a sheath of aluminized material for 
optical isolation. Each crystal was about 16 in. long, corresponding to 
about 15.7 radiation lengths. The crystals were in the shape of prisms with 
a small end dimension of 2 in. and a large end dimension of about 5 in. 
Each counter was connected to a 2-in. photomultiplier tube. The crystals 
were arranged in the form of a 20-sided regular polyhedron, broken into 
two separate hemispheres. Some crystals around the beam pipe had to be 
removed, resulting in 94% of 471 solid angle coverage. End caps, consisting 
of additional NaI crystals and planar spark chambers, were located ap
proximately 1 m from the interaction point. The end caps increased the 
NaI solid angle coverage to 98% of 471. Figure 14.12 shows the pattern of 
energy deposits in the NaI counters for a e+e-yy final state. 

The standard deviation on the measurement of the energy of electro
magnetic showers was 

(:Ie - (0.0255 ± 0.0013)£3/4 GeV 

Figure 14.12 Map of the energy deposit in the NaI counters of the 
Crystal Ball for an e+e-yy final state. (M. Oreglia et at, Phys. Rev. D 25: 
2259, 1982.) 
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This good resolution allowed the experimenters to extract the natural 
widths of high mass states from the inclusive photon spectrum and to 
identify certain reactions through constrained kinematic fitting. The di
rection of a photon could be determined to within 2 0 of the true polar 
angle. 

The system was triggered using (1) the total energy deposited in the ball, 
(2) separate energy deposited in two hemispheres, (3) charged particle 
multiplicity, or (4) back to back energy loss. All triggers were required to 
come within ±20 ns of the beam crossing signal from SPEAR. The trigger 
rate was 3-4 Hz at maximum luminosity. 

14.5 Nucleon decay spectrometers 
A third major class of large detector systems are the nucleon 

decay spectrometers [19, 20]. These devices differ from those in the pre
vious two sections, since no accelerator beams are involved. Instead a 
large mass of material is continuously monitored by some type of sensi
tive detector, either on the surface of the material or interspersed 
throughout its volume. The detectors generally define a fiducial volume 
in the center of the monitored material. The signature of a nucleon decay 
would be an event totally inside the fiducial volume with an energy release 
of about 940 MeV and with a net momentum ofzero. 

Table 14.7 summarizes the characteristics of some of the currently 
operating nucleon decay detectors. The detectors can be separated into 
three main classes. The first uses water as the source of decaying protons 
and looks for the Cerenkov light emitted by the charged decay particles in 
reactions such as p - e+no or ,u+Ko. The pulse height and arrival time of 
the PMT signals can be recorded and used to reconstruct the Cerenkov 
cone. This enables the direction of the particle to be determined. The 
detector can be triggered by requiring a minimum coincidence of PMT 
signals. 

The second large class of detectors uses a sampling calorimeter made up 
of some type of gaseous chamber interspersed with plates of material. The 
monitored material is usually iron plate. Active detectors can be gas 
proportional chambers or gas detectors operated in a saturated mode. The 
detectors can be triggered by demanding signals from a minimum ncm
ber of contiguous planes. The third class of detectors use liquid scintilla
tor. This type of detector has also been used to study solar neutrinos. 

The major background in nucleon decay experiments arises from neu
trinos and muons produced in the atmosphere by cosmic rays. The 
muons can be efficiently attenuated by locating the detector far below the 
surface of the earth. For example, the muon flux at the FREJUS detector 



Table 14.7. Examples of nucleon decay detectors 

Depth Sensitive 
Detector Location (MWe)" Monitored material elements 

FREJUS France 4400 1000 tons iron plates flashtubes, 
Geiger tubes 

HPW United States 1500 780 tons water PMT 
1MB United States 1570 7000 tons water PMT 
Kamiokande Japan 2700 3000 tons water PMT 
NUSEX Italy-France ;;.:5000 150 tons iron plates streamer tubes 
Kolar India 7600 140 tons iron plates gas PC 
Baksam USSR 850 80 tons liquid Sc PMT 
Soudan United States 1800 30 tons concrete and iron gas PC 
Mt. Blanc Italy-France 4270 30 tons iron and liquid Sc PMT, streamer 

chamber 

a MWe = Meters of water equivalent. 
Source: Particle Data Group, Major detectors in elementary particle physics, LBL-91, UC-37, 1983; S. Weinberg, Sci. Amer., June 
1981, p. 64; J. M. Lo Secco, F. Reines, and D. Sinclair, Sci. Amer., June 1985, p. 54. 
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is 6.2 ± 1.2 muons/day-m2, a reduction of about 106 of the flux at sea level 
[19]. The outer layer of the detector is used to veto muons coming in from 
outside the detector. Good nucleon decay events must originate in the 
fiducial volume of the detector. On the other hand, the neutrino flux is 
largely unaffected by attenuation in the earth and enters the detector from 
all directions, regardless of depth. A neutrino interaction inside the fidu
cial volume may look like a nucleon decay, and this limits the ultimate 
sensitivity of the experiments. 

14.6 Data acquisition 
A large detector system is capable of generating immense 

amounts of digital and analog signals. It is the function of the data acqui
sition system to control the flow of this information. In general, it is 
desirable to at least monitor the performance of the experiment as it is 
happening (online) and to save some of the data for subsequent (offline) 
analysis. A minimal system for a simple experiment would likely use 
CAMAC modules as the interface between the experimental equipment 
and a small computer. 

Most experiments make use of a minicomputer to control the online 
monitoring and data collection for the experiment [21]. Figure 14.13 
shows a typical online data acquisition system for a more complicated 
experiment. The data acquisition system is intimately connected with the 
trigger. Two constraints may require a highly selective trigger. First, with 
present technology no more than 10-100 events/sec can be handled and 
stored on permanent memory. Second, the offline data analysis may 
require - 1 sec/event so that the cost and availability of computer time 
may restrict the total number of events that can be processed. 

The fast trigger detectors include devices such as scintillation counters, 
Cerenkov counters, and MWPCs. The signals are fed into the trigger logic, 
where discriminators standardize the pulses, and coincidence units indi
cate temporal correlations of signals from different detectors. If a good 
event has occurred, a fast trigger pulse is generated within a few hundred 
nanoseconds of the event. This causes other triggered devices such as drift 
chambers, ADCs, and TDCs to be read out. 

All of the data is fed into some device that prepares the data in a 
recognizable fashion and channels it onto a pathway to the computer. 
Some systems may have a higher level trigger that can make a more 
complicated decision based on hodoscope matrix correlations or coarse 
track finding within about IllS. Still more complicated decisions may be 
made using hardware processors or dedicated minicomputers. Some-
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times these special purpose devices have been designed to emulate the 
instruction set ofa larger, more powerful computer [22]. Then the online 
filtering program can first be thoroughly tested using the large computer 
before being used for an experiment. The emulator is slower than the large 
computer but is much cheaper. 

Since the events occur randomly, it may be necessary to provide some 
temporary storage media or buffer that can store the data from one event 
while the detector and trigger logic are examining another one. The buffer 
holds the data until the online computer finishes processing an event and 
makes the data available for writing onto magnetic tape, at which point it 
is ready to accept the data from another event. If the trigger rate, computer 
processing rate, and buffer capabilities are not carefully balanced, many 
events may occur while the data acquisition system is busy processing a 
preceding event. 

A more sophisticated data acquisition system for a large experiment is 
outlined in Table 14.8. At the LEP storage ring 25 fJ.S will be available 

Figure 14.13 A data acquisition system. 
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Table 14.8. Data acquisition flow 

Level 

fast trigger 

2 detector readout 

3 transfer to computer 

4 data recording 

Characteristic 
time 

0.1-25,Us 

0.025-5 ms 

5-25 ms 

0.025-1 sec 

Source: R. Dobinson, Physica Scripta 23: 487, 1981. 

Equipment 

NIM electronics; fast 
correlation matrices 

programmable processors 
using integer arithmetic 

floating point processors, 
emulator 

minicomputer 

Data treatment 

trigger detector signals, 
rough topology 

drift chambers, analog 
signals; suppression of 
empty channels, clusters 

calculate track vectors, 
particle reconstruction 

filtering based on full 
event reconstruction 
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between bunch crossings. Assuming that there is only a small probability 
for mote than one interaction per bunch crossing, trigger decisions that 
can be made in less than 25 J1.S will not introduce any deadtime. At each of 
the higher levels the event selection can be refined. Only the data for 
events that reach level 4 are recorded [23]. 

The online computer can perform various auxiliary functions. Analog 
measuring devices must be calibrated [24]. This generally requires oper
ating the detector in a test beam or under special conditions or injecting a 
known test signal and measuring the detector's response. 

Monitoring of the detectors is a second important auxiliary function of 
the online computer [24]. The monitoring can be passive, in the sense that 
the software merely histograms channel hit frequencies and calculates 
distributions at the same time that the experiment is taking data. Gener
ally this works adequately, so long as sufficient statistics are accumulated 
for all channels in a reasonable length of time. Otherwise an active moni
toring system may be required. An active system injects a test signal as 
early as possible into the detector elements and then checks that the 
detectors return the correct response. 

Some examples of specific tasks for the monitoring software include 
checking the high voltages on power supplies, currents in magnets, and 
scaler contents. This information can be used as part of a feedback loop to 
adjust the settings of tuneable devices. 
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Exercises 

1. Tracking is to be done with a set of 10 chambers equally spaced 
over 5 m in a 1-T magnetic field. What is the resolution on the 
measurement of a 20-Ge V / c particle if the chambers have 200 
/.lm spatial resolution? Estimate the contribution of multiple 
scattering to the momentum resolution if each of the chambers 
contains 0.05 radiation lengths of material. 

2. Consider a rectangular dipole as shown in Fig. 14.2. Prove Eq. 
14.11. Calculate the displacement .ilx in the direction along the 
face of the magnet between the particle's entry and exit points. 

3. Estimate the deflection angle of a 50-GeV muon that passes 
radially through a 2-m-wide toroidal field. Assume the toroid has 
a field of 0.5 T at the inner toroid radius of 1 m. 

4. Design a fixed target spectrometer to measure inclusive hadron 
production from a hadron beam. Specify the locations and char
acteristics of any counters, tracking chambers, magnets, particle 
identification detectors, or calorimeters that are used. What trig
ger would you use? 

5. Design a colliding beam spectrometer that can be used to search 
for the existence of the hypothetical Higgs particle H using the 
reaction 
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e+e- -+ .u+.trHo 

6. An experiment is to be done at a collidil1g beam accelerator with 
bunched beams and a luminosity per bunch collision L (i.e., L is 
the instantaneous luminosity ;£ integrated over the bunch colli
sion time). Suppose that it is not possible to interpret events 
unambiguously if more than one interaction occurs per bunch 
collision. 
a. If the cross section for interesting processes is a and the total 

cross section is at> then find the mean number of interesting 
events per bunch collision. 

b. What is the probability of getting one and only one interesting 
event per bunch collision? 

c. What is the mean number of background events per bunch 
collision? 

d. What is the probability of getting zero background events per 
bunch collision? 

e. What is probability of getting one and only one interesting 
event per bunch collision and nothing else? 



15 
Some fundamental measurements 

This final chapter has three goals. First, we want to show how experimen
talists have measured properties of subatomic particles. This section takes 
the form of a survey of some of the applicable techniques. Second, we 
want to discuss some of the considerations involved in measurements of 
particle interactions, such as total cross sections, elastic differential cross 
sections, polarization experiments, and new particle searches. Finally, we 
want to illustrate these measurements with examples of actual particle 
physics experiments. 

15.1 Particle properties 
In this section we will describe some of the methods used to 

measure the basic properties of the elementary particles. As mentioned in 
Chapter 1, these properties include charge, mass, spin, magnetic moment, 
lifetime, and branching ratios. Many specialized techniques have been 
developed for measuring some of these properties, particularly for the 
electron and nucleons. We will not attempt to survey all the applicable 
procedures for each particle, since many of the methods use techniques 
from atomic and molecular physics that fall outside the scope of this book. 
Instead we will follow the philosophy of the preceding chapters and dis
cuss selected examples in more detail. 

15.1.1 Charge 
The sign of a particle's charge may be inferred from the direction 

of its deflection (if any) in a magnetic field of known orientation. The 
magnitude of the charge can be determined if the momentum of the 
particle and the strength of the magnetic field are known. Deflection in an 
electric field could also be used, although this is not so useful for high 
energy particles. 
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An alternative method for measuring the magnitude of a particle's 
charge is to measure a charge dependent quantity, such as the ionization 
energy loss or the Rutherford scattering cross section. This method has 
been used in a free quark search to measure the masses of particles pro
duced in e+e- collisions [1]. The energy loss was sampled in selected 
scintillation counters, whereas the time of flight of the particle was mea
sured in some others. Combining the value of P from the time of flight 
counters with the mean value of dE/dx allows the charge to be calculated 
from the Bethe - Bloch equation. The system calibration was provided by 
cosmic rays. 

15.1.2 Mass 
Many specialized techniques have been used to determine the 

masses of particles. For example, the 1C and K- masses have been deter
mined from the photons emitted in pionic and kaonic atoms [2]. The 
muon mass has been measured in the "g-2" spin procession experiments 
[3,4]. 

A common method is to measure two independent kinematic quanti
ties involving the mass of the particle. One of these quantities is usually 
the momentum, since it can easily be measured using a spectrometer. The 
other quantity could be the ionization, range, or velocity. The velocity 
could in tum be calculated from the results of a dEl dx, Cerenkov, or time 
of flight measurement. The laws of conservation of energy and momen
tum could then be used to calculate the mass of the particle. Kallen [4] has 
given a nice summary of particle mass measurements. 

As an example of a mass measurement consider the experiment of 
Daum et al. [5], which placed an upper limit on the mass of the muon 
neutrino from a study of n+ - J.l+v,. decays at rest. Energy and momen
tum conservation give (c = 1) 

m = .Jp2 + m2 + ";'-p2"+-:--m--;;;2 
" ,. v 

where p is the momentum of the decay muon. The v,. mass can then be 
calculated from 

m2 = m2 + m2 - 2m (p2 + m2)1/2 
v " ,. " ,. 

The error in the squared mass arising from an error in the momentum 
measurement is 

2m p 
c5(m~) = " c5p"'" 76 c5p 

.Jp2 + m~ 
since p is known to be around 30 Me V. The errors due to the uncertainties 
in the n+ and J.l+ masses contribute similar amounts. Thus, a measure-
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ment of the muon momentum with an accuracy of about 0.001 MeV can 
be combined with prior measurements of the n+ and,u+ masses to deter
mine the vI' mass with an error of-O.l MeV2 on the mass squared. 

A n+ beam was passed through a lucite light guide with a thin 1-mm
thick scintillation counter embedded in the downstream side, as shown in 
Fig. 15.1. The scintillation counter was in a vacuum chamber located 
between the gaps of a bending magnet. The magnetic field was such that 
,u+ from n+ decays at rest near the downstream edge of the scintillator 
could follow a trajectory through a set of collimators to a solid state 
detector on the other side. 

Stopping n+ deposited 3.6 MeV in the scintillator. A gate signal was 
generated whenever the PMT signal exceeded a discriminator threshold 
of 3 MeV. The magnetic field was kept uniform to ±0.15 G over the 
region of allowed,u+ trajectories by shimming the pole faces. The field was 

Figure 15.1 Magnetic spectrometer for muon momentum measure
ment. Some of the important features include (4) MWPC for monitoring 
the beam profile, (10) pion stop scintillator, (12) accepted muon trajec
tories, (15) NMR probe, (16) silicon surface barrier detector, and (20) 
24lAm calibration source. (R. Abela et aI., Phys. Lett. 146B: 431, 1984.) 

3 
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prevented from varying with time using a fixed NMR probe in a feedback 
circuit with a set of correction coils. The silicon surface detector signal was 
sent to a pulse height analyzer, which was gated by the stopping n+ signal 
from the small scintillation counter. Figure 15.2 shows the gated pulse 
height spectrum. The peak is due to the fJ.+ from stopping n+. Note the 
excellent energy resolution obtained with the, silicon detector. The 
shoulder to the right of the peak is due to additional energy losses in the 
silicon detector from the e+ in fJ.+ ---+ e+vevl' decays. 

The good event rate had a sharp cutoff above a certain magnetic field. 
This effect was used to determine the muon momentum from the very 
precise measurement of B. The measured value was p = 29.7914 ± 
0.0008 MeV/c. This result together with the n+ and fJ.+ masses gives the 
value m~ = -0.163 ± 0.080 MeV2. This corresponds to an upper limit 
for the vI' mass of 0.25 MeV at the 90% confidence level. 

15.1.3 Spin 
Many particles have a spin degree of freedom associated with 

them. According to the laws of quantum mechanics, the magnitude and 
component of the spin along one fixed direction are quantized. The spin 
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Figure 15.2 Gated pulse height spectra from the silicon detector. (R. 
Abela et ai., Phys. Lett. 146B: 431, 1984.) 
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of the particle manifests itself in the decay angular distributions of unsta
ble particles and in the production angular distributions of particle inter
actions. We will discuss the spin dependence of high energy interactions 
in more detail in Section 4. 

The spins of the electron and nucleons have been determined from the 
hyperfine structure in optical spectroscopy, from atomic and molecular 
beam experiments, or from experiments in bulk matter using magnetic 
resonance techniques [6]. The spins of the charged pions have been deter
mined using the principle of detailed balance, which relates the cross 
section for a reaction with the cross section for the inverse reaction [7]. 

15.1.4 Magnetic moment 
Closely associated with the spin of a particle is the magnetic 

moment,u. However, whereas the magnitude of the spin is quantized, the 
magnitude of the magnetic moment is not. The two quantities are related 
through the equation 

,u = g,uBS (15.1) 

where ,uB is the Bohr magneton and g is an experimental quantity that 
must be determined for each particle. The Dirac theory predicts that g = 2 
for pointlike particles. 

Any particle possessing a magnetic moment is subject to the force 

F =,u 'ilB (15.2) 

in an inhomogeneous magnetic field. Note that this force is the dominant 
electromagnetic effect on the motion of a neutral particle. In addition, the 
magnetic moments of the particles are subject to a torque in a uniform 
magnetic field given by 

N=.uXB (15.3) 

This torque causes the moment (and spin) to precess in the magnetic field 
with an angular frequency ns given in the LAB frame by the Bargmann
Michel- Telegdi equation [8] 

e ns = - [(1 + G)BII + (1 + Gy)B-1] (15.4) 
my 

where BII (B-1) is the component ofB along (perpendicular to) the parti
cle's velocity, and 

G= !(g- 2) (15.5) 

is the g factor anomaly representing any deviation from pointlike behav
ior. It follows then that the total precession angle of the moment for a 
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neutral particle traveling perpendicular to a uniform magnetic field is 

¢p = m~y (1 + Gy) f B1. dl (15.6) 

The momentum of a charged particle will also bend in the magnetic field 
at the cyclotron frequency 

e O=-B 
c my 1. (15.7) 

Thus, for a charged particle the net angle between the momentum and 
moment after traversing the field is 

¢net = ;p G f B1. dl (15.8) 

We see that for a pointlike charged particle with G = 0, the spin precesses 
at the same rate as the momentum. 

The magnetic moments of the electron and nucleons have been deter
mined using atomic physics techniques [6]. The g factor of the muon has 
been measured in a classic set of storage ring experiments at CERN [3, 9]. 
A by-product of this effort has been a precise demonstration of the validity 
of relativistic time dilation. 

Schachinger et al. [10] have made a precise measurement of the mag
netic moment of the A hyperon. The A, which were produced inclusively 
from interactions of a 300-GeV proton beam on a beryllium target at 
FNAL, had a polarization of - 8%. This made it possible to send the A 
through a bending magnet and measure the precession of the net polariza
tion. The amount of precession gives G from Eq. 15.6 and then.u from Eq. 
15.1. Good precision was possible since (1) the A were produced inclu
sively with a large cross section, (2) the detector had a large acceptance, 
and (3) the high energy gives the A a long mean decay length. 

The experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 15.3. The proton beam 
struck the target at a vertical angle. By parity conservation the A polariza
tion must be perpendicular to the plane formed by the beam and A 
momenta. Thus, the accepted A will have the initial polarization along the 
-x direction in the figure. The vertical magnetic field causes the direction 
of the net polarization to precess. A veto counter following the magnet 
defines the beginning of the A decay region. The angle of the polarization 
after the magnet was determined by measuring the angular distribution of 
the proton from A ---+ n-p decays. In the A rest frame this is given by 

1 dN 1 
N dO = 4n (1 + aP . k) (15.9) 
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where P is the A polarization vector, k is a unit vector along the proton 
momentum, and ex = 0.647 is the A decay asymmetry parameter. 

The precession field was carefully mapped and monitored online using 
an NMR probe. Many checks were made to minimize any biases. The 
production angle, precession field, and spectrometer field were all period
ically reversed. The precession angle is shown as a function of the integral 
field in Fig. 15.4. The small background consisted mainly of KO's, A's 
produced by neutrons interacting in the collimators, and A's from EO 
decays. The result for the magnetic moment was J1. = (-0.6138 ± 
0.0047)J1.N· 

15.1.5 Lifetime 
The relativistic time dilation effect makes it possible to measure 

the lifetime of an unstable particle by measuring the distribution of its 
decay points at high energies. We have seen that in the LAB frame this 

Figure 15.3 Experimental arrangement for the A magnetic moment 
measurement. 

Figure 15.4 Precession angle of the A versus the measured field integral. 
(After L. Schachinger et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 41: 1348, 1978.) 
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distribution is exponential with a slope that depends on the particle's 
lifetime. Figure 15.5 shows the experimental arrangement used by Bour
quin et al. [11] at the CERN SPS to measure the lifetime of the n
hyperon. The n- were produced by interactions of the primary proton 
beam in a small target. The trigger for n- in the beam used a DISC 
Cerenkov counter and was described in Chapter 13. Decays of the type 
n-~ AK-, A ~ 1Cp, among others were reconstructed from tracks in 
the drift chambers. They first selected events containing a A by assigning 
the proton mass to positive tracks and the pion mass to negative tracks 
and looking for combinations where the effective mass was within 10 
Me V of the A mass. They then assigned the kaon mass to the other 
negative track and calculated the AK- effective mass. These events con
tained a large background of a-~ An- decays. The a- decays could be 
removed by requiring that the effective mass m(An-), obtained, by inter
preting the negative track as a n-, be larger than 1.350 GeV. Since the a
mass is 1.321 GeV, this cut removes practically all the true a- decays, but 
only about 14% of true n- events. Contamination from n-~ aOn
events was removed by requiring that the sum of the A and K- momenta 
measured in the spectrometer match within errors the incident n- mo
mentum. The final sample of about 12,000 n-~ AK - decays had a very 
clean, narrow peak at the n- mass. Samples of a decays were also col
lected as a monitor on the experiment. 

The n- decay point was reconstructed from the intersection of the A 
and K - momenta. The decay point distribution for n- events is shown in 
Fig. 15.6. The solid line represents Monte Carlo calculations that took 

Figure 15.5 Experimental apparatus for the g-lifetime measurement. 
(M. Bourquin et aI., Nuc. Phys. B 241: 1, 1984.) 
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into account various systematic effects. The n- lifetime extracted from 
the slope was (0.823 ± 0.013) X 10-10 sec. 

15.1.6 Branching ratios 
Unstable particles generally decay into any combination of other 

particles that are allowed by energy conservation and are not forbidden by 
some selection rule. The fraction of the time a particle decays into a 
specific channel is referred to as its branching ratio. Measurements of 
branching ratios involve finding the number of events with the desired 
decay mode, correcting for background and detection efficiencies, and 
normalizing to the total number of decaying particles, or to one of its 
principal decay modes. As an example, a measurement of the branching 
ratio for nO ~ ye+e- decays is described by Schardt et al. [12]. 
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Figure 15.6 Decay point distribution for n- --+ AK - events. (M. Bour
quin et ai., Nuc. Phys. B 241: 1, 1984.) 
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15.2 Total cross section 
Two methods are commonly used to directly measure total cross 

sections. In the first, one attempts to record every interaction that takes 
place. This requires a detector with -4n acceptance. This method is often 
used for colliding beam experiments. The total cross section is given by 

(h=R/It (15.10) 

where R is the measured total interaction rate and It is the measured 
incident luminosity. A similar procedure is used for bubble chamber 
experiments. In that case one measures the total number of interactions in 
some volume of the chamber and normalizes to the number of incident 
particles. 

The second direct method is the transmission experiment. Here one 
measures the intensity of particles before and after the target and infers the 
total cross section from the relation 

1= Ioexp(- NaT) (15.11) 

where 1(/0) is the transmitted (incident) intensity and N is the number of 
target nuclei/cm2• This method is frequently employed at fixed target 
accelerators. We will also mention several methods of extracting the total 
cross section from the measurements of small angle elastic scattering in 
Section 15.3. 

As an example of the first method, we consider a measurement ofthe pp 
total cross section at the CERN ISR [13]. The apparatus shown in Fig. 
15.7 consists of two large scintillator hodoscopes surrounding each of the 
beam pipes leaving the intersection region. The intersection point itself 
was sandwiched above and below by two large streamer chambers. Lead 
oxide plates in the chambers aided in converting photons. 

Most interactions were detected by coincidences between the hodo
scopes in the two arms. The signals from the near and far hodoscopes were 
ORed to produce an ARMi signal. The distribution of time differences 
between the arms showed a narrow central peak, corresponding mostly to 
true beam - beam events, plus smaller side peaks 18 ns before and after 
the central peak. These side peaks were due to coincidences with stray 
beam particles and were removed by placing a ± 10-ns time window 
around the central peak. 

The observed coincidence rates were corrected for accidentals, beam
gas collisions, and collisions with material near the intersection point. The 
streamer chambers were used to measure corrections necessary for events 
that triggered only one or neither of the hodoscope arms. Finally, for some 
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events, such as small angle elastic or single diffraction scattering, the 
particles remain in the beam pipe and are not detected. The rates for these 
processes had to be calculated from other measurements. 

The luminosity was measured using the "Van de Meer method." This 
involves measuring the interaction rate as a function of the vertical dis
placement of the two beams relative to each other. The results of this 
experiment confirmed the rising value of the total cross section in the 
region fS = 24-63 GeV. 

The second method of measuring the total cross section is the transmis
sion experiment [14, 15]. A schematic of an idealized transmission exper
iment is given in Fig. 15.8. The incoming beam passes first through the 

Figure 15.7 Apparatus for a total cross section measurement at the ISR. 
(H) Scintillator hodoscope and (SC) streamer chamber. (After K. Eggert 
et aI., Nuc. Phys. B 98: 93, 1975.) 

Figure 15.8 The "good-geometry" transmission arrangement for mea
suring the total cross section. (B) Incident beam counters, (T) target, and 
(F) transmission counters. 
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counters B and then the target T. Some of the incident particles will have a 
nuclear interaction in the target, while others will not. The total cross 
section is related to the total rate I for particles that do not interact by 

aT=~ln(7) (15.12) 

Ideally one would like to have an infinitesimal detector that can measure 
every noninteracting particle. However, even if this were possible, it 
would lead to errors, since the beam has a finite size, and since particles 
that traverse the target without a nuclear interaction may still undergo 
multiple scattering in the target material. 

The finite size of the transmission counters leads to a new difficulty. 
Particles may undergo small angle nuclear elastic or diffraction scattering 
and yet remain inside the acceptance of the transmission counter. For this 
reason, a series of transmission counters are used, each subtending a 
different solid angle. The effects of beam size and multiple scattering are 
only important at small solid angles. Away from this region the transmit
ted intensity has the form 

I = Ioe-N~T [1 + N LO :~ dO.] (15.13) 

Thus an extrapolation of the finite solid angle data to zero solid angle gives 
the cross section with the small angle scattering properly accounted for. 

As an example, consider the experiment of Citron et al. [16], which 
used the transmission method at the AGS to measure the n±p total cross 
sections. The incoming beam intensity was measured using coincidences 
between three scintillation counters and a threshold Cerenkov counter. 
Data were taken with a liquid hydrogen target in the beam path. Empty 
target corrections were made by mounting an identical chamber on the 
same frame. The frame rolled on rails, so that either target could easily be 
placed in the beamline. 

Seven circular transmission counters were used, subtending solid 
angles between 2 and 30 msr. The counters were arranged so that the radii 
decreased along the beam path. This arrangement permitted a determina
tion of the statistical error on the difference between two adjacent cross 
section measurements and made the reduction in efficiency of later 
counters due to absorption the same for the target empty and target full 
runs. 

Additional logic was used to measure the rate of accidental and circuit 
deadtime. Muon contamination in the pion beam was vetoed using an 
iron absorber and scintillator behind the transmission counters. Final 
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corrections were necessary to remove contributions to the measured cross 
sections from electromagnetic processes. 

15.3 Elastic scattering 
Elastic scattering has been used for many years as an aid in 

understanding the effective size or any internal structure of particles. The 
measured elastic cross section is actually the sum of nuclear scattering 
events, electromagnetic Coulomb scattering, and scattering due to the 
interference of the electromagnetic and nuclear amplitudes 

da _ danuc + daCoui + daint ---- --- --
dt dt dt dt 

(15.14) 

For small angles the nuclear differential cross section has an approxi
mately exponential dependence on t 

da 
~ = A exp(bt) (15.15) 

dt 

where A is the nuclear differential cross section at t = 0 and b is the slope 
parameter. Sometimes it is more interesting to examine the local slope, 
defined by 

d ( da) b(t) =- In-
dt dt 

(15.16) 

The total cross section may be determined from elastic scattering mea
surements by using the optical theorem [14, 17] 

(15.17) 

where p is the ratio of the real to imaginary part of the forward nuclear 
elastic scattering amplitude. 

The Coulomb scattering cross section is the square of the amplitude 
[14] 

(15.18) 

where G(t) is the particle form factor, </>(t) is the phase of the Coulomb 
amplitude, and a is the fine structure constant. The form factor is related 
to the electromagnetic structure of the particle. The interference cross 
section is 

da· 2a [J; --2!!! = -2[p + a</>(t)] - G2(t) -- e l /2(bt) 
dt It I 1 + p2 

(15.19) 
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It is important to note that near t = 0 the Coulomb cross section goes like 
Ilt2, while the interference cross section goes like lit. 

We consider as an example the high energy elastic scattering measure
ment ofSchiz et al. [18] at Fermilab. The experimenters measured the 7rp 

and pp elastic differential cross sections at 200 Ge Y I c for the t interval 
0.02 < t < 0.66 Gey2. Figure 15.9 shows the experimental arrangement. 
The incoming beam particles were identified using four Cerenkov 
counters. Two groups of high resolution PWCs were used on each side of 
the liquid hydrogen target to measure the scattering angle. The forwardly 
scattered beam was focused onto a plane downstream of the spectrometer 
magnet. A scintillation counter located there vetoed un scattered tracks. 
Another set of PWCs following the magnet measured the bend angle. 

The experiment used a two-level trigger. The first level, which came 
from the scintillators, essentially required a good beam track, together 
with a signal at the end of the forward arm, and no veto. This trigger was 
dominated by beam halo particles, so a higher level was also employed 
using information from the PWCs. A hardware device required that the 
trajectory intercept a preset window in the veto plane and that the pro
jected scattering angle exceed -t = 0.01 Gey2. Special "beam" triggers 
were also collected for alignment and normalization, and some first-level 
triggers were taken to study the efficiency and biases of the hardware 
trigger device. 

A number of cuts were applied to the raw data to eliminate unusable 
tracks and to help extract the elastic signal. The data was grouped into bins 
of q = M = Pt,e, where Pb is the beam momentum and e is the scattering 
angle. The number of scatters in each bin N.(q) was then determined by 

Figure 15.9 Experimental arrangement for measurement of high energy 
elastic scattering. (C) Cerenkov counter, (P) MWPC, (t) target, (M) 
bending magnets, (V) veto counter, and (S) trigger scintillator. (After A. 
Schiz et ai., Phys. Rev. D 24: 26, 1981.) 
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making a normalized, target empty subtraction from the measured 
events. 

The data had to be corrected for several effects. First, radiation of 
photons by the scattered particles may cause a good elastic event to be 
missed. Thus a correction factor Crad was calculated that was largest (8%) 
for large q pions. Second, the measured data still contained some inelastic 
contamination. A factor Cin was determined by fitting the recoil mass 
distribution to a peak at the proton mass plus background as shown in Fig. 
15.10. The largest corrections (9%) occurred for high q proton events. A 
third correction Cp1 was necessary to account for events with two nuclear 
scatters in the target. These events incorrectly enhance the large q bins. 

The total elastic cross section may be determined by integrating the 
measured da/dt over t. The data must be extrapolated for the regions oft 
not measured. There is a check on the extrapolation at t = 0 from the 
optical theorem. The measured pp elastic cross section at 200 GeV/c 
accounts for almost 18% of the total cross section. 

15.4 Polarization experiments 
It has become increasingly clear that spin dependent interactions 

remain important up to the highest available accelerator energies [19]. 
For reactions where one or both of the initial or final state particles has 
nonzero spin, there are many spin dependent observables in addition to 
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Figure 15.10 Recoil mass distribution in an elastic scattering experi
ment. (After A. Schiz et aI., Phys. Rev. D 24: 26, 1981.) 
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the ordinary spin-averaged differential cross section. Remarkable struc
ture has been observed in some of these observables, for example, the two 
particle asymmetries in pp elastic scattering. 

The simplest of the spin dependent observables is the analyzing power 
.sd. Consider the elastic scattering of a spin 0 beam particle from a spin! 
target particle. Ifwe denote by NL (NR ) the fraction of the events in which 
the fast forward particle scatters at an angle e to the left (right), then the 
analyzing power is defined by 

.sd =~ NL -NR 

PT NL +NR 
(15.20) 

where P T is the average polarization of the target particles. Note that.sd is a 
function of the angle e and of the particle's momentum. To measure.sd in 
this way would require two forward spectrometers. However, the same 
quantity.sd can be obtained by using one spectrometer at an angle e, to the 
left say, and instead taking data with the target polarization in opposite 
directions. Then.sd is given by 

.sd = _1 N+ - N_ 
PT N++N_ 

(15.21) 

where N+ (N_) is the fraction of events with the target polarized up 
(down). Because of the expense of building a second spectrometer and the 
ease of reversing the target polarization, most high energy experiments are 
performed this way. The analyzing power is sometimes referred to as the 
asymmetry or polarization parameter. 

Measurements of obserVables that only involve initial state polariza
tions are readily performed if a polarized beam and a polarized target are 
available. The polarization of final state particles can be measured by 
scattering them off a secondary target, such as carbon. However, the 
requirement for double scattering makes measurements of observables 
that involve final state polarizations much less precise than those that 
only involve the initial state. Table 15.1 lists some of the observables that 
have been measured in spin 0 - spin! and spin 1- - spin! 2-body scattering. 
The table uses the 2-body to 2-body scattering notation of Chapter 1. The 
various observables are classified depending on whether the initial state 
particles have been prepared with a net polarization and whether the 
polarization of final state particles is analyzed along some direction. The 
polarization of the fast forward, final state particles (1) is usually not 
analyzed because this requires rescattering the fast particles from a sec
ondary target, and the value of the analyzing power of most substances at 
high energies is quite small. Many of the components of the observables in 
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Table 15.1 are either ° or are related to each other because of symmetry 
principles. 

The analysis of polarized target data is complicated by the fact that only 
the protons in hydrogen atoms in the target material are polarized. The 
remaining - 90% of the target nuclei contained mostly in carbon and 
oxygen atoms are not polarized. This non polarized background is re
duced for the case of elastic scattering. The nuclei in the heavier atoms 
have a Fermi momentum distribution, which makes it more difficult for 
events from those atoms to satisfy the elastic correlations. To determine 
the background under the elastic signal coming from these unpolarized 
nuclei, special runs can be taken using carbon or Teflon targets. 

Consider as an example the measurements by the SLAC- Yale group 
[20, 21] of polarized electron-polarized proton scattering at the SLAC 
linac. The experiment was designed to explore the internal spin structure 
of the proton using a polarized electron probe, in analogy with the classic 
series of experiments that used (un polarized) electrons to study the spatial 
structure of the proton. 

Table 15.1. Summary oj spin O-spin -!- and spin -!--spin -!- observables 

Particle a 

Observable b t 2 

Spin 0 - spin t 
(10 np np na na 
Ai np p na na 
Pi np np na a 
Dij np p na a 

Spin t-spin t 
(10 np np na na 
Ai p np na na 
Ai np p na na 
Aij p p na na 
Pi np np na a 
Cij np np a a 
Dij np p na a 
Kij p np na a 
Hijk p p na a 

aAbbreviations: p, initial state particle is polarized along one of three orthogonal 
directions; np, initial state particle is not polarized; a, component of polarization 
of final state particle is analyzed along one of three orthogonal directions; na, 
polarization of final state particle is not analyzed. 
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The overall layout of the experiment is shown in Fig. 15.11. A longitu
dinally polarized electron beam strikes a longitudinally polarized proton 
target, and any outgoing electrons are identified and measured inclusively 
in the forward spectrometer. In order to obtain the polarized beam, a 
polarized electron source had to be installed on the linac. The source used 
ultraviolet light to photoionize a beam of6Li atoms in which the electrons 
were strongly polarized. The direction of the polarization was either paral
lel or anti parallel to the electron momentum, depending on the direction 
of the current in the polarizing coils. The polarization was frequently 
reversed to minimize systematic errors. The polarization of the beam 
leaving the source was measured by double Mott scattering of a portion of 
the beam on a gold foil. The polarization of the accelerated high energy 
beam was measured by elastic (Moller) scattering from a magnetized iron 
foil. The beam had an average intensity of 5 X 108 electrons/pulse and a 
polarization of 80%. 

The incoming electron beam interacted in a polarized proton target 
located in the 5-T field of a superconducting solenoid. The actual target 
material consisted of frozen beads of butanol doped with the organic free 
radical porphyrexide. The target was maintained at a temperature of 1 K 
using a 4 He evaporation cryostat. The polarization of the free protons in 
the target averaged 60%. This was measured by surrounding the target 
with the coil of a NMR circuit. Radiation damage from the electron beam 
caused serious depolarization in the target. In order to minimize this 
effect and to ensure uniform polarization, the beam was rastered quickly 
across the target. In addition, techniques had to be developed to anneal 
away some of target damage and to quickly change the target material. 

The forward spectrometer used two large dipole bending magnets and a 

PeB 

Figure 15.11 Schematic of the SLAC polarized electron-polarized pro
ton scattering experiments. (PeB) Polarized electron beam, (PPT) po
larized proton target, (M) bending magnet, (C) Cerenkov counter, (W) 
MWPC, (H) hodoscope, and (LG) lead-glass shower counter. 
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4000-wire set ofPWCs for particle tracking. The outgoing electrons were 
identified using a 4-m-long gas threshold Cerenkov counter and a seg
mented lead-glass shower counter. 

The measured asymmetry averaged over the target polarization is 

~=N+-N_ 
N++N_ 

where N+ and N_ are the normalized event rates when the electron has 
positive and negative helicity, respectively. The measured asymmetry was 
very small (- 1 % ). For this reason careful attention had to be paid to 
minimizing possible systematic errors due to variations in the intensity, 
position, or direction of the beam. The measured asymmetry is related to 
the intrinsic asymmetry A associated with polarized ep scattering by 

~ = PePpjA (15.22) 

where Pe and Pp are the electron and proton polarization and j is the 
fraction of free protons (hydrogen atoms) in the target. 

The instrinsic asymmetry is a function of the variable x = Q 2/2Mv, 
where Q2 is the relativistic 4-momentum transfer to the proton, v is the 
energy loss of the electron, and M is the mass of the proton. At large x the 
asymmetry becomes very large and positive. This is interpreted by QCD 
models to mean that the probability is large that a quark that carries a large 
fraction of the nucleon's momentum will also carry its spin. 

15.5 New particle searches 
Among the most satisfying and exciting experiments in physics 

are those that discover the existence of new particles. Sometimes the 
discovery was hoped for, yet still unexpected, as in the case ofthe J II{!. This 
particle was discovered almost simultaneously in 1974 by a production 
experiment at the AGS at BNL and by a formation experiment at the 
SPEAR storage ring at SLAC. Other times fairly precise predictions exist 
for a particle state, but some combination of very high mass, small pro
duction cross section, or large background conspire to make the experi
mental measurement very difficult. This was the case for the W gauge 
bosons, which were discovered in 1983 by two groups at the CERN SPS 
pp collider. 

First let us consider the classic experiment of Samuel Ting and collabo
rators, who discovered the J half of the J II{! particle [22, 23]. Ting was 
interested in searching for possible high mass vector mesons. These 
strongly interacting particles have the same quantum numbers as the 
photon. Any such particle should decay into e+e- pairs. However, the 
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branching ratio for e+e-, which comes from electromagnetic processes, 
should be much smaller than that for pairs of hadrons. In addition, the 
angular distribution of electromagnetic processes fall off very sharply. 
Thus, the experiment required a high resolution detector with good ac
ceptance for e+e- pairs that could handle very high rates of beam particles 
and that had a very high rejection capability for hadron pairs. 

A schematic of the experiment is shown in Fig. 15.12. A slow extracted 
beam from the AGS was focused onto a beryllium target. The incident 
beam intensity was -1012 protons/pulse. The spectrometer consisted of 
two identical arms. Each arm contained three bending magnets Mo - M 2 , 

two threshold Cerenkov counters Co and Ce , and a lead-glass shower 
counter S for particle identification, MWPCs for tracking, and scintilla
tion counter hodoscopes. The downstream portion of the arms were 
elevated by 10.33 0 in order to decouple the measurements of the particles' 
momenta and their production angles. The magnetic spectrometer had a 
mass resolution of±5 MeV and a mass acceptance of2 GeV, making it 
ideally suited for searching over a large mass range for a narrow reso
nance. 

The combination of Cerenkov and shower counters gave a rejection 
against hadron pairs by a factor> 108• The Cerenkov counter was filled 
with H2 gas to minimize the production of knock-on electrons. The 
counters were separated by a magnetic field so that the electrons produced 
in the first counter would not be detected by the second. 

Figure 15.12 Double arm spectrometer for high mass electron pairs. (T) 
Target, (Mo, M I , M2 ) bending magnets, (Co, Ce) Cerenkov counters, (S) 
lead-glass and shower counters. The CB Cerenkov counter was located 
below Mo and is not shown. (After S.c.c. Ting, Rev. Mod. Phys. 49: 235, 
1977.) 
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The system was calibrated using electrons from the decay nO - ye+e-. 
One of the e+ or e- particles was tagged with a highly directional Cerenkov 
counter (not shown) close to the target, while the other particle went 
through the spectrometer. The experimental e+e- mass spectrum near 3 
GeV is shown in Fig. 15.13. The J/lflresonance stands out clearly above a 
small background of nonresonant and misidentified events. The dotted 
histogram represents data taken at a lower magnet current. It is one of 

Figure 15.13 Mass spectrum for electron pairs. The bin width is 25 
Me V. The dotted spectrum was collected with the spectrometer magnet 
running at a reduced current. (After S.c.c. Ting, Rev. Mod. Phys. 49: 
235,1977.) 
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many checks that the peak was not due to an instrumental effect. Lower
ing the current causes the particle to traverse different portions of the 
spectrometer and would presumably shift any effect caused by the appa
ratus itself. 

Lastly, let us mention the discovery of the charged W vector bosons by a 
group headed by Carlo Rubbia at CERN [24]. The . highly successful 
electroweak theory had predicted that the mass of the W should be around 
82 GeV. The W was predicted to decay via 

with a significant branching ratio, so the experiment was designed to 
search for the production of electrons and neutrinos. In order to reach the 
very high CM energies where such massive particles could be produced, a 
large project was initiated at CERN to convert the SPS to a pp collider. 
An elaborate p cooling scheme similar to that discussed in Chapter 4 was 
devised by Van de Meer and coworkers in order to get the luminosity up to 
useful levels. 

The VAl detector at the SPS is shown in Fig. 15.14. The interaction 
point is surrounded by a central detector, which consists of a cylindrical 
drift chamber 5.8 m long and 2.3 m in diameter. The central detector sits 
in a 0.7-T dipole field. The typical momentum resolution is 20% for a 
I-m-Iong, 40-Ge V / c particle. The central detector was used to determine 
the overall topology of the event and to measure the charge and momen
tum of electron candidates. Electrons were identified by a large energy 
deposit in the lead-scintillator electromagnetic calorimeter and by the 
lack of penetration into the iron - scintillator hadron calorimeter. The 
electromagnetic shower counters were 27 radiation lengths deep and had 
an energy resolution of 15%/m (Ge V). The electromagnetic calorimeters 
extended over 99% of 4n, so that the neutrino could be identified through 
an unbalance in the visible energy flow transverse to the beam axis. Since 
muons were capable of carrying substantial amounts of energy outside of 
the calorimeters, the detector was surrounded by eight layers of propor
tional drift tubes. 

The trigger required at least 10 GeV of transverse energy in two electro
magnetic calorimeter elements. The trigger rate was 0.2 events/sec at a 
luminosity of 5 X 1028 cm-2 S-I. Two parallel analyses were used on the 
final sample of high quality events with associated vertices in the central 
detector. The first analysis examined charged tracks for clean, isolated 
electrons. A second independent analysis looked at the calorimeter infor
mation for events with missing transverse energy. With a few exceptions 



Figure 15.14 The VAl detector at CERN. (Courtesy of the VAl collab
oration and the Particle Data Group.) 
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both analyses led to the same set of final events. Figure 15.15 shows the 
association of the missing transverse momentum for the electron candi
date events. The missing energy lies anti parallel to the electron direction, 
suggesting a 2-body decay. Assuming that these events are the decay 
products of the W, and taking the W decay kinematics and transverse 
momentum of the W at production into account, the data gave mw = 

80.9 ± 1.5 GeV, in excellent agreement with the theoretical predictions. 
The VAl experiment illustrates two important points concerning ex

periments at the multi-Te V accelerators now under consideration. First is 
the increasing difficulty in using magnetic spectrometers. The high energy 
events are characterized by very large multiplicities of charged particles. It 
becomes more and more difficult to pattern-recognize the tracks of all 
these particles and to accurately measure their momenta. The second 
feature is the increasing importance of finely segmented, good resolution 
calorimeters. The measurement of vector energy flow is a very powerful 
tool for examining the new physics of jets and high mass particle states. 

Figure 15.15 Components of the missing transverse energy are plotted 
relative to the electron direction. (After G. Amison et aI., Phys. Lett. 
129B: 273, 1983.) 
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Exercises 

1. Calculate the net precession angle of a 40-Ge V / c A crossing a 
2-m-long, 1-T magnetic field? What is the net precession angle 
for a 40-GeV/c !,-? 

2. What is the fractional loss of intensity for a 30-GeV/c proton 
beam passing through a 25-cm-long liquid hydrogen target? 

3. Calculate the value of da/dt at t = 0 for pp elastic scattering 
between 10 and 100 Ge V / c using total cross section measure
ments. Ignore the real part of the forward amplitude. 

4. A polarization experiment uses a polarized pentanol target with 
polarization 50% and a 60% polarized beam. What is the intrinsic 
asymmetry of the physical process if 1000 events are measured 
with the target polarized up and 1040 events are measured with it 
polarized down? 

The following exercises require the reader to go through some 
of the steps involved in writing a proposal. Find references to the 
original literature in the Particle Data Tables. Using previously 
measured values, theory, or reasonable guesses, estimate the 
cross sections for any relevant processes. Give the required beam 
energy and intensity, target material and dimensions, and 
amount of time required for data taking. Specify the detector 
characteristics, sketch their arrangement, and estimate the ac
ceptance. Give the trigger and possible background processes. 
Consider possibles inefficiencies that could lead to a loss of 
events. Estimate the final number of good events and the accu
racy of any measurements. 

5. Prepare a proposal to search for free quarks at the Tevatron pp 
collider. 

6. Prepare a proposal to lower the upper limit on the measurement 
of the branching ratio for KO ---+ e/1. 

7. Prepare a proposal to study the charged decay modes of the E 
meson using a K- beam. 



Appendix A: Physical constants 

Symbol Definition Numerical quantity 

c' speed of light in vacuum 2,9979 X 1010 cm/sec 
fz = h/2n Planck constant 6.5822 X 10-22 MeV-s 
fzc 1.9733 X 10- 11 MeV-cm 
e electron charge 1.6022 X 10-19 coulombs 
a = e2/fzc fine structure constant 1/137,04 
NA Avogadro number 6,0220 X 1023 mole-I 
KB Boltzmann constant 1.3807 X 10-16 erg/K 
me electron mass 0,51100 MeV/c2 
mp proton mass 938.28 MeV/c2 

'e = e2/mec2 classical electron radius 2.8179 X 10-13 cm 
Ae = h/mec Compton wavelength 2.4263 X 10-10 cm 
ao = fz2/mee2 Bohr radius 0.52918 X 10-8 cm 
)LB = efz/2mec Bohr magneton 5.7884 X 10-15 MeV/gauss 
)LN = efz/2mpc nuclear magneton 3.1525 X 10-18 MeV/gauss 
CE Euler constant 0.5772 
De = 4nF.meC2 5.0989 X 10-25 MeV-cm2 

EO permittivity 8.8543 X 10-12 F/m 

Source: Particle Data Group, Rev, Mod. Phys. 56: SI, 1984, 



Appendix B: Periodic table of the 
elements 

IA IIA Il.O~791 
3 4 
Li Be 

6.94 9.01218 

II 12 
Na Mg 

22.98977 24.305 I1IB 'IVB VB VIB VIIB ,---- VIII ----, 

19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 
K Ca Sc Ti V Cr Mn Fe Co Ni 

39.0983 40.08 44.9559 47.90 50.9415 51.996 54.9380 55.847 58.9332 58.71 
I-----n-------------------. 

38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 
Rb Sr Y Zr Nb Mo Tc Ru Rh Pd 

85.467 87.62 88.9059 91.22 92.9064 95.94 98.9062 101.07 102.9055 106.4 --------------------_. 
55 56 57-71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 
Cs Ba Rare Hf Ta W Re Os Ir Pt 

132.9054 137.33 Earths 178.49 180.947 183.85 186.207 190.2 192.22 195.09 -------
87 88 89- 104 105 106 
Fr Ra Acti-

(223) 226.0254 nides (260) (260) (263) 

57 I 58 I 59 I 60 I 61 I 62 I 63 I 64 I 65 I La Ce Pr Nd Pm Sm Eu Gd Tb 
138.9055 140.12 140.9077 144.24 (145) 150.4 151.96 157.25 158.9254 

rc I ~ I ~! I 'a I ~~ I ;~ 11~ I ~! I :1 I (227) 232.0381 231.0359 238.029 237.0482 (244) (243) (247) (247) 

(Particle Data Group, Rev. Mod. Phys. 56: S1, 1984.) 



Periodic table of the elements 

lIlA IVA VA VIA 

5 6 7 8 
B C N 0 

10.81 12.011 14.0067 15.9994 
------------

13 14 15 16 
AI Si P S 

IB liB 26.98154 28.0855 30.97376 32.06 
------

29 30 31 32 33 34 
Cu Zn Ga Ge As Se 

63.546 65.38 69.735 72.59 74.9216 78.96 
-----------------

47 48 49 50 51 52 

1;,&,s 
Cd In Sn Sb Te 

112.41 114.82 118.69 121.75 127.60 
--------~ ---

79 80 81 82 83 84 
Au Hg TI Pb Bi Po 

196.9665 200.59 204.37 207.2 208.9804 (209) 

66 I 67 I 68 I 69 I 70 I 71 Dy Ho Er Tm Yb Lu 
162.50 164.9304 167.26 168.9342 173.04 174.967 

2 
He 

VilA 4.00260 

9 10 
F Ne 

18.998403 20.17 
------

17 18 
CI Ar 

35.453 39.948 
---I~ 35 

Br Kr 
79.904 83.80 
-----

53 54 
I Xe 

126.9045 131.30 

85 86 
At Rn 

(210) (222) 

Rare earths 
(Lanthanide 

series) 
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Appendix C: Probability and statistics 

We briefly summarize here some important results from the theory of 
probability and statistics. The reader is referred to the references or other 
texts for proofs and further details [I, 2]. 

Consider the measurement of some quantity X. In general, measure
ments of X will give different results, which we denote x. The frequency 
with which any result for X is obtained is given by a frequency function 
f(x). The exact form of f(x) depends on the particular process under 
investigation. Since the quantity X must have some value, the frequency 
function must have the normalization 

(C.l) 

The functionf(x) is also referred to as the probability distribution func
tion. 

The expectation value for any function g(x) is 

(g(x» = J:oog(X)f(X) dx (C.2) 

which isjust the sum of the various possible values ofg(x) weighted by the 
probability of having that value of x. Two expectation values are particu
larly important for specifying the characteristics of a distribution. The 
mean value of x is the expectation value ofxitself, or (x). This quantity is 
approximated by the sample mean x 

_ I n 
(x) =x =- L Xi 

n i-I 
(C.3) 

where n is the number of measurements. This is, of course, a measure of 
the central tendency of X. The second important expectation value is the 
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variance 

a2 = «x- (X»2) 

= (X2) - (X)2 

389 

(CA) 

which is a measure of the spread in the measurements. The square root of 
the variance is called the standard deviation a. 

Three frequency functions are particularly important for the matters 
discussed in this book. The binomial frequency function is applicable 
when there are only two possible outcomes of a given measurement. For 
example, let A denote that some event has occurred. Suppose the mea
surement is repeated n times and the result A is obtained x times. The 
probability of this occurring is 

n! J(x) = pX(1 - p)n-x (CS) 
x!(n - x)! 

where p is the probability that the event A will occur. The mean and 
standard deviation are given by 

(x) = np 

a=.Jnp(1-p) 

(C6) 

(C7) 

In the limit that the number of measurements n is large and the mean is 
small, the binomial distribution approaches the Poisson distribution, 
where 

yXe-Y 
(C8) J(x)=--

x! 

and 
(x) = y (C9) 

a = .JY (ClO) 

This distribution is frequently used for the analysis of radioactive decays, 
since the number of potential decaying nuclei is very large, yet the total 
number decaying in any short time interval is small. 

The normal, or Gaussian, distribution is the limit of the binomial 
distribution when the number of measurements is large and the probabil
ity of the event is not too small. Many types of analog measurements 
exhibit a Gaussian distribution around the mean value, particularly if the 
measurement process is subject to random errors. The frequency is given 
by 

I [I (x - a)2] J(x) = -- exp -- --
bJfic 2 b 

(CIl) 
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and 

(x) = a 

a=b 

(C.12) 

(C.13) 

The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of a Gaussian distribution is 
related to a by 

FWHM = 2.354a (C.14) 

References 
[I) P. Bevington, Data Reduction and Error Analysis for the Physical Sciences, New 

York: McGraw-Hill, 1969. 
[2] A. Melissinos, Experiments in Modern Physics, New York: Academic, 1966, Chap. 10. 



Appendix D: Cross sections and 
probability 

Consider a flux 10 of collimated, monoenergetic particles impinging upon 
a target. The number of atoms per unit volume in the target material is 

n =NA (atoms/mol)Xp(gfcm3) (D.1) 
a A (gfmol) 

where p is the target density, A is its atomic weight, and NA is Avogadro's 
number. 

In an infinitesimal thickness dx ofthe target there will be na dx atoms/ 
cm2 in the path of the beam. As the beam traverses the target, interactions 
take place, and the beam intensity is reduced. Let dl refer to the change in 
flux. This quantity will be proportional to both the incident flux of beam 
particles and the number of target atoms/cm2 in the beam's path. 

dl= -ulna dx 

The constant of proportionality u is referred to as the total cross section 
and has the units of area. A convenient unit for nuclear work is the barn, 
where 

1 barn = 10-24 cm2 

Let us assume that the material is homogeneous and that the target is thin 
enough so that the particle's velocity is not significantly reduced. Then uis 
not a function of x, and if we integrate over the target thickness, we find 
that 

(D.2) 

Thus, the intensity of particles satisfying the initial conditions drops off 
exponentially as the beam traverses the target. 

If we define Pr to be the probability that a particle interacts in the target, 
then the probability that the particle does not interact after crossing a 
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thickness L is 

1 - Pr = I(L)/Io = exp(-anaL) 

The quantity 

AI = (ana)-l 

(0.3) 

(0.4) 

is called the interaction length. When x = AI' the beam intensity in Eq. 
D.2 drops to lo/e, so AI represents the mean free path between interactions. 
When the target thickness L ~ AI' we can expand the exponential in Eq. 
D.3 to get 

Pr = anaL = L/AI (0.5) 

The inverse of the interaction length 

J.l = I/AI = ana (0.6) 

is called the attenuation coefficient. 
Intuitively, we may consider each atom to present a circular target of 

area a to the beam particle. If we assume that the beam particles are 
randomly distributed over a l-cm2 area and that an interaction takes place 
whenever a beam particle hits one of the circular areas, then naa dx 
represents the fraction of the total area in which an interaction will take 
place, or equivalently the probability of an intersection. 

Now consider a scattering experiment using a short target of length 
L ~ AI where the scattered particles are only detected in a small solid 
angle ~n around the direction (8, cp). The detected intensity is then given 
by 

(0.7) 

The constant of proportionality da/do. is called the differential cross 
section. The form of the functions a and da/do. depends on the dynamics 
of the scattering process. The probability of an interaction is 

da 
Pr = naL dO. ~o. (D.8) 



Appendix E: Two-body scattering in 
the LAB frame 

The relations between the kinematic variables are much more compli
cated in the LAB frame than they are in the eM frame. The exact trans
formation equations depend critically on the actual masses involved as 
well as on the relative values of a particle's velocity and the velocity of the 
eM system in the LAB [1]. The type of transformation is determined by 
the parameter 

s + m 2 - m 2 ).1/2(S m 2 m 2) * _ 1 2 ,b, t 

gl - S - m 2 + m 2 ).1/2(S m 2 m 2) 
b t ,I' 2 

(E.l) 

and the analogous parameter g! obtained by interchanging the subscripts 
1 and 2 in this equation. Recall that band t refer to the beam and target 
particles, 1 and 2 refer to the two final state particles, and s is the square of 
the energy in the eM frame. The function A(a, b, c) was defined in Eq. 
1.25. Particles with g* < 1 can be emitted with any polar angle 
(0 < 0 < 180°), whereas particles with g* ;;;. 1 can only be emitted in the 
forward hemisphere (0 < 0 < Omax .;;; 90°). 

In the case of elastic scattering with mb = m 1 = jJ., mt = m2 = m, and 
jJ. .;;; m, Eq. E.l becomes 

s + jJ.2 - m 2 
g* - .;:: 1 

1 - S - jJ.2 + m2 ~ (E.2) 

Since g! = 1, the recoil particle is confined to the forward hemisphere in 
the LAB. The forward particle can be emitted in any direction in the LAB 
unless jJ. = m, in which case it is also confined to the forward hemisphere. 
It is also possible to give explicit relations between Pi and 0i and between 01 

and O2 [1]. 

Reference 
[1] E. Byckling and K. Kanjantie, Particle Kinematics, New York: Wiley, 1973. 



Appendix F: Motion of ions in a 
combined electric and magnetic field 

A simple theory of the motion of ions in a region with perpendicular 
electric and magnetic fields has been derived by Townsend [1]. Consider 
an ion with mass m and charge q. Let the electric field 't lie along z and the 
magnetic field B lie along y. The equations of motion are 

x=wz y=O z=j-wx (F.1) 

where dots denote time derivatives, w = qB/m, andj= q't/m. Ifwe as
sume that the ion is created with a small initial velocity and with a 
uniform distribution of angles, then the coupled x and z equations have 
the solutions 

x(t) = (flw)t - (flw2)sin wt 

z(t) = (flw2)(1 - cos wt) 
(F.2) 

Let {ti} be the sequence of time intervals between collisions and r be the 
mean time interval. The mean displacement of the ion after N collisions is 

N N 
(x) = (flw) :L ti - (flw2) :L sin wti 

i-I i-I 
(F.3) 

N N 

(z) = (flw2) :L 1 - (flw2) :L cos wti 

The ion traverses a portion of a circular arc between collisions. Townsend 
showed that the sine and cosine summations over these arcs have the 
values 

N • Nwr 
:L SIn wti = 1 + 2 2 
i-I W r 

(F.4) 
N N 
:L cos wti = 1 + 2 2 
i-I W r 
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Substituting Eq. FA back into F. 3 and taking Nr -+ t, we find 

q'l:rt 
(x(t) ) (F.5) (z(t» = ( 2B2 2) 

m 1 + q 2r 
m 

Note that both 'l: and B must be nonzero to obtain a net motion along x. 
An electric field alone causes motion along z. If a magnetic field is also 
present, the motion along z is decreased. Measurements [2] of the dis
placement along x as a function of B in a spark chamber have shown that 
Eq. F.5 gives a reasonable fit to the data for 'l: ~ 100 V/cm. 

The mean deflection angle and the mean drift velocity follow from Eq. 
F.5, 

(z) q'l:r 
w=-=--.....:....---

t ( q2B2r2) m 1+--
m 2 

(x) qBr 
tan8=-=-

(z) m 
(F.6) 

Note that a simple estimate of the mean collision time r can be obtained 
from a measurement of the drift velocity in a purely electric field. 

References 
[I] J. Townsend, Electrons in Gases, London: Hutchison, 1947. 
[2] S. Korenchenko, A. Morozov, and K. Nekrasov, Displacement of spark chamber 

discharges in a magnetic field, Priboryi Tekhnika Eksperimenta, No.5, 1966, p. 72. 



Appendix G: Properties of structural 
materialsa 

Material 

Aluminum 
Copper 
Iron 
Stainless steel 
Carbon steel 
Brass 
Lucite 
G-lO 
Glass 

Composition 

pure 
pure 
pure 
type 304 
type 1020 
70 Cu, 30 Zn 
(CsHa0 2)n 
glass-filled epoxy 
Pyrex 

a Approximate values at room temperature. 
b In tension. 

Density 
(gjcm3) 

2.70 
8.93 
7.85 
8.02 
7.86 
8.5 
1.18 
1.82 
2.23 
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Thermal Thermal Elastic 
conductivity expansion Resistivity modulus 
(mW/cm2 • K· cm) (X 10-6 K-I) (un-cm) (Mpsi) 

2370 25 2.74 10 
3980 16.6 1.70 17 

803 12 9.8 30 
300 17 72 28 

1000 12 10 30 
2200 19 7 15 

2 70 > 1020 OAb 
3 25 > 1020 3b 

16 3.2 > 1018 9.3 

Source: Handbook o/Chemistry and Physics, 64th ed., Boca Raton: CRC Press, 
1983; Physics Vade Mecum, New York: American Institute of Physics, 1981; 
Modern Plastics Encyclopedia, New York: McGraw-Hill, 1976; Catalog, Oriel 
Corp., Stratford, CT. 
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trigger, 309, 313 

Landau distribution, 43-4,53,210 
Large pt production, 88, 309, 316, 346 
Larmor precession frequency, 236 
Lead-glass counter, 156,202-3,315 
Leading particle, 88 
Left-right ambiguity, 241, 318 
Lepton, 3, 8 
Lepton number, 88 
Lifetime, 364 - 6 
Light collection, 156-61, 185-6,197 
Light guide, 157, 159-60 
Limited streamer mode, 268 
Linear accelerator (Linac), 94-6 
Linear attenuation coefficient, 54, 63 
Linear energy transfer, 120 
Liouville theorem, 112, 160 
Liquid hydrogen (see Hydrogen, liquid) 
Logic levels, 134 
Lookup table, 317 
Lorentz invariant, 11 - 12 
Lorentz transformation, 5, 6 
Lorenz-Lorentz law, 187 
Luminosity, 99, 101 

Magic gas, 216, 220 
Magnetic field 

configurations, 331- 3 
measurement, 328, 360, 364 

Magnetic moment, 10,362-4 
Magnetic shield, 165 
Magnetostriction, 293 
MARK III spectrometer, 175 
Mark-J spectrometer, 341, 345 
Marx generator, 293 
Mass, measurement of, 359-61 
Mass attenuation coefficient, 63 
Mean free path, 81 
Meson, 3, 8 
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Minimum bias trigger, 304 
Minimum ionization, 38 
Missing mass, 26 
Mobility, 212 
Moliere radius, 264 
Moliere theory of multiple scattering, 

69-73 
Moller scattering, 46, 65, 375 
Momentum resolution, 326-7,329,332 
Momentum transfer, 14 
Monitoring, 17, 169, 175,202,249,351, 

354 
Monte Carlo technique, 26 
Motion of ions in E and B fields, 235-7, 

394-5 
Mott scattering, 65, 375 
Multiparticle spectrometer (BNL), 241-2, 

320 
Multiple scattering, 67 -73, 197,239,327 
Multiplication, charge, 214-20, 268 
Multiplicity, 85-7, 89 
Multistep avalanche chamber, 225 
Multiwire Proportional Chamber (MWPC) 

construction, 218 - 22 
deadtime, 224 
efficiency, 220-4, 226, 295 
electronics, 225-31 
electrostatic force, 219-20 
energy resolution, 220 
field distribution, 218 - 9 
gas, 221, 268, 295 
in magnetic field, 224 - 5 
spatial resolution, 218,223,228,231,268 
time resolution, 224, 337 
trigger, 226 
wire clusters, 223, 227 
(see also Proportional chamber) 

Muon 
beam, 107,336 
bremsstrahlung, 47 
decay, 8, 361 
detection, 279, 298, 332, 336, 341, 359 
ionization loss, 35-6 
lifetime, 8, 10 
magnetic moment, 8, 363 
mass, 8, 359 
momentum in pion decay, 359-61 
production, 85, 88 
range, 35-6, 298 
trigger, 298, 308, 311-12, 315, 319-21, 

337 

NAI spectrometer, 230 
NA3 spectrometer, 222, 227 
NaI scintillator, 149-50, 167,333-4,348 
Neutral current interaction, 88-9 
Neutral hadron beam, 107-8 

Neutrino 
beam, 105-6,341 
detection, 129,279,282-3,285,336,379 
fission, 118 
interactions, 88-91, 201 
mass, 10,359-61 
solar, 118, 349 
trigger, 303, 341 

Neutron 
beam, 107-8 
detection, 152, 167,201,280-2,313-14 
interactions, 79 - 83 
lifetime, 9, 10 
production, 55 
properties, 9 
trigger, 306, 308, 313 

NIM electronics, 133-4, 142 
Noise, 22 
Novosibirsk, VEPP-4, 100 
Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), 

131-2,328,360-1,364,375 
Nuclear shadowing, 129 
Nucleon, 3 
Nucleon decay, 3, 14, 117, 193,349-51 
Nucleus, radius, 83 

Offline analysis chain, 19 
Omega particle, 3,4,9,313-15,365-6 
Omega spectrometer, 104,318 
Optical theorem, 370 

Pair production, 42, 59-63, 260 
Parity, 88, 363 
Particle identification, 16-17,25,252-7, 

280,335 
Particle physics, 1, 2 
Pattern recognition, 20-2, 318,381 
Pedestal, 144 
Penning effect, 210 
Periodic table, 387 
Phase space ellipse, 113 - 14 
Phosphuorescence, 148 
Photoelectric effect, 54-6 
Photomultiplier tube (PMT), 159, 161-5, 

17~ 174, 18~ 18~ 193-4 
Photon 

annihilation, 53-4 
beam, 104-5, 115 
bremsstrahlung, 47 -52 
channeling, 73-4 
Compton effect, 55-8 
detection, 152, 167,200-3,266-74, 

279,286,341,347 
hadronic interactions, 84 - 5 
pair production, 55, 59-63 
photoelectric effect, 55 - 6 
shower, 259-66 
trigger, 308 - 10, 349 
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Photonuclear absorption, 55 
Physics analysis, 26 
Pickup electrode, 115 
Pileup, 270, 336 
Pion 

beam, 107, 360, 369 
channeling, 72 - 3 
decays, 8,202, 360, 366, 378 
detection, 279, 315 
energy spectrum, 273 
interactions, 82, 85 - 6 
ionization loss, 35 - 6, 41 
mass, 8, 359 
multiple scattering, 71- 3 
production, 86-8, 107 
range, 35 -6, 298 
shower, 273-5 
spin, 362 
TOF,I72-4 
trigger, 308 - II 

Pionic atom, 359 
Plasma frequency, 41 
Poisson distribution, 389 
Polarization, 12, 372- 6 
Polarized target, 15, 131-2,337,374-6 
Positron 

annihilation, 53 - 4 
bremsstrahlung, 48 
channeling, 74 
ionization loss, 46 - 7 
pair production, 59-63 
shower, 259-66 

Positronium, 54 
Potential energy vs atomic spacing, 151 
Preprocessing, 19 - 20 
Pretrigger, 304 
Primary ionization, 208 - 9 
Primary ionization rate, 43 
Probability, 388 - 92 
Projected space angie, 69, 70 
Proper time, 6 
Proportional chamber 

gases, 45, 216-18, 281 
principles, 16, 205 - 8 
pulse height, 45 
(see also Drift chamber, Multiwire 

Proportional Chamber) 
Proton 

beam, 93-4, 107 
channeling, 72 - 3 
detection, 279 
hadronic energy loss, 274-5 
interactions, 80-2, 85-7 
ionization loss, 35 - 6, 41, 45 
magnetic moment, 9, 363 
mass, 9 
multiple scattering, 71, 73 
range, 33-6, 298 

recoil mass distribution, 372 
spin, 9, 362 
TOF,173 
trigger, 308, 312 - 13 
(see also Nucleon decay) 

Proton - proton collider, 100 -1, 115 
Proton-proton interactions, 367 
Punch through, 311 

Quadrupole magnet, 94, 97, 109-15 
Quality factor, 120 
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Quantum chromodynamics (QCD), 4, 5, 
376 

Quantum efficiency, 161, 163 - 4 
Quantum electrodynamics (QED) 3, 29, 

48,59,65,85, 107 
Quark model, 4, 91, 117, 359 
Quasistable particle, 8, 10 
Quenching 

gases, 211, 239 
scintillator, 150 - 2 

Radiation length, 52, 260 
Radiation protection, 120 - 2 
Radiation sickness, 121 
Radiative corrections, 372 
Radio frequency quadrupole (RFQ), 94 
Radioactive source, 119 
Radioactivity, 115-17, 119, 122 
Raether criterion, 215, 290 
Range, 33-6, 45-6 
Rayleigh scattering, 55 
Recoil particle, 10 - II 
Recombination in gases, 206-7, 210-11, 

293 
Reflection, 157 -9, 184-5 
Register (latch), 143 
Relativistic rise, 39-41, 253-5 
Relativity, 5 
Residual, 19 
Resolving time, 137 - 8 
Resonance, 3, 4, 80, 85, 89 
Response time, 15 
RF cavity, 94, 96 
RF structure, 93-4 
Ring imaging Cerenkov counter (RICH), 

193,198-200 
Risetime method, 231 
Rossi-Greisen equation, 69 
Rutherford scattering, 64-6 

Sagitta, 326 
Sample mean, 388 
Sampling calorimeter, 16, 259 
Saturated avalanche mode, 268 
Scaler, 143 
Scattering, 10- 14 
Scintillation, 148 
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Scintillation counter 
construction, 16, 148 
deadtime, 333 
dE/dx, 167, 341, 360 
efficiency, 167- 8 
energy resolution, 168 
intensity monitor, 115 
response time, 333 
spatial resolution, 168 - 9 
timing, 169-75 
trigger, 165, 341 

Scintillation efficiency, 150 
Scintillator 

decay time, 150-2 
fibers, 155 
glass, 156 
inorganic, 148-9 
liquid, 152 
noble gas, 155-6 
organic, 149-55 
plastic, 153-5, 167, 174-5 

Screening, 40, 48-50,59-61 
Secondary beams, 103-8 
Secondary emission monitor, 115 
Self-absorption, 151 
Semiconductor detector, 16, 129-30, 

296-8,360-1 
Separated beam, 112-3 
Separator, electrostatic, 103 - 4 
Serpukov, 95, 103 
Shower (see Electromagnetic or Hadronic 

shower) 
Sigma particle, 9,10,313-14 
Silicon detector (see Semiconductor) 
SLAC 

linac, 94-6, 115,286,374 
SLC,102-3 
SPEAR, 100,347 

Slewing, 135 - 6 
Sokolov-Ternov effect, 99 
Solenoid magnet, 331 - 2 
Source, accelerator, 93-4, 99 
Space, charge repulsion, 213 - 14, 217 
Space-time relation, 234, 252 
Spark chamber, 289-93 
Spark counter, 298 - 300 
Spatial resolution, 15 
Spectrometer 

colliding beam, 329, 341-9, 367, 379-80 
design criteria, 329 - 36 
fixed target, 328-9, 336-41, 360, 

363-5,369,371,375-7 
magnetic relations, 325 - 7 
nucleon decay, 349 - 50 

Spin 
measurement of, 361 - 2 
quantum number, 3, 38 

Spline fit, 24 
Split field magnet, 331-2 
Standard deviation, 389 
Statistics, 388 - 90 
Straggling, 45 
Strangeness quantum number, 3, 7 
Streamer chamber, 16, 210, 293 -4, 336- 7 
Strong interaction, 2, 3, 79 - 88 
Structural materials, 397 
SU(3) model, 3 
Synchrotron, 96 
Synchrotron oscillation, 97 
Synchrotron radiation, 47, 98-9,335 

t distribution, 12, 26 
Target, 125-32 
TASSO spectrometer, 174, 193-6,244-5, 

268 
Termination, cable, 145-6 
Thin lens approximation, III 
Thomas-Fermi model of atom, 39, 49, 65 
Thomson cross section, 58 
Thyratron, 290 
Time/digital convertor (TDC), 144, 171, 

247-8 
Time dilation, 6, 7, 363 
Time offlight (TOF), 172 - 5, 298 - 300,335 
Time projection chamber (TPC), 242, 

256-7 
Toroidal magnet, 331-2, 337-40 
Total cross section, 79-85, 89, 367-9, 

391-2 
Total specific ionization, 208 - 9 
Towsend's ionization coefficient, 214 
Track length, 262 
Track sensitive target, 286 
Tracking, 15, 19, 333 
Transition radiation, 42, 294-7, 335 
Transmission, optical, 185 - 6 
Transmission measurement, 368-9 
Transport coefficient, 237-8 
Transverse momentum, 88 
Trigger 

beam, 303-4 
data acquisition, 336, 351- 3 
deposited energy, 315-7, 379 
final state, 304 - 7 
general properties, 16 - 17, 303 - 7 
higher level, 316-21, 371 
identified particle, 307 -15 
multiplicity, 305 

Truncated mean technique, 253-4 
Two body scattering, LAB frame, 393 

UAI spectrometer, 18,379-80 
Ultraviolet light, (UV), 159, 161, 179, 

183-6,200-1 
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Updating discriminator, 136 
Uranium calorimeter, 279-81, 347 

Vacuum, beam, 101, 130 
Van de Meer method, 368 
Variance, 388-9 
Vee, 25 
Velocity, measurement of, 172, 196 
Vertexing,25 

Villari effect, 293 
Virtual particle, II 

Wgauge boson, 3, 5, 18,88,379-81 
Waist, 113-14 
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Wavelength shifter, 153-4, 157, 186,267 
Weak interaction, 2, 3, 88-91 
Winston cone, 160-1 

Z gauge boson, 3, 5, 89 




